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Abstract

Food Demand in Canada:
A Microeconometric Model Using Microdata
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External Examiner

Professor Xiao-Yuan Dong, Ph.D

This study uses Canadian microdata tapes to specify a microeconometric model in order

to provide a matrix of price, expenditure, and demographic parameters for a system of food

commoditíes in a theoretically consistent manner that permits a determination of how lrouseholds

allocate expenditures among disaggregated food commodities. Homogeneity, symmetry, and

concavity are evaluated. The sensitivity of model parameters to different functional form

specifications including sample selection bias is also evaluated.

Estimated results were quite plausible and consistent with a priori expectations.

Demographic variables were found to lìave relatively significant effects on Canada's household

food consurnptìon pattems. The theoretical restriction of homogeneity was not rejected. However,

the symmeÍy restriction sliowed inconsistency between the theory and the data. All elasticities

were in compliance with the negativity condition of the Slutsky substitution matrix,

Sarnple seleclion bias was addressed via a generalized Tobit model incorporating censoring

latent variables. Selection biæ wæ found not to be a significant problem for the level of

aggregation employed. An evaluation of the sensitivity of model parameters to different functional

fonn specifications using an approach nesting the AIIDS and the Translog slÌows that dÌese two

models are more or less identical in terms of both explanatory power and estimated parameters,



The joint model was slíghtly superior staf.istically, but its elasticity estimates were close to those

of tlìe other two models.

The demand parameters can be used by policy makers and industry analysts in sensitivity

analysis and in forecasting changes in food demand that are consistent with the changing structure

of lrousehold food preferences in Canada. To our knowledge, this is the nrststudy to successfully

employ Cenadian lnicrodata in this way and represents a departure ftom previous studies tiìat are

predominartly based on time series.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Statement and Scope of the Problem

Canadian household expenditures on food have averaged $31 billion over tlìe past decade,

representing a very significa-nt proportion of the food rnarketing bill. For instance, household food

expenditure on meat alone has averaged $10.5 billion during tlris period while at the fann level,

fann cash receipts from livestock sales have totalled $3.1 billion, representing 25 percent of total

on-farm cash receipts. Clearly, retail demand for food products is important for the vitality of the

food indusfy as a whole and an understanding of the structure of household consumption should

be an integral part of agricultural policy analysis. In particulaç knowledge of how various

economic variables such as prices and expendihrre affect tlìe structure and pattem of household

food consumption can be beneficial to policy nakers and plaÌrners both in goverrìrnent and the

private sector in the fonnulation and evaluation of various food, nutrition, ilcome, and

agricultural support programs and policies. Managers in the food industry could use suclr

irfonnation for strategic planning.

A number of studies in Canada and the United States of America have provided ernpirical

evidence and explanatons regardirg the apparently changing structure of food consumption.

Canadian studies include Mosclini and Moro [l993], Toichoa, MacMillan, and Coyle [1993],

Clìen and Veeman [1991], Reynolds and Goddard [1991], Goddard [1983], Atkins, Ken, and

McGivem Ii989], and Green, Hassan, and Joh¡son [979]. U.S. studies include Moschini and

Meilke [989], Eales a¡rd Unnevehr t1988,19931, Chalfant and Alston [ 1988], Heien and Pompelli

[1988], and Thurman [987]. The first explanation is based on a phenomena called structural

change which attributes changes in food consumption to dramatic shifts in consumer preferences



due to healdr consciousness among households, in particular dìat overconsumption of foods high

in cholesterol and monosaturated fats leads to heart disease and other health problems. This has

induced household preferences to slúft away from foods such as red meats which contain more

clìolesterol and lnonosaturated fats relative to white meats like poulny and fish.

Changes in tiìe demograplìic composition of the population have also been reported. For

instance, it has been observed that tlere has been an i¡rcrease in the number of two-incolne or

single person households. Such a family unit, it is argued, has a stronger preference for

"convenience" in the kitchen. Statistics Canada [l991] repofs that the proportion ofdual -eamer

families increased from 33 percent in 1967 to 62 percent in 1989. Similarly, there has been a

dramatic increase in the number of women witlÌ employment income: from 44 percent in 1970

to 60 percent in 1986. In a U.S. study, Eales alld UrurevelÙ [1988] report that between 1960 and

1985, the propoÍion of women who wolk outside the horne increased from 35 perceut to 50

percent, households headed by women increased from 18 percent to 28 percent, and single-person

households increased from 13 percent to 24 percent of all households. Given tlìat traditional food

products demaÌrd more preparation time, it is normal to expect that more families of this type

would prefer food products that are easier to prepare. Related to this point is the dramatic growth

in the fast food indusúy, and in particula¡ the introduction of franchise chicken fæt food chai¡s

and restaurants. Statistics Canada [1990] reports that the proporlion of food spent away from

home has doubled. [See Goddard, 1983, for amore systematic analysis of food away frorr home].

The second explanation is based on traditional variables such as relative prices, and

income as opposed to a dramatic chauge in consumer preferences. This second aspect is not

considered structural change since structural pararneters in this case are invariant with respect to

changes in prices, income, and demograplúcs.



Although the conclusions from these studies are mixed, there are strong indications that

Nofh American households in general are becoming less sensitive to prices and incomes when

allocating their household budget to various food categories. Clearly, these observed clianges in

the structure of food demand have rnajor implications for the Canadian food industry as a whole,

especially if these trends continue in future years.

In view of these considerations, it is impofant to obtain reliable and valid parametric

measures of the impact of prices, expenditure a.nd other variables which can tlìen be employed to

explain cunent economic conditions in the food sector as well as forecast short run and long run

movements in consumption pattems tlìât are consistent with anticipated changes in tlìe structure

of these dernand relationships.

Although significant progress has been made in understanding tlre existing structure of

Ca-nadia-n food demand to date, dÌe modelling of Canada's retail demand lìas been based primarily

on aggregate time series demand analysis.' We know f¡om econometric tlÌeory that the

estimation of complete dema.nd systems based on time series data provide price and income

elasticities for all lrouseholds as a whole but yield few irnplications for demand by demograplúc

attributes. This is basically because much of the variation in demographic attributes occurs across

lrouseholds within regions at a specific point in time rather than across regional average values

or time periods. Hence, it does not necessadly follow that the expenditure elasticity obtained from

a cross-section of lrouseholds is conceptually similar to that pertaining to the behaviour of an

aggregate household. Lr particular, tilne series data usually comprise annual or quarterly

observations, which means tlìat tlìe most we can get from suclì data are sholt run elasticíties owing

r 
Exceptions are Green, Hassan, and Johnson [1979], and Nicol [1987,1988 ], Green ¿t. ¿/. used a Linea¡

Expenditure System rvhile Nicol ernployed a third order Translog. Horveve¡, both studies are conducted at very
high levels of aggregation in which food wa¡ one of the food aggregates considered, Further more, both studies
utilized Fanily Expendilure Surveys rvhich do not disaggregated by food using the universal classifrcation code,



to the fact that households do not completely and instantâneously adjust to changes in prices or

total expenditure due to habit fonnation.

By far the most acute problerns associated with aggregate data has to do witlì modelling

microeconomic relationslrips. First, it is well known that the utility maximizaton framewo¡k

enables us to define restrictions on our model so as to reduce the number of pararneters in a

demand system. However, data on prices and expenditures are available only at dre aggregate

level over time, thus creating wlìat is known as the aggregation problem in the sense that there

is no reason why microeconomic theory wNch is couched it terms of an individual economic

agent should be directly applicable to aggregate data. Since microeconomic relationslrips carmot

sirnply be added together to provide macro relationships of the same form, the relevant questiorì

is one of consistent aggregation: under what conditions can consumer tlìeory be consistent with

behaviour at flre aggregate or market level? This issue has been addressed by Lau 11977,1978,

19821, Muellbaeur 119771, and Jorgenson, Lau, and Stoker [1982], inter alia, who have defined

conditions for consistent aggregation. However, the conditions which guarantee unbiasedness

in the use of aggregate datå are very restrictive and are not likely to be satisfied in practice.

By contrast, the use of household level data allows us to estimate disaggregated price and

expenditure elasticities consistent witlÌ the demographic profile of a given group in the population.

It also pennits us to analyze socioeconomic variables and tlìeir irnpact on household consumption

decisions. In addition, we have greater flexibility i¡ the choice of fi-rnctional form a¡rd size of

model since the problem of degrees of freedorn typically associated with aggregate models is

minimized.

In view of the fact that previous Canadian studíes have generally employed aggregate data,

with a few exceptions, it is hoped in this study that estimating a theoretically consistent complete

delnâ.¡rd system using Statistics Canada's comprehensive Microdata tapes will provide updated



estimates of disaggregated household food demand that are consistent with utility theory and

which accurately reflect food consumption behaviour among Canadian households.

1.2 Study Objectives

In the light of the above context, tlìe overall objective of this study is to investigate the

demand side of the food sector in Canada using comprehensive household survey data for the

years 1984, 1986, and 1990. The research will rnainly focus on the consurnption behaviour of the

household in order to ascertain the socio-economic and demograplìic factors that influence food

expenditure. It is hoped that this emphasis on the micro level involving a sufficiently

disaggregated set of foods helps to bridge the gap between theoretical and ernpirical demand

analysis in Canada. An econometric framework bæed on a flexible system of demand equations

is employed to achieve the following specific objectives:

1. To manage a new Microdata set in a lnamer that accurately represents the food market

in Canada:

2. To specify arìd estimate an appropriate flexible functional form based on duality theory

and a two-stage budgeting procedure in order to provide a complete set of demand

parameters (own price and cross price, and expenditure etasticities) for a systern of food

commodity groups in a theoretically consistent lnanner that permits a detennination of

how households allocate expenditure among disaggregated food commodity groups.

To detennine the degree of substitutability among disaggregated foods.

To eveluate the empirical validity of theoretical restrictions on demand systems;

To evaluate the sensitivity of model parameters to different functional form specifications;

To assess the significance of sample selectivity bias;

J.

4.

5.

6.



'7. '1o evaluate the significance of demand parameters and elasticities in the context of

Canada's food and agricultural policies and the food industry in general.

1.3 Organization of Study.

The rest of this study is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a review of consumer

demand theory as it relates to food demand in Canada. Tlds will include issues such as

aggregation, separability, and ho\'r' to i¡corporate demographic variables. Chapter 3 discusses data

sources and preparation. Chapter 4 presents a siage-two analysis of houselÌold demand for a

disaggregated set of food commodities employing tlìe Almost ldeal Demand System (ALIDS).

This includes tests of theoretical restrictions. Chapter 5 estimates a generalized Tobit to evaluate

the significance of sample selection bias. Chapter 6 presents a study colnparing two popular

flexible functional fonns using a nested framework suggested by Lewbel. All the models are

extended to incorporate demograplic variables, Summary and conclusions are presented in

Chapter 7.



Chapter 2

Theoretical Considerations

2.1 Introduction

This study employs a demand systems approaclì based on consurner tlÌeory to calculate

a complete denand matrix for food commodity groups in Canada. In tliis Chapter, a review of

¡reoclassical utility dìeory is presented, including separability properties of consumer preferences,

and the incorporation of denograplic variables into a theoretically plausible complete demand

system. Since the theory of demand has been extensively treated, this study will present only an

overview of the theory. Detailed treatment of the subject can be found in Vafian [1992], Pollak

and Wales [1992], Theil and Clements u9871, Deaton a¡rd Muellbaeur [1980], Deaton [1986],

Plilips [1983], and Johnson, Hassan and Green 119841.

TlÌis chapter is divided into six sections. Section 2.2 presents a summary of dre

theoretical foundations of household utility tlÌeory and the demand systems approach, including

restrictions derived from demand theory. Section 2.2 reviews the duality approach to derivfurg a

complete demand system. Sectiorì 2.3 discusses aggregation over comrnodities including

separability conditions and two stage budgeting. Aggregation over agents is presented in Section

2.4 while Section 2.5 presents medrods of incorporating demographic variables.

2.2 The Demand Systems Approach: A Theoretical Framework

The utility maxilnization problen can be written as

V(P,Y) = Ma\U(X); P'X = Y
2.1



where U(X) is a utility function corresponding to consumer preferences, and V(P,Y) is the dual

indirect utility function relating maximum utility to prices P and income y. y(P,y.) lìas the

following properties:

1) V(P,Y) is decreasing in P, and increasing in ]¿

2) V(P,Y) is homogeneous of degree zero n (P,Y).

3) V(P,Y) is quasi-corÌvex in P.

4) Roy's theorem applies: i.e. givenV(P,Y), we can apply Roy's identity which states

that if we take a Marshallian demand X{P,y) for re i'¡ product and P>0 and

Y>0, then it is equal to:

av(P,n
aP.- ' = X.(P.h

ave,n
2.2

wlÌich is our envelope tlleorem for the Marshallian consumer demand lnodel.

Assuming local nonsatiation and continuity of U(X), a cornmodity vector .r solves llìe

above utility maximization problem if and orìly if it solves the following expenditure minimization

problern:

E(P,u) = Mìtr IPTX : U(Ð = U"l

where Ll = U(tr), añ E(P,U) is the dual expen<liture function relating minimum cost to pdces

P and utility level U. The expenditure function has the following properties:

1) it is linearly homogeneous and concave in P;

2) it is increasing in l¿U).

3) the partial derivative of EIP,L¡.) wift respect to prices generates Hicksia¡r dernand

functions, the derivative property called Shephard's lelnma: i.e.

¿,5
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= x,ç,,q

Note of course that in actual empiricaì work, we work with Marshallian demands. Si¡ce

these demands a¡e derived from competitive utility lnaximization behaviour, they must be

integrable up to a macro function, V(P,Y) or eq'rivalently, E(Plf ). Utility maxirnization

implies that Marshallian demands are homogeneous of degree zero in (P,Y) a¡rd the matrix of

Slutsky tenns

2.3

(*:"<r,n _ ù(¡'(p.y) 
x.t p.vt) f 

ax,"ir,u-¡) 
rs r....I ap. òY "'¡'," rl I ¿¡. I r"irNLN

\ J /¡úl'/ \ ./ /ÀìN

2.4

is symmetric negative semidefinite. In tum, this symmetry condition establishes integrability.

The Slutsky equation decomposes the demand cha.nge induced by a price clìange into two

effects: substitution effect and income effect. TIre term on the right hand side is the

substitution effect of a price change which is always negative for Sij. TlÌe first tenn on the left

hand side is the total effect. The second term is the income effect and it is negative for i¡ferior

goods. The Slutsky matrix is often used to group commodities into substitutes a.nd

cornplements. Hence,[S¡] < 0 + good I and j are cornplements; [S¿.] > 0 = good I and j are

substitutes. For a detailed discussion, see Henderson and Quandt [1980], Varian 119921, Ntd

Phlips Ii983].

A major advantage of the dual approach to modelling consumer behaviour is that closed

form solutions for demands can be obtained using flexible functional forms to approxirnate the

dual. Examples of flexible functional form specifications of demald systems include the

generalized Cobb-Douglas demarìd system (Diewert, 1973), the indirect Translog (Cluistensen,

Jorgenson, and Lau, 1975), the generalized Leontief (Diewert, 1974), the Almost Ideal Demand

System (ALIDS) (Deaton and Muellbaue¡ 1980) deríved ftom an expenditure function with a



PIGLOG preference structufe, and the normalized quadratic expenditure function (Diewert and

Wales, 1988). In addition to these are dre Miniflex Laurent demand systems (Bamett, 1985;

Bamett a.nd Lee, 1985; Bamett, Lee, and Wolfe, 1987): i.e. the Miniflex Generalized Leontief and

the Miniflex Tra-nslog wlúch not only appear to violate theoretically approxirnate curvature

conditions less oÍïen tha.n the indirect Translog and tlre Generalized Leontief, but also have tlre

added advantage of exhibiting regions where the violation of curvature conditions occur.

Apart from these flexible parametric demand systems, applied econornetricia¡s have also

developed what can be referred to as Semiparanetric demand systems: tlìese are the Fourier

dema.nd systems (Gallant 1981,1984) and the asymptotically ideal model (Bamett and Yule, 1988)

bæed on the Muntz-Szatz series expansion. Both the Fourier and the asymptotically ideal models

possess properties of global flexibility as well as ease in testing or imposing tlreoretical regularity

conditions. Empirical applications of these Semiparametric fonns include Gallant [l 984], Chalfant

and Galla¡t [1985], and Chalfart [1987]. TlÌis study will adopt a flexible functional fonn in

order to exploit the full advantages implied by these specifications.

2.3 Aggregation over Commodities

One of dre most clÌallenging tasks in applied demand analysis is the large number of

commodities the consurners rnust choose from. Estimating this behaviour can indeed be an

onerous task since for any completely uffestricted model of ,¿ comnodities, a total of n(n+])

parameters must be estimated: that is, n2 own- and cross-price elasticities, and r income

elasticities. In orderto rnanage econometric estimation, general restrictions (homogeneity, adding-

up, and symmetry) can be imposed, thereby reducing the number of parameters to [%n(n+l)l - 1,

which clearly may still be too large for estirnation lcapps ald Havlicek, 1987]. A convenient way

is to use the idea of separability to reduce the dimensionality of the estimation problem and heuce



increase the degrees of fteedom in estimation. In the next paragraphs, we discuss the concept of

separability and how it can be used to aclúeve the objectives of our study.

2.3.1 Weak Separability

This is a less resfictive fonn of separability. According to Goldman and Uzawa [1964],

a utility function is weakly separable with respect to a partition of a commodity space (Xr,..,X,)

(where s is the number of mutually exclusive and exhaustive subsefs) if and only if UfX) is of the

nonadditive form:

u (x é,...,x,,) = 4u,(x,), u 26 )',,,' u 
"(x ")l

and the marginal rate of substitution

V tjÉG" k€G" s=1,...,S

between any two goods in the group is independent of the quantity of any corunodity outside

the group, so that we can also write U(Xt-.Xe Xh,...,X,,) as

u = u v.(xf_x), f,(xt,,...Nj), f.(xk...N,,)l 2.7

The utility function is said to be weakly sepa-rable since it is expressed in terms of the

aggregates (e.g. food, clothing, etc.) Thus, weak separability imposes some restrictions on the

degree of substitutâbility between commodities in different subsets. For instance, if groups a

and ó are substitutes for each other, all pairs of colnmodities, one from eaclì group, must also

be substitutes or complements. Weak separability lras a number of impoftant ilnplications.

First, all cross-price elasticities between commodity groups require only the knowledge of the

income elasticities and at least one intergroup coefficient. The intergroup coefficients are

I u.l
ô llllu.l
ô4

2.5

2.6



measures of the degree of substitutability ¿ìmong commodity groups. Second, the cross-price

elasticities among commodity groups are proportional to the relevant income elasticities. These

relationships suggest a substantial number of parameter restrictions which reduce the number of

parameters to be estimated [Raunikar and Huang, 1987].

2.3.2 Ttvo-Stage Budgeting Procedure.

In most applied work, we are interested in weak separability because we can use it to

justify not only the inclusion of aggregates (quantities and prices) to represent single commodities,

but also to justify the so-called two-stage or multi-stage budgeting. As shown by Gorman [1959]

and Blackorby et ü1. [19701, weak separability is equivalent to Strotz's [1957] utility tree and is

a precondition for tlÌe consistency of the two-stage budgeting procedure. Gorman in paúicular

has shown how weak separability or two-stage budgeting permits expenditure allocations within

groups to be detennined solely by dre wit.hin-group relative prices and tlÌe allocations of

expenditure to t.hat group.

The fundamental idea of Stroz's utility tree (and Brown and Heien's [1972] S-branch

utility) is tlìat we can classify comrnodities into some familia¡ groups by looking at tlteir

relationslips in terms of cornplementarity, substitutability, and independence.z Thus, at the first

stage, Iìouseholds allocate total expenditure to broad categories of commodities (e.g. food,

nonfood). At subsequent stages, expenditure is allocated to more disaggregated commodities (e.g.

red meat, white meat, grain cereals, etc.) This procedure continues until each of tlre specific

comlnodities is attained along one of the branches of tlìe utility tree. Hence, Stroz's utility tree

" This can be shorvn by examining the second orde¡ condition for utility nÂxi¡nization: if U,)>0, then the
co¡n¡nodities a¡e cornple¡lents; if Ur<o, they are substitutes; and if Ur:o, they a.re i¡dependent. Notice that these
second order pâ¡tials are di-rectly rclâted to the Hessian nrat¡ix and hence p¡ovide infonnation about how consunte¡s
rank their preferences, This issue is taken up in Chapter 4 when rve discuss ¡esults.

t2



enables tlìe entire demand system to be subdivided into smaller subdemand systems, each of wlich

is conditional on prices and expenditures in tlìat subset only [Pollak, 1969,1971]. For insta.nce,

the demand for the j'¡ commodity in subsystem s is a filnction of prices of commodities a¡rd

expenditures on commodities in that s group only. Notice the obvious econometric advantage in

tlris budgeting procedure: the lìousehold's consumption behaviour is explained by a much smaller

number of explaratory variables.

Let X,¡ represent a possible n-vector of commodities for household å with a conesponding

price vector P. Also let Mh d,enote that houselrold's expenditure. The assumption of t\ryo-stage

budgeting implies that we can partition X and the conesponding price vector into subsets ranging,

say, from d to s and eaclì subset has N colrunodities, so that in total there are N" + N, + ... + N,

commodities. In this case, the household's indirect utility preferences are separable in X,.M and Pf
j=1,..,s if and only if

v(P,Y) = HIV,O,.,,V,(.)) 2.8

and 11 inherits all the properties of the indirect utility function. First the consumer solves a

utility maximization problem in which she allocates total expenditure Y = Y. + ...+ f, to broad

commodity groups X.,...,X, where I is the optimal amount that she spends ot1 Xi G=d,...,s).

Stage two involves intersectoral allocation in which the consumer decides to altocate broad-

group expenditures Y* = Y,* + Yo* +...+ y,* in an optimal way among the commodities

within each group by solving a set of subutility maximization problems defined over all

individual commodities in tlìat group. This makes it possible to derive a dema-nd function for

any good i within, say, group ¿ as a functíon of total witlún-group expenditure f, and prices

P" within that group only. Hence,

x; = x;(P., Y") 2.9



which implies that corìsuner preferences are weakly separable.3

As stated earlier, a utility function is weakly separable witlì respect to a partition of a

commodity space X,,..,,,Yí if and only if some macro utility function U(X) is of the nonadditive

form i

u(Ð = tr Íu.6:,.'x:\,.,u "f¿,...x"''¡ 2.10

Maximizing subutility functions U' conditional on group expenditures y",...,y, generates the

same solution X+ if and only iÎ U(X) is weakly separable. This macroutility function implies

that the rnarginal rate of substitution between any two commodities in the same group is

independent of the quantity demanded of any commodity outside that group.

Several impoftant results follow from tlús. From the demand function for commodity i

in group a, (X;(P",Y")), we can observe t.lìe effect of prices outside group a ot7 Xni. Taking the

partial derivative of X"¡widr respect to P, (the price of a commodity in group á), we have

ð,Y: - a,Y: aY. z.tlòP. Av ,)P.

for any good i=],...,N" in group a Md j=],...,Nb in group å. And for any i in group ¿, we can

assess the effect of a change in total expenditure, y, on X,t. Differentiating, we have

ax: _ aY.lôPb ax:
ôP, AYJAY ðY

2.12

What we are basically saying here is tlìat as the price of commodity j=],...,Nt not in group 4

varies, the cross-price responses of all commodities i=.1,,..,N, within group ¿u are proportional to

their expenditure responses. It is cleu that prices outside group d affect coD'ìrnodity-group ¿r

3 Notice that Y. is endogenous, For estimation, we need to use a GLS o¡ IV method, This poi¡t is taken up in
Chapter 4.

'i,4



demands, X,i, only via changes in the optìmal expenditure level T" for the group.

Thus, while weak separability imposes substantial restrictions on the degree of

substitut¿bility between commodities in different groups, it enables us to truncate the multitude

of comlnodities faced by a consumer to a manageable level. In addition, substitution between

commodities within the same group is not influenced by our weak separability assurnption.a In

so doing, we can appeal to the theory and avoid ad hoc procedures.

It must be pointed out nevertlÌeless that weak separability is only a necessary but not

sufficient condition for two-stage budgeting: iÎ U(X) is lrleakly separable, then the second stage

exists. However, it is not sufficient for tlìe existence of the first stage. A sufficient condition for

the existence of the first stage, given a weakly separable utility function is homoflreticity of the

individual subutility functions U"(X"),...,U'(X,). Given these conditions, tlìe first stage

maximization problem generates tlìe sarne distribution of expenditures Y",...,Y, as the general

maximization problem.

In actual empirical work, we would proceed as follows in implernenting these ideas:

1. Given a weakly separable IUF, our conditional IUF ca¡r be written as:

v(P,Y) = Írlvlg pY t),...,v,,,(P,,/,¡)l

wlrere Y = (y t,...,y^) is an /ll-vector of sectoral expenditure allocations,

2.t3

2. Roy's identity can be applied to a specified fonn of V' to obtain conditional subdemand

functions, i.e.:

av'(P'.Y \taP:xi = si(P ',Y )
av'(P'.v')/av'

2.14

t Note that this sarne standard ¡nust continue to apply to the substitution of cotn¡nodities ir, say, group n for
cornnrodities ir group å. This relationship between co¡nmoditie"s i¡ different groups is best sum¡narized by Deaton and
Muellbauer [1980b] rvho state that "since the b¡anches of the tree are the only nleans of contact between goods in
different Sroups, responses to p¡ice chânges and total expenditu¡e changes must use the same channels and hence bear
a close relation to one another" [p.129]
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lor i=1 ,...,N,, r=1,...,m, where N, is the number of commodities in group r.

3. Estimates of the m subdemand systems can be derived given sectoral prices P' and

expenditures f, and consumption Xí.

4. Tlìe parameter estimates of the ,?r subsystems can be used to derive the sectoral expenditure

allocation f as a solution to the following:

2.15

In order to make tlis useful for empirical purposes, an aggregate price index for each group

must be specified.

5. Substituting Ir(P,y) tnto the conditional demand function, glP',Y) generates the complete

demand system

2.16

The complete demand system wlúch colnbines the treatment of a household's clìaracteristics

and the nature of its preferences is:

x i = gil(e',v'(e,v,q,al 2.17

i=l,.,,,n,; r=1,,,,m, where the demographic variables, C¿, enter tlüough translation, scaling, or

direct fashion. Section 2.5 discusses the incorporation of demographic variables in detail.

Econometrically, the two-stage budgeting procedure described above does nevertheless

entail very restrictive assumptions about the covariance of tlìe error terms across various equations.

These restrictive assumptions are required if the parameter estimates of the subsystelns of

conditional demand functions are to retain their optimaì propeÍies. Thus, tlÌe covariances between

error terms in the various subdemand systems must vanish a¡rd there rnust exist no correlation

between tlìe enor tenn of each conditionel demand equation and the group enor terms. Further,

xi = gil(P',Y'(P,Y)l v i, r



the error terms in a given subsystem must be uncorrelated with the enors in all other subsystems.

For details, see Blackorby et. a1.119781.

2.4 Aggregation Over Agents

In any study using time series (aggregate) data, the issue of aggregation over agents is

of fundamental concem and receives inadequate attention in a number of empirical studies. The

aggregation problem has been referred to in Chapter One and lias to do with the question: under

what conditions can micro relationships be added togeflìer to provide a macrorelationship of the

sane form'l In odìer words, how can consurner theory which refers to an individuai's dema¡rd for

individual food and nonfood p¡oducts be consistent with behaviour at the aggregate level? Are

the theoretical restrictions wliclr relate to data at tlìe i¡dividual level consistent with data that lìas

been aggregated over consumers? The theory of aggregation, which we now tum to, provides

sufficient conditions for exact aggregation, i.e. conditions under wlúch aggregate consumer

behaviour can be úeated as though it resulted frorn the actions of a single utility maximizing

individual. In úe absence of these conditions, \'r'e cannot justifiably apply the theory of the

consurner to aggregate level data.

In order to show conditions for exact linear aggregation over individuals, let a household's

demand for commodity i be given by

Xih = fih(P,YA) 2.18

If we let H be the total number of ltouseholds, then sunrniug over l, households yields the

aggregate (market) demand function

,xiÀ(P,Yh) - xi(p, 
'yh)

2.19



which is tlìe condition for tlìe existence of the aggregate demand function. For ¡1 households, the

average demand, X"is

Xt= í(p,y t,y2,...,y H) T-Y l'(P, Yh) v fo i. 2.20

A compa¡ison of 2 ,19 utd 2.20 brings out an important fact, In equation 2.19, X, depends

on the distribution of expenditures Yh and 2.20 depencls onìy on average income, implying that

in the latter case, tlìe marginal propensity to consurne across n households are identical. In otller

words, the allocation of expenditures by rich houselìolds is the sane as that for poor houseltolds.

This is clear if we differentiate 2.19 wit]rl respect to Yå:

ax íP, Dt,v h)

2,21

noting that y=)rY¡ wift linear aggregation. This implies that the n <lifferent rnarginaì

propensities to consume for all consumers are le same: a reallocation of a dollar from one

household to anotlrer does not affect market demands. Relating to 2.20, tlris interpretation is

obvious: changes ín expenditure allocation tlìat preserve the mean, f, do not affect market

dema¡d, which is basically the standard condition of parallel linear Engel curves credited to

Gorman [1953, 1961] who has shown that in order for the marginal propensities to consume

to be identical across households, the indirect utility function must have the form

vh(P, Yh) = î!(P) , ß(p)yh 2.22

where c¿o and p are such as to ensure V¡ is an indirect utility function. Tlis specification is

called the Gorntan Polar Form. It car be shown by Roy's identity that the l¡'l' householcl

demands associated with these preferences are also of the Gonnan polar form:

aY t'

ax:'(P, Y h)

AYh

X,' = o,(Ð r bih(p)yh 2.23



where

a{P) = 2.24

Note that b(P) a\d P(P) are independent of å, i.e. constant across households, so that a dollar

transfer ftom any one household to another will not alter the pattem of aggregate dernand. In

this case, the (Marshallian) aggregate demand for the i'¡ commodity will be

X¡(P,Y',Y2,..,Y,,) = Léth =a.(Ð +b.(P)Y 2.25

wlrcre Y=Z¡Y', and bi(P)=>þth(P), and the representative inrtirect utitity function associated

with it is

v(P,Ð=d(P)+p(P)Y 2.26

It is of course important to note tlìe conespondence between the indirect utility function (and

hence the Marsliallian demands) and its inverse, tlìe expenditure function, E(P,U) (and hence

the Hicksian detnands). In order for the IUF Vh¡f,ft'1 to have a Gorma.n polar fonn, the

conesponding expenditure function, E (P,Uh), must have the Gormarì polar form

E h(P,u A) = dþ(4 + p(Ðuh 2.27

and the aggregate demand functions derived fiorn it are integrable irrespective of lrow

expenditure is distributed over households. ln otller words, the aggregate demanrl functions

X=>åt' can be treated as if they were generated by rnaximizing an aggregate utility function

subject to an aggregate budget constraint wherein the latter would state that aggregate demands

must not exceed aggregate income. In this Gorman polar form, ah¡P¡ wfitch can differ

between households, is independent of utility level and can tlìus be interpreted as subsistence

expenditure at prices P or the cost of living when utitity is zero. b(P) is identical for all

consurners.

I ù1' ,h 1 ôB

p(ÐôP, ' Dt =-p14ã,



The restrictions implied by tlìe Gormalì polar form are clearly too restrictive for the use

of average household expenditure as an explanatory variable in the aggregate lÌousehold demand

function. To see this, just note the Gorman polar form specification implies parallel línear Engel

curves or quasi-homothetic preferences, i.e. âXlâf=å¡(P), so that not orrly are preferences identical

and homothetic, but the intercept must pass tluough the origin (zero subsistence expenditurÐ.

Hence, although linear Engel curves or quasi-hornothetic preferences are necessary and sufncient

conditions for aggregation, they are too stringent: if we want to work witl level of total household

expenditure, we can only work with linear income expansion paths.

In a 1975 aÍicle, Muellbauer set out tlÌe most general conditions under which consistency

between macro and micro relations holds. Muellbauer's condition for exact aggregation is called

Generalized Linearity. The concept of generalized linearity refers to tlÌe fact that the analysis now

incorporates both linear a¡d nonlinear income exparsion paths. It is also referred to as conditions

for exact nonlined aggregation. The terminology itself relates to: 1) the generalization of the

Iinear aggregation results; and 2) the fact that the budget shares for all goods are linearly related

in Y to one another,

Generalized linearity is expressed in tenns of tluee altemative but equivalent restrictions:

value shares, marginal value shares, wlrich are independent of income or utility; and the

expenditure function which is the cost of utility since it shows the minimum cost of attai ng

utility U at prices P. In contrast to exact linear aggregation which required the aggregate market

demands to be a function of aggregate total expenditure (i.e. working with quantities), exact

nonlinear aggregation aggregates over different expenditure pattems of diffelent houseltolds.

Below we provide a brief sketch.

Under Muellbauer's conditions for exact aggregation, we slìould be able to define some

representative level of total household expenditurc, Y"(P) suclì tlìat tle market pattem of demands



is a weighted average of tlìe individual household pattems, and the weights are proportional to the

expenditure of each liouselìold. Tlìe average aggregate value share for the i'¡ good, Ìâ¡, can be

expressed as

2.28

i.e.the average budget share, r{, is a function of each lrousehold's total expenditure (yr,...,yg)

a.nd prices. ff is the number of households witlì varying arnounts of total expenditure.

The point of departure is straight forward: aggregatíon under the first approach (linear

Engel curves) restricts w¡ to be a function of pnces uñ, average expenditure only - thus producing

conditions for linear income expansion paths wlich we want to avoid. Under Muellbauer's

âpproach, the average budget share, rti, is required only to be a function of prices and a

rcprcsentdtiye level of total expenditure, Y,(P) which, as defined earlier, is itself a functjon of tlìe

income distribution vector (Y,,...,Y,) and prices P. If this holds, then tlìe market dema¡d is

consistent with and representative of the utility rnaxirnizing behaviour of a representative

lrousehold with total expenditure Y, and facing prices P. Equation 2.28 therelore defines the

requi rements for exact nonlinear aggregation.

Muellbauer has defined a special class of generalized linear preferences whiclÌ occurs

when the representative expenditure level is independent of prices and depends only on the

distribution of expelìditures. It is a geueralization in which the expenditure level is a CES PIGL

function

- lP¡DÅih(hJ)lH - 
y/'

'r,= -W =D,, {,,,"|'vre) t,,ly"(,,...,y*.p)l

E'(P,U') - Ahþ(qP( - Ut'¡ + 614eUt'10''

where.A/' and p are scalars. The representative expenditure function is given by

E(P,u") = [4(P)P(i - u) + b(ÒPUolP'

1'lo

2.30
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The togarithmic transfonnation of PIGL, when logs are taken, becomes what is called PIGLOG

log E(P,14 = ( - U 
") 

tosa(P) + U"\osb(P) 2.3t

where as beforc, a(P), and b(P) are linear homogeneous concave functions in the prices. Note

of course tlìat the exact form of the budget demand functions would depend on the algebraic

lonn of a(P) and b(P). A look at the behaviour of p shows how crucial that parameter is in

detennining the nonlinearity of Engel curves, and hence tlte felationship between average

expenditures and representative expenditures. For instance, when p = 1, the PIGL is basically

the Gorman polar form, and Engel curves are lineari p = -l implies quadratic Engel curves;

p = 0 produces the AIDS and Working-Leser forms as special cases.

The importance of theoretical work of aggregation is not restricted to issues of reconciling

the shape of Engel curves (i.e. linearity and nonlinearity). Witlún the context of our present shrdy,

the incorporation of demograplúc characteristics of a household is important. The basic question

is : How can we systematically specify aggregate demands that allow for both nonlinear Engel

curves and individual household characteristics? Can individual preferences be recovered from

such aggregate demand systerns'l The work by Jorgenson, Lau, and Stoker [1982], Lau [1982],

and Stoker [1984] has considered more general forms of aggregation that go beyond Muellbauer's

PIGL in which household attributes are i¡cotporated. TIte Fundamental Theorem of Exact

Aggregation [Lau, 1982] establishes the necessary and sufficient conditions which generalize the

concept of aggregate dema¡rd function to one which depends on general symmetric functions of

individual preferences and characteristics. Hence, Gorman's [1981] theorem provides us with

functional form specifications that are required in order to relate quantities to expenditures. Lau's

FTEA on the odrer hand extends Gorman's results and provides a usefi¡l compromise between

standard aggregation (as a function of mean incorne) and dernograplic variables.



Related to this context, recent work by Stoker [1982, 1984] has tried to link statistical and

economic theories of aggregation. TIre most striking of these is Stoker's finding that the estìmated

parameters from cross-section regressions will estimate the conesponding macro-functions not

only under the Gonnan perfect aggregation conditions, but also if the independent variables are

independently distributed with exponential farnily of distúbutions. In the context of dema-nd

analysis, Deaton [1986] notes that the narginal propensity to consume ftom a cross-section

regression would consistently estimate the impact of a change in rnealì income on lnea¡r

consumption either with linear Engel curves or with nonlinear Engel curves and income

distributed according to some exponential farnily dist¡ibution. Since one of tlre reasons we are

interested in aggregation is to be able to move from micro to macro in this way, these results open

up new possibilities. Stoker [1984] also carries out tlre process in reverse and derives

completeness (or identification) conditions on tlre distribution of exogenous variables that allow

recovery of micro behaviour from macro relationslips.

OveraìI, it can be said that Muellbauer, Lau, Jorgenson, ard Stoker have provided

generalizations of the theory of aggregation especially with respect to the incorporation of impacts

of distribution on aggregate dema¡rd functions. However, Jorgenson, Lau, and Stoker have gone

a step furtlrer by showing that their aggregate demand functions do not require the idea of

rcpresentative consulner, In other words, their approach can be applied to individual consumers

with different preferences. This is in contrast to Muellbauer's whose conditions for the existence

of a representative consumer can be viewed as a special case wifll the number of indices equal

to two. Jorgenson, Lau, and Stoker [1984] have shown that the rep¡esentative consumer

interpretation fails for the case of more than two index functions.

Tlús section has endeavoured to critically review the theory of aggregation starting with

Gonnan's [1953] characterization of individual behaviour (ttre Gonnan polâr fonn), to



Muellbauer's generalized model of the representative consumer in which individual preferences

are identical but not necessarily homothetic. In addition, amounts consumed may be nonlinear

functions of expenditure rather than linear functions, as in Gonnan [1953]. As noted earlier, this

nonlinearity means that aggregate demand functions are functions of the distribution of

expenditure among individuals.

In the next section, we will consider flre important issue ofhow socioeconomic variables

may be ircorporated in the models.

2.5 Incorporating Demographic Variables

h this section, we consider a dreoretically plausible way ir which demographic variables

enter tlìe utility function, i.e. the incorporation of variables suclÌ as household size and

composition into a complete system of dernand equations which describe the allocatíon of

expenditures among a finite set of consumption bundles. Since dernographic variables affect

consumption pattems a¡d expenditure behaviour (iust as prices and income do), their incorporation

in Engel filnctions and dema¡rd systems allows analysts to obtain better estimates of demand

parameters.

A common approach to incorporating socioeconomic variables uses equivalent scales

which are simply budget deflators used to derive the relative amounts of income required by two

different types of households to attain tlìe same sta.ndard of livirg. Equivalent scales play an

important role in govenìment welfare policies as well as in defining tlre poverty line for different

household types. For food processors, this information is useful for targeting tJreir promotional

activities.

Equivalent scales were originally developed by Engel u8951. Prais a¡rd Houthakker

[1955] represent early work using comrnodity specific household equivalent scales and a general



scale for deflating total expenditure. However, t.heir approach is not consistent with utility

maximization. Barten [1964] introduced the idea of scaling within the context of a theoretically

plausible system of demand equations. Subsequent work by Muellbauer 11974, 1977, 19801,

Gorman [1976], Pollak and Wales [1980, 1981], Ray [980], Lewbel [1985], and Jorgenson and

Sles¡rick [1987], have refonnulated the model further using duality. In the following discussion,

we focus on two altemative specifications first employed by Pollak and Wales [1978, 1981] in

which parameters of a demand system depend on the demograplìic variables: the two

specifications are dernographic translating and demographic scaling. The specificatíon involves

tlree sepa-rable but interrelated steps: 1) specification of a class of demand system for every

admissible demographic profile; 2) specification of which parameters ale a function of

demograplúc variables and wlich are not; 3) specification of functional form for each relevant

para-rneter.

2.5.1 Demographic Translating

Demographic translating introduces ,¿ parameters d,,...d,, (cal\ed, translating parameters)

such that for every good i, there is a minimum or subsistence level, I, below which utility is not

defined. This corresponds to a translation of the origin of tlìe consumption space from the zero-

vector to the vector (dt,...d,,). Demographic variables, denoted O, are introduced into eacll

demand systern in tlre class by postulating that only tlìe parameters 4 are a function of the

demographic variables, i.e. d, = ¿,¡61. Specifically, once tlìe vector of quantities X is a justed by

4, the direct utility function becomes:

u(x) = u (xt - dP x2 - d2' ^' x,, - d,,)

and each dema.nd system in the class

2.32

2.33xt = )(lP,Y)
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is replaced by the modified system

Xi(P,t) = di, Eì (P, Y - D Pt dk)
l.l

2.34

Eaclr of tlìe 4 translating parameters is related to the N demograplúc variables (0,,...,0*) by

postulating an appropriate functional form. TIte functions relating ds to the @'s are denoted by

D: Id, = Dì(@)I 2.35

where it is clear tlìat any effect of @ on X, comes via d, and íncome.s pollak and Wales [1981]

estimate a linear demograplÍc translating of the form

N
D' ß\ = d; + D s.e

,-1
2.36

in wlrich @ r Àf independent parameters are added to the original demand system and does

not include the constant teÍn di*.

If the original (uncompensated) dernand system is theoretically plausible, then so is the

modified one.6 Thus, if the original demand system was generated by the IuF V(p,y) (or ilte

DW U(X), tlìen it can be shown that the modified demand system satisfies the first order

conditions conesponding to

v(P,\ = v(P,Y - Do do)

u(x) = Û(\ - dt, -, x, d,)

2.37

2.38

5 It should be noted that nothing prevents the ./'s from taking negative values. Not only are negative rt's ridiculous,
but their eronomic i¡terpretation beco¡nes mo¡e difûcult,

6 According to Pollak and Wales, the nrodiâed demand systen satisôes Slutsky sym tetry conditions, but the
substitution nìâtrix need not be negative se¡ridefrnite except when all d,'s are zero. The rnodiûed systern is theoretically
plausible for de¡¡ands ¿/'s close to zero. A global result is therefore not possible.



Using the modified demand system, one can evaluate the direct and indirect effect of a

change in @ on total expenditure. For instance, from the modified equation, the effect of a change

in @, (noting tlìat we have multiplied through by price) is:

ôPl, _ , ðD, ôPl, ço ôD k

ô0, ' ò0t ôY " A0,
2.39

where âP,Xy'âf is the marginal budget share of the ¡r' good. A change in @, results in a

reallocation of expenditure among the consumptio¡r bundles. However, since total expenditure

is invariant, any increases in the consumption of some commodities must be compensated by

reductions in the consumption of others. The sign of àP/./ò0, is not obvious just frorn

looking at how 0¡ affects d,. An increase in @, e.g. family size, does not necessarily imply an

increase in 4. This is because changes in the d's irnply an expenditure reallocation and leave

total expenditure ulìaltered, irrespective of tlre directiorì of the changes in tlre I's.

2.5.2 Demographic Scaling

Demograplúc scaling is essentially an adjustnent of tlìe quantity consumed of each

commodity by the conesponding number of adult equivalents. It arnounts to basicaily

dernographically varying consta.nt tenns in the demand equations. This is done by first

introducing n paríuneters, (m,,...,m,,), into the original demand system. TIìe ,r pararneters are

postulated to be solely a function of the demographic variables. Each demand system in tlre

original demand system is replaced by the modified system

X (P,Y) = m, f ,(P, ntr, ...,P,, n,,, Y) V i 2.40

where, is the conesponding lnodified set of uncompensated demand functions, and P¿r, is the

adjusted price vector Each of the n¿, scaling parameters is rclated to tiìe N demographic variables

by postulating an appropriate functional fonn. The funcfions relating the ¡l¿'s to the @'s are denoted



by

2.41

As in the case of translating, it can be shown that flìe modified ("scaled") system is

theoretically plausible (for 
''¿, 

close to l) if the original demand function is theoretically

plausible. Thus, if the original demand system was generated by the IUF V(P,Y) (or the DUF

Û60, ¡¡e modified system is generated by

V(P,Y) = v(4 nt,, ..., P,, n,,, Y) 2.42

or equivalently by the DUF

Mt {rnt = Mt (o\ v ì

,x.
u(y) = u( ....,

lt = ,9!r F. + ,¡. \' , u', 
r ,uPi '\n

ô0, 'd,' ' ' - 'òP*' 'a,il f6tl

X,,) 2.43

where X/m, i = I ,...,tt is interpreted as commodity specific consumer equivalent scales. In

other words, the specification corrects for the number equivalent adults. Since botlÌ the utility

functions and demands are scaled by nr, preferences and consurner behaviour can be viewed in

tenns of demographically scaled prices and quantities. Note that in general, the scaling

functions are made commodity specific. Given this scaling, it can be seen that a change in the

j'¡ dernographic variable 0, entails a direct effect via n,, and an indirect effect via P* =

( P,m,,...,P,,nt,,), on Xj, i.e.

2.5.3 Gorman's Specification
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Gorman's specification is another way to introduce demographic variables into the demand

system. It involves first scaling and then translating the original demand systems. To do ttris, the

expenditure function is specified as:

E(P, u, o) = D dt(o) P¡, E IP m(@), 14

where O is a vector of demographic variables, d, and m, are translating and scaling parameters

both of which are functions of O. In other words, houselìold attributes change the prices perceived

by flre household from P to P*= P m(@). Note, however, that not only does the incorporation of

demograplìic variables lead to an adjusted price vector, but it also entails an introduction of a

fixed cost element (minimum level) ld,(@)P, into tlìe houselìold expenditure function. If dì(@)=0

for each i, Gorman's specification reduces to what Pollak and Wales refer to as scaling (which is

essentially Barten's specification). mi(@) = I implies tÌanslating.

A more general method which inüoduces functions of Ob, p3, and )¡s into an expenditure

function of a demand system was recently developed by Lewbel [1985]. Lewbel extended and

tnodified Gonnan's [1976] model. It pennits complicated interactíons of demographic variables

with prices and expenditures. The resulting functions are integrable and arc given explicitly as

functions of the original demand functions and the modífying functions of @. The method is

general because itis interpreted as modifying a household's technology as well as embodying adult

equivalent scales and related methods.

This study employs the translation approach to introduce demographic effects into the

ca-nadian demand system for foods. The next cliapter discusses data and methods used to

construct variables.



Chapter 3

Data

3.1 Introduction and Organisation of Chapter

This chapter describes the data employed in this study. A clear undentanding of the Food

Expenditure Survey data is necessary in order to understand how the computations on these data

were conducted as well as the construction and definition of key variables. We shall also present

some basic descriptive statisitícs.

TlÌis chapter is orga¡rised as follows. Section 3.2 describes data sources. Sample size and

selection are discussed in section 3.3. Section 3.4 discusses commodity grouping and the

definition of key variables. Key variables include prices, expenditure, income, demographic

attribute. In particular, this section explicitly considers tlìe two stage budgeting procedure in the

definition of commodity groups. Section 3.5 presents some descriptive statistics pertaining to the

key variables of interest in t.lis study,

3.2 Data Sources

This study requires data on tlre following major components of our analysis: expenditure

shares for each food group; total food expenditure for lrouseholrls at given points in ti[re; foorl

prices; demographic attributes for individual lrousehold units; and income. With respect to prices,

it is assumed prices, demographic attributes, and total expenditures may vary between lìouselÌolds.

Data on these variables are drawn ffom Surveys of Family Food Expenditure public Use

Microdata Tapes conducted by Statistics Ca¡rada. The Public Use Microdata Tapes @UMDTs)

co¡rtain anonymized data collected in 1984, 1986, and 1990. It should be noted that although



Statistics Canada conducted five such surveys between 1978 a¡rd 1990, pUMDTs are only

available for 1984, 1986, and 1990.

The PUMDTs are organised into two files: a sumrnary file and a detailed file for each of

the five regions. TlÌe summaty file contains information on household cha¡acteristics, income of

the household, sunìmary household food expenditures, and population weights. The summary

expenditure information relates to weekly expenditure on 12 aggregate food commodities as

reported in the Family Expenditure Survey publication (Statistics Canada 1984, i986, 1990). The

sunìmary file does not contain information on price or quantities.

The detailed file is orgenised by household and food code. It records quantities and

weekly expenditures for each household using detailed foorl codes at the Universal Code

Classification (UCC) level. The total of the purchases of an item by a household in a week in

a type of store constitutes a record, and no record is present if tlre householrl did not make

purchases of an item.

Each of the surveys was designed to provide i¡fonnation on families and unattached

individuals living in private houselrolds across Canada. The tapes are organised by five regions:

Atlantic, Quebec, Ontario, Prairies, and Pacific. For 1986, Alberta appears as a separate region.

However, for our analysis, we have merged Alberta with the Prairies in order to maintain

uniformity with 1984 and 1990.

The survey samples were drawn from the Labour Force Survey (LFS) sârnpling ftame and

involved: i) the selection of clusters froln predetennined LFS rotation groups witlrin each city; ii)

the selection of dwellings witlrin these selected clusters. These are probability sanple suneys

employing stratified random sarnpling procedures. To ensure that data collection is evenly

distributed over each entire calender year, the sarnples are drawn for the whole year and divided

into 12 different rnontl y sub-samples. This also allows for seasonal and other changes during
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tlie survey year. The eligible population includes only civilian noninstitutional individuals residing

in regular housing. tn order to reflect the idea that tlre population characteristics are estimated

from a probability sample survey in which each sampled unit represents a certain number of

unsarnpled units in the population, a weiglrt is assigned to each consumer unit, the weight being

the weekly record or the ratio of samples to population lìouseholds and represents the number of

IÌouseholds in tlìe population that a given household in the sample is supposed to represent. These

weights vary between houselìolds to compensate for varying sarnplir.rg rates bet\peen regiorx al]d

differences in samplittg rates between diffe¡ent household types. Tlìese weights are essentially

intended to restore the importance of each region with respect to national coverage since samples

for each region were not allocated strictly proportional to the population. For details of how

weights are derived, see FES (1984, 1986, 1990).

Data collection is undertaken by two separate documents: a questionnaire and a diary.

The questiomaire was used to obtain data on a consuming unit's socio-economic attributes such

as age, sex, household incorne, marital status, education, and race. A household,s "away ftom

home" purchasing habits and expenditures are also recorded in the questionnâire. In addition, each

consumer ulit keeps a diary of all its food expenditures on a variety of food items for two

consecutive one-week periods. Each diary provides detailed descriptions of daily food purclìases,

total expenditures, and where tlìe food was purchased (e.g. supennarket).

3.3 Sample Size and Selection

Table 3.1 presents the number of observations in tlìe original sarnple for each of the five

regions. These are defined in terms of the number of families and weekly records in the puMDTs

for the tlrree years under study. Tlìe figures represent an overall response rate of 83.2vo, jg.9vo,

and 68Vo for 1984, 1986, and 1990 respectively. The response rates are calculated by treating
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Table 3.1 Food Expenditure Survey Sample Size and Number of Weekly Recor<ls by Region

TOTAI ATLANTTC QUEBEC ONTARIO PRAIRIES PACIFIC

1984:

Households

Weekly Records

1986:

Households

Weekly Records

1990:

Households

Weekly Records

TotâI Sarnple

Total Records

10,919 2,19r

21,5t0 4.315

5,915

11,783

4,193

9,396

21,627

42,689

|,296

2,574

1,039

2.032

907

1,810

2,084

4,097

70L

1.381

I,284

2,56t

¿,oJ¿

5,164

1,029

2,026

1,726

3438

707

1,400

2,598 1,413

5,t28 2,806

1,340 684

2,603 1.348



each week's diary independently for a given household. Here, the number of observations

(weekly records) is two times the number of lÌousehold units. Over this períod, the total number

of observations is over 42,000, and from a-rì econometric vantage point, it is almost impossible to

ernploy such huge data in empirical estimation. Furthermore, there are over 500 separate

classification codes for food expenditure. Hence, several manipulations of ttre PUMDTS are

required in order to construct a desirable data base. All tlìe data constructions are achieved using

sAs (sAS Insriture, 1993).

First, we merge the data ffom various files in such a way that each record in the newly

merged file contains information about each lìouselìold, including information on each housellold

unit member. Households are indexed by h=l,2,...,H. There are fI households in total. Second,

we need to define the dependent variable as average weekly food expenditure so that the level of

analysis is weekly household consumption. To achieve this, we average the consumer unit's

expenditure for each week that the consumer unit filted a diary.

Next, all households reporting zero total food expenditure are deleted from the salnple.

In addition, we also eliminate households located outside the Census Metropolitan Area as defined

in the FES. This point is important specincally with respect to the 1986 FES which was carried

out in urban and rural areas of the 10 provinces as well as in Writehorse and Yellowlc fe. In

order to avoid a downward bias ì food expenditure, giÍts received by the houseltolds are excluded

since such gifts do act as a replacement for food nonnally bought and ltence making available

discretionary income. We also drop households in which the gross income reported of the head

of the household is zero.

Thus, sample selection is not accounted for in tlÌe estimation of eaclì system. It must be

pointed out here tlìat ignoring tlre limited dependent variable problem rnay introduce some bias.

However, our a prelirninary look at tlre data suggests that the number of people repofing zero



expenditures is a small proportion of the total sample. This is clearly an empirical issue tlut may

waffant fufther investigation, especially if the dist¡ibution of non-purchasers nonstochastic and

systematically distributed. In Chapter 5, we investigate this issue further by estimating a Tobit

model using Heckman's procedure in order to assess the impoftance of rnodelling zero

expenditures.

3.4 Commodity Grouping and Variable Definition

ln order to specifu our unrestricted complete demand system, it is necessary to define our

variables and describe the procedure used to select the va¡iables. The PUMDTS have hunrlreds

of food expenditure items. For our study, we need to aggregate over fewer categories in order

for our econometric estimates to have a degree of asymptotic validity. Here, we a¡e concemed

with the degree of freedom problem since we know that in a typical flexible functional fonn (e.g.

the translog or the almost ideal demand system), the number of parameters tlìat must be estimated

increases quadratically while the number of available observations increæes linearly.

3.4.1 Tþo Stage Budgeting

In order to determine the precise nurnber of groups at each stage, it is essential to examine

the structure of the PUMDTs. The PUMDTS provide tvr'o levels of expenditure data: a broad

expenditure class and a four-digit universal classification code. The later is available only for

food-at-home and there are over 500 of these detailed food codes, thus making it practically

impossible to successfully model this number of expenditure items given that the number of

parameters that need to be estimated will 'explode'. The pararneter space must therefore be

restricted since it is itnpractical to estìmate a delnand system wlÌich contains all comrnoclities. Irr

¿nly case, if one considers that houselÌolds do not take into consideration all commodities but only



a subset of related goods when they make their purchase decisions, then we only need to model

a demand system containing coÍìmodities of interest, as long as such a system is appropriately

defined to be an appropriate representation of the household's behaviour. By imposíng certain

separability assumptions, we can offer a plausible description of this behaviour

ln order to cope with this problem, a two-stage budgeting procedure, separability and the

theory of aggregation over commodities is etnployed to represent ttre household,s expenditure

decision-making process and to define the set of commodities to be included in the dema¡rcl

system, Tlìese issues were discussed in detail in Clìapter 2. Our objective lìere is to make the

actual allocation of total expenditure to food and nonfood food groups as well as tlÌe allocation

of each subgroup's expenditure over commodities contained in thern more explicit,

To implement our two-stage budgeting procedure, we begin by constructing a utility trce

in wllich brar.rches represent expenditure categories wlile nodes represent connnodities contained

in each of the expenditure categories. The first leaf on the tree represents all available goods.

The process used by a liousehold to purclìase a particular colnmodity can be established by

following each of these branches. Thus, in our PUMDTS, we postulaie the following two-stage

budgeting procedure: in tlìe first stage, group expenditures are derived by allocating total

expenditure among tluee broad categories: food at lìome (FAII), food away from horne @AFH)

and nonfood (NF) wit.h reference only to price indices for each group. This stage expenditure

allocation is operationalized by ensuring that stage II prices are represented by a single price

index. Using the surnmary component of the PUMDTS, total FAH expenditures are obtained by

adding up all reported non-gift expenditures on the disaggregatecl food items. Similarly, total

FAFH expenditures are extracted by summing food purchased from restaurants, including table

service, fast foods, and cafeteria. Total FAH and FAFH a¡e used to derive total nonfood

expenditure residually with reference to the summary PUMDT and the Suwey of Farnily



Expenditure. The PUMDT also records each household's reported income before tax. (Income-

after tax is clearly desirable, however this is not available in the pUMDTS, and neither can one

estimate it easily from tax rates owing to the maûìer in wlúch Statistics Catìada has defined the

five survey regions). The distinction between tlìe Food Expenditure Survey (FES) and the Survey

of Family Expenditure (SFE) should be noted. The SFE is the primary survey conducted by

Statistics Canada and involves higlrly aggregated items. Hence, orìly an aggregate estimate of

food expenditure is recorded. The FES on the other hand is designed to complement the SFE by

providirg detailed expenditure coverage on food commodities.

The second stage is called decentralization and involves the allocation of group

expenditures witlrin a group. As noted, the PUMDT universal classification code is provided only

for FAH. Hence, we postulate that the second stage decision involves allocation of total FAH

expenditure to various commodities rnaking up FAH. In order to reduce the number to a

manageable level, we grouped FAH into 12 plausible working subcategories. I¡ order to argue

that tlìis procedure is a plausible representation of the household's decisions, it is necessary to

assume that the household's preferences are weakly separable according to the brancltes of tlìe

utility tree. Weak separability implies that each branch of the utility tree ca-n be defined by a

separate subutjlity, nunely, U ror(X"or),U roes(Xr*n), and t/rlXr), wlìiclÌ are subutility functions

corresponding to FAH, FAFH, and NF; X is quantity. It is therefore obvious that two stage

budgeting and separability provide a sound t.lìeoretical basis for demand systems which contain

only a subset of the commodities available by allowing tl.re demand systern to be derived frorn

subutility functions containing only comrnodities of i¡terest, thereby pennitting both a great

simplification in the estimation of large demand systems a.nd offering a plausible description of

lrousehold behaviour It follows from tlris discussion tlìat two-stage budgeting involves both

aggregation (to fonn broad groups) and separable decision making (for each of tlìe subgroup
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utility maximization problems). The importance of separability restrictions and two-stage

aggregation is not restricted to consumption decisions. Coyle [1993a], for instance, has

incorporated allocation decisio¡u into a two-stage aggregation model of multioutput productjon

decisions.

In order to ensure that we car manage the allocation of expenditures at the first stage, we

need price indices P*r, Pr*r, and Pr" for each of the three first stage commodity groups sucli

that the utility maximization problem corresponding to stage I yields an optimal aìlocation of

expenditure across the three subgroups. As noted above, a sufficient condition for Stage I is

lìomotheticity of all subutility functions U r¿u(Xem), U r*r(Xrtra), and UNF(XNF), given weak

separability of the ut.ility function of each consuming unit, i.e. the utility function for eaclt

household is not required to be additive.

Formally, let the utility function U(X) be:

U(X) = UÍU 
"*(X^Ð,U 

e*s(Xn ò, U*(X"Ðl

The Stage I maximization problem solved by the household is

:Max u(i) = tJlt) ror(x"o),tJ ro,a(xneò, urr(x*r)l

s.t. Fx = M .7.L

where ió = (Prea, Prorr, P*r) a¡rd X = (Xru, Xnrnx¡¡ò denote aggregate prices and

commodities for stage I broad groups. TIìus total expenditure M is being allocated arnong the

thrce broad groups as follows:

I Plnrxonn = Mou"
i=l

I P|.oxo*, = M o^*
i=¡

Ð 
p;FxNF = MM

s.t. MFAH * Mr¿ru, + MNF = M

3.1

J.J



our second stage involves allocation or MF H to 12 commodity groups, lrence the household gets

to Stage II with a subutility maximization problem:

Mø ur^rlxj^r, x?nn, ...., xår)
t2

s.t. DP;AHY;ÁH = MFAH 3.4
¡.1

wlrere the household is choosing l ron given Mror. The indirect utility function

correspondirg to this maximization problern can be expressed as

VFAH(P F t, M FAH) 3.5

and applying Roy's Theorem, we get Marshallian demands as

{FAH={FAH(PFAH, MFAH) 3.6

wlich a¡e functions of prices PFAH and group expenditure MFAH thal was allocated in Stage I:

but t.lìe other prices P^"n and P" influence demands Xron only via changes in tlre optirnal

level of group expenditure M*". For an elaboration of the Hicksia¡r substitution effects

imptied by tlis weak separability, see Deaton and Muellbauer [1980].

We caì now express 3.5 in terms of Muellbauer's t1975, 19'761PIGLOG expenditure

function which is of particular interest in our study. The pIGLoG expenriiture function is given

by

lo9"o^,(Uo n,pon",Dr) = A(po*,Dr) + UFAH(B(PFAH,D|) 3.j

and it can be shown that the. conesponding PIGLoG indirect utility frrìction obtained by

inverting tile PIGLOG expenditure function 3.7 can be expressed as

llos(M"".\ AIpFA|t. D t')l
,(PFÁ,,MF,1H.D") 

lffi] 3.8

or taking logs, we have

tosv(ponnMo*,D'1 = øsl"t(- yr*-)l 
- rogu1"-,. o,) 3.9

| \AVFAH'D " 
) ))

where D¿ allows the indirect utility function to also depend on the household's demographic

characteristics in addition to Pr4¡l and MFAH, u'td it is incorporated via translating (see rny



discussion in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4); A an¿ B are tunctions of FAH prices. Applying

Shephard's lemma to the PIGLOG expenditure Íûìction and then using tlre PIGLOG indirect utility

functíon (3.9) gives tlìe Deaton and Muellbauer budget share equations. The precise specification

is taken up in Chapter 4. Howeve¡ an important 'virtue' of the PIGLOG form is worth stressing.

Muellbauer showed that as long as a household's preferences are of the price independent

generalized logarithmic form, the PIGLOG demand system (such as Deaton a¡rd Muellbauer's

ALIDS) permits perfect aggregation without assuming tlìat preferences are additive. Lewbel

[1987], developing the work of Gonnan [1959] has shown that the indirect utility function of any

PIGLOG demand system can be expressed as a group subutility function in the Gorma¡r Polar

Form (GPþ, and Stage I expenditure allocation is possible if the Stage II subutility function

satisnes the Generalized Gorma¡r Polar Form (GGPF). Lewbel goes on to show t.lìat all budget

share models that are Iineal in the log of expenditure (income) can be derived from GPF subutility

functions. TIis generalization is irnportant for our two stage budgeting process because it allows

the conditional dema¡rds conesponding to Stage II subutility function of FAH (i.e, IJ ro, (Xro))

to be modelled by Deaton and Muellbauer's ALIDS (or indeed Clristensen, Yorgenson, ancl Lau's

Translog) since its corresponding indirect utility function possesses a GGPF. Following

Blackorby, Primont, and Russell [1978], this irnplies that we can write the utility function as a

function of á(P"r r), B(Pe*), Pp¡p¡¡, P¡¡p, Moon, Mrorr, Mrr, ?ÙJlr1 Dh, i.e.

v(p,M,D) = 4k4(p onà, D r),8(p 
F,+), D h),p 

FAnt,pNpMFÀH'M F,uu' M NFf) 3.10

or more explicitly

v(P,M,D)

TlÌe Stage II maximization problem (3.2) solved by the household will yield a 3-equation

Stage I ALIDS demand system:

='.rl,.r(¡# r,¡l] - *uu.,,, 
" ^),,"^*læ] -'"{#], 

"
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Wr¡a = et + lrrlogP"u + lrrlogPo*n+ y¡3logPNF - Prr;C(#)

Wram = dz + 'l rrlogP on" + 
^l22logP o*, + "y2rlogP*. U""t(#)

Wur = dt +'l3rlogPro, + 
T 3"logP ono, + ï3rlogP"o - Pr"t(#) 3.12

wlrere log P* is stone's price index for stage I and PFAH is the stage II stone's price inclex.

we defer the derivation of tlìe stage II system of equations to chapter 4 since this is the focus

of tlÌis study for reasons explained later. Table 3.2 defines the l2-commodity grouping as well

as each of the variables tlìat enter the econometric model specified in subsequent chapters. In

defining the 12 commodity grouping in Table 3.2, an irnportant point needs to be made

regarding the budgeting procedure. Since the 12 groups wlÌose allocation (expenses) is

determined in the second stage are broad groups (e.g. beef, dairy cereal), we are implicitly

assuming a tlrird stage, e.g. allocatíon of beef expenditures to individual beef products. Tlús

implies that our second stage model assumes weak separability for these 12 groups as well as

lromothetic weak separability betwee¡r the third stage groups. Tlìus, weak separability for tlìe

12 groups and homotheticity of their 12 subutility functions IJ,, Ut, ..., U12 implies homothetic

weak separability of Uoor, i.e.

IJ F,u = U FÀHIU|(X11'.-'X^'!,).^-'U\2(X| ,u'_'Xr*,,))

The difficulty associated with fonning commodity groupings needs to be pointed. As

Buse [1987] points out, although tlÌe tlreoretical literature develops the separability concept, it is

of little or no practical help to a researcher faced with aggregating thousands of rlifferent

expenditure categories into tlìeoretically acceptable but practical groups. Attempts have been

lnade to adopt more systematic approaches to approximating the structure of consumer

3.13
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preferences. For insta-nce, Young [1977] endeavoured to employ cluster analysis while Bieri

[1969] tried canonical correlation analysis to group commodities in cross-sectional surveys.

However, their results ca-ûtot be interpretted easily. Bieri and de Janvry [1972] tested for

separability in broad and highly aggregated commodities. pudney [198i] and, more recentlf

Eales and Umeveh¡ tl988l, Wahl and Hayes [1990], Baccouche and Laisney t19911, and Nayga

and Capps [1994] have used parametric tests of separability in lìighly disaggregaterl commodities.

Nonparametric tests based on Afriat's [1967] revealed preference axioms include sturlies by

Swofford and Whihey 9861, and Varian [1982, 1983, 1985, 1990]. No anempr is made in this

study to adopt these procedures due to resource contraints caused by the sheer size of our data.



Tãble 3.2 Definition of Variables Used in Stage I and Stage II Moclels.

Syrnbol

STAGE I:

Xro"

Xr*"

X*t

STAGE II:

xr

x2

x3

&
x5

x1

x8

xs

Xro

Xrt

xr"

Food At Home

Food Away From Horne

Nonfood

Beef

Pork

Chicken

Other Meat

Fish and Seafood

Cereal ald products

Vegetâbles, Fruits

Sugar and preparations

Dairy products, eggs

Fats and Oils

Nonalcoholic beverages

Other food preparations

FAH

FAFH

NF

BEEF

PORK

CHIC

OMEAT

FISH

CEREALS

VEGES

SUGARS

DAIRY

FATS

NALCO

OT}IER



short of these statistical procedures, one should ultfunately be guided by the specific objectives

of one's study, as well as a priori knowledge a.nd econometric consideratiolts. The important

factor is that the groups so defined must be reasoble (at least in terms of weak separability

assumptions) in order to ensure that the requirements for the existence of legitirnate commodity

aggregates are satisfied.

3.4.2 Calculating Prices for the Categories

The exclusive use of cross sectional data in this study raises the irnportant question of

cross sectional price variability which has critical econometric implications. Given that we are

conducting dte analysis at the household level at a single point in time, it is reasonable to assume

that prices are constant in a given cross section for each foocl group. Hônce, it is tempting to

conclude tlìat we carulot empirically identify price effects in the absence of price variation and

proceed to estimate Engel functions, leaving cross sectional price effects to be captured by

dummies. Tlis approaclt is typical in traditional Engel curve analysis of Prais and Houthakker

[1955], George and King Ii971], and Alten and Bowley ti935l. Other studies such as Jorgenson,

Lau, and Stoker [l982], Ray [1982], and Pollak a_nd Wales [1978] cornbine time series anrl cross

sectional data to empirically identify price effects.

However, collsiderable price vadation has been slìown to exist in a number of cross

sectional data sets (Goldman and Grossman [1978], Deaton[1938, 1990]1, Cowling and

Raynor[1970], Nelson 11990, 19911, and Cramer [1973]). In this vie'¡/, researchers like Cox anrl

wohlgenant [1986] have argued that traditional Engel analysis may be inappropriate if prices are

in fact not constant, leading to biased and misteading demand elasticities [polinsky 1977]1.

Quiggin and Bui-Lan [1984] have exanined this problem as it relates to studies of production.

They obsewed tlìat most studies, especially those using profit functions to test for relative



efficiency between firms not only ignore the issues of price variation between firms at a single

point in time but proceed to adopt procedures tlìat create spurious variations in measured prices,

such as dividing total factor payments by tlre aggregate of total services of each factor even when

it is recognized that rnost inputs are heterogeneous in quality and that firms will use inputs of

va¡ious levels of quality in different proportions. Hence, without regard to quality differences,

price and quality differences will be confounded.

Within tlre context of our study, we are confronted with tliis fundamental problem since

our PUMDTS record only expenditure and quantity for each household such tllat the only option

left for the researcher appears to be the derivation of unit prices. Although a number of studies

(Capps and Havlicek 1984; Timmer and Alderman 1979; Purcell a¡rd Rauniker 1971; and pin

1983) have shown that unit prices offer reasonable approximations of prices, the use of unit prices

should be treated less casually since ad hoc <lerivat.ons may be difficult to defencl in light of the

observations that unit values have been shou/n to be a function of quality of goorls and market

prices. Hence, it is not obvious that changes in unit prices can be interpreted as arising from

changes in market prices. We slrall pursue this issue further in Chapter 4.

To cope with the price data problem, we shall use unit values as the basis for deriving

appropriate indices. In the next section, we discuss the calculation of price indices including a

brief theoretical overview of index numbers. All the derivations of indices peÍain to stage II

of the two stage budgeting procedure since it is the level of analysis used in this study.

3.4.2.1 Index Numbers

A nrunber of futdices are traditionally available and they include paasche, Laspeyres,

Fishe¡ and Divisia indices. The Laspeyres and Paasche involve simple base period weighting

schemes. It ca¡l be shown that conditions under which the Laspeyres and paasche satisfy



exacbless are extreme, i.e. linear indifference curves (perfect substitution between conunodities),

a-nd right-angled indifference curves (zero substitution). In general, both these indices are prone

to distof the contribution of commodities to the household's utility,

In view of this, this study selects the Divisia index which is based on a Tomquist

approximation and wliich Diewert [976, 1978] has shown to be superlative. Assuming

homotheticity and a Translog unit cost function, a Tomquist price index is exact, i.e. equal to the

ratio of unit costs for different lìouseholds. Thus, errors in aggregation of prices are stnall to the

extent that a second order approximation to preferences is adequate, as is the case wlten price

variation is relatively small between households. Tlús index can track any aggregation function

following a theoretica.l exact aggregation function with no error at all (especially in continuous

time series). As Bamett and Serletis [1990] have noted, this is a rema¡kable result which holcls

inespective of the form of the unknown exact aggregate function. The only requirernent is that

certain assumptions for the existence of any exact aggregate function hold.

In order to calculate the Divisia, we adopt the following specific procedure. In step olìe,

all expenditures for each commodity group afe obtained by adding all repoÍed weekly

expenditures on all food items in that group. In step two, these expenditures are multiplied by

the reciprocal of the reported quantity to obtain norninal unit values which are then used to

compute superlative indices for the l2-comrnodity groups as follows:

3.14

where wrs and wur ¿¡9 g'h urd h't' household's expenditure slìare of comnodity j in group i

respectively. Note that the standard definition of the Divisia is usually presented as an

inteÍemporal construct to the extent that two time periods are referenced. Since we are

dealing with cross sectional llouseholds at a single point in tirne, the index defined by 3.14 can

be interpreted as an interhousehold romquist approximation to the Divisia where g and å in



our case correspond,to gth and. hth distinct households at the same point in time, so that logprs and

logPr¿ reflect interhousehold unit value differences for commodityT in group i. In this regard, the

index is related to Jorgenson and Nishimizu's [1978] and caves, christensen, and Diewert's [19g2]

interspatial Translog index. See for instance Denny and Fuss [1983].

Finally, a releva_nt question in this exercise has to do with the choice of base. There is

no generally accepted way of going about choosing a household to be used æ the bæe. Since

interhousehold price variations are critical to the definition of a superlative index, it is essential

to ensure that price variations for the base are as srnall as possible. Hence, for our base, we have

chosen a household whose observed unit value is closest to the sample rnean value. All

computations were performed using sAs. Table 3.3 presents descriptive statistics showing

minimum a¡d maximum unit prices and tlÌeir corresponding means. The coefficients of variatíon

suggest that a significant amount of interhousehold unit price variation is apparent in our sarnples.

3.4.3 Expenditures and Income

Total FAH expenditure per household will be used as the proxy for income in stage II of

the budgeting process, and it is simply the sumrnation of individual household expenditures over

all food categories. For the nrst stage, we use tota.l food expenditure by all households. The

conceptual issues related to the use of expenditure as a regressor are discussed in chapter 4.

3.4.4 Demographic Variables

Dernographic variables for the å¡¡ household are split into tfuee categories: household size,

age of household head, region of residence, ard season in wlich the houselrold was surveyed.

These are defined by a vector D primarily containing ele¡nents with binary (0 or 1) values basecl

on whether or not such a household possesses such an attribute. These variables are defined in

Table 3.4.



Table 3.3 Descriptive Statistics for Prices of Selected Food Prices for Canada

1984 1986 1990

Mean Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min Max

Beef 5.8098

Pork 5.9100

Chicken 4.1889

Orneat 5.3488

Fish 8.2959

Cerea.l 4 .5066

Veges 2.2'53

Sugar 1.2970

Dai¡y 1.6617

Fars 2.6513

Nalco 1.2470

Other 4.6179

2.0986 14.0666

1.3067 11.0253

1.0511 11.5789

1.3000 16.6666

2.1143 24 .9687

0.4762 14.2857

0.1307 6.9333

0 .4367 25 .0112

0.6662 8.2059

0.7933 22.6363

0.1900 2.6667

0.6300 3t.6670

5.6450 1,9400 15.4815

5.9588 1.1023 1.2.9139

4.9470 f.i590 12.4832

5.2527 i.8450 30.5000

8.8700 1.5625 37.0796

4.5728 0.6167 13.8889

2.4462 0.1000 7.t000

5 .8437 0 .4425 26.9412

1.634L 0.5850 12.0010

2.7210 0.8317 14.4366

1.2944 0.2708 8.0010

5.0549 0.4150 53.6s08

6.8155 t.9425 U.4053

6.7213 1.6887 17.8938

4.8731 1.0602 t7.5164

8.5037 t.72W 47.8800

10.4091 2.1102 37.7190

4.8410 0.4776 19.7484

1.5427 0.17(A 11.1765

6.8760 0.5233 4t.4587

10.0361 0.5396 19.6479

3.8115 0.8297 21.1617

r.4954 0.2902 6.7254

6.4950 0.8883 66.6t76



Table 3.4 Definition of Dernographic Variables

Va¡iables Definition

Age of Reference Person:

Household Size:

Region:

Season:

This is a dichotomous câtegoricâl vffiable equal to 1 if
household has thal âttribute,0 otherwise:

Ar = 1 if head is ¿ged 25-34, else 0;

A¿ = I if head is aged 35-44, else 0;

A¡ = 1 if head is ¿ged 45-54, else 0;

As = 1 if head is aged 55-65, else 0;

As = I if head is aged over 65, else 0;

This is a dichotomous categoricâ.I vadable equal to I if
household has that attribute,0 otherwise:

Hr = 1 if household has 1 person, else 0;

Hz = 1 if household has 2 persons, else 0;

H¡ = 1 if household has 3 persons; else 0;

ll¡ = I if household has 4 persons, else 0;

Hs = 1 if household has 5 persons, else 0;

Ho = 1 if household has 6 persons, else 0;

Hr = 1 if household has > 6 persons, else 0;

Dichotomous categoricâl variable for region of residence of
the household:

R, =1 if household resides in Atla¡tic, else 0;

R, =1 if household resides in Quebec, etse 0:

R¡ =1 if household resides in Onta¡io, else 0;

& =1 if househotd resides in Prai.ries, else 0;

Rs =1 if household resides in Paciûc, else 0;

Dichotornous câtegorical va¡iable for quâ_rter in which
household was surveyed:

QT: =1 if household surveyed in winter, else 0;

QTz =l if household surveyed in spring, else 0

QT¡ =1 if household surveyed in surnrner, else 0

QT¡ =1 if household surveyed in fall, else 0;
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3.5 Descriptive Stâtistics

Descriptive statistics enable us to show general trends of the variables selected for use in

our stage I and stage II econometric model. In the next sub-sections, we present a summary.

3.5.1 Food Expenditures

Table 3.5 presents average weekly food expenditures and budget slìares for food-atltome

categories for the 1984, 1986, and 1990. The Table reveals a number of interesting changes in

food consumption pattem over this period. First, totat food expenditures in nomi¡al terms, have

increæed by 18.23ok between 1984 and 1990 from 980.23 to $110.20. It should be particularly

noted tlìat the share of the food dollar spent on food away Ílom home (i.e. food purchaserl from

restaurants) increased rrom 29.05ok in tlìe 1984 sample to 31.Bvo n flle 1990 sample. second,

while the figures show that expenditures on FAH and FAFH have been increasing, the share of

these two categories have had totally opposite trends. TlÌe expenditure share of food at home

declined from 70.9vo n 1984 to 69.Svo in 1990. A look at the demographic composition of the

sample suggests that factors such as the structure and size of the household unit, single parent,

women participation in the labour force, ald life style, rnay explain some of the observed treird

in food expenditures. Third, signincant clìanges occuned ín the composítion of FAH expenditure.

The expenditure share for meat declined ffom 26;77o in 1984 to 239va in 1990. witlún the rneat

category, it is worth noting that chicken sha¡e increased from 14Vo to 17.57o while beef and other

red rneats fell. Specifically, beef expenditure lell to 34.2Vo fron 37.67o. Dairy and eggs

commodity group also registered a decline lrom 76.90/o to 15.3o/o over the same sample period.

orr the other hand, bakery and cereal products rose from l2.4vo to r4.rEo. similarly, vegetables

fruits, and nuts, and fish a¡rd seafood registered substantial increases in expenditures. Increases

in expenditures are also indicated for non-alcoholic beverages, (alfiough these account for only



a small proportion of the food expenditure budget.

Overall, it is interesting to observe that the food commodities associated with a-n increase

in expendihrre are perceived as healthy food: (lower cholesteral and fats, and high in fibre

content.) These include meats (clÌicken, fish, a¡rd turkey), fruits and cereals. There is also an

apparent shift from monosaturated fats and oils (lard, butter) to polysaturated vegetable based oils

(margarine, canola oil). Convenience foods such as frozen prepared foods and other prepared

foods included in the lniscellaneous foods commodity group have aìso increased. These changes

in tlÌe pattem of household food expenditure may reflect health concems and time value of the

household unit and could have significant policy for public policy a_nd the food processing

industry especially to the extent that botlì traditional economic variables (relative prices and

income) and non traditional factors such as shifts in the demographic structure of ltouseholds,

tastes, and preferences are significant factors in a household's decision rnaking process. Ideally,

it would be desirable to incorporate the tirne value of the household unit and healt.h concems int<r

our analysis. To do this, we need to establish that these factors are correlated with price, incorne,

and a number of dernographic variables over time. The anount of work involved in

rcconstructing variables in the PUMDT limits the extent to which all these aspects can be

addressed.

3.5.2 Income

Table 3.6 presents household income distribution by region for 1984, 1986, and 1990.

Table 3.7 presents distribution of food expenditure and household income by income class.

During this period, incorne, in nominal terms lìas increased on average frorn $29,283 to $43,j94,

an increase of 49.5%. The regions with the highest incomes (before tax) are ontario, Quebec, and

Pacific. In terms of weekly expenditure between income class, households in the lowest incorne



Table 3.5 Stage I and Stage II Household Budget Shares

Expenditure Category

1984

Expenditure Share

--$ lo

1986 i990

Exoenditure Sha¡e Expenditure S h¿ì-re

9. Vo S. .7o

STAGE I:

TOTAL FOOD EXPENDITURE

Food At Home

Food Away From Home

STAGE tr:

Food At Home

Meat:

Beef

Pork

Chicken

Turkey

Other Meat

Fish

Other Mârine PIoducts

Dairy and Eggs:

Fluid lYhole Milk

Lolfat (2Vo)

Butter

Cheese

Other

Eggs

Bakery and Cereal hoducts

Bakery

Pasta

Cereals

80.23

s6.92

23.31

90.41

65.',U.

24.17

1t0.20

76.58

35.06

15.18

5.7 t

1.97

2.13

0.42

4.90

1.53

0.47

9.64

1.24

2.29

0.82

2.66

1.56

0.84

7 .04

4.78

0.49

t.78

26.7 t6.70

6.16

1.93

2.26

0.42

5.87

1.60

0.48

11.65

1.40

2.94

0.93

1.91

1.06

8.68

5.99

0.61

2.08

25.6 i8.28

6.26

t.75

3.20

0.56

5.39

2.60

0.86

11.72

1.07

2.56

0.82

3.20

2.43

0.99

10.83

7 .29

0.75

2.78

r7 .816.9 15.3

13.3



Table 3.5(Continued)

Expenditure Category

1,984

Exnenditure Share

$. vo

1986 1990

Expenditure Share Exnenditure Share

$.vog%
Fruits:

Fresh Fruit

Other Fruit and heps

Nuts

Vegetables and Veg Preps:

Fresh Frui0

Frozen F¡uit

Dried Fruit

Canned Fruit

Condiments, Spices, Vinegar

Coffee and Tea:

Coffee

Tea

Fâts arìd OiIs:

Margarine

Shortening

La¡d

Salad,rCooking Oit

Other Foods and Food Preps

Non Alcoholic Beverages

5.92

3.52

2.40

0.31

5.14

3.s9

0.37

0.06

r.1z

1.32

1.29

t.14

0.34

0.95

0.51

0.04

0.03

0.37

3.32

2.09

6.86

4.18

2.68

0.37

5.90

4.10

0.42

0.06

1.33

r.70

1.58

1.44

0.43

1.03

0.63

0.07

0.04

0.29

4.25

2.57

0.39

5.26

3.22

10.4 10.5 8.96

s.53

3.44

0.53

9.0 7.70

5.7 r

0.s8

0.10

1.31

2.06

1.96

L.ZJ

0.40

1.58 0.98

0.54

0.03

10.19.0

1.28
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Table 3.6 Mean Household Inco¡ne and Food Expenditues by Region

ATLANTIC
Average \Veekly Atnount
Per Household $(mean)

1984:

Income Before Tâx

Food Expenditure

1986:

Income Before Tax

Food Expenditure

1990:

Inco¡ne Before Tax

Food Expenditure

28,357

72.45

27,998

86.t7

37 ,21.9

91.32

27 ,549

82.U

)o ,LL

94.89

43,762

110.32

32,949

82.68

35,020

89.44

52,504

119.48

29,90s

14.51

42,020

99.25

27,658

77 .20

43A15

107.39

31,,536 31,943

87.88 89.93



Table 3.7 Household Distribution By Family Size, Expenditure, a¡d Income

Family
Size

Number of
Families
in Sample Expenditure

I

2

3

4

5

1984

t,4t7

1.777

1,014

t,0&

643

44.t0

7 5.78

90.87

109.34

120.t8

lncome

t7 ,7 t6

32,686

37 ,260

40,785

4r,273

Number of
Families
in Expenditue Income
Sample

r986

1 1'tt

3,379

2,002

2,062

r,204

50.52

84.98

107.64

t25.55

153.78

Number
Families
in Sample Expenditure Income

t6,794

31,567

38,034

40,380

43,t65

1990

1,009

1,557

923

861

443

61.58

t07 .25

128.93

131.92

176.82

23,438

47,269

54,005

59,950

64.667
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class spent $44.90 on average ín 1984 wliile householcls eaming over 950,000 spent $124.90 per

week. The period between 1984 and 1990 increases in household food expenditure of $61 for the

lowest income ctass to $170, representing an average increase of 357o for the lowest income class

and 36va for the highest income group. These changes in the pattem of household foocl

expenditure by income class reflect the increased proportions taken by FAFH as houselrold

incornes increaserJ by 49.SVa over the entire sample periorl. The lnost significant components of

incorne are wages and salaries, self employment, inveshnent, and goverrunent transfers.

3.5.3 Demographic Variables

Table 3.8 presents sample mears of family size and shows that average weekly

expenditure on food varied by fa-rnily size. In 1984, one-person households spent on average

$¿f4.10 while 5-or-more-persons households spent $120.18. These amounts increased to $61.5g

per one-person households to $176.82 for 5-person households in 1990, a¡r increase ranging from

39.6Vo lor one-person houseltolds to 47 .lVo for tlìe s-person houselìolds. TIìe increase in income

is quite clear over t.he sample period.

The ímportance of family size in explaining the proportion of foocl expenditure spent on

FAFH is obvious: one-person lìouseholds spent 37.|vo of their food dollar on FAFH wliile 5-

person lrouseholds spent 21.8% in 1990 cornparccl to 18Vo and 22.5Vo.

Otlter demographic variables of iÌrterest are age, sex, level of education, lrousehokl type,

and occupation. The releva.nt statistics for each of these are not given here in view of the focus

of tlÌis study.

3.6 Quality Àssessment of Data

Allnost all surveys have sampling a-nd non-sampling enors which have irnplications for

tlre reliability of sample estirnates. Sarnpling errors occur due to tlre fact that inferences about
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a given population are based on information provided only by a sa-rnple of tlre population. Non-

sampling enors include coverage errors, response enors, non-response error, and processing enors.

ln order to ensure that tlìe data contained in the final puMDTs are as reliable as possible,

statistics canada undertakes strict quality control procedures wl clì involve: l) reviewing eacli

questiomaire and diary for general quality; 2) coding item descriptions as well as otlìer variables;

3) entering data into an interactive data capture and editing systern and setting limits on items

repofed in the diary; and 4) scrutinizilìg and correcting the data for extÌeme values as well as

identifying and imputing values for non-response fields. overall, weiglìts are applied to each

sampled unit in order to reflect tlìe idea that each unit represents a certain number of unsampled

households in the population.

3.7 Data Construction and Management

A challenging aspect of tlìis study had to do with data construction and ma-nagement. The

sheer size and complexity of the PUMDTS coupled with restrictions on resources made this a



Family
Size

Total
Food
Expend$

1

2

3

4

5

t984

44.t0 18.10

7 5.78 25.7 6

90.87 23.19

109j4 27.47

120.t8 22.52

FAFH FAFH
s%

41.0

34.0

25.5

25.1

18.7

Total
Food
Expend$

r986

50.52

84.98

t07.9

t25.55

153.78

FAFH FAH
$Va

21.78

28.00

29.51

29.t3

33.69

Total
Food
Expend$

43.t

32.9

274

23.2

2t.9

1990

FAFH FAFH
Slo

61.58

r07 .25

128.93

151.14

176.82

1.' '79

38.89

38.74

Lt <')

38.63

37 .0

JO.J

30.1

27.5

2t.9



thar dess task. For this reæon, all data management, construction, and estimation were

undertaken using SAS on a Sunsparc UNIX wo¡kstation. For specialized programming,

FORTRAN was also employed. The greatest advantage of SAS is its ability to handle any data

size. since it works with just one observation at a time, memory is never the constraint but disk

space. However, PUMDTS take up lìundreds of megabytes of storage space. This disk storage

is severely aggravated once temporary and permanent SAS libraries have been created. Hence,

a lot of time is spent on splitting and concatenating data sets to stay within disk quota allocation.

In terms of actual estimation, tlie down side to SAS is that it is extremely lacking in

features most relevant for econometric work wlúle its massive a¡d voluminous manuals can be

intimidatirg to a first user. This is not assisted by ttre fact that it employs statisticalja¡gon based

on ANOVA which is not entirely the analytical testing paradigm of economists. However, SAS

ha¡dles linear systems estilnation very well, including testing of resÍictions. sAS has no built

in procedures for handling limited tlependent variables, wlich means tltat a user who intends to

run a censored regression must either write his or her own plogram withir SAS, or construct tlìe

relevant data inside SAS, and then transport this data to econometric software suclì as SHAZAM

and LIMDEP which have specific routines for handling censolhg within an economic f¡arnework.



Chapter 4

Food At Home Consumption in Canada:
An Almost Ideal Demand System Analysis using Microdata

4,1 Infroduction

This chapter specifies a set of iudividual lìousehold demand equations for estimating

household allocation of total expenditure to food based on a two-stage budgeting procedure. we

lìave two major objectives in this clìapter. The first objective is to evaluate the impact of income

and demographic variables on a houselìold's allocation of totat food expenditure to disaggregated

food commodities. The second objective is to test the theoretical restrictions of neoclassical

tlreory.

In order to achieve these objectives, tlre Almost Ideal Dernand System (ALIDS) of Deaton

and Muellbauer [1980a] will be used to model a two-stage expenditure allocation wlrereby foocl-at-

home (FAH), food-away-fromJrorne (FAFH), and nonfood (NÐ comprise the first stage budgeting

groups: i.e., a household first allocates total food expenditure to FAH, FAFH, and NF (Stage I)

and subsequently FAH expenditures are allocated to 12 food categories (Stage II). consistent

with our tlieoretical discussion in preceding sections, our application of the two-stage budgeting

procedure assumes lìornothetic separability in tlìe sub-utility frnction for all cornmodity groups,

i.e. the utility fullction for each household need not be additive. Hence, we are treating individual

FAH as homothetíca.lly separable ftom FAFH and NF. similarly, as noted in chapter 3 (section

3.4.1), my 12 food groups inplicitly assume homotlìetic weak separability for tlìese 12 groups as
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well as homothetic weak separability between the th¡ee nrst stage groups. The household level

model is extended to explicitly take into account the incorporation of demographic variables as

recorded in the Public use Microdata Tapes (puMDTs) by allowing househol<l preferences to

depend on demographic variables.

4.2 Organization of Chapter

This chapter is organised as follows. ln Section 4.3, a brief discussion of the household

ALIDS model is presented, including advantages of using the ALIDS over altemative functional

fonns such as the Rotterdan, the Addilog, the Linear Expenditure System, an<l tlìe Translog.

section 4.4 presents a derivation of the ALIDS while in section 4.5, we incorporate demographic

va¡iables before considering econometric estimation in section 4.6. In sections 4.7 utd 4.g,

parameter estimates, tests of restrictions, and model validation are presented.

4.3 Choice of Functional From

choice of functional form without any statistical criteria is not always without

controversy.? In this study, the Almost Ideal Denand system (ALIDS) of Deaton and Muellbaeur

[1980a] is adopted for atalysis because of its flexibility and linearity as well as the fact that it is

a complete demand system: it can be restricted to satisfy the general restrictions of adding-up,

lromogeneity, and symmetry. Specifically, the ALIDS has the following advantages:

1. It satisfies tlìe theoretical restrictions implied by demand theory and tlte general

restrictions are invariant to changes in total expenditure and prices. These can be

expressed wholly in tenns of budget share equation paraneters.

t Thit ir.u" is add¡essed i¡ Chapter 6 whe¡e we have used a neJted app¡oach fo colllpare lhe ALIDS and the
Translog flexible functional forms.



2. It is compatible with a known set of cost functions which not only provide a local

second-order approximation to the underlyíng cost function, but also generate a

set of budget share equatiotts with sufficient parameters to be consirlere¿ as a

locaì first-order approximation to any demand system

3. Since the cost function ffom which the ALIDS is derived belongs to the PIGLOG

class (which is nonhomothetic and nonadditive), its budget share equations can

be perfectly aggregated and the aggregate equations can also be expected to obey

the general restrictions. Perfect aggregation involves a "representative level of

total expenditure" and ltence does not require homothetic utility functions, i.e.

parallel linear Engel curves or additive preferences. The consistent aggregation

from micro level to market demarld property of tlìe ALIDS model removes a

possible source of aggregation bias.

4. The use of budget slìares rather t.han expen<liture of quantity <lemandecl as

endogenous variables is advantageous because i) budget shares involve less

lìeteroscedasticity; ii) budget shares are dimensionless, hence, pennitting

comparisons to be made across household units and time without neerl for

conversions; iii) greater attention can be paid to househokl burlget allocation given

that households budget shares sum to unity by construction.

Thus, in terms of altemative functional forms, ,¡¿e see imrnediately that based on the above general

criteria, we can rule out Theil's and Barten's Rotterda-rn model which has been shown to be

consistent witlt utility theory only if the underlying utility function is additive and ltornothetic.s

3 
Deaton and Muellbauer [1980] attdbute this particular observ¿¡tion to an unpub[shed rvork by McFadden. For

proof, see Theil [1975].
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We also rule out Houthakker's Direct Addilog model and Stone's Lineff Expen<liture Systern

because of their direct additivity property. This property which implies that the utility generated

by one commodity is not affected by the consumption of any other exclurles the possibility of

cross-substitution effects but also rules out inferior and comple¡nentary commodities tphlips l9g4;

Theil 19671. In fact, in terms of tlÌe indirect utility function, Houthakker t19601 has shown tlìat

additivity is not desirable because it suggests that cross-price elasticities depend only on tJte

commodity whose price is changing and not orì the conunodity whose price is responding. In

tenns of elastícities discussed later h tlüs chapter, Phlips lìas slìown that additivity of the indirect

utility function implies that own price and expenditure elasticities are equal to uity while all cross

price elasticities are equal to zero. within tlìe context of our study, this property is clearly

undesirable since we are dealing with higlrly disaggregated comrnodities for which direct additivity

is implausible. This of course implies that direct additivity may be plausible at muclr higher levels

of aggregation when commodities have been broadly defined.

Finally, note that like tlre ALIDS, the Translog of CIìÌistensen, Jorgenson, and Lau [1975]

in general meets the criteria set out above. However, the ALIDS is preferred because unlike tlre

Translog, its sltare equations are easy to interpret and the system of share equations involve less

nonlinearity in estimation. TIìe latter point more accurately relates to the linear approximate

version of tlre ALIDS which, as suggested by Blanciforti and Green, is completely linear suclÌ tlìat

if cross equation restrictions of symmetry are not imposed, the entire system can be estimated

equation by equation. The econolnetric issues relating to tlis point are taken up later in tlìis

Chapter Empirically, the ALIDS has been shown to represent sun¿ey data very well in

applications such as Ray ll980l, inter.¿/ir¿. In addition, a number of these stuclies (e.g Lewbel

i987) have suggested that tlìe ALIDS appears to be lnore consistent with two-stage budgeting, a-nd

is generally free of restrictive æsumptions of hornotheticity and additivity while retaining weak



sepa¡ability. Recently, Lee, Brown, and Seale [i994] estimated differential demand models

combining features of the Rotterdam and the ALIDS and found that the ALIDS-type demand

provided better description of consumer behaviour, a result that seems to contradict Alston a¡rd

chalfart [1993] and suggests that ultimately, issues of model choice a¡e essentially empirical.

4.4 Derivation of ALIDS Model

As illustrated in Chapter 3, the ALIDS model can be derived from a class of expenditure

functions called PIGL0G (Price Independent ceneralised Logarithnic) [Muellbaue¡ 1975] of the

form:

logc I'(¡t,It h) = (l- U h)IosA(p) * VhtogB(p) 4.1

where eh(p,tJh) is the å'' household's minimum expenditure necessary to attain utility level U¡

at prices p, (i=1 ,2,...,n); A(p) utd, B(p.) are linear homogeneous, concave functions of prices p,

and are chosen as follows:

logA(t)) = ao * \, a,logp t iD,D !,,togp,logp.

tosiþ) = tosAþù . BofLpf'

wlrere ø,, 8,, and yu are pala_rneters. By substituting (4.2) into (4.1), the constrained

maximizing expenditure function for l.rousehold h cut be written as:e

loge h þ,u t'¡ = oo . D a,logp. n |8,Ð, t ¡"uv,ttæ, * U pon pf'

4.2

4.3

4.4

utility

e Noticethat4.4is li¡ea¡ in U rvhich ìay inply that the expenditure function has aGonnan Polar Form. Seemy
discussion in Chapte¡ 3, and refer to equations 3.7 - 3,11 with regard to this po.int.



By applying a special case of the envelope theorem called Hotelling-shephard's Lemma to (4.4)

and using the result ux= v(p,m), we can derive the generalised ALIDS budget share rleman<l

equations for household l¡ as:lo

.!' = o.' f ,,,roro r p,toe(*l
j-! P

i=1.,2,...,¡t 4.5

where there are H households indexed by h=1 ,2,...,H; a,, y,,, and pi are parameters; v,! is h,t'

lrousehold's budget share of the j'¿ commodity where price ancl quantity are given by p, anrJ x,

respectively; mo = :J¡:j!,is total food expenditure for å¡¡ household; pft is a price index defined

by

logp t' = ao * D, o,logp, t iD,Ð ! ¡,togp,tosp. - TD,D ! ¡togp,togp.

and the pararneters of (4.6) are defined by

The ALIDS is defirred lry @fl - @.7). Deaton ard Muellbauer note tlìat (4.5) can be

considered as a first order approxirnation to the general unknown lelations between yt, Iog m,

and the /og P3.

The ALIDS system of budget share equations sum to total expenditure (therefore !w,=/¡

and are homogeneous ofdegree zero in prices and total expenditure, a-nd satisfl slutsky symmetry

(i.e. symrnetric in the substitution matrix) if and only if the following general restrictions hold

globally, i.e. at every data point:

a). Adding up: ),c,=1, 2ß¡=0,2,y,¡=0 j=t,2,...,m

4.6

4.8

r0 It can easily be shown that the p¡ice de¡ivatives of the expenditure function equal the quanlity demanded. More
conveniently, the log de¡ivative of the expenditure with respect to the p¡ices generates budgei sharedenìand equarions.
See Deaton and Muellbaue¡ [1980] and Deaton [1986] fo¡ detaits.



b). Homogeneity: 2¡yu=0

c). Symmetry: yu= y

4.9

4. i0

d). concavity of the expenditure filnction or the negative semi-definiteness of the

substitution matrix. The parametric representation of this restriction in the ALIDS is not

obvious but it ca¡r be checked by calculating the eigenvalues of the Slutsky matrix. see

later discussion.

Ffom an econometric point of view, the ALIDS hæ amenable features because it is quite close

to being linear. The price index expression p (equation 4.6) which introduces the nontinearity

can be approximated by a simpler index used by Stone as follows:

log P' = I.w,\og p, 4.11

Deaton alld Muellbauer note that in practical situations where prices are relatively collinear,

stones index is not too restrictive an assumption a-nd provides a very good approxfunation to

tlìe actual index defined by (4.6) a¡rd selection of a particular index is likety to be trivial.

Anderson and Blundell [1983] and Blanciforti ancl Green lrgg3l, inter alia , have also

provided empirical evidence indicating that using stone's geonetric index does not have a-ny

significant effect on the value of the log likelihood function. Hence, in the rest of this study,

we slìall adopt Stone's index and the ALIDS will be understood to be the linear approximate

ALIDS in the sense of Blanciforti and Green. stone's index has an added advantage in that it

can be calculated directly prior to estimation so that estimation becomes a straiglìt forward

matter Again, this contrasts with budget slìares obtained from the Translog which necessitate

rnaximurn likelihood procedures requiring nonlinear estimation.

Note that in the absence of any restrictions, the ALIDS like any complete demanrl, leaves

too ma.ny para-rneters to be estimatecl, i.e. forn colnmodities, we have n a,3, nB,,s, u.td í yþ,for



a total of 2tt+tt2. 'lhe imposition of general restrictions allows us to reduce significantly the

nunber of parameters wlile making our model consistent with the theory of consumer behaviour.

Thus, flrst we estimate ¿-,/ of the slrare equatiorìs, and then use the aclding up restriction to

estimate parameters of the remaining equations. Next, we can impose r/z(n2 -n) cross-equatj,ort

symmetry restrictions. Finally, the homogeneity restriction reduces the number of free parameters

by n-.1. The total number of restrictions equals %(tt2 +3 n-4J and the imposition of the restrictions

reduces the number of free unknown structural paraneters to y2(t12+3tx-4). As will be seen later,

this is a definite adva.ntage especially when the incorporation of demographic variables adds to

the nurnber of parameters to be estimated.

4.5 Household ALIDS with Demographic Variables

The model presented in (4.5) does not explicitly incorporate demographic variables and

implicitly assumes that households with different socioeconomíc attributes have identical

preference structures. The validity of this assumption is quite limited since it is now widely

recognised that socioeconomic attributes exeú a noticeable influence on ù lìousehold's consumption

behaviour. In this section, we extend the ALIDS by incorporating demographic variables. These

variables can be incorporated in a variety of ways and their explicit specification is an empirical

issue.

In ftis study, we adopt demograplic translating and incorporate dernograplic variables

by decomposing the intercept term by allowing the intercept in (4.5) to be a linear function of

demographic atFibutes, Dh (h=1,2,...,H) where households are indexed by h, i.e.

J; = "o 
- ya, ol' 4.12



wlìere ('io is the 'true' intercept a.nd åt are parameters associated with Dr, the 7"¡ demographic

variable of which there are N. As we shall see later, ô, are represented by binary variables and

tlrey measure the effect of household size, age of househokl head, and region of residence. our

ALIDS model incorporating D can now be written as:

4.13

where it is clear that individual characteristics Dj enter only via the intercept. Here, the data

on D, may sfunply be a column of durnmy or diclìotomous categorical varíables 0's and I's (i.e.

a binary variable that takes on the value of 1 if the household has the attribute and zero

otherwise). The role of tlre dumlny variables in the model is to exlibit any differential

constant effect on the dependent variable. Notice how the úanslated coefficients have an

intuitive interpretation. with tlìe extended ALIDS, the adding up constraint now requires

Dn, = t;
t=l

j=1,2,...J; D v,=Dp,=o\.ô.. = o41 tl 4.'14

It can be shown that tlis extended version of the ALIDS still satisnes first order conditions for

expenditure rninimization and can be derived from the following expenditure function

generalization of the original ALIDS:

to¡e(p,uÐ)=do+E (a,+6, togp )top +llDi¡ tog,,tog. . ,,¡oø' 4.15

which is homogeneous of degree one in prices provided Zþ¡ ,Zy,¡ = ZT¡¡= L(a¡ + Iá,, log D,)

= 0. In general, the ALIDS with dernographics is obtained via tlre <lual expenditure function

minimization problem:

e hlp,u(,r-dbl = Ìilnlpr(x-.tih)i 
"@ ,4) = 

".1
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vrhere elp,upc -a)l denotes the relationslìip between minimum expenditure and prices and utility

level and corresponds to the primal utility maximization problem:

4.17

in which the household chooses (r - a) bundle subject to a price vector pr and income (rn -

pra)' tn terms of application, this duality between utility maximization and expenditure

minimization is equivalent to saying that the Hicksia-n a¡rd Marshallian demands x h¡t,u1x - a¡1

í\1d xIp,(n .¿)l are equal when evaluated at a utility level u=u'. The extent to wlich this

correspondence holds in practice is an ernpirical matter which we have investigated later on in

this chapter ard basically involves checking curvature of the expenditure function for

violations of concavity.

In equation (4.13), it is possible to use translating in which the allocation of expenditure

rz¡ is allowed to depend on demographic variables as well. For instance, if we allow flre marginal

budget shares, Bito vary with houselrold size, we can write:

d; =ßo,q,ol'

Substituting (4.18) into (4.13), we obtain rhe foltowing revised ALIDS model:

4.18

4.19

In tlris specification, we have allowed biIary variables to slift both the intercept and tlre

expenditure coefficient, so that tlìe allocation of expenditure is also now allowed to depenrl on

demographic variables. However, tlris is for theoretical interest only. All the analysis in tlús

shrdy will be based on tlìe estirnation of equation (4.13).

4.6 The Household ALIDS and the Unit Value problem



Prices employed in equation (4.I2) are Divisia indices based on utút values ancl these are

used to estimate the parameters of the y, matrix. However, as pointed out in our earlier

discussion, we need to take into account the fact that these prices are implicit and may not entirely

approximate market prices. As indicated in Chapter 3, unit values have been shown to be

functions of qualíty of commodities (which is enrlogenous to the lÌouseholds) and market prices

(wlich are presumably exogenous to the households). Households clroose the quality of their

purchase and the unit values may reflect that choice. As Deaton [1988, 1990] has argued, quality

choice itself may reflect the influence of prices as households respond to prices by adjusting

quality and qua-ntity, i.e. the composition of tlteir purchases witlÌin a commodity category. Hence,

it is argued that estimating demand systems based on such prices will not yield price elasticities

that reflect households' responses to exogenous price changes such as those due to supply.

To eliminate possible measurement enor and quality effects from unit prices, Deaton

employed a cluster teclrnique in which real price variation is assumed to exist only across clusters

wlile that within clusters is constant, such tlìat any observed unit value variations between

geographic areas imply either measurement effor or quality choice. unfortunately, the structure

of our PUMDTs (including tlìe definition of region) makes it difficult to operationalize Deaton's

cluster technique. And besides, the assumption tìlat witlìin-cluster relatíve price differences are

consta.nt appears to be too restrictive: if one took say tlìe prairies (Manitoba, Sækatchewan, a¡rd

Alberta) as a cluster, it would be unrealistic to argue that intra-Prairie relative price differences

are consta.nt. Nevertheless, if it were at all possible to finely identify observations by region, say

observations corresponding to wiruripeg at a given point in tirne, then one could impose identical

(aggregate) prices on tlìese observations as follows: first calculate Divisia price indices for each

observafion as done in my earlier calculation above; then calculate the average of these indices



over those individuals ând use these average indices as the prices for these in<lividuals in

wimipeg at the given time. we intend to explore these altematives in future researclì wo¡k.

Other researchers such as Cox ard Wolrlgenant t19861 iclentified price variability from

quality effects using l.Iousehold characteristics (and hence underlying quality characteristics) as

proxies for llouselrold preferences for unobserve<l quality attributes. This is the standard hedonic

price model. Once the effects of these variables have been controlled for, any observed va¡iation

in household level unit values can be assumed to represent real market price variation, The results

of cox and wolìlgenant as those of otlìers such as Nelson t1990, 19911 which replicate Deaton,s

model using usA household expenditure data suggest tirat tlìere appears to be no appropriate

procedure to specify cross-sectional price effects flìat reflect quality effects. The essential point

however is lucid: failure to sufficiently specify cross sectional price effects coulcl result in biased

and misleading elæticities, as Polinsky [1977] has shown. Itis now easy to see how ignoring tlis

quality problern and the expenditure endogeneity problem in our estimating equation can aggravate

the biæ associated witlì our estimates.

For tlis reason, our ALIDS model has been extended to incorporate 17 demograplúc

variables representing lìousehold size, age oflìouslrold, region ofresidence, and seasonal dummies

conesponding to the season (quarter) in which a given houselrold was surveyed. It ca.n be asserted

that incorporating this number of demographic variables in a tlreoretically consistent manner does

aid in adequately representing and characterizing the unobservable differences in tastes and

preferences between households, regions, and seasons in our model, based of course on the

reasonable assumption that endogenous quality effects in unit values result fiom these variations

in taste. Hence, we believe we have taken i¡to account several dimensions to quality effects, and,

in this sense, we can claim tlìat our model is more precise tlìaÌr models that ignore this problern

altogefher Forinstance, by incorporating lÌouselìold size dummies, we are allowing for economíes

'7I



of size in purchasing and household consumption and production activities. Indeed, as Prais an<l

Houthakker have shown, larger families pay lower prices due to the existence of these economies.

It is possible to incorporate a price-income interaction tenn using cramer's [1973] suggestion to

allow for possible price-income relationslips to the extent that higher income lìouseholds tend to

buy more marketing services and therefore pay higher prices on average for commodities. Future

research may incorporate this aspect.

Based on dre above discussion, we believe it is possible to empirically identify ancl

estimate the parameters of the y, matrix such that in each of the I equations, the budget share is

a function of an intercept, Divisia unit price indices, househokl expenditure, and demographic

variables. TIìe intercept, d¡ represents average budget shares when real food expenditure, prices,

and demographic variables are constant; f4 delineates the change in the ih budget share due to

a unit change in price p, holding expenditure constant; p¡ represents the effect of a percentage

change in real total food expenditure on the i'¡ budget share, ceteris paribus. Again, by the adding

up requirement, 2þ¡=0, i.e. coefficients of B, sum to zero. Furthermore, Bi < 0 hnplies tlìat tlÌe

expenditure elasticity (e¡y = I + By'u,J is less than unit¡ i.e. the cornmodity is a necessity. B¡ >

0 implies tlìe commodity is a luxury. Thus, lor B,> 0, tlre budget share for the ft'¡ lrousehokl, r/,,

will íncrease with an increase in total expenditure, wlile for B, < 0, there wilt be a decrease. The

effect of demographic variables on the budget share are captured by ôu.

4.7 Estimation of the Household ALIDS

Iìr order to est nate equation (4,13), we append

each equation. The l2-equation model can be rewritten

1275
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additively a stochastic error term €,, to
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TIre set of regressors explaining each of the 12 budget share equations is identical. For each slrare

equation, there are 12 prices, one real food expenditure term, and 17 binary variables representing

7 housel.rold sizes, 5 age categories for liead of household, 5 regions, and 4 seasons, for a total

of 372 parameters including 12 intercepts. The stochastic error term, e,o is intended to account

for stochastic enors in household optimizing behaviour as well as heterogeneity across lìouseholds.

PUMDT data for each year is used separately to identify and estimate the intercepts, the

coefficients of price and total food expenditure, and the demographic coefficients associated witlì

the model.

The complete set of variables used to estimate model 4.20 a¡e defined in Chapter 3, The

demographic variables are defined for the li'¡ household anrl each household falls into exactly one

of these categories. Because the groups are discrete, we need to represent ìe attributes by

integer valued va¡iables. Hence, each of the attributes are rlefined either by a vector D contaíniug

elements witlt binary values (0,1) depending on wlletlìer or not such household possesses such an

attribute or not, or an integer variable equal to the number of persons in that household in the case

of household size. The categories are age of household hea<I, household size, region of residence,

and season. Based on our earlier <liscussion regarding exact aggregation, eaclÌ of these

demographic variables are represented linearly in the function that detennine househol<l

expenditure shares for a particular food. In the case of household size, this is an important

consideration. In Table 3.4 (chapter 3), our family size variable is defined as equal to the number

of persons in tlrat lìousehold. Defining farnily size in tlis mamer imposes an e prior.i constratIlt

on the way in which different family sizes affect househol<l foocl expenditure pattems. Hence, in

order to capture and estimate the effects of different farnily sizes, we simply define a binary

variable for each family size. Bæed on definitions for demographic variables presented in



chapter 3, model (4.20) would nonnally be estimated using a two-stage procedure wlìich is

invoked based on the assumption of price exogeneity and weak separability as follows:

Stage I: Estimate only the aggregate food (FAH, FAFH, and NF) equation system.

Stage II: Estimate the disaggregated l2-food equation system.

The explicít specification of the Stage I household share dema-nd equations requires the definition

of the following variables:

p'rod"onlmn = expenditure share of food at home (FAH) in the budget

of houselrold h, (h=1,2,...,H)i

po ror,rt'r*rln' = expenditure share of food away from home (FAFH) in

tlìe budget of lrousehold h, (h=1,2,...,H);

p'*i*rt^o = expenditure slrare of nonfood (NF) in the budget of

Irousehold h, ( h= l.2.....H ):

ffihptt= P'ror!ro, = expenditure by å'¡ household on FAH;

ffih rtps = Pn ror*rh n", = expenditure by /r¡¡ llousehold on FAFH;

ffi^nr = Po*rlNr = expenditure by å'' Itousehold on NF;

mh = moro, + n! r*o * nth*r= total food expenditure by household ¿.

Thus, at dris stage, total food expenditures ¿¿¡ for household ¿ are allocated between FAH, FAFH,

and NF such that nth ro, i nth r*, = nlo. However, as noted earlier, we are compelled to focus on

stege II because price data for FAFH and NF which is critical for tlre implementation of stage I

is not available and no reasonable proxies can be found.

TIìus, concentrating on stage II, our two-stage budgeting procedure generates an ALIDS

system for the allocation of food group expenditure rlrr, (determined in Stage I) to 12

disaggregated commodities defined in Table 3.2 in which we are treating the individual FAH æ

being homotlretically separable from FAFH a¡d NF . Homotheticity of preferences clearly implies



that each of the 12 disaggregated food demands are proportional to total FAH expenditure, and

so it must be possible to express the demand for eaclì of tlìe i2 commodities as a function of total

expenditure on the group (FAH), and the price of commodities and demograplic aftributes of the

ft'¡ household unit within that group alone. The expenditure of each food category was derived

by summing the repofted expenditures on all foods in that group. The puMDTs code lrouseholds

into numerous classes bæed on the occupation of the household head. This number is clearly

restrictive from a computational stand point, hence in tlÌis study, we choose only a limited

number.

In terms of econometric estimation, these ALIDS share equations have two cornplications.

First, they automatically satisfu the adrling up restriction: for all commodities, they sum to unity

by construction for each household in each time period (2,w*=1¡. For any equation, the error

term is a linear combination of the errors of all the other equations, implying that errors for all

commodities sum to zero for each household unit ()ç,,,=! V l¿.). In other words, altlìough eaclì

equation is serially independent, the random variable relations of the system are

contempora.rìeously dependent, i.e. the errors are not independently distributed. This means tlìat

the variance-covariance matrix, y; for the 12 cornmodity share demand system will be singular ancl

cannot be inverted since the shares surn to one, implyin gthatval€ú) = V, (h=l ,2,...,H; t= j,2,...,7)

is nonnegative defuiite with rank at most equal to y'r'-l where N is the number of commocìities or

equations. we assume that the varia¡rce-covariance matrix has rank N-1. A¡d hence, application

of ordinary least squares (OLS) would not be efncient since the vector of enor terïns in this case

is not homoscedastic acloss equations. Moreover, applying oLS to all N equations jointly (given

this linear dependence) apparently is possíble only to the extent tlìat the computer makes round-off

errors.
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For purposes of estimation, we adopt the common procerlure of deleting one of the

equations, rendering the remaining (N-l)x(N-l) variance-cova¡iance mâtrix nonsingular. we can

still recover the elasticities for the deleted equation residually by simply using symmetry and

homogeneiry restrictions. Hence, from a-n econometric stand point, there is no loss of information.

Iudge et. al. [19851, and chavas and segerson [1987] have shown that an appropriate modification

of tlìe GLS (ML) procedure ensures that the econometric results are invariant with respect to

which equation is actually dropped. Note that for the same reason that we drop one share

equation to avoid singularity of the variance-covariance matrix, we lnust also assign zero values

to the first row r tlre [D] matrix of demographic variables such tlìat from a total of 17 dummies,

we are left with 14. In equation (4.20), these still enter as distinct attributes of the households

in estimating the effects of dernographic variables on the distribution of food expenditure.'

There is a second colnplication regarding the estimation of our system (4.20) and it has

to do with tire use of FAH expenditure, nth, as a, regressor. Most empirical studíes treat 
''t¿ 

as

exogenous i¡ the second stage on the assumption that household preferences are separable. tn

tum, these conditional demands are estimated æ functions of a subset of relevant comrnodity

prices and total expenditure within that subgroup and the system is estimated using Zellner's

seemingly un-related regression (suRE) which is simply an app¡opriately modified GLS procedure

applying oLS in successive stages. However, La France ti9g1l lìas shown that expenditure m¡

as specified in equation (4.20) callllot be weakly exogenous wlile Blundell t19ggl, and Blundell,

Pashardes, and weber [1993] have arguerl that it is imperative to account for expenrliture

endogeneity in demand systems estimated with cross sectional data. This problem lias been

recognized and addressed variously by Eales and un¡eveh¡ t19gg, 19931, Brown, Behr, and Lee

. " In general, if we had N-1 equations and N-1 clumnry vaúables, perfect nulticollineûity rvould result since the
intercept (which is essentially a colur¡n of ,¡3 rvould equal the sum of N-,1 dumrries. Hence, assigning a zero value
to one of the duntmies eschelvs perfect nìulticollinearity.



[1994], and Egerton [1993]. The work by Eales a¡rd ururevehr is worth noting since it also

considers the issue of price and quantity endogeneity and proceeds to develop an inverse of the

ALIDS. Independent related work has been done by Moschini and vissa [1991, 19931. coyle

[1993b] has integrated the issue of endogeneity into an economic model of production and

estimated a system of conditional crop acreage demands. These studies all point to the impofance

of treating the endogeneity question more systematically and eamestly.

Thus if the assumption of exogeneity of nå is no longer valid, then ¡¿¡ will be

contemporaneously correlated with the error term. This means that oLS estimation is

asymptotically biased since oLS, in explaining variation in the dependent variable (w) cause<l by

a particular exogenous va¡iable, does in fact attribute some of the variation in the dependent

variable caused purely by the stoclìastic error term to the regressor with which the stocliastic error

is contemporaneously conelated. Hence, part of our task in this study is to accoùnt for this

endogeneity problem in the estimation.

In order to formalize the problem, let us rewrite the N-1 conditional demands given by

(4.20) (and ignoring dernographic variabtes) as

,",t' = oo * E t rtogp, * p,logll p ! x,h ) - togl *! p,]

where f, w,'logp, is the price index and llog(D p !'xl') - logf rr,,áp,l is the log of total real

food at home expenditure, i.e. the sum of food expenditure on individual commodities. we

observed however that the expenditures on individual commodities are endogenous as is clear

from equations (2.9, nd 2,13-2.17 chapter 2). Let us again examine stage two intersectoral

allocation in which the household decides to allocate aggregate expenditures I'f = Mì + Mì

+.'+ M,. in an optirnal way alnong the commodities witlir.r each group by solving the

following maximization problem :

M&,r. u"6:,'.,x:") .,. M* u"tx,',..,x"*l 4.22

4.21
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subject to

2r;x; = w"
i lr"tx; = ru"

i

4.24

4.25

the conditional expenditure variable for commodity group A and it is obviously not exogenous

to the household. As such, estimators of structural para-rneters will be biased and inconsistent.

one might argue that the househotd's stage II decisions occur at two separate points in time,

in wlüch case the exogeneity assumption seerns appealing and hence FAH is a predetermined

variable. However, the usual assumption in tlìe literature is that the two stages occur

simulta.neously. unless households breakdown this decision in time, it is not reasonable to

assume exogeneity. Hence, although rnodelling stage II independentty of stage I æ has been

done in other studies appears corìceptually valid and consistent with the sub-utility function

approach, the assumption regarding the exogeneity of M is not persuasive and is at best

misleading, if not 'hazardous' attoget.her.

In order to account for endogenous regressors as well as the linear dependence between

tlìe error tenns on the right hand side of (4.20), we shall employ three stage least squares (3SLS)

4.23

where each u' (i=l,...,s) in a subutility function for each food category. clearly, the consumer

has a subutility function for the food she purchases: it is defined over all individual

commodities in tlìat group, i.e. X.r,,..X!" with i¡dividual prices p"r,...,p,À', in tlat group. M,,...,

M, are second stage allocatiorìs of group (FAH) expenditu re MFAH to commodities x,

=(x"t,...;("N'), ...., x, =(x,t,...x." ") respectively. Based on weak separability of tlÌe household's

group A indirect utility function v"(P", M", D), the Maßhallian demands corresponding to the

above maxùnization problem can be written as

x" = x.(P", M., D)

and

M. = M" (P",...,P,, M)



[Zellner and rheil, 1962] to estimate our N-l system of conditional clemands appropriately

augmented with a regression of FAH on a set of instruments. 3sLS is a full information method

in that it takes into account complete information on all the structural equations in the estimation

of any structural equations as opposed to limited information methods such as ILS, 2sLS, LIVE,

and LIML. Essentially, 3SLS generalizes the 2SLS metlìod to incorporate correlation between

equations in the same way that SURE generalizes OLS.

To formalize the estimation procedure, we can rewrite our N-1 conditional demands as

l/,h =lX¡* nM,h r 
"¡h

or more compactly as

W=Z@+e

where

4.26

4.27

W = fw,, wr,....,w,rlr is an (N-1)x(llx1) matrix of budget share equations;

z = an (N- l)x(IrxÀl furl rank matrix of predetennined anrl enrlogenous variables x

and M respectively on tlre right hand side; K = i *O A is the number of riglrt
i

Iìand side variables in the l,¿ equation.

O = a Kx1 vector of structural parameters I a¡d zr.

e = an (N-1)x(11x1) matrix of stochastic error tenns.

Since M is endogenous, it follows üat E(Me) = oÀ{" + 0 and lience estfunation of structural

parameters I and rr will be biased anri inefficient. Observe that we only estimate ¡r'-l equations

to avoid singularity of tlle covariance matrix due to sulnnability. The omittecl equation is the

'OTIIER' category whose parameters are recovered residually from the sununability restriction.

Thus, 3SLS proceeds as follows: in stage I, a regression of w on z is run to get predicted values

ofo for the endogenous regressors in Z; in stage II, a residual covariance matrix i is computed

using 2SLS; in stage III, i is used to derive the 3SLS estimator given by



6' = [z 
r ¡î:' Ø x 1x' x¡12]'' z r1i 1 

Ø x (x r x)-t x (x r Ð tl w 4.28

where the inverse of the term in braces is the covariance matrix of coefficients.

The next question is what do we choose as an instrument. An oveniding consideration

for choice is that the instrument be exogenous to the second stage of the budgeting procedure, i.e.

one that is not contemporaneously conelated with the error tenn. It is however clesirable that suclt

an instlument be l)iglìly correlated with the variable for which it is to serve as the instrument. For

our purpose, we shall income before taxes as tlìe instrument. Gallant t1g77l has observed that

there is no set limit to the number of instruments, especially for <lema¡rd systems, and the results

are not invariant to the particular choice of instrunent. Such variability in results may occur even

with the same model and data.

Finallf note that in tenns of testing endogeneity, one can use homogeneity restrictions

as proposed by Attfield Ii985, 1991] in which he demonstrates the equivalence of the exogeneity

a-nd homogeneity tests. However, as Blundell [19gg] has slrown, tlre obvious advantage in

adopting a 3sLS procedure is that it permits us to assess endogeneíty and homogeneity separately.

Botlì the restricted and unrestricted versions of (4.20) are estimated. Unrler the restricted

model, certain pararneter estimates ale constrained to assume the value zero, thereby removing the

corresponding variable from the rnodel. The model was first estimated in its unconstrained form.

In addition, since at this stage the estimation is on an equation-by-equation basis, homogeneity

it tested since it is a within-equation restriction. Notice tlìat the sununability restrictions are

embodied in the uffestricted model and hence they are not testable.¡2

Next, each model was re-estimated subject to homogeneity and syrnmetry. since tl.ris

involves cross-equation restrictions, the restricted model can no Ionger be estimated equation-by-

.. 
t2 

Recall thât the summability resr¡ictions are autonÌatically imposecl in the estima(ion because we treât one of lhe
øù equation as a residual. And i¡ spite of estimating each equation separately, sunrmability restrictions togefhe¡ w.ith
inva¡iance. are aulornalically preserved,



equation and hence requires maximum likelihood estimation using 3SLS as stated above. Notice

too that total food at home expenditure has been deflated by stone's price inrlex. By definition,

this index depends on estimated parameters and is common across all equations. one can

therefore say that tlÌis leads to an additional set of within and cross-equation restrictions.

4.7 Analysis and Discussion of Empirical Results

ln this section , results from the disaggregated stage two household ALIDS model are

presented along with goodness of nt smtistics, tests of linear restrictions, and model validation.

Important elasticities (Marshallian, Hicksian, Allen-uzawa, and Morishima elasticities of

substitution) are derived and presented. A comparison of tlese results with otlìer studies is also

provided.

4.7.1 Parameter Estimates from, Unrestricted ALIDS.

Tables 4.1 - 4.3 present estimated parameters of úe uffestrictecl household ALIDS for

each of tlre three survey years individually in which the regressand (i.e. budget share) is a function

of an intercept, a,, unit prices, 4, food-at-horne expenditures, arìd a set of binary va¡iables

representing household size, age of head of lrousehold, and region. The latter enter the ALIDS

via translating the intercept term. we first consider the intercept term, o¿i, which represents

average budget shares when all expla.natory variables are held constant and whích is funportant for

income elasticity calculations. All intercept tenns are higlriy significant and with tlre conect sign

and size.

The effect of a change in prices on budget shares is rcpresented by 1u - tlre price

coefficients whiclì measure t¡e change in the ¡nh pnce, ceteris paribus. rn evaluating the

sensitivity of budget shares to price changes, it is of course important to distinguish between tlie

own-price and cross-price effect. The own price estimates, 7,,i, are highly significant and their
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Tâble 4.1 unrestricted Household AUDS: 3sLS Pararneter Estirnates and Budget shaps Evâluated at the
Sarnple Mean: 1984.

NÀLCO O'IIIER
It2

SUGAR DAIRY FATS
E9r0

Equarion BEEF PORK CHICK OMEÀT FISH CEREAL VEGE
t23456.1

0.04136 0.13160 0.1?090 0.0ll71 0.15288 0.1I139 0.09885

't{ l

^f,2

ï3

0.05167 0.0?368 0.08251 0.07900 0.u714 0.13415 0.15460 0.01613 0.08606 0.05016 0.13448 0_08437
7.47' t955 19,42 1550 ll. 2t.73 22.07 7.82 10.65 20.45 2050

0.01496 0.00067 -0.00061 '0.00r04 -0.0003? -0.00230 -0.00270 -0.00011 -0.00443 -0.00039 -0.00r97 -0.001?r
49.0E 4.49 .i.ó2 -5.t5 -2.22 -9.43 -9.86 .t.39 .t3.90 -3.g7 .7.ss

-0.00380 0.00758 .0.00062 -0,00030 -0.00048 -0.00030 -0.00097 .0.00013 -0.00020 -0.000t6 -0.00052 _0.000t l-ts.?t 64.21 .4.63 .1.90 .3.59 -1.70 .4.14 .2. .0.90 .2.02 -2.50

-0.00 8 -0.00062 0.00924 -0.00085 -0.00051 -0.00139 -0.00098 -0,000t3 -0.00180 -0.00034 -0.00066 -0.00078
-5.U .5.40 7t.6t .J.JJ -.t,98 -7.42 .4.ór -2.09 .7.34 .4.56 -i.2g

-0,00098 -0.00043 -0.00085 0.00960 -0.00066 -0.00090 -0.00r?? -0.00020 -0.00270 -0.0003? -0.00049 ,0.00025-3.29 -2.93 .5.17 48.73 .4.0ó -3.7E -6.63 .2.50 .8.63 .3.g3 .1.96

.0.000?l -0.00055 -0.0005? '0.00099 0.00610 -0.00053 -0.00003 -0.00013 -0.00071 -0.00029 -0.00100 -0.00059-3.31 .5.28 .4.79 -7.05 51.ó4 _3.A8 -0.33 .2,19 .3.16 _4.30 -J.J3

-0.00163 -0.0001? -0.00025 0.00010 -0.m079 0.0¡750 .0.00330 -0,00033 -0.00685 -0.00061 -0.00320 -0.00047-2.82 .0.59 .0.78 0.26 .2.49 37.81 .6.32 .2.t4 . .30 .3.31 .6.50

-0.00091 0.00008 0.00083 -0.000?0 0.00010 ,0.00550 0.022?0 0.00010 -0.01080 -0.00010 -0.00450 -0.00130-1.63 0.31 2.69 .1.97 0.27 -)2.32 45.03 053 __/8JJ .0.43 -g.44

-0.00097 .0.00017 -0.00010 -0.00049 -0.00030 0.00067 0.00007 0.00140 -0.00036 -0.00014 0.0004t -0.00001-4.13 -1.47 .0.79 -3.24 .2.34 355 0.31 22.i1 .t.49 -r.70 2.05

-0.00203 0.00020 -0.00158 -0.00120 -0.00170 -0.00600 -0.00410 0.00017 0.02480 -0.00013 -0.00670 .0.00173-2.45 0.49 .3.47 .2.2t .3.78 -9,t3 .5.39 0.n 2856 .0.50 -9.56

-0.00072 -0.00032 -0.00063 -0.00050 .0.00t4? 0.00030 -0.00090 0.00024 -0.00020 0.00456 -0,00096 -0.00041-2.97 -2.72 .4.73 .3.22 -3.52 JIJ .4.10 3,73 .0.80 59.66 -4.óg

-0.001?2 -0.00090 -0.00041 -0,00125 -0.00045 -0.00220 -0.00260 -0.00023 -0.00390 -0.00037 0.0I506 -0.00103-4.62 .4.9ó -2.00 -5.03 .2.2t -7.22 .7.96 .2.25 .t0.00 _J.tJ 47s3

-0.00126 -0.00042 -0.00026 -0.00067 -0.00037 -0.00071 -0.001I9 0.00004 -0.00210 -0.00010 -0.00I10 0.00814-.t.J8 -2.42 .t.J3 .2.79 .t.n -2.58 -3.72 0.4t -5.70 .0.óó -3.ó4

0.00721 0.00201 0.00535 -0.00190 0.00?42 -0.0ì153 -0.0085? 0.00rI0 o.02o7g -0.00227 -0.01380 -0.005803.09 t.77 4.t7 -t.t7 5.79 -ó.20 .4.06 1.78 3J.? -3.07 -696

T,,l I
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Table 4.1 (continued)

Equilion BEEF PORK CHICK oMEAT FISH CEREAL vEcE suGAR DAtRy FATS NALco orHER| 23 4 5 6'1 I910 ll t2

ôiH3

0.00056 -0.00082 -0.00434 0.00044 -0.00231 -0.00030 0.00896 -0.00130 0.01094 -0.00019 -0.00230 -0.009340.14 .0.43 .2.00 0.17 .1.06 -0.t0 2s0 .t.24 2.65 -0J5 .0.68

0.00t l0 -û.00265 -0.0 18 -0,00947 -0.00840 0.0r222 0.00682 -0.00140 0.02715 -0.00082 -0.00890 _0.00448
0.23 .t.13 .4.24 -2.99 .3.t9 3.t9 156 L0ó 5.42 -0.54 -2.21

0.00251 -0.00232 -0.C08Ì Ì -0.00680 -0.01290 0.02023 0.004¿5 .o.uovg 0.023.13 -0.00512 -0.00630 -0.00523050 -0.94 -3.t6 .2,03 .4.66 5.02 0.97 .2.59 450 -3.20 -t.46

-0.00226 -0.00159 -0.00500 -0.00610 -0.01372 0.02538 0.00350 -0.00130 0.02353 -0.00619 -0.00620 _0.01005.0.3ó -o_st -t.44 .t.47 .3.94 5.A2 0.151 .0.n JJJ .3.A3 -t.ts

-0.00020 -0.00638 -0.01866 0.00970 -0.00644 0.03201 0.015?5 0.00109 o.rü77g -0.0007? -0.01630 -0.01760-0.02 -t.23 .3.20 t.39 .t. 3.78 L64 0.38 0.70 -0.23 .t.8t

-0.00422 -0.00349 .0.01351 -0.01309 -0.007?0 0.03640 o.0o23g 0.0022Ì 0.03928 .0.0101E -0.01356 .0.01460-0.3t .0.53 .t.83 .1.48 -t.05 3.40 0.20 0.64 2.80 2.39 -1.18

0.00?53 -0.00230 0.00032 -0.00440 0.00191 -0.$220 0.rn477 0.00043 -0,00655 -0.00108 0.00490 _0.00332L87 .t.t? 0.14 .t.67 0.86 -0.69 t.3t o.4o -L55 -0.84 t.44

0.01182 '0.0046? -0.00009 0.00268 0.w022 -0.00260 0,00421 -0,000t2 -0.01108 -0.00053 0.00798 _0.00?842.63 .2.t2 .0.04 0.m 0.09 .0.71 L03 .0.10 -2.35 -0.37 2.0g

0.001?Ì 0.00021 0,00566 0.00540 0.00198 -0.00724 0.00405 0.00236 .0.00913 -0.0008? 0.00140 -0.005530.37 0.09 2.23 r.76 0,78 -r.ç7 0.97 t.n .t.8g -0.5g 0.35

-0.00357 .0.00139 -0.00034 0.00132 0.00420 0.00919 -0.00949 0.00446 -0.00136 0.00119 0.00190 .0.00ó12-0.85 .0.ó8 .0.t5 0.47 1A3 2.73 -2.49 3.98 .0.31 0.8g 054

0.02818 0.00115 -0.00049 -0.00170 -0.00122 -0.00926 0.00833 -0.00204 -0.00982 0.00r6? _0.00?10 ,0.008306.12 0s0 .0.t9 .0.56 -0.47 -2.46 t.g5 .1.62 -2.00 1.12 -r ?7

0.00549 0.00103 -0.00274 -0.00210 -0.00092 -0.00869 0.00393 -0,00068 0.00970 0.00361 _0.00670 _0.00193t.25 0.48 .1.14 .0.72 .0.38 -2.4E 0.gg .0.58 2.t2 25g -t.78

0.00555 0.000i2 -0.00150 -0.00180 -0.00061 -0.0056 0.01031 -0.00ã5 -0.00455 0.00046 -0.00200 -0.000871.3}4 0.06 -0.66 -0.65 -0.26 -0..77 2..14 -2.3t -1.05 0.35 -0.5?

-0.002J1 0.00146 0.00318 -0.01110 -0.00023 0.00713 -0.00384 -0.00118 0.01003 0.00454 .0.00523 .o.aozz|.0.49 056 1.13 -3.32 .0.08 1.75 .0.83 .0.87 J.39 2.61 -1.21

0.00597 -0.00049 -0.00077 0.00530 0.00416 -0.00501 -0.002J4 -0.00018 -0.00520 -0.002a6 0.00227 -0.00145t57 .0.2t5 .0.37 2.t0 1.99 -1.64 .0,74 .0.t8 -1.31 -1.70 0.70

0.01464 0.004'72 -0.00030 0.00516 0.00236 -0.00?67 .0.00383 -0.00222 -0.00940 0,00085 o.o027r -0.007023.81 252 -0.14 2.03 t.t2 -2.50 .t.10 -2.17 .2.34 0.70 0.83

0003¡2 0.00461 0.00850 0.00795 -0.00211 0.00058 -0.02238 -0.0a052 .0.00128 -0.00125 0.00162 0.001150.82 2.48 4.oS i.t5 .1.U 0.09 .6.4ó .0.51 .0.32 -1.03 o-s?,

ôiH4

ôiA35

ðiR3

ôìQ2

s{v R2! 0.3558
F (2stt). 93.79 178.81 194..70 86.51 94.38 7627 20.36 102.10 t23.r2 86.71

â, Figu¡es in italics âre ratios of pa¡ameter estimâtes to standard eno¡s.
b. Systern-weighted R2.
c. The thi¡d stage output for 3SLS o¡ FIML does not include the analysis of va¡iance table. Hence, the F statistics

co¡¡espond to the second stage, i,e. 2SLS.



T^ble 4.2 unrestricted Household Alids: 3sLS Par¿nneter Estirnates and Budget shares Evaluated at the
Sample Mean: 1986

NAICO OTHER
lI 12

PORK C'ITICK OMEAT FISH CEREAI \TGE SUGAR DAIRY FATS
2345618910

Equation BEEF
I

0.07541 0.0350? 0.18909 0.15589 0.00890 0)4418 0.02233 0.10268 0.09182

T,'ll

0.05430 0.06994 0.07ll1 0.0']924 0.04032 0.16648 0.13463 0.00998 0.084?t 0.04066 0.13460 0)r4a.39' 28.94 23.60 22.29 14.35 ió.ó8 27.2ó 7.44 t5.40 2ó,04 28.81

0.0ll5t 0.00021 -0.00066 -0.00 8 -0.00045 -0.0018? -0.00189 -0.0001t ,0.00262 -0.00033 -0.00156 -0.001t3ó5.t3 3.0ó .5.94 .8.93 .4.28 -lt.0g -10.30 .2.22 -)2.83 -5.ó7 .g.01

-0.00237 0.00690 -0.00064 .0.00042 -0.00047 -0.00040 -0.00069 -0.00007 -0.0005r -0.00021 _0.00039 _0.000?3-t5.77 9033 .ó.69 .3.74 -5.3t -2.8t .4.44 .t.5ó .2.96 -4.2ó -2.66

-0.00096 -0.00055 0.00838 -0.00095 -0.00029 -0.00068 -0.00t00 -0.m008 -0.00151 -0.00043 _0.00086 _0.00ros.652 -7.34 89.86 .8.66 .3.28 -4.86 .6.51 .t.82 -8.8J -8.98 -5.g5

.0.00082 -0.00032 -0.00069 0,00939 -0.00093 -0.00t07 -0.00213 -0.00012 -0.00203 ,0.00026 _0.00014 _0.0005?-4,38 .3.42 .5.86 67.64 .6.5t -6.05 -11.05 -2.30 .g.43 -4.3t .2.40

-0.0007r -0.00037 -0.00048 -0.0007? 0.00548 -0.000?5 -0.00026 -0.00008 -0.0006? -0.00029 -0.00085 -0.00026-5.27 .5,49 .5.62 .7.64 69.19 ,J.88 -t.87 -t.g8 .4.34 .6.52 .ó.42

-0.00147 -0.001i8 -0.00097 -0.00245 -0.00013 0.02459 -0.0054? -0.00011 -0.00328 -0.0005? -0.00539 -0.00359-6.56 -10.43 .6.83 14.69 _0.95 t15.44 2358 -1.74 .t2.68 .7.83 -2458

0.0003 0.00004 0.00039 -0.00108 0.00051 -0.00577 0.02106 -0.00012 -0,00995 -0.00011 -0.00355 _0.001760.98 0.20 1.78 .4.r9 2St -1754 58.88 .t.22 .24.96 0.g7 -t0.4g

-0 00052 -0.00020 -0.000 -0.0003? -0.00016 0.00053 0.01)ou o.oolzo .o.ooo,l: -0.00001 0.00060 _0.00074-3.40 -2.58 1.t2 -3.28 .1.79 3.66 1.48 27.89 .2.42 -0.69 0.40

-0.00155 -0.00048 -0.00t84 -0.00035 -0.00094 -0.00606 -0.0020? -0.00049 0.02285 0.00006 -0.00523 -o.w3g2-2.80 -t.70 .5.26 .0.84 .2.87 -tr55 3.63 -3.13 35.90 0.31 .9.66

-0.00053 -0.00022 -0.00045 -0.00024 -0.00056 0.00039 -0.00086 0.00015 -0.0009? 0.00399 -0.00069 -0.00002-3.54 .2.39 .4.70 .2. -6.29 2.7t -5.5ó JJJ -5.6t 3t.35 .4.69

-0.00135 -0.00019 -0.000ó2 -0.00117 -0.00049 -0.00238 -0.00247 -0.00014 -0.00436 -0.00020 0.01416 -0.00081-5.97 -t.68 .4.32 .6.9t .3.66 -t1.A5 .t055 .2,t5 .1ó.70 -2.64 63.97

-0.00t30 -0.00003 -0.00029 -0.00057 -0.00040 -0.00149 -0.00187 -0.00006 -0.00365 -0.00004 _0.00151 0.01122-5.86 -0.27 -2,06 -3,47 .3.O8 -7.02 .8.t2 .0.96 .t4.25 -0.58 -6.94

0.01038 0.0022t 0.00714 0,00140 0.00895 -0.02998 0.00142 0.00150 0.01168 0.00060 -0.00 9 -0.0t4108.22 3.45 8.94 t.48 t2.03 -24.94 LOs 4.22 8,02 1.44 .9.65

^þ,tz



T^ble 4.2 (continued)

Bquation BEEF PoRK cHIcK oMEAT FlsH CEREAL \ßcE sucÀR DAIRY FATS NALCO orHERl2 3 4 5 6 7I910 lt 12

ôitl2 0.00382 -0.00133 '0.00148 -0.00540 -0.00554 0.01273 -0.00808 -0.00055 0.01?15 -0.00112 -0.00045 .0.009751.49 .t.02 .0.91 .2.82 .3.66 5.21 -3.U .0.7ó 5.80 -1.i3 -0.t8

ôiH3 -0 0024 8 -0.00344 -0.00663 -0.00692 -0.01ã? 0.01914 -0.00?86 -0.00024 0.03304 -0.00095 -0.00418 .u.00690-0.8t .2.23 -3.45 .3.05 .7.0t ó.61 .2,49 .0.28 g.42 -\.gs .t.40

ôiH4 -000545 '0.00356 -0.01052 .0.00931 .0.01625 0.03446 -0.0 64 -0.00183 0.03976 -0.005t? -0.00346 ,0.00703-t.70 -2.18 .5.18 .3.89 -8.J9 1t.28 .3.50 .2.03 t0.74 -4.g3 .1.00

ôiHs '0.01025 -0 00414 -0.01142 '0.00864 '0.013?1 0.0{705 .0.01314 -0.00184 0.03793 -0,00565 -0.00558 -0.01062-2.56 .2.A5 .4.52 -2.90 -7.80 t2.37 .3.t7 .1,64 8.23 -4.32 .1.42

ôiH6 -0.00796 -0.00520 -0.009?2 -0.00819 -0.02s96 0.a6201 -0.01487 0.00065 0.04098 -0.00659 -0.00838 -0.01685-t.tg -t.53 .2.30 .1.64 .ó.ót 9.78 -2.15 0.34 5.33 -3.02 -t.28

ôiH7 0 00300 -0.00024 -0.01589 -0.01222 -0.01058 0.060I -0.0098? -0.00067 0.02328 -0.00263 -0.01699 -0.017280.3t -0.05 -2.62 .t.70 .3.t9 ó58 _0.99 .0.25 2.10 .0.84 -t.80

õi435 0.00198 -000089 0.00122 -0.000?l 0.00516 0.00255 -0.002J1 0.000?4 0.00130 -0.00108 0.0004? -u.007E20.78 -0.70 0.76 .0.37 3.47 1.A6 -0.96 0.48 0.45 -t.30 0.tg

åi445 0.00585 -0 00243 0.001?9 0.00353 0.00066 0.00422 0.00289 0.o0zt1 -0.00576 -0.00138 0.00071 -0.01226o.2I -t.ó9 1.00 t.ó7 0.40 t56 0.98 2.70 .1.7ó -1.48 0.25

ôi455 000314 0.00098 0.00291 0.00116 0.0006? 0.00540 ,0.00227 0.00381 .0.00488 0.0olo9 0.00167 -o.o!4271.29 0.ó7 t58 053 0.39 Lg5 .0.75 4.66 .t,45 -t.r4 05s

EiA65 -0.00558 -0.00141 0.00044 -0.00264 0.00178 0.01130 -0.00185 0.00482 0.00517 0.00280 -0.00201 -0.01282-2.t4 -1.0ó 0.26 .1.35 ].tó 454 .0.63 655 r.?t 3.2ó .0.78

ôiRz 0.02084 -0 00035 -0.00171 .0.00229 0.00108 -0.00444 0,0t094 0.00018 -0.00932 -0.00032 -0.00?09 -0.00?537.8t -0.26 .t.02 -t.15 0.ó9 -1.75 3.98 0.24 -3.U -0.36 .2.72

ôiR3 0 01030 0 00243 -0.00020 .0.00302 -0.00165 -0.00173 0.00559 -0.00241 0.00094 0.00106 -0.00344 -0.00?s73.6a 1.72 .o.tr -t.44 -1.00 .0.t55 Lg3 .3.06 0.2g l.ts .1.25

ôiR4 -0 00125 0.00356 '0.00133 0.00082 -0.00834 0.00180 0.00846 0.00002 -0.00130 0.0002J -0.002?6 0.00008-0.45 252 .0.75 0.i9 .5.07 0.67 2.93 0.02 .0.40 0.27 .t.10

ôiR5 -0.00064 0.00062 0.00143 -0.00141 .0.00294 0.00202 o,0o24z 0.0a027 0.00314 0.00360 -0.00656 0.00405-0.2t 0.42 0.76 .3.35 -t.68 0.7t 0.79 o.3t o.g2 3.70 -2.26

òiQ2 0 00263 -0.00053 -0.00332 0.00013 0.00486 -0.00314 0.00591 0.00088 -0.00228 -0.00129 -0.00181 -u.00203t,10 -0.43 .2.20 0.æ 3.44 -).38 2.38 t.30 .0.E2 .1,64 -0,V

ðiQ3 0 00387 0.00028 -0.00289 0.00152 0.00487 -0.00635 0.00967 0.00105 -0.00431 -0.00329 -0.000t9 .0.004231.60 0.23 .t.89 0.84 3.4t -2.75 3.aó ls3 .1.54 -4.15 .0.08

ôiQ4 -0 00266 0.0036? 0.00926 o.oo218 0,00221 -0,00256 -0.00558 0.00033 0.00058 -0.002s1 .0.00274 -0.00276-1.11 3.01 6.08 t54 .rJ5 -t.tz -2.24 0.49 0,20 -3.18 .l.tó

s-v R2 0.5291
F (2stl) 195.59 339.26 185.79 186.54 213.03 247.60t93.45 40.15

a. Figures i¡ italics aJe ratios of pararneter estitìates to stândard eÍors.
b, Systern-weightedR2.
c. The thùd stage output for 3SLS o¡ FIML does not include the analysis of variance table. Hence, the F statistics

correspond to lhe second stage, i.e. 2SLS.



Table 4.3 uffestricted Household AIIDS: 3SLS Pararneter Estimates and Budget shares Evaluated at the
Sarnple Mean: 1990

NAICO OTI{ER
ll t2

SUGAR DAIRY FATS
8910

Equarjon BEEF PORX CHÌCK OMEAT FISH CEREAL VEGE
1234567

0.73t26 0.07556 0.03603 0.160?6 0.t6723 0.00848 o.tgo2l 0.496u 0.t0742

i,t2

o.r3E't4 0.09891 0.lL017 0.14207 0.33586 0.2r'172 0.ì3892 0.Or2r'1 o.122or 0.05694 0.13184 -0.50596t6.09' 22.36 ló.62 t758 5t.38 t8.3t t1.22 3.?7 8.70 t7.g4 t2.12

0.ot243 -0.00032 -0.00100 -0.00094 -0.00033 -0.00148 -0.02631 -0.00019 -0.00262 -0.00034 -0.00149 0.0226087.t4 -4.42 -9.0ó .7.0r .3.09 -7.54 -t2.84 353 .1r.27 .6.54 -8.27

-0.00100 0.00830 -0.00092 -0.00050 -0.00036 -0.00t03 -0.00128 -0.00005 -0.00164 -0.00023 -0.00068 -0.00063-6.23 tU.22 -7.42 .3.32 .2.96 -4.6ó .J.J9 .0.79 .6.3t -3.52 -3.34

-0.00129 -0.00049 0.01054 -0.00113 -0,00039 -0.00082 -0.00109 -0.00019 -0.0024? -0.00025 -0.00r34 -0.00t08-8.78 .6.46 9257 ,8..1J -J.J.t -4.02 .5.ß -3.53 -t0.31 .4.52 -7.23

-0.00102 -0.00021 '0.00063 0.01091 -0.00053 -0.00107 -0.00232 -0.000t4 -0.00252 -0.00032 .0.00115 -0.00101-ó.85 .2.70 -5.47 7658 .4,7t -5.24 -10.92 -2.57 .t0.45 .5,54 -ó.15

.0.02025 -0.00658 -0.0Il04 -0.0130? 0.00809 -0.0t760 -0.01356 -0.0r)230 -0.024s3 -0.0036r -0.02038 0.12482-7.37 .4.98 .5.54 .6.7ó 7559 -4.9ó -3.66 .2.i8 .J.8J .J.80 -ó.27

-0.00092 -0.00019 -0.00081 -0.00022 -0.00029 0.02180 -0.00464 .0.00013 -0.009 -0.00001 -0.00369 _0.00179-i.80 ../.JJ .4.36 .0,95 -r.59 ó554 .t339 -t.43 -23.2t .0.t4 -t2.t3

0.00026 0.0004? 0.00034 -0.00082 0.00090 -0.00543 0.0220 -0.00016 -0.01174 -0.00002 -0.00430 -0.00t90L08 1.87 1.82 .3.ó8 498.00 -t655 655t -t.?S -30.3t .0.22 -t4.30

-0.00036 -0.00021 -0.00046 -0.00028 -0.00026 0.00060 -0.00030 0.00139 -0.00029 -0.00014 0.00029 0.00002-2.62 -2.96 .4.Jt .2.t8 .2.49 3.1ó -t.52 27.00 .t.28 .2.82 r.69

-0.00102 -0.00049 -0.00042 -0,00174 -0.00052 -0.00684 -0.00520 -0.00044 0.02571 -0.000u -0.005?4 _0.00319-3.i9 .3,20 .t.83 .6.20 -2.29 -t652 .t2.07 -J,8S 52.óS -t.01 _t5.t5

-0.00051 -0.00031 -0.00041 -0.00306 -0.00038 0.000t6 -0.00810 0.00009 -0.00996 0.004?l -0.00095 0.01872-3.28 .3.94 -3.4ó .2.tt .3.20 0.76 .3.64 t.ó3 -3.g4 82.46 .4.86

-0.00098 -0.0003? '0.00046 -0.00120 -0.00039 -0,00207 -0.00269 -0.00015 ,0.00425 -0.00024 0.01359 -0.00080-5.50 .4.U -3.31 .7.t8 -2.90 -8.43 -toj2 -2,rt .14.65 -3.72 60.4t5

-0.001t8 -0.00023 -0.00058 -0.00104 -0.00056 -0.00181 -0.00246 0.000r0 -0.00453 -0.000I2 -0.0015? 0.01397-7.U -2.7t .4.44 .ó.60 .4.3E -7.8t .10.21 1.66 .t6.6t -1.9s -740

0.00416 -0.00016 0.00560 -0,00589 -0.00?05 ,0.02908 0.00738 0.00342 0.03044 -0.00148 0.0058I _0.01315
2.U -0.2t 4.94 .4.29 -6.J4 -14.40 35t 6.22 t2.77 -2.75 3.t4



Table 4.3 (continued)

NAICO OTHER
tt t2

Equatiôn BEEF PORK CHICK OMEAT FISH CEREAT VECE SUCAR DAIRY FÄTS
t 2 3 4 5 6 .1 8 9 l0

õiH3

åiA35

0.00239 0.00000 -0.00r?E -0.00303 0.00129 0,0t212 -0,00?60 -0.00125 0.00285 -0.00095 .0.00523 0.000590.97 0.00 .0.93 .t.it 0.ó9 3.74 .0.2t -t.35 0.71 -t.u -t.ó8

-0.00525 0.00093 -0.00503 -0.00423 -0.00008 0.02418 -0.009Ìó -0.00221 0.0186? -0.00229 -0.01146 -0.004051.79 0.t52 .2.21 .1.54 0.N 5.97 -2.17 .2.00 3.gI -2.1r j.Ag

-0.00305 0.00054 -0.00?79 -0.00669 -0.00195 0.03673 .0.01254 -0.00475 0.02591 -0.00266 -0.01610 ,0.00?65-0.97 0.34 -3.22 -2.28 .0.A2 852 .2.79 .4.05 5.Ag .2.3t -4.[E

-0.00999 -0.00089 -0.00969 -0.00352 0.00255 0,03571 -0.0t564 -0.00431 0.02751 .0.00520 -0.01396 -0.00257-2.4t .0.41 .3.03 .0.9t 0.8t 6.27 -2.63 -2.78 4.09 .3.42 -2 17

-0.0066r 0.00020 .0.0066r -0.0r76? 0.00?69 0.0411? -0.00316 -0.00439 0.01390 -0.00388 -0,01282 -0.00?80-t.02 0.46 .1.32 .2.Ð t57 4.61 -0.34 -1.8t ).32 -1.6i -1.57

-0,00?ll 0.00146 '0.01439 -0.00695 0.00592 0.04468 o.Or7g4 -0.00628 0.00647 -0.00290 -0.02217 -0.01668-0.77 0.3t -2.A .0.80 ,.8J 351 l.3S .1,8t 0.43 .0.85 _t.

0.00669 0.00023 -0.00079 -0.00064 0.00345 0.00058 -0.00505 -0.0002? -0.00417 0.00071 0.00400 -0.0a4142.3E 0.19 .0.43 .0.29 L95 0.t8 .l,Sl .0.31 _t.10 0.82 t.36

0.00822 0.00006 0.001?3 -0.00005 0,00226 -0.00192 0.00?46 -0.0009? -0.00589 .0.00047 0.00337 -0.0r37gJ.0t 0.u 0.82 .0.02 t.09 -0.50 t.go .0.9s .1.32 -0.47 0.93

0.00238 0.00307 0.00466 0.00541 0.00626 0.00033 0.00304 0.00270 -0.00134 0.00424 -0.00894 -0.021810.80 2.0t 2.03 t.95 2.78 0.0s 0.7t 2.42 .0.28 .r.8a -2 3a

-0.00094 0.0013 0.0012 0.0000 0.0061 0.0131 0.0011 0.0041 0.0013 0.0044 _0.0161 _0,015?-0.35 0.99 0.61 0.02 3.u i.60 0.2E 4.18 0.3t 458 -4.85

0.00265 -0.00034 0.00242 -0.00482 -0.00227 0,00250 0.01313 0.00128 -0.01077 0.00239 .0.00511 -0.001060.90 -0.22 Lû7 .t.75 -t.02 0.ó2 3. 1.16 .2.25 2.2t -t.38

-0.00254 0.00179 '0.00058 .0.00627 -0.00507 -0.00906 0.02464 -0.00137 -0.00810 -0.00009 -0.004t8 0.01083-0.9s 1.10 .0.27 -2.50 .2.49 -2.45 ó.40 .1.36 .t.85 _0.0g -t.23

0.00056 0.$232 0.00376 0.00108 -0.00440 -0.00ll4 0.0008I -0.m042 -0.01325 0.00155 -0.00424 0.013360.22 t.77 t.90 0.45 .2.2ó -0.32 0.22 .0.44 -3.t7 1.64 -L3l

0.00033 0.00067 0.00429 -0.00682 -0.00803 0.00322 ,0.00181 0.001?3 -0.00321 0.0oll7 -o.o04t2 0.ot2s7oJI 0.44 J.38 .2.46 -1.J8 0.79 .0.42 156 .0.ó6 t.08 -t.10

0.01224' 0.00144 -0.00067 0.0004¿ 0.00t75 -0.00693 -0.00089 0.00lll -0.01114 0.00043 0.00540 _0.00313
5.17 1.t8 -0.37 0.t8 0,c7 -2,t2 .0.26 t.25 .2.8g 0.4g |al
0.00864 -0.00031 0.00058 0.00293 .0.00139 .0.00107 -0.00331 0.00t85 -0.00519 0.00016 0.00095 -0.003833.71 -0.26 0,32 t.i4 .0.78 -0.33 -0.98 2.t2 -r.37 0.t8 0.32

0.00434 0.00198 0.00708 0.0064? -0.00149 -0.00130 -o.o1g6s o.o027g -0.00157 -0.00025 -0.00010 0.00170LE6 1.66 3.93 2.9ó .0.U .0.4t -s-87 3.Ig -0.4t -0.2g -oo¿

õiR5

s-w R2 04381
F (2SIJ) 284.71 2t4.67 182.10 t66.32 238.35 149,39

a. Figur6 in italie are r¡rios ol p¡Énreier stinlar$ io sta¡d¡d eÍôÌs.
b- Sysreñ-weiShted R2.
c Thelhi¡d sia8e oulput for35ß ot FIML does ¡rot jDclude lhe analysis ol variince t¡ble. Herce, theF raristics coF4pond tothesønd sra8e, i.c.

2StS.



(positive) signs conform to ovr a priot'i expectations, suggesting inelastic price, i.e. the percentage

change in the quantity consumed of a food commodity as a result of a change in its price is less

tha-n the percentage change in the price. This is shown later in the discussion a¡rd evaluatjon of

various elasticities. The significance levels for a majority of cross-price estimates, rij, are quite

high, índicating once again evidence of cross price effects on budget shares and hence leading

us to conclude tlìat the data have a sigdficant degree of price sensitivity (see asymptotic values).

We must qualify this statement by noting tlìat the degree of cross-price sensitívity largely depends

on tlÌe nature of substitutability or complementarity among commodities. This lìas to do witl.r

elasticities, an issue that is considered below. Ír passing, we note that we are encouraged by tlìe

fact tlìat notwitllsta-nding tlle large number of dernographic va¡iables that enter eaclì equation (14

per equation), all price parameters have higtrly significant effects on budget shares.

The effect of a proportional cltange in the ltr' budget share with respect to a clrange in foocl

at horne expenditure, ceterís paribus, is delineated by the parameter B¡. This parameter is quite

significant in almost all cases, a.rìd this, together with tlie higtrly significant intercept, shows that

expenditure effects are a quantitatively important deteminant of burlget allocation a-nd implies that

a change in real food-at-lìome expenditure, ceteis paribus, will decrease/increase food budget

shares of a given comrnodity. staternents regarding signs ofB should be based on whether or not

a colnmodity can be clæsified as a necessity (for B < 0 in which case the expenditure elasticity

e,rr< 1) or a luxury (forB, > 0). The results show that meats in general have positive estimates,

suggesting that expendihrre shares for tlìese commodities will increase with total FAH expenditure.

Next, we cousider dernographic variables wlìose effect on budget slìares is represented by

ô" where r¡ is the n'h dernographic variable definerl in Table 3.5 (clrapter 3). Recall that this is

equivalent to estimating the effect of H, A, R, and er on the intercept term c[¡. As noted earlier,

we represented all demographic variables by binary values as opposed to integer values equal to

the size of houselrold or age of head of household as is typical in most studies. If we were to use



actual household size or age, we would be implicitly imposing a restriction on the effect of

different household sizes and we would not capture tlìe exact pattem of, say, how different

household sizes affect food expenrliture allocation. Also note that we have dropped the first row

from each submatrix fonned by the <lummy variables in order to eschew the problem of complete

multicollinearity a¡rd hence ensure that the matrix of dummy variables is nonsingular. Hence, in

view of this, t.he pararneter estirnates attaclred to dummy variables should be interpreted with

reference to the colnbined set of excluded categorical conditions. In other worcls, the reference

for interpreting these coefficients is a household head aged 25-35, having one member household,

and living in the Atlantic province. That we have 6 binary variables representing household size

indicates our a priori belief that we consider household to be the most important socioeconomic

variable. This bias may be justified in view of the fact that we are trying to assess the impact of

expenditure on choice. There is obviously no lirnit to tlìe number of socioeconomic variables as

illustrated by Guilkey, Haines, and Popkin (1988,1990).

The parameter estimates for these demographic variables are interesting. First, most of

them are appreciably significant. Let us first exarnine household size (H) whose impact is

delineated by 3,rr-ô,r7. In general, increasing household size gives rise to sharp increases in the

share of total food-atltome expenditure allocated to lnost food categories. Observe in particular

tlìat the increase is sharpest whenever householrl size increases from 1 to 2, ancl tlis rnay be

explained by the fact that the second member of the household is often an adult, The increase

tapers ofï as household size reaches 5 or more. This trend is not entirely unexpected and

demonstrates the existence of children in the household. When we tested for presence of clrildren

under 5 and those aged between 5 and 17, we found that the increase in the proportiorì of food-at-

lìolne expenditure allocated to meats and other foods increases less dramatically. hr general, our

results indicate that as family size increases, there are significant alterations fur ifs food expendíture
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pattems and possibly a switch from some other food commodities. This aspect clearly needs more

wo¡k. TlÌe number of parameters already included in tlis analysis precludes this exercise.

TIìe next set of demographic variables relate to age of head of household and are given

by E,.r-ôrur. These coefficients delineate the effect of the stage of family cycle on budget sliare

allocation. Although the levels of significance are low for some of tlre estimated parameters of

age' the joint F-test shows that these variables are jointly significant and cause dramatic increases

in the proportion of food-atltolne expenditure allocated to the other category as head of liousehold

increases.13 Notice again tlìat the most significant increases occur when the householcl enters tlìe

child rearùrg years. However, as tlÌe offsprings grow up, their preference pattems closely

resemble those of adults in the home, thereby shifting the food budget toward that of a larger

family, clearly illustrating that changes in demographic compositíon of a househokl are importarìt.

Regional differences in budget share allocation are represented by ô,*r-ô,*rr. There are distinct

differences in food budget shares of the 12 food cornmodities relative to tlìe Atlantic provinces.

I¡ 1984, households in all provinces, except the Pacific, spent more on beef than they did on otìrer.

food categories. The lìighest share on beef is recorded for euebec. By contrast, the pacific region

had tlÌe highest share of pork and fish. Regional parameters are important for canada in so far as

they reflect differences in "cultural" practices among provinces. The Microdata tapes mask

records identified as rural/urban such tlìat it is no possible to discem from the parameters whether

or not tlìe degree of urbanization or population density has any sigrúficant ilnpact.

Finally, we examine seasonal factors whch are represented by ô,* and relate to spring

(second quarter) , summer (third quarter) and fall (fourtlÌ quaÍer). The pararneter est nates ouce

agair suggest that qualitative effects of season are important and have an interesting pattem and

13 Most applied lvo¡k has a tendency of excluding dummy va¡iables rvith lov t-values. we have avoided rhis
Practice. As Judge et. al, [1988] point out, this practice should not be encouraged. lf dumnry va¡iables rvith
i¡si8niôcant Êvalues are dropped, two pa¡arneterizations of the same problern can lead to dìfferent åurlmy variables
being excluded. Hence, a joi¡t F{est is preferred,



magnitude. The parameters for most of seasonal dummies reflect the importance of seæonal

supply and storage factors and events related to festivities.

overall, the results show that demographic variables play a significant role in explaining

household food-at-home expenditure pattems. To validate tlús claim, we have devised a simple

F-test based on simple exclusion restrictions. The test results are presented in Tables 4.3a-4.3b

and all F-values are greater than their critical values at the 1 percent and 5 percent levels of

significance.

4.7.2 Parameter estimates from Restricted Model

Next, in Tables 4.4 - 4.6, we present parameter estimates from the homogeneity and

symmetry restricted household ALIDS. Although the signs a¡d orders of magnitude are not

substantiaìly changed, more parameters corne out significant in the restricted model relative to te

uffestricted model, which may suggest that the restricted model is rnore price sensitive. This

conclusion must be made with caution since it is also lanown that imposing restrictions lowers true

standard errors of coefficients even when restrictions are false. Nevertheless, in general we

camot discem any major differentiation of parameters between the restricted and uffestricted

models. (See elasticity estimates below).

4.7.3 Estimated Elasticities

The preceding discussion has provided insights into parameter estimates ÍÌom the

lrousehold ALIDS. However, a direct interyretation of these parameter estimates in a flexible

functional form such as t.lìe ALIDS has no economic meaning. Any economic irnplications must

be expressed in terms of elasticities which are themselves functions of these parameter estimates.

Hence, in this section, we present uncompensated (Marshaìlian) and compensated (Hickian) price

and expenditure elasticity matrices. These elasticities are presented for botlt the restdcted and



Table 4.3a F-test values for Joint significance of Demographic variables: uûestricted
Model.

1984

F-test prob>F' F-tesl prob>F

1990

F{est prob>F

1986

Equation

BEEF

PORK

CHICKEN

OMEAT

FISH

CEREAL

VECES

SUGAR

DAIRY

FATS

NALCO

5.0249 0.0001

1.4029 0.1236

3.9216 0.0001

3.4146 0.0001

3.3005 0.0001

6.4842 0.0001

5.4233 0.0001

2.9236 0.0001

4.73'16 0.0001

3.3'178 0.0001

1.0242 0.4269

8.1184 0.0001

2.3682 0.0012

8.5831 0.0001

23879 0.0011

10.8711 0.0001

16.6687 0.0001

4.8000 0.0001

5.7395 0.0001

10;7265 0.0001

'7.7506 0.0001

1.0658 0.3814

3.5140 0.0001

0.9880 0.4683

3.7810 0,0001

2.7442 0.0001

2.3969 0.0001

6.72t0 0.0001

8.9426 0.0001

5.'1984 0.0001

4.2400 0.0001

4.4550 0.0001

2.'1790 0.0001

a. P¡ob>F is the exact signi6cance level fo¡ the F-ratio test of the hypothesis that all nonintercept parameters are zero



Table 4.3b F-test values for Joint Significance of Demographic variables: Restricted Model

1984 1986 1990

Equation F-test prob>F F-test prob>F F-test prob>F

BEEF

PORK

CHICKTN

OMEAT

FISH

CEREAL

VEGES

SUCAR

DA.IRY

FATS

NALCO

5.4963 0.0001

1.5246 0.0760

3.8608 0.0001

35340 0.0001

3.2526 0.0001

'1;7694 0.0001

5.3622 0.0001

3.0134 0.0001

4.9059 0.0001

3.7617 0.0001

1.0800 0.3665

9.4086 0.0001

1.4082 0.12Ll

'1.9225 0.0001

4.7523 0.001r

10.5939 0.0001

30.3847 0.0001

5.1323 0.0001

6.1'124 0.0001

16.1728 0.0001

8.4082 0.0001

4.5773 0.0001

4.3826 0.0001

1.2074 0.2483

5.1015 0.0001

3.039'7 0.0001

6.158',7 0.0001

'7.4288 0.0001

9.0257 0.0001

5.8200 0.000i

'1.11,26 0.0001

5.6020 0.0001

3.1186 0.0001

a P¡ob>F is the exact significance level for the F-ratio test of the hypothesis that âll nonintercept paranleters are zero



Table 4 4 Homogeneity and Syrnrnetry Restricted ALIDS: 3SLS Parâmeter Estimates and Meân Budget
Shâres: 1984

Equation BEEF PoRK cHrcK oMEAT FrsH cEREÄl vEcË sucAR DAIRY FÄTs NArco orHER123 4 5 6 7I910 ll 12

lv; 0.ll42l 003915 005585 0.07957 0.04136 0.t3160 0.17090 0.0 71 0.15288 0.02501 0.llt39 0.09885

ûi 0.09620 005914 0 0124t o.o7g2o 0.04481 o.t24A 0.1565? 0.0116? 0.oazg6 0.04!40 0.14206 0.0E65614.1ó' t6.98 t8.76 17.35 11.93 U55 24.49 6.02 t\.gg tg.23 24.27

îr 0.01365

45.7ó

i2 -0,00052 0.00765
-4.00 64 tt7

13 -0.00085 -0.00074 0.00910
-ó.28 .8.52 70,67

^14 -0.00097 .0.00046 ,0.0008? 0.0095s
-J.88 .4.28 .7.74 48.79

î5 -0.00046 -0.00055 -0.00057 _0.00088 0.00608-3.5t .ó.71 .6.55 .8.25 5t.82

î6 -0.00180 -0.00093 -0.00133 -0.00058 _0.00066 0.01800-8.19 .ó.U .8.50 -2.96 -4.50 4t.79

'ti1 -0.00228 -0.00t20 -0.000?2 -0,00142 -0.00015 -0.00435 0.022?6-9.32 _7.t4 .4.t9 _6.56 -0.94 J3.20 46.30

f8 -0.00017 -0.00020 _0.00015 _0.00028 -0.00016 -0,00001 -0.00002 0.00138-2.20 .i.ss .2.62 .3.95 -3.03 .0.05 .oJ7 22.06

'li9 -0.00294 -0.0016t -0.00236 -0.00236 -0.00106 _0.00532 _0.00767 _0.00038 0.03010-t0.72 .8.ó7 .t2.36 .9.9t -J.At -14.4t .t9.45 .2.E8 St.6g

]1,10 -0.00042 -0.00028 -0.00046 -0.00045 -0.00034 _0.00042 _0.00066 0.00005 _0.m083 0.00452-4.68 .4.4t .7.16 -J.J./ -J.Jl .3,29 .4.g0 t.o4 -5.63 5s.46

i'll -0.00175 -0.00080 -0.00048 -0.00090 -0.000?5 -0.00209 -0.00312 -0.00010 -0.00363 -0,00050 0.01517-8.30 -J.89 -J.3J .5.09 -J.J.l .8.37 . .33 -t.ts .t2.02 _4.gr 48.01

^1"12 -0 00150 -0.00034 -0.00056 -0.00040 -0.00051 -0.00051 -0.00115 0.00002 -0.00194 -0.00020 -0.00103 0.008n-8.67 -2.92 .4.66 .2.61 -4.45 .2.31 .4.79 0.29 -7.44 -2.23 .5.42

Êi 0.00473 0.00794 0.00962 -0.00088 0.00826 -0.0124? -0.00799 0.00204 0.01398 _0.00032 -0.01823 .0.006ó92.1ó 7.38 7.99 .0.61 6.98 .7,08 .4.03 3,48 ó.OO .0.46 .g.8g



Table 4.4 (continued)

Equalio¡ BEEF PORK CHICK OMEAT FISH CEREÄL !,EGE SUGAR DAìRY FÄTs NALco oIH¡.]R1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 | 12

\rlr2 -0.0033? 0.00141 -0.00238 -0.0000? -0.00172 0.00065 0.00885 -0.00088 0.0093? 0.0004? _0.00285 _0.00949-aat 0.72 .t.09 .0.03 .0.79 0.2t 2.48 .0.83 2.24 0.37 -0.E5

'liH3 -000576 -0.00074 -0.00934 -0.01037 -0.00?64 -0.01419 0.0062? .0.00093 0.02801 -0.00022 -0.00895 0.023S3-1.19 .0.31 -3.54 -3.29 -2.92 3.71 t.4S .0.72 552 -0.t4 -2.20

Ë14 -0.00534 -0.00088 -0.00690 -0.00803 -0.01219 0.03069 0.00369 -O.OO2gg 0.02531 -0.00467 -0.00563 -0.01306.t.46 -0.3s .2.50 .2.43 _4.45 5.75 0.6t -2.23 4.75 -2.g2 -t.32

îH5 -0.01071 -0.00092 -0.00348 -0.00748 -0.01299 0.02851 0.00253 -0.00092 0.02650 -0.00589 -0.00511 -0.0t004-t.67 .0.29 .t.00 .t.80 -3.?7 5.ó4 0.44 .0.54 3.95 -2.92 .0.95

îH6 -001003 -0 00579 -0.01?58 0.00832 -0.005?? 0.03558 0,0t386 0.00156 o.ot231 -0.00054 ,0.01419 -0.01779-0.93 -t.01 .2.99 t.19 .0.99 4.t9 t.44 055 Lr\ .0.t6 -r.57

1H7 '001?54 '0.00424 -0.01239 -0.01491 -0.00?ll o.G4t7? 0.01276 0.0028t 0.04536 -0.01005 -0.01067 -0.02585.t,29 -0.63 .t.ó7 _t.ó8 .0.97 .1.68 0.1t 0.E0 3.18 -2.34 -0.g3

1435 0.00665 -0.00176 0.00054 -0.N421 0.@131 -0.00188 0.00519 0.00052 -0.00695 -0.00096 0.00445 -0.00289t.ó2 .0.86 0.24 .t.60 0.83 -0.58 t.41 0.48 .t.ó2 -0.75 t.2g

iA45 0 01137 -0.00308 0.000?5 0.00216 0.00049 -0.002?0 0,00404 0,000t5 -0.01256 -0.00006 0.00699 -0.00Et42.48 -t.37 0.30 0.92 0.20 -0.74 0.98 0.12 .2.63 .0.t)4 t.62

1À55 0 00089 0.00093 0.00599 0.00533 0.00221 -0.00688 0.00352 0.00252 -0.00849 -0.00055 0.m037 -0.005860.19 0.41 2.i4 t.75 0.87 -./.8J 0.8.1 2,aS .t,73 -0.37 0.10

Í465 -0.00387 -0.00048 0.00015 0.00129 0.00444 0.0095? -0.01013 0.00472 -0.00158 0.00152 0.00096 -0.00660-0.91 -0.23 0.0ó 0.47 t.92 2.E4 .2.65 4.20 .0.35 t.13 0.27

fR2 003034 0.00237 0.00028 -0.00131 -0.00092 -0.01068 0.00835 ,0.0021? -0.01263 0.001?8 -0.00727 -0.008136.33 t.ot o.lt .0.42 .0.i5 -2.83 t.gs -1.73 -2.52 t.t8 -t.8)

1R3 0.00471 0.00129 -0.00167 -0.00125 -0.0004? -0.01053 0.004?3 -0.00109 0.00791 0.00381 -0.00612 -0.00137L07 059 .0.69 .0.43 .0.19 -3.01 t.tg .0.93 1.70 2.72 J.64

1R4 0.00533 -0.00189 -0 00%2 -0 00172 -0.00077 -0.00226 0.01020 -0.00278 -0.00325 -0.0000? 0.00005 -0.00023t,27 -t9.92 .t.r4 .0.ó3 .0.34 -0.ó3 2.n .2.5t .0.74 0.05 0.ol

TRs -0.00209 0.00287 0.00461 -0.01054 -0.00010 0.0061? .0.00272 -0.00118 0.00678 0.00498 -0.00663 -0.00216-0.40 1.14 1.63 .3.14 .0.04 tst -0.5s .0.8ó t.25 3.t7 -t.52

TtQ2 0.00621 '0 00045 .0.000?0 0.00534 0.00410 -0.00500 -0.002?t -0.00022 -0.00567 -0.00220 0.002.14 -0.001451.60 .0.24 .0.33 2.12 L95 -t.t53 .0.78 .0.21 -t.40 -t.Et 0.84

TQ3 0 01664 0 00383 -0.00113 0.00505 o.o022l -0.00?94 -0.00417 -0.00239 -0.00902 0.00048 0.00343 -0.007014.25 2.0t .0.26 1.99 t.05 _2.58 .t.Ig .2.33 -2.2t O.3g I.U

TQ4 0 00251 0.00447 0.00820 0,0079I -0.0023? 0.00145 -0.02265 -0.00038 -0.00062 ,0.00140 0.00t86 0.001030.65 2.36 3.87 3.t4 -1.13 0.47 .6.52 .0.37 .0.t5 -lJ' 057

s-v R2¡ 0.3455

F (2SIJ). 96.99 t 77 .00 49.t2 97.65 73.27 100;14

a. Figurs in ii¡li6 are rntios of para eter slinrates to stãndard ero6.
b. Sysreìn-veiSbred R2.
c The third rlìgeoulpu! fo¡ 3sll or¡lMLdos not ù)clù dc lhe aDal)ßis ofvanancerable. He¡cc, theFstar¡rics coßpond ro th€ søond
i.¿ 2SlS.



Table 4.5 Hornogeneity and Symmetry Resüicted ALIDS: 3SLS Pa¡zuneter Estfunates and Meân Budget
Sha¡es: 1986

Equñrìoù BEEF PORK CHICK oMEÀT FISH CEREÄL \ßGE suGAR DAIRY FATS NALco orHERI23456789lotltz
lvi 0.09212 0.03281 0.04896 0.01547 0.0350? 0.18909 0.15589 0.00890 0.t4478 0.02233 0.10268 0.09182

qi 0.07209 0.0618 0.0612 0.0149 0.043r o.r415 0,1440 0.00?6 0.1020 0.0360 0.1310 0.û27t8.01' 2E.lA 25.43 24.07 t7.73 3453 32.49 ó,U 2056 24.45 32.37

îr 0.01082

63.06

i2 -0.00039 0.00694
4.94 91.ó1

1i3 -0.00083 -0.00061 0.00833
-9.40 .t0.48 a9.99

i4 -0.00112 -0.00039 -0.00084 0.00941
-t0s7 .5.3ó .t0.44 67.97

1i5 -0.00054 -0.00016 -0.00040 -0.00086 0.00546
-6.ó3 -8.57 .6.61 . 58 69.09

'yi6 -0.00152 -0.00100 -0.00090 -0.00ì?2 -0.0004? 0.0245j- .34 -t1.2ó .9.01 .t4.t0 -5.t0 6.02

'ti1 -0.00140 -0.00096 -0.00079 -0.00164 -0.0001S -0.0058? 0.02141-8.3¿ .8.45 _6.44 .10.71 -1.60 -3t.25 62.t4

^/i8 -0.00013 -0.00012 -0.00008 -0.00016 -0.00092 -0,00017 -0.00026 0.00120-2,69 .3.23 .2.13 -3.32 .2.ó5 -0.29 .0.32 27.96

i9 -0.0018? -0.00194 -0.00193 -0.00119 -0.00106 _0.00598 _0.00615 -0.00046 0.02756-10.74 -15.9t .14.49 .7.24 .8.66 -29.70 .2257 .5.44 7130

Î,10 -0.00034 -0.00031 -0.00f)48 -0.00027 .0.00036 _0.00037 _0.00041 0.00050 -0.00105 0.00392-6.27 -7.43 -11.19 .5.O7 -9.09 -5.70 .4.62 tS4 .11.20 80.42

'tì'll -0 00147 -0.00034 -0.00074 -0.000?3 -0.000?0 .0.00402 -0.00238 -0.00009 -0.00305 -0.00032 0.01464-t0.79 .3.77 -7.35 .5.92 -7.4ó -26.02 -12.4t -t.56 .14.69 -4,7E óó.35

i,l2 -0 00124 .0.00043 -0.00073 -0.0005I -0.00034 -0.002?0 ,0.00159 -0.00008 -0.00290 .0.00007 -0.00081 0,0It40-t0.t0 -s. .7.81 .4.4ó _4.00 -t9.04 .8.8.t .t.37 -15.08 .1.r7 -r59

pi 0.01064 0.00413 0.00809 0.00466 0.00779 -0.02919 -0,00080 0.00195 -0.00182 0.00194 -0.00?34 -0.00006t0.97 7.47 12.38 5.94 t2.91 -24.43 .0.óg 5.86 t.45 J.08 -7.22



Tâble 4.5 (continùed)

Equarion BEEF PoRK cIlIcK o¡tEÄT FISH CEREAL vEcE sucAR DAIRY FÄTs NÄrco OT]ìER1234567A910tt12

ôiIl3

0.00169 0.00168 0.00064 -0.00829 -0.00398 0.02093 -0.00852 -0.00050 0.0r9s7 -0.00045 -0.00839 -0.0146?o.ó7 t.30 0.40 .4.42 -2.70 659 -3.25 .0.70 ó.6s .0.54 -3.38

-0.00621 0.m039 -0.00374 -0.01141 ,0.01042 0.03145 -0.00854 -0.00019 0.0384s -0.00023 -0.01558 .0.01399-2.1t 0.25 .2.0t .s.rg .ó.02 10.9ó .2.77 .0.22 t0.g8 -0.23 -s.i1

-0.00924 0.$073 -0.00709 -0,01501 -0.01365 0.f)4926 -0.012?9 .0.00180 0.04709 -0.00453 -0.0r?33 -0.01565-3.U 0.46 .3.ó7 .ó.57 .7.60 16,43 .3.98 .2.03 12.84 .4.4t -5.75

-0.01530 -0.00012 -0.00801 -0.01520 -0.01559 0.06340 -0.01380 ,0.00182 0.04828 -0.00513 -0.02111 _0.01560.4.00 -0.06 -3.30 .5.3r .6. t6.65 -3.42 -1.65 1054 .3.gg -J.J8

-0.01326 -0.00083 -0.00602 -0.0i53r -0.02303 0.07964 -0,01647 0.00070 0.05034 ,0.00619 -0.02451 -0.0250?-2.U -0.24 .1.44 .3.t2 _5.95 t2.48 -2.40 0.37 ó.ó9 -2.84 3.n
-0.00071 0.003t8 -0.012?t -0.01988 -0.01487 0.07551 -0.01134 -0.00083 0.03740 -0.00283 -0.033r? -0.01976.0.07 0.65 .2. -2.79 .2.ó5 8.17 -t.t4 .o.t 3.33 .0,g0 -3.s2

0.00163 -0.00007 0.00I?2 -0.00u3 0.00565 0.00384 .0.00240 0.00033 0.00120 -0.00079 -0.001t8 _0.00880
0.ó4 .0.0ó t.o7 .0.60 3.60 .tJ8 -0.n 0.47 0.40 .0.g5 -o.47

0.0054ó -0,0015? 0.002ã 0.00323 0.00111 0.00555 0.00269 0.æ22t -0.00602 -0.00098 -0.000s2 _0.013r2l.gt .t.08 ).26 153 0.ó6 2.03 0.9t 2.77 -).81 -1.05 -0.2g

0.00400 0.00218 0.00358 0.00060 0.00121 0.00?14 -0.00314 0.00387 -0.00490 0.00145 -0.00058 -0.0154rt.37 1.46 1.95 0.27 0.71 254 .t.04 4.74 -1.43 t52 .0.20

-0.00504 0.00016 0.00133 -0.002'12 0.00241 0.0t284 -0.00274 0.00489 0.00390 0.00352 .0.004?6 -0.01385-t.92 0,t2 0a0 .t.40 ).61 5.t0 -1.0t ó.66 1.27 4J0 -.1.3J

0.02299 -0.00001 -0.00134 -0.00230 0.00136 -0.00526 0.0 20 0.00005 -0.01144 -0.00041 -0.00725 _0.0075q
8.ó0 -0.01 .0.79 .t,t6 0.87 -0.21 4.06 0.06 .3.66 .0.47 -2.76

0.0tt99 0.00158 -0.00012 -0.00357 -0.00034 -0.00413 0.0067? -0.00282 0.00622 0.00097 -0.00830 _0.00826
4.4ó l.t4 .0.07 .t,79 .0.2t _.t.J8 2.41 .3.59 t.g7 t,aa -2.56

-0.00002 0.00150 -0.00215 0.00152 -0.00916 -0.00073 0.009?3 -0.00008 -0.0012? -0.00045 -0.00035 0.00145-0,0t t.0ó .1.22 0.73 .5.ó0 -0.27 3.37 .0.10 .0.38 .0.4g -0.12

0.00154 0.00035 0.00158 -0.00692 -0.00278 0.00009 0.00360 0.00009 0.00165 0.00355 .0.00675 0.00402ost 0.22 0.84 .3.t3 -tsg 0.03 t.r7 0.1r 0.47 3.63 .2.30

0.00310 -0.00074 -0.00336 0.00020 0.00489 -0.00395 0.00566 0.00084 -0.00215 -0.00143 ,0.00116 -0.00189t.28 .0.6t .2.21 0.1t 3.47 -t.7t 2.28 t.25 .0.76 -1.81 .0.49

0.00495 -0.00010 -0.00310 0.001?7 0.0045? -0.00?60 0.00923 0.00106 -0.00465 -0,00359 o,00l0l -0.003542.03 .0.07 .2.m 0.98 3.20 -3.25 3.ó7 156 .t.63 .4.50 0.42

-0.002J0 0.00346 0.00926 0.00288 0.002t3 -0.00257 -0.00589 0.00035 0.00041 -0.00254 -0.00234 -0.00266-1.03 2.E0 6.06 1.60 ts1 -t.10 -2.35 052 0J5 .3.21 -Ogs

ôiA35

ôiR3

s{v R2 0.5203
F (2SlJ) 202.34 340.24 329.44 214.0t 250.83 183.562263 88

ð. Fìeur6 in it¡lie a.e ntios ol pnr¡meier etimars to sr¡nda¡d eFo6.
b. Syslem{veìBhred R2.
c The lhird stnge oulPul for 3sfs or FIML dos nor include thÊ Ãnalysis ofvadance raìrlc. Hence, tleFslarisrics coEspond ro thc sæond stage,
i.e.2SI-S.
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Table 4'6 Holnogeneity and Syrnlnetry Resficted ALIDS: 3SLS Pa¡arneter Estimates and Mean Budget
Sha¡es:1990

Eqnarion BEEF PoRK cHIcK OÀ,{EAT FISH CEREAL VBGE sucÄR DAIRY FÄTS NALCO ormR1234567891ûtrtr.
lvi 007313 0 0232s 0.04530 0.07556 0.03603 0.t60?6 o.t6t23 0.00848 0.19021 0.01639 0.09624 0.10742

s; 0.0'r2u 0.04480 0.05679 o.O94g7 0.05568 0.16563 0,12567 0,0396? 0.143?0 0.03991 0.12160 0.03954tó.93' 25.33 tó57 23.?7 t9.t2 27.95 2054 t2.84 tg.g7 tg.ol 22.91

ît 0.0t213
865ó

iz .0.00060 0.00796
-)ó.12 t00.04

i3 -0.00140 -0.0009? 0.01035
- .47 .t3.9ó 9t.38

i4 -0.00113 .0.00038 -0.00098 0.01099
- .19 .4.97 . .29 78.18

Ti5 -0.00097 -0.00060 -0.00085 -0.00080 0.00S06
-tI.ó2 -t6.48 -3.t9 .9.39 ?9.32

16 -0.00152 -0.00107 -0.00126 -0.00080 -0.00086 0.02200-10,t5 -7.4t .9.42 .5.24 -6.70 67.05

i7 -0.00t88 -0.00056 -0.00090 ,0.00197 _0.00035 _0.00526 0.02416-12.19 -3,t7 .ó.17 -t2.45 .2.65 -20.98 70.t6

'fis -0.00020 -0.00019 -0.00026 -0.00016 -0.00019 _0.00003 _0.00012 0.001¿to-4.14 -3.2E -5.J8 -3.2600 .4.36 -0.t4 .t.53 2850

Í9 -0.00219 ,0.0021? -0.00190 -0.00230 -0.00168 -0.00720 .0.$760 -}.wozg 0.$2n-1255 -12.11 .t2.4ó .t357 - .72 -27.t9 .28.13 -3.4g 73.22

f,lo -0.00043 ,0.00053 .0.00f)4? .0.00038 -0.00036 -0.00033 -0.00045 -0.0000? -0,00141 0,00459-8.7t -9.16 .8.61 .7.62 7.71 .4.09 _5.37 -l.gt -12.35 8t5ó

'ir'll -0.00126 -0.00058 -0.000?? -0.00r20 -0.00080 -0.00223 -0.00320 -0.00007 -0.00290 -0.00040 0,0r392-9.99 -5.54 -7.3ó -9.78 -7.ó3 - .68 -t6.13 .t.og -t3s9 -6.49 6t.88

T,'12 -0.00129 -0.00021 -0.00058 -0.00088 -0.00058 -0.00150 -0.00200 0.0001? -0.00310 -0.00012 -0.000g0 0.01089-t0.84 .4.90 .8.75 -7.48 .J.88 -8.4t .10.79 2.g2 -15.32 -2.U -5..t8

Pi 001176 0.01080 0.01490 -0.00230 0.00520 -0.03039 0.00000 0.00335 -0.00145 0.003?0 -0.00840 -0.00?179.73 11.27 16.04 .2.23 6.A6 h.8i 0.00 8.0a -0.75 8J9 _5.7g



Table 4.6 (continued¡

Eqùalion BEEF PoRK cHIcK OMEÄT FISH (EREÀL vEcE sucAR DAtRy FÄTs NAtco or.HERt 23 4 5 6 7 8 9I0 ]t t2

ôiR3

0.00118 -0.00003 -0.00t90 -0.00297 -0.00038 0.0r525 -0.00087 .0.00 8 0.00578 -0.00090 -0.00545 -0.008540.47 .0.23 .t.25 .t.32 .0.20 4.43 .0.24 .t.3t t.3g .0.96 -t.72

.0.00783 0.00063 -0.00570 -0.00497 -0.004?6 0.02700 -0.00988 -0.00195 0.02436 -0.00ã0 -0.01068 -0.00372-2.64 0.40 -2.48 -.1.88 .2.t4 ó.r0 .2.30 -Lït 4.gt .2.26 -2.86

-0.00666 -0.00149 -0.01000 -0.00860 -0.008?? 0.01070 .0.01%5 -0.00448 0.03619 -0.00380 _0.01290 _0.00754-2.12 -0.9t) .4.r5 .2.n .J.72 8.39 -2.78 -3.94 6Â9 -3.24 -3.27

-0.0t299 -0.oc267 -0.01146 -0.00450 -0.00655 0.04080 -0.01460 -0.00380 0.03760 -0.00640 .0.01123 -0.00420.3.12 .t.25 .J.J.t .1.b -2.10 6.ó2 -2.43 .2.52 5.40 -4.08 .2.t4

-0.01236 -0.00280 -0.00998 -0.01960 -0.00770 0.04?50 -0.00600 -0.00360 0.03r60 ,0.0055? -0.00690 _0.00459-t.89 .0.72 -t.95 -3.23 .1.57 4.79 .0.64 .1.54 2.8g -2.26 .0.83

-0.01252 -0.00233 -0.01860 -0.00970 -0.00950 0,05080 o.ortl\ -0.00600 0.02200 -0.00500 _0.0r?59 _0.00926-t.34 -0.39 .2.55 .t.17 .1.36 3.62 1.31 .1.79 t.4l _t.43 -1.49

0.00676 0.000?6 -0.00021 -0.00048 0.00510 0.00390 -0.00580 -0.00020 .0.005?0 0.00112 0.00300 .0.008252.87 0.4ó .0.12 .O.U 2.90 0.t2 .t.71 .0.23 .1.44 r.2ó t.u
0 00839 0.001?0 0.00306 0.00010 0.00360 -0.001?5 0.00?00 -0.00070 -0.00?58 0.00026 0.00190 -0.015993.U 057 .1.41 0.M t.74 .0.45 t,74 .0.7t -1.ó3 a.2, 055

0 00309 0.00460 0.00620 0.00600 0.00650 0.00447 0.00150 0.00290 -0.00498 0.00490 -0.0llr9 _0.023991.29 255 2.65 2.24 2.89 0.11 0.35 2.70 .0.g8 4.30 .2.g5

0.00 0 0.00350 0.00275 0.00115 0.00630 0,01330 -0,00420 0.00460 -0.00421 0.00536 -0.01860 _0.01r050.44 1.72 t.32 0.46 3.16 3.63 .t.n 4,78 .u.90 5.J6 -rr4

0.00613 0.00650 0.00260 -0.00470 0.00290 -0.00180 0.02700 0.001r0 -0.02000 0.00210 -0.00970 _0.012132.A8 0.6t t.t3 .t.69 1.33 -0.44 6.29 t.ot .4.(E 1.Sg -2.5g

-0,00099 0.00137 -0.00116 -0.00590 .0.00098 .0.00980 0.02058 -0.00144 -0.00860 -0,00057 _0.00290 0.0r039-0.45 t.22 .0.55 .2.33 .0.48 -2.62 5.24 -t.47 .t.8g .0.56 -0.86

0 00186 0.00050 0.00165 0.00020 -0.002?0 -0.00323 0.01210 -0.00050 -0.01530 0.00036 -0.00348 0.008540.72 t.25 0.81 0.08 -1.40 -\.tn 3.23 .0.54 -3.54 0.37 J.A6

o.o2484 0.00010 0.00350 -0.006?0 -0.003?0 0,00038 0.01000 0.00160 -0.01008 0.000?0 _0.00545 _0.015200.4.1 0.62 1.48 -2.40 -t.66 0.a9 2.38 150 .2.0t 0.ó5 -t.44

0.01268 0.00165 -0.00031 0.00061 0.0038r -0.00750 -0.00090 0.00101 -0.01316 0.00047 0.00460 -0.00:.]965.30 L34 .0.t7 0.27 1.6t -2.29 .0.26 1.13 -3.31 053 152

0.00914 -0.0002 0.0008 0.0034 -0.0032 -0.0014 -0.0033 0.0019 -0.0049 0.0002 0.0012 -0.00363.88 .0.t8 0.47 JJJ -t.38 -0.45 .0.98 2.15 .t,2ó 0.23 0.40

0.00435 0.0020t 0.007t2 0.00653 -0.00950 -0.00140 -0.0t955 0.00283 -0.00198 -0.00022 _0.00045 0.01024.¿.8J r.66 3.90 2.97 -0.40 .0.43 .5.80 3.23 -0.50 -0.25 -0.15

s-w R2 0 4064

F (2SI-S) 326.70 379.50 35t.60 251.30 214.90 205.80 260.10 257.a0

a. Figu¡6 in ilalic, are nlios olpanmcrer estimais to randaÌd €rors.
b. SybrenÈweigh¡ei R2.
c Tùe lhird slage ouiPut for 3sl-s or FIML do€s not iDclude the ¡n¡lysis of variÀnce rabte. H.nce, the F sralisrics @nêspond ro lhe selond
i.e, zSLS.



unrestricted ALIDS. For reasons explained later in this section, we also present the Allen-Uzawa

arìd Morislúma elasticities of substitution.

For tlìe ALIDS, dÌe estimates of dema¡rd, substitution, and expenditure elasticities can be

computed by differentiating the ALIDS shafe equations and f¡om the slutsky equation. Green

ard Alston n9901 have suggested general rnatrix solutions for computing price and expenditure

elâsticities. Eales and urnevehr [1988] and chalfant ti987l lìave computed formulae for the

linearized ALIDS as special cases of the general result of Green and Alston. Inafollowuplggl

article, Green and Alston lìave illustrated the inappropriateness of usíng the general price elasticity

fonnulae when the linear approxirnate ALIDS is employed. Hence, following sirnilar applications

by Eales and u¡rnevehr [1993] and otì)er researcllers, we shall use chalfant's [19g7] fomulae to

calculate our price elasticities. Tlìe elasticities are computed as follows:

1. Uncompensated price elasticity:

e¡¡= Tlw¡-B{wfw) -õ,,

2. Compensaled price elasticity:

e",t = y,t /u,t+ u,, - 3,,

3. Expenditure elasticity:

e,n = B¡u't,+ 1 i= 1,2,...,n

4.25

4.26

4.27

wlrere ôu is Kronecker delta and i j =1 ,2,3,,,.,12 are ttre 12 food commoditíes tlìat we estimated

at tlre second stage. ,4 priorí, tl]'e uncompensated own-price elasticities, €,ï, are expected to be

negative at alt data points if the expenditure function is globally concave. There are no ¿

prlori restrictions on the compensated and uncompensated price elasticity, except tlìat €, É€Ji

urd <"¡j+ e'r. Finally, no restrictiorìs are imposed on expenditure elasticities €i¡r since, as noted

above, Bi can be positive or negative depending on whether the comlnodity in question is a

necessity or a luxury. It is intuitively obvious that þ; = 0 y I implies homothetic

preferences. We tested for homotlìeticity and rejected the null that þ¡ = 0 utd hence conclude



that our preference st¡ucture is nonhomothetic, a desirable result as far as we a¡e concemed since

a homothetic utility function implies linear Engel curves and constant elasticities both of which

are tlìeoretically uninteresting arìd empirically inappropriate for modelling rlemanrl for food

commodities.ra Finally, these elasticities a¡e ñ¡rctions or p and M and so they are expected to

vary over the sample space. A related point that needs emphasizing at this stage is that witlì tlis

extended ALIDS, the classification of food commodities as Iuxury or necessity is indepen<lent of

ure demographic variables. In other words, household size, age, ancl region have their influence

on price only via the budget share w,. In any case, they only affect the magnitude and not the

direction of these elasticities. TIìe fact that they affect onty tire degree of demand elasticity is

clear froln tlie eu expression.

Before discussing the estimated elasticities in detail, it is instructive to briefly note that

although the linearized ALIDS has implications for cornputing price elasticities, it is not

necessarily a distortion of tlìe original ALIDS as far as elasticities are concemed. Recently,

Alston, Foster, a-nd Green [1994] performed Monte Ca¡lo simulations and showecl tlìat tlìe linear

approximate ALIDS provides quite accurate estirnates of elasticities when flre true <lata generating

process is the original ALIDS. They concluded that demand a.nalysts can have conûdence wlren

estimating tlìe linear approximate ALIDS and using the fonnulae to derive estimates of the 'true'

AIIDS elasticities. Linear approxiurations based on Stone's inrlex have also been used by Eales

and ururevehr 11991, 19931in their I¡verse ALIDS (IALIDS). Tlreir work shows that a linear

approximation to the IALIDS provided a good approximation of the full IALIDS. The authors

conclude tlìat the adequacy of an approxirnation witlin the ALIDS context is an empirical

question. In practice, it seems to us that rnost researchers start off by estimating the full orÌginal

ALIDS and invariably end up estirnating the linearized version clue to irnmense convergence

problems created by the 'less amenable' nonlinear Translog price index which, untike the Stone

to FroI¡ ou¡ earlier discussion, notice how this outco¡ne autontâtically exoludes the Rotte¡dam model due to lhe
holì1otheticity and additiyity condition inrpJied by this functional forrn,
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index, depends on unknown parameters. And while modem econometric software makes

estimatjon of the nonlinear ALIDS feasible, convergence comes at a very lìigh cost, at least in the

context of úe present study. Hence, one needs to weigh all the relevant factors.

Tables 4.7 - 4,12 present matrices of the estimated uncompensated price elasticities and

expenditure elasticities evaluated at the sample mean budget shares and associated variables.

These are calculated both for the restricted model and the un¡estricted model. Ideally, one should

provide confidence intervals for tlìese elasticities so that more implications may be <lerived from

tlìe results. Most studies employing demand systems to estimate price and expenditure elasticities

do not repoú confidence intervals associated with the stability of these elâsticities due to the

difficulty involved in calculating these confidence limits. we attempted to use the bootstrap

method of Efron 1979) to calculate standard errors but ran into serious SAS data haìdling ard

programrning problems because of tlìe sheer size of model. An altemative suggested by chalfart

[1987] and based on predicted budget shares can be used. However, the prerlicted shares must

be treated as exogenous, thus making the resulting standard errors only approximatío¡u. These

qualifications must be taken into account wlten interpreting these elasticities.

Own price elasticities are in the diagonal wlìile cross price elasticities are off diagonal.

Based on simple inspection of standard errors using Chalfant's [1987] method, all uncornpensated

own price elasticities are sigrificant and tlìeir signs and magnitude in accord with prior

expectations (i.e. e,,- < 0). For instarce, for beef, er., = -0.88 in 1984, meaning tlìat a 1 percent

own price increase would depress the demand for tllat food by 0.gg percent. Tlüs magnitude

suggests tlìat in tenns of tlreir absolute size, these own price elasticities are larger than those that

we would expect froln more aggrcgated comrnorlities. This is due to the fact that as the level of

aggregation increases, the possibility of substitution declines. TIre absence of unanticipated

wrong (positive) signs signifies the existence of sufficient pdce variation for all categor.ies during

the sarnple period. one can easily assess price variation by specifying an auxiliary regression



Table 4.7 uncornpensated (Marshâllian) own Price and cross price Elasticites, Expenditure Elâsticiries,
Dernographic Elasticities, and Budget Shales Evaluated af the Sample Mean: 19g4

Eguarion BEEF PoRK cHIcK OMEAT FISH CERìAL ,,EcE sucAR DArRy FATS NAtco orHERt23456t89t0t)12
lvi 0.11427 0.03915 0.05585 0.0?957 0.04136 0.13160 0.1?090 0.0ll7l 0.15288 0.02501 0.lll39 0.09E85

€li -0.87625 0.0l1lE -002181 .0.01034 -0.02949 -0.00?45 -0.0100? -0.02038 -0.cl.452 -0.00522 -0.00353 -0.01rìól

ê2i -0035?2 -0.80832 -0.01478 -0.00284 -0.01858 o.00l15 ,0.00371 -0.014?8 -0.00663 -0.00284 0.00018 0.00119

Ê3i -0.01387 -0.01862 -0.83996 -0.00935 -0.02235 .0.00567 -0.0r)2g3 .0.0\634 -0.01937 -0.00853 0.00099 -0.00459

E4; -001363 -0.01499 -0.022a4 -0.81145 -0.03023 0.00013 -0.0063'1 -0.02455 -0.02848 -0.00?57 0.0054ó 0,00215

esi '0.00882 -0.01625 -0.01408 -0.01145 -0.85993 -0.00040 0.00190 -0.0t498 -0.01027 -0.00784 -0.00385 -0.00356

€6i -0.02 0 -0.0)101 -0.01?06 0.00440 -0.04270 .0.85549 -0.01271 -0.04053 -0.06n0 -0.0rus .o.or 2 ojJo2ee

t7ì -0.01872 -000665 -0.00159 -0.004?2 -o.o2823 -0.02682 -0.85860 -0.00751 -0.09387 0.oll5t -0.01923 -0.003Ì4

€8i '0.00924 .0.tú492 -0.00295 -0.00588 -0.00935 0.00612 0.0009? -0.88157 -0.00395 -0.00453 0.00513 0.00057

€9i '0 02731 -0.00276 -0,04293 -0.01143 -0.06852 -0.03220 -0.01632 0.00016 -0.85857 0.00868 -0.04121 -0.00856

Ê10,i '000?84 -0.00946 -0.01360 -0.00569 -0.01575 0.004¿6 -0.00399 0.0t8t4 -0.004?4 -0.81540 -0.00552 -0.0026s

€ll'i '0.022a9 -0.02870 -0.01801 -0.01305 '0.03086 -0.00696 .0.00963 -0.03010 -0.04066 -0.0046s -0.85100 -0.00386

etz,i '0.01129 -0.015'72 -0.01410 -0.00606 -0.02663 o.OO327 -0,00201 -0.00587 -0.021t8 0.$49.1 0.00231 -0.9118E

€i'M 1.06306 t 05t29 1.09514 0.9'16t2 l.l7g35 0.gl23g 0.94985 1.09391 1.13599 o.90g24 o.876li 0.94134

êirf2 0.00147 -0.00632 -0.02335 0.0016ó -0,01676 -0.00068 0.015?5 -0.03334 0.02150 -0.00222 -0.00620 -o.a?$s

ÊiH3 0 00165 -0.0116l -0.03439 -0.02045 -0.03489 0.01596 0.00686 ,0.02053 0.03051 -0.00563 -0,01373 -0.00779

ÊiH4 0.00398 -0.01070 -0.02842 -0.01547 -0.05645 0.02782 o.!X472 -0.05388 0.02809 -0.03?05 -0.01024 -0.00958

€iH5 -0 00155 -0.00317 -0.00?00 -0.00599 -o.ozsg2 o.ot50'1 0.00160 -0.0086? 0.01203 -0.01934 .0.00435 -0.00794

€iH6 -0.00003 -0.00312 -0.00639 0.00233 -0.00298 0.00465 0.00176 0.001?8 0.00097 -0.00059 -0.00280 .0.0034r

€iH7 -0,00042 -0.0010I -0.002?5 -0.0018? ,0.002t2 0.00314 0.00016 o.0o22o 0.00292 -0.00463 -0.00138 ,0.00168

€i435 0.01106 -0.00985 0.00095 -0.00929 0.00715 -0.0028t 0.00469 0.00615 -o.oo12o -o.a0123 o.0o73g .0.00565

eiA45 0 0Ì230 -0.0141? -0.00019 0.00400 0.00062 -0.00235 0.00293 -0.001t8 ,0.00861 -0.00251 0.00852 -0.00943

€i455 0.00166 0.00060 0.01125 0.00753 0.00531 -0.00611 0.00263 0.02239 -0.00663 .0.00385 0.00139 .0.00621

€i465 -0.00478 -0.00543 -0.00093 0.00253 0.01554 0.01068 -0.00850 0.0583t -0.00136 0.00729 0.00261 -0.{J0e47

eiR2 0.04121 0.00482 -0.00142 -0.00350 -0.00483 .0.01152 0.00798 -0.0284? -0.0ì051 0.01090 -0.01043 -0.013?5

€iR3 00lll2 0.0061I -0.01136 -0.00611 -0.00512 -0.01529 0.00532 -0.01344 0.01469 0.03338 -0.01392 -0.00453

eiR4 0.01510 0.00096 -0.00833 -0.00?04 -0.00459 -0.00605 0.018?6 -o.a6,l7| -O.fflg2s 0.005.12 -0.00559 ,0.q0275

€iRs -OJn21',t 0.00469 0.00?18 -0.01759 -0.00070 0.00683 -0.00283 -0.01270 0.00827 o.o22sg -0.00592 -0.002s6

€iQz 0.01316 -0.00314 -0.0034? 0.01676 0.02s32 .0.00959 -0.003?4 -0.00387 -0.00856 ,0.020?3 0.00513 _0.00368

€iQ3 0.03180 0.02992 '0.00131 0.01608 0.01416 -0.01447 -0.00557 -0.04704 -0.01526 0.00844 0.00603 .0.0t762

€iql 0 00678 0.02924 0.03771 0.02480 -0.01269 0.00109 -0.03ã0 -0.01093 -0.00208 -0.0123? 0.0036t 0.00289



Table 4.8 UncomPensated (Mârshalian) Own Price and Cross Price Elasticities, Expen<liture Elasticities,
Demographic El¿ìsticities, and Budget Shares Evaluated at the Síùnple Mean: 19g6

EqÌrarion BEEF PoRK cHIcK OMEAT trsH CEREAL vEcE suGÀR DAIRY FATS NALco orHERt23456.tI910nt2
wi 0.0949 0.0339 0.0504 0.0?80 0.0362 0.1934 0.1612 0.OOg2 0.r4g2 0.0231 0.1059 0.as7l

€li -0.88545 0.00202 -0.02?00 .0.01730 -0.03623 0.00474 -0.0t294 -0.021gg -0.02550 .0.01715 -0.01413 0.00189

ê2i '0 02944 -0.79217 .0.01778 -0.00617 -0.02182 0.00310 -0.00473 .0.01295 -0.00619 -0.01028 -0.00345 -0.00293

Ê3i -0.01597 -0.01999 -0.83596 -0.01350 -0.02062 0.0041? ,0.00683 -0.01678 -0.01436 -0.02074 -0.00781 -0.00425

¿4i -0 01735 '0.01490 .0.02508 -0.8??03 -0.04586 0.00629 -0.01436 -0.02631 -0.02008 -0.01379 -0.00339 0.00533

esi -0.01166 -0.01374 -0.01488 -0.01080 -0.85260 0.00158 -0.00199 -0.01434 -0.00?48 -0.01379 -0.00?83 0.00255

ê6i -0.03'124 -0.c{'873 -0.04733 -0.03598 -0.05182 -0.83996 .0.ú67A .0.C!.422 -0.0378? -0.030?6 _0.05029 -0.01001

Ê7i '0.01387 -0.00938 -0,01479 -0.01720 -0.02522 -0.00518 -0.86631 -0.03964 -0,08130 -0.00909 -0.03217 0.0a414

€8i -0.00665 -0.00668 -0.00350 -0.00512 .0.00689 0,00422 0.00143 -0.86680 -0.0036? -0.001?9 0.00596 -{J.00670

€9i -0.03313 -0.02424 -0.05864 -0.00?2? -0.06361 -0.00911 -0.01462 -0.07900 -0.85384 -0.00135 -0.04921 -0.02041

€10'i '0 00828 -0.00819 -0.01235 -0.00354 -0.02155 0.00559 .0.005?4 0.01309 -0.00850 -0.82189 -0.00645 0.00323

ell,i -0.02622 -0.012',17 -0.02'158 -0.01'134 ,0.04012 0.003?t -0.0t677 .0,03269 -0,03837 -0.01t52 _0.86091 0.00691

812'; -0.02447 -0.00111 -0.01931 -0.00931 .0.03495 0.00671 .o.o\282 -0.02225 -0.03262 -0.00436 -0.01364 ,0.8ó375

ei'M 1.11269 1.06121 1.14584 1.01E54 1.25520 0.Ut44 1.00910 Ll685l r,08066 1.02673 0.98838 0.E4648

ei[l2 0.01281 -0.01ã4 -0.00935 -0.02209 -0.04882 0.02080 .0.01601 -0,01902 0.03660 -0.0t544 -0.00135 -0.03282

€iH3 -0.00493 -0.01915 -0.02479 -0.0t6'18 -0.06558 0.01853 -0.00923 -0.00493 0.04176 -0.00?8t _0.00?45 _0.013?6

€iH4 '0.01111 '0.02M2 -0.M056 -0.02329 .0.08749 0.03441 -0.01410 -0.03888 0.05185 -0.043?3 -0.00635 -0.01446

€iH5 -0.00920 -0.01042 .0.01928 -0.00947 -0.03232 0.02057 -0.00697 .0.0170? 0.02166 -0.02091 -0.00449 -0.0095?

eiH6 -0.00165 -0.00302 -0.00380 -0.00208 -0.01416 0.0062E -0.00182 0.00140 0.00541 -0.00564 -0.00156 -0.00351

€iH? 0 00027 '0.00006 -0.00269 -0.00134 -0.00250 0.00264 -0.00053 .0.00063 0.00133 -0.00098 -0.00137 -0.00156

eiA35 0.00376 -0.004?5 0.00437 -0.00165 0.025s1 0.00236 -0.00283 0.00670 0.00157 -0.0084? 0.00081 -0.01494

€i445 0 00758 -0.00883 0.00437 0.00559 0.00225 0.00266 0.$22t 0.02908 -0.00475 -0.00?36 0.00083 -0.01594

€i455 0.00455 0.00334 0.00665 0.001?1 0.00214 0.00320 -0.00163 0.o,1788 .0.00377 0.00546 0.00182 -0_01740

€i465 -0 00963 -0.00682 0.00142 -0,00557 0.00809 0.00950 -0.00t88 0.08610 0.0056? 0.01991 -0.003n .0.02219

€iR2 0.04318 -0.00203 -0.00667 '0.00579 0.00588 -0.00448 0.013!¿ 0.00386 -o.ol22g .0.00269 ,0.0131? -0.01566

€iR3 002691 0,0i783 -0.00098 -0.00963 -0.01r32 -0.00220 0.00863 .0.06511 0.00156 0.01140 -0.00806 -0.02065

€iR4 '0.00322 0.02567 -0.00645 0.00259 -0.05633 0.0022J 0.01286 0.00053 -0.002t3 0.00264 -0.00637 0.00019

êiR5 -0.00089 0 00245 0.003?8 -0.01266 -0.01080 0.00138 0.00200 0.00384 0.00280 0.02077 -0.00824 0.00568

€iQ2 0.00710 -0.00401 -0.01686 0.00044 0.0344t -0.00413 0.00942 0.02442 -0.00391 -0,01433 -0.00439 -0.00550

€iQ3 0 01032 0 00211 -0.01448 0.00494 0.0340? -0.00824 0.01521 0.02889 -0.00731 -0.0361t -0.00045 ,0.01130

€iQ4 -0.00?18 0.02??2 0.0469? 0.00914 0.01562 -0.00336 -0.00890 0.0092? 0.00099 ,0.02?89 _0.00663 _0.0074S



Table 4.9 uncompensated own Price and cross Price Etasticities, Expenditure Elâsticities, Demographic
Elasticities, and Budget Shares Evaluated at the Srunple Mea¡: 1990

Eqù¡lion BEEF PORK CHICK oMEAT FISH CEREAL vEcE suGAR DAÌRY FATS NALco oÏnLRt 23 4 5 6'1 I910 12

rvi 0.0731 0.0232 0.0453 0.0756 0.0360 0.1608 0.t6'72 0.0085 0.1902 0.0164 0.0962 0.t074

eli -0.98717 -0.00887 -0.11236 0.M457 0.13312 0.t2301 -0.18959 -0.31?12 -0.13078 0.04509 -0.05960 0.29984

e2i -0.00150 -0.64302 -0.023t1 -0.@411 -0.00539 -0,002t8 -0.00870 -0.01498 -0.01235 -0,01163 -0.00842 -0.00301

ê3ì -0 00æ3 -0.02068 -0.'11292 -0.01131 .0.002¡8 0.00312 -0.00852 -0.04066 -0.02024 -0.0t085 .0.01670 -0,00455

€4i -0 00182 -0.00830 -0.02317 .0.849?4 0.00009 0.00701 -o.ol'123 .0.04732 -0.02533 -0.01257 -0.01651 -0.00015

€5i -0.02?90 -0.28258 -0.24809 -1.tl}r'l -0.168l6 .O.IO2gg -0.08265 -0.28572 -0,r347r -0.2t6'10 -0.2t395 Lró637

€6i -0.0021? -0.00?t5 -0.03?82 0.00968 0.02336 -0.83533 -0.03483 .0.08014 -0.0?361 0.01379 -0.04805 0.00302

t]i -0.00060 0.02150 -0.01321 0.00215 0.05?68 -0.00354 -0.8?344 -0.08593 -0.08849 0.01392 -0.05472 r).W211

€8i '000054 -0.00893 -0.01118 '0.00304 -0.00556 0.00525 -0.00217 -0.83936 ,0.0028? -0.00796 0.00253 0.00118

E9i -0.0024? -0.01989 -0.03285 -0.00826 0.022?l ,0.00811 .0.03949 -0.12820 -0.89529 0.01035 .0.07107 -0.00640

€Ioj -000079 -0.01335 -0.01116 -0.03922 -0.00?26 0.00398 -0.04916 0.00458 -0.05499 -0.71ì15 -0.0t081 0.17623

elf i -0.00189 -0.01521 -0.02195 -0.00836 0.00799 0.00453 -0.02034 -0,05590 -0.037?3 -0.00619 -0.86465 0.00438

¿12,i' -0.00223 -0,a0932 -0.02600 -0.00535 0.00555 0.00821 -0.0t945 -0.03106 -0.04102 0.00220 -0.022?6 -0.85681

€i'M 1.00569 0.99301 1.12350 0.92208 0,80446 0.81908 t.O44r2 t.4o32o L16004 0.90964 1.06034 D.E776Z

EiH2 0.0010? .0.00005 -0.01280 -0.01307 0.ol168 0.02519 -0.01481 -0.04812 0.00488 -0.01889 -0.017?2 0,00179

€iH3 -0.00138 0.00764 -0.02131 -0.010?5 -0.00045 0.02884 -0.01050 -0.04989 0.01882 .0.02676 -0.02283 .0.A0724

€iH4 -0.000?6 0.0045 -0.03128 -0.01609 -0.0098? 0.04155 -0.01364 -0.10187 0.02478 -0.02950 -0.03043 -0.01295

3iH5 -0 00089 -0.00249 -0.01397 -0,00305 0.00462 0.01451 -0.006 .0.0331? 0.00945 -0.02075 -0.00948 -0.00157

eiH6 -0.0001? 0.00016 -0.00282 -0.00452 0.004t3 0.00495 -0.0003? -0.01002 o.00l4l -0.00458 .0.00ã8 -0.00140

eiHT -0.00008 0.00054 -0.00275 -0.00080 0.00142 0.00241 0.00093 -0.0064t 0.00029 -0.00153 -0.00199 -0.00t34

Êi435 0.00183 0.00196 -0.00346 -0.00168 0.01909 0.000?2 .0.00603 -0.00630 -0.00438 0.00864 0.00828 -0.00880

€i445 0.00136 0.00029 0.00463 -0.00009 0.00?62 -0.00145 0.00541 -0.0t388 -0.003?6 -0.00348 0,00424 -0.01558

Êi455 0.00032 0.01314 0,01025 0.00?14 o.or'732 0.00020 0.00181 0.03170 -0.000?0 0.02581 -0.00926 -0.02024

€i,465 -0.00020 0.00889 0.00420 0.00008 0.02603 o.o1z57 0.00098 0,01521 0.00108 0.û1i86 -0.02581 -0,022J8

€;R2 0.00056 -0.00227 0.cÐ832 ,0.00993 -0.00979 0.00242 0,ot223 0.02348 -0.$882 0.02270 .0.00828 -0.00t54

€iR3 -0.00078 0.01?31 -0.00286 -0.01871 -0.03169 .0.012?1 0.0332t -0.03640 -0.00960 -o.}ot2z -0.o0g.lg 0.02212

€iR4 0.00023 0.02918 0.02424 0.00417 -0.03571 -0.00207 0.00142 -0.01440 -0.02036 0.02?63 -0.01288 0.03636

eiR5 0.0000? 0.00437 0.01436 -0.01367 -0.03380 0.00304 -0.00164 0.03084 -0.00256 0.01085 -0.00649 0.01?74

€iQ2 0.00397 0.01466 -0.00351 0,00127 0.01152 -0,01023 -0.00126 0.03090 ,0.01389 0.00621 0,01330 -0.00692

êiQ3 0.c¿299 -0.00333 0.00323 0.00978 -0.00977 -0.00168 -0.00500 0.0551? -0.00690 0.00241 0.00248 -0.00901

€ìQ4 0.00¡48 0.02130 0.03900 0.02136 .0.0t033 -0.00202 -0.02934 0.o8}t4 -0.00206 -0.003?8 -0.0002? 0.00395



Table 4 10 Homogeneity and Sylnmetry Restricted AIIDS: Uncompensated Own- and Cross-price Elasticities,
Expenditure Elâsticiries, Dernographic El¿sticities, and Mean Budget Sha¡es: l9g4

EquålioD BEEF
I

NAICO OTHER
lt 12

wi 0.114n 0.03915 0.05585 0.0795? 0.04136 0.r3160 0.17090 0.0ìl7l 0.15288 0.02501 0.lll39 0.09885

€li '0 88529 -0.03653 -0.03490 -0.0109ó -0.03386 .0.00282 -0.00800 .0.03420 .o.ozgll -0.01520 0.00301 .o.rÛ743

¿2i '0.00620 -0.81249 -0.02001 -0.00536 -0.02119 -0.00338 -0.00521 -0.02382 -0.01411 .0.01081 -0.00081 -0.00080

€3i -0.00975 -0.03025 -0.846?0 -0.01032 .0.02491 -0.00484 -0.00t63 -0.02230 .0.02054 -0.01?79 0.00484 -0.00192

€4i -0.01180 -0.02791 -0.02s28 -0.878?0 -0.03?21 0.00310 0,00289 -0.03179 -0.02273 .0.01693 0.00492 -0.01159

€5i -0.00571 -0.02251 -0.0173t -0.01063 .0.86118 -0-00lll 0.00r03 -0.020?l -0.01068 -0.01286 0.00002 .o.wz3z

€6i -0 02116 -0.05052 -0.04653 .0.00589 -0.M227 .0.85077 -0.01930 -0.02340 -0.04592 -0.0t513 0.002?? 0.00239

t?i '0.02704 -0.06541 -0.04240 -0.01594 -0.03784 ,0.01687 -0.85885 -0.03151 -0.065E0 -0.02434 ,0.00004 ,o_0000e

Ê8i '0 00195 -0.00?46 -0.00465 -0.00339 -0.00616 0.0010? 0.00043 -0.88431 -0.00352 0.00217 0.00099 {J.00104

39i '0,03210 -0.07211 '0.06859 -0.02800 -0.05602 -0.02593 -0.03??4 ,0.05869 -0.81711 -0.03t21 -0.00760 -0.00926

el0'j -0.00469 -0.01230 -0.01254 -0.00537 -0.0t309 -0.00083 -0.00272 .0.00005 -0.00772 -0.8r903 -0.00043 -0.00039

€ll'i -001989 .0.04313 -0.02?76 -0.0101¡ -0.04042 -0.00534 -0.01305 -0.02823 -0.03396 .0.0Ì8?l -0.84561 -0.00290

.12,i -O.0t719 -O.028',16 -0.02705 -0.00398 -0.03199 0.00552 -0.00213 -0.0152? .0.021?l -0.00684 0.00691 .o.sr22

€i,M r'u142 1.20281 1.11223 0.98898 Ll996t 0.90528 0s5325 Lt745t LA}M4 0.9S709 0.83634 0.s3zJ4

€iH2 -0.0088? 0.01083 -0.012?9 -0.00025 -0.01246 0.00t49 0.01555 ,0.02262 0.0t841 0.00565 -0.00?69 -0.02883

€iH3 -000866 -0.00326 -0.02872 -0.02238 -0.03r?2 -0.01852 0.00630 -0.01364 0.03151 -0.00152 -0.01380 0.o4l4l

€iH4 -0 00846 '0.00405 -0.02236 -0.0t827 -0.Os334 0.M22t 0.00391 .0.04625 0.02996 -0.03376 -0.00915 -0.02391

€iHs -0.00732 -0.00184 -0 00487 -0.00?34 -0.02454 0.01693 0.00116 -0.00610 0.01354 -0.01840 .0.00358 -0.00793

€iH6 -0.00168 -0.00283 -0.00602 0.00200 -0.0026? 0.00517 0.00155 0.00255 0.00155 -0.00042 -0.00244 ,0.00344

€iH? -0.001?5 -0.00123 -0.00252 -0.00213 .0.00195 0.00361 0.00085 0.æ278 0.0033? -0.00457 -0.00109 -0.00297

êi435 0.00978 -0.00?57 0.00162 -0.00902 0.00556 -0.00240 0.00510 0.00142 ,0.00?64 -0.00646 0.00670 -0.00491

€i445 0.01t84 -0.00934 0.00160 0.00412 0.00141 .0.00244 0.00281 0.00t4? -0.009?? ,0.00030 0.00?47 .!r.r,v979

€i455 0 00086 0.00264 0.01190 0.00?44 0.00594 -0.00580 0.00229 0,02391 -0.006i? -0.00243 0.00037 -0.00657

€ì465 -0.00519 -0.00186 0.00041 0.00248 0.0t644 0.01 2 -0.00907 0.0616? -0.00158 0.00930 0.00131 .0.0102t

€iR2 0u346 0.00990 0.00083 -0.00270 -0.00365 .0.0t328 0.00799 -0,03036 -0.01352 0.Olt62 .0.01068 -0.0t346

€iR3 0.00966 0.00760 -0.00690 -0.00364 -0.00265 -0.01853 0.00640 -0.02150 0.01198 0.03525 -0.01273 -0.00320

€iR4 0,01451 -0.01498 -0.01462 -0.00674 -0.005?9 .0.00534 0.01856 -0.0?373 -0.00661 -0.00082 0.000t4 -0.00071

€iR5 -0.00230 0.00923 0.01041 -0.01670 -0.00031 0.00591 -0.00200 -0.01266 0.00559 0.02510 -0.00750 -0,00275

€iQ2 0 01369 -0.00289 -Û,00315 0.01689 o.o24g5 -0.00955 -0.00399 .0.0047t -0.00934 -0.02216 0.00619 -0.00369

€iQ3 0.03595 0.02416 -0.00499 0.01567 0.0r32t -0.01489 -0.00602 -0.05030 -0.01456 0.00474 0.00759 -0.01?50

€iQ4 0 00541 0.02820 0.036ã 0.02455 -0.01416 0.002?2 -0.032?l -0.00809 -0.00100 -0.01385 0.004t2 0.00256

PORK CHICX
23

OMEAT FISH CEREAL VECE SUGAR
45678

DÄIRY FATS
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Table 4.11 Homogeneity ând Symtnetry Restricted ALIDS: Uncolnpensâted Own- ând Cross-price Elasticities,
Expenditure El¿ìsticiries, Demographic Elasticities, and Mean Budget Shares: 19g6

Eqlation BEEF PoRK c'I{IcK oMEAT FISH CEREAL vEcE sucAR DÀlRy FATS NAtco orrìERt23456't8910 rt2
lvi 0.092t2 0.03287 0-04896 0.01547 0.0350? 0.18909 0.15589 0.00890 0.14478 0.02233 0.10268 0.09t82

€li -089314 -002330 -0.03211 .0.02057 .0.03581 0.00620 -0.00851 -0.03430 -0.01173 0.00705 -0.$769 -0.020.79

¿2i '0 00't97 -0.19291 -0.01791 -0,00714 -0.02048 -0.00019 -0.00602 -0.02056 -0.01298 -0.01651 -0.00096 -0.0046?

€3i '0 01463 -0.02484 -0.83803 -0.01409 -0.02228 0.00282 -0,00484 -0.0t980 -0.01270 -0.025,14 ,0.003?5 -0.00790

€4i -t) 02090 '0.02123 -0.02953 -0.87992 -0.û4118 0.00256 -0.0t01t -0.03426 -0.00?26 -0.01868 -0.00174 .0.0055t

E5i -0.00989 -0.01847 .0.01397 -0.01351 -0.85201 0.00294 -0.00099 -0.01804 -0.00691 -0.0t90? -0.00430 -0.00374

€6i -0 03829 -0.05405 -0.04955 -0.03445 -0.05533 -0.8410t .0.03611 -0.M321 -0.03890 -0.03298 -0.02562 .0.02928

e'ti -0.03320 -0.0â8s4 -0.01196 -0.03130 -0.03983 -0.00?00 -0.8618s .0.03705 .0.04053 -0.03202 -0.01200 -0.0t723

€8i -0.00240 -0.00474 -0.00312 -0.00264 -0.02829 0.00050 -0.00164 -0.86??0 -0.00304 0.00145 -0.00025 0.01240

ecÀ '0.03697 -0.0'1120 -0.06330 -0.02468 -0.06ãl -0.00926 -0.03873 -0.08301 -0.80780 .0.05949 -0.01933 -0.03t45

e10,i -0 00623 -0.01æ9 -0.01349 -0.00497 -0.015t7 0.00149 -0.00254 0.05085 -0.00696 -0.82633 -0.00148 -0.00566

€ll'i -0.027'16 -0.02326 -0.03216 -0.0t604 -0.042?5 -0.00540 -0.0t472 -0.03263 -0.0t975 -0.02306 -0.8501t -0.00877

Ê12,i -0.02410 -0.0u66 -0.03004 -0.01243 -0.03021 -0.00010 -0.009?4 -0.028?5 -0.01884 -0.0112? _0.00133 _0.8?5?7

€i'M l.ll547 t.t2s75 l.l65u 1.06112 l.2Z2Z2 0-84565 0.99489 1.2t873 0.98?4t 1.086?8 0.9285't a.sss{!)

€iH2 0.0056? 0.015?9 0.00402 -0.03394 -0.03509 0.03420 -0.01688 -0.01?50 0.04240 -0.00627 _0.02523 -t).1!s36

€iH3 -0,01234 0.00218 -0.01399 -0.02761 -0.05436 0.03043 -0.01003 -0.00384 0.04863 .0.00188 -0.02776 -0.027s9

eiH4 -0.01894 0.00421 -0.02735 -0.03'754 -0.0?347 0.04918 -0.01549 -0.03Er6 0.06t41 -0.03829 .0.03t85 -0.032t8

€iHs '0 01373 -0.00030 -0.01353 -0.01665 -0.03615 0.02112 -0.00132 -0.01694 0.02'.157 -0.0t898 -0.01?00 -0.0Ì404

€iH6 '0.002?5 -0.000,18 -0.00235 -0.00388 -0.01256 0.00806 -0.00202 0.00149 0.00ó65 -0.00530 -0.0045? -0.00522

€iH7 -0 00006 0.00080 -0,00215 -0.00219 -0.00352 0.00331 -0.00060 -0.00077 0.00214 -0.00105 -0.00268 -0.00179

ÊiÀ35 0 00310 -0.00039 0.00617 -0.00263 0.02823 0.00356 -0.00270 0.00650 0.00145 -0.00616 -0.00202 -0.01681

€i445 000708 -0.005?0 0.00550 0.00511 0.003?8 0,00351 0.00206 0.02962 -0.00496 -0.00525 -0.00095 -0.01706

€i455 0.00486 0 00?43 0.00819 0.00089 0.00386 0.00423 -0.00226 0.04866 -O.OO37} O.OA72I -0.00063 -0.0t879

€i465 -000870 0.000?6 0.00433 -0.005?3 0.0ll19 0.0t080 -0.00280 0.08735 0.00428 0.02504 -0.00737 -0.023g.t

êiR2 0.04765 -0.00009 -0.00521 -0.00582 0.00?42 -0.00531 0.01371 0.o0l0l -0.01508 -0.00350 -0.0134? -0.0t578

€iR3 003134 0.0115? -0.00059 -0,01140 -0.00231 -0.00526 0.010.16 -0.0?615 0.01035 0.01046 -0.01946 -0.02166

€iR4 -0.00006 0.01085 -0.01039 0.00476 -0.06¡90 -0.00092 0.01480 -0.00218 -0.00208 -0.004?5 -0.00080 0.00375

€iR5 000215 0.00136 0,00416 -0.01183 -0.01023 0.00006 0.00298 0.0013? 0.00147 0.02048 -0.00848 0.00564

ÊiQ2 0.00835 -0.00562 .0.01707 0.00065 0.03466 -0.00519 0.00901 0.02345 -0.00369 -0.0159I -0.0028I -0.00510

€iQ3 0 01319 -0.00073 -0.01555 0.005?4 0.03t94 -0.00985 0.01452 0.02916 -0.00?88 -0.03940 0.00240 -0.009.t?

€iQ4 '0.006?5 0.02621 0.04705 0.00949 0.0r5ll -0.00338 -0.00939 0.00978 0.000?l _0.02829 _0.0056? _0.00720



'f¿.bb 4.12 Honogeneity and Symtnetry Restricted AIIDS: Uncornpensated Own- and Cross-Price Elasticities
Expenditure Elâsticiries, Dernographic Elasticities, and Mean Budget Shares: 1990

Equalion BEEF PoRK CHICK oMEAT FISH cEREAt VEGE sucAR DAIRY FATS NArco orlIERI 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l0 ll ì2

lvi 0.07313 0.02325 0.04530 0.0?556 0.03603 0.t6076 0.16'123 0.00848 O.tg)zt 0.01639 0.A9624 O.tt)742

€li -0.u583 -0.06322 -0.05495 -0.01233 -0.03?48 0.00435 -0.01064 ,0.05186 -0.01093 -0.04518 -0.00593 -0.0filt4

e2i -0.01196 -0,66839 -0.02906 -0.00432 .0.02001 -0.00226 -0.00335 -0.03t22 .0.01123 -0.03789 -0.00400 .0.00131

€3i -0.02643 -0.A6277 -0.78644 -0.01168 -0.03013 0,00076 -0.00506 ,0.04853 -0.00985 -0.03890 -0.00:t{t5 ,0.0025E

¿4i -0.02760 -0.0513ó -0.04648 -0.85225 -0.03283 0.00931 -0.011?8 .0.01846 -0.0 52 -0.04024 -0.00587 .u.0033E

€5i -0.01904 -0.04255 -0.03050 -0.00944 -0.?8r4E 0.00146 -0.00209 -0.03662 -0.00851 ,0.03010 -0.0051? -0.00337

€6i -0 046ó8 -0.12071 -0.0805? -0.00569 -0.u101 -0.83276 -0.03145 -0.06?24 -0.03663 -0.05643 -0.00914 -0.00268

€7i -0.05260 -0.101?8 -0.07487 -0.02098 -0.03385 .0.00111 -0,85553 -0.0801? -0.03852 -0.06490 -0.0t865 -0.00658

€8i -0.00403 -0.01199 -0.00853 -0.00183 -0.00650 0.0014t -0.00072 ,0.83835 -0.00146 -0.00631 0.00005 0.00214

e9i -0 06046 -0.18171 .0.10450 -0.02465 -0.0?408 ,0.00883 -0.01544 -0.10928 -0.82889 -0.10395 .0.01353 -0.0t566

€10,i -0.00853 .0.03011 -0.01574 -0.00453 -0.01236 0.00105 -0.00269 -0.01493 -0.00129 -0.72365 -0.002?3 0.00334

êll,i -0.03268 -0.06966 -0.04865 -0.01295 ,0.03610 0.00432 -0.0t913 -0.045?8 .0.01451 -0.04613 -0.84694 0.00159

et2,i -0.03491 -0.05894 -0.04E13 -0.00838 -0.03160 0.01098 -0.01196 -0.02273 -0.01548 -0.03157 0.00106 -0.E9143

€i'M t.r6079 1.46458 1.32889 0,96956 L14433 0.81096 0.99998 1.39483 0.99238 t.2ZS15 0.912.12 0.93330

EiH2 0 005% -0.00036 -0.01367 -0.01281 -0.00344 0.03091 -0.00170 -0.04532 0.00990 -0.01?89 -0.01844 -0.02591

€ìH3 -0.02053 0.00520 -0.02413 -0.01261 -0.02s34 0.o32zt .0.01133 -0.04405 0.02456 -0.02925 -0.02128 -0.00665

êiH4 -0 01657 -0.01162 -0.04015 -0.02070 -0.o142? 0.04605 -0.0t376 -0.09604 0.03461 -0.04217 -0.02438 .0.0t277

ÊiHs -0.01161 -0.00751 -0.01653 '0.00389 -0.01188 0.01659 -0.005'7t -0.o2g21 o.ot2g2 -0.02552 -0.00?63 -0.00256

€iH6 -0.00327 -0.@233 -0.00426 -0.00502 -0.00413 0.00572 -0.00069 -0.00821 0.00321 -0.0065? -0.00139 -0.000s3

eiHT -0.00148 -0.00087 -0.00356 '0.00111 -0.æ228 0.00274 0.00092 -0.00612 0.00100 -0.00264 -0.00158 -0.000?5

eiA35 0.01843 0.00652 -0,00092 -0.00126 0.02823 0.00484 -0.00692 -0.004?0 ,0.00598 0.01362 0.00622 -0.01531

€iÀ45 0.01393 0.00888 0.00820 0.00016 o.0l2l3 -0,00132 0.00508 .0.01001 .0.00484 0.00193 0.00240 -0.01E0ó

Êi455 0.00422 0.019?3 0.01364 0.00192 0.o17gg 0.Cf271 0.00089 0.03408 -0.00261 0.02981 -0.olr5g -0.02221

€i465 0.00232 0.0232'1 0.00938 0.00235 o.o27o3 0.0t2'19 -0.00388 0.08379 .0.00342 0.05051 -0.0298? .0.0t589

€iR2 0.01307 0.04356 0.00894 -0.00969 0.01254 -0.001?4 0.02515 0.02020 -0.01638 0.0t996 -0.01570 -0.01760

êiR3 -0.00304 0.01328 -0.005?? -0.01760 -0.0a6ß -0.0t374 0.02714 -0.03825 -0.01019 ,0.00784 -0.006?9 0.02179

€iR4 0.00744 0.00626 0.01065 0.00076 -0.02191 -0.0058? 0.02n5 -0.ot123 -0.02352 0.c{642 -0.01056 0.02325

€iRs 0.05150 0.00065 0.0ll7I -0.01?.13 -0.0155? 0.00035 0.00907 0.02859 -0.00803 0.00647 -0.00858 ,0.021¿t4

€iQ2 0.04114 0.01684 -0.00163 0.00191 0.02511 -0,01106 -0.00t28 0.02830 .0.01641 0.00680 0.01133 -0.00654

€iQ3 0.03160 -0.0023'1 0.01)414 0.0ll4l -0.02253 -o.cf,228 -0.00497 0.05598 -0.00658 0.00305 0.003t7 -0.00E40

ÊiQ4 001486 0.02162 0.039ã 0.02156 -0.06582 -0.002t7 -0.02917 0.08320 -0.002J9 .0.00337 -0.00116 0.02379



of one explaratory variable (price in this case) on all other prices and rleriving an appropriately

defined conelation coefficient for that regression. If the explanatory variable is higl y conelated

with the artificial variable, then that particular explanatroy variable exhibits very little va¡iation

and tlìe total sum of squares will be small or close to zero. This lack of va¡iation in a data series

has the same effect on parameter estimates as multicollinearity: parameter estinates exhibit

considerable instability, including unanticipated wrong signs.

uncompensated cross-price elasticities allow us to show interdependencies among

comrnodities ilì tlre system. A majority of tlrese uncornpensated cross-price elasticities presented

here have negative signs which indicates the foods are complements. This may seem irnplausible

prima facia since it seems logical that beef and pork, for instance, are substitutes and slìould

therefore have opposite signs.r5 However, the fact tlìat the signs of cross-price elasticities are

negative is uot theoretically inconect. Theoretically, the sign of tlie uncompensatecl cross-price

elasticity indicates the grouping of comlnodities as substitutes or complements. Hence, there are

no expected signs except commodities i zurd j are considered substitutes (colnplements) if the

estimated uncompensated price elasticity (e¿) is positive (negative). Recall that this defirition as

provided by Houthakker [1960] and elaborated by varian [1992] and Henderson and euandt

[1980] is based on the elements of the inverse of the Hessian matrix of tìÌe indirect utility

fullction, i.e. the sign of the second paÍial derivative of the indirect utility function and relate to

tlre nature of interaction among commodities in the utility function. Therefore, we need to

examine the cross substitution term of the slutsky equation and distinguish between gross

substitution (complementarity) and net substitution (complementarity) in detail in order to

ratiollalize tlìe occurrence of negative Ma¡shalliau cross elasticities. TIìus, commodity i and j are

gross (uncompensated) complements depenc.ling on whether the total effect iD the Slutsky equation

15 lf comnrodities xr and x, are substitutes and if compensati¡g variations in a household's i¡co¡¡e keep that
household on the same i¡difference curve, an i¡crea¡e in the p¡ice of xr rvill induc¿ the household to substitute;, fo¡
x,. Then ðxr0p,l, > 0.
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is positive or negative. It is also important to distinguish between the notion of gross substitute

(wlich is a Marslrallia¡ definition) and net or compensated substitution (which is a Hicksia¡r

definition) and refers to an increase in tlÌe Hicksia¡ demand for other comrnorlities when the price

of one good increases. The term "uncompensated" is used to differentiate tlìese gross substitutes

from Hicks-Allen income compensated complements or substitutes. commodity I and j are

considered gross cotnplements if they have negatíve uncompensated cross-price glasticities even

tlrough they are net substitutes in the sense of having positive compensated cross-price elasticities.

In tlris view, we must i erpret the uncompelìsated cross-price elasticities in Tables 4.j - 4.lz as

gross relationslips incorporating both the substitution effect and tlìe iÌìcome effect since they

reflect lìow ca¡radian households adjust their food-at-home budgets in response to price changes

when money income is not adjusted or compensated to neutralize the change in price.

In view of tlús, a more appropriate interpretation of substitution or complementarity

should be based on compensated price elasticities and elasticities of substitution. Hence, we also

provide compensated (Hicksian) price elasticities in Tables 4.13 - 4.lg and these, by detuition

incorporate only tlre substitution effect caused by a change in price. These compensated price

elasticities have all been derived frorn tlÌe uncompensated price and expenditure elasticities, and

the sample mean budget shares. The compensated own price elasticities are signiflcant and they

have the correct sign (e',, < 0), implying that the negativity condition is at least not violated.l6 As

expected, t.he compensated own-price elasticities are smaller than the uncompensated.

The compensated cross price elasticities reported in Tables 4. 13 - 4.l g are alr positive, (i.e.

e'u > 0), so we can conclude that the commodities are really net substitutes and tlie negative sign

of the uncompensated cross-price elasticity results fiom the substitution effect being outweighed

by the income effect. In short, the preponderance of positive cross price elasticities suggests that

tu This ¡esult is in keepilg with the theory ln particula¡ we know that the conrpensâted orvn price effect is
nonpositive sinc€ the substitution matrix - the Slutsky rnat¡ix - is negative senti definite and thus has no nonpositive
diagonal elements. ln othe¡ rvo¡ds, [ðx"lp,u)/ðpJ = [äre(p,u)/âprðp] < 0 V t.
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Table 4.13 Un¡estdcfed AIIDS: Cornpensated (Hicksian) hice Elâsticites: 1984

Eqùarion BEEF PoRK cIlIcK OMEÄT FISH cÈREAr \¡EGE sucAR DAIRY FATS NÂlco qrHER
t 23 4 5 6'1 I910]lt2

wi

Ê'li

E2i

e3i

ê?i

e:5i

e'6i

€?i

€'8i

€9i

€'10,i

e'l I,i

E'12,i

0.1r42r 0.03915 0.05585 0.07957 0.04136 0.13160 0.17090 0.0 ?l 0.15288 0.0250t 0.lrt39 0.09885

-0.75478 0.t3t3t 0.10340 0.101ø 0.10528 0,09681 0.a9847 0J0462 o,O852g 0.09868 0.09658 0.09696

0.00590 -0.'16'\6 0.02ar2 0.03538 0.02759 0.036E7 0.03341 0.02805 0.03?84 0.03275 0.03448 0.03805

0.04551 0.G1009 .0.7'7876 0.0!517 0.O4352 0.M529 0.05012 0.c4415 0.04408 0.u226 0.c/;g92 0.04798

0 07496 0.06866 0.06435 -0.?99?8 0.06361 0.01213 0.06921 0.06249 0.06191 0.06478 o.o.t'r.l 0.0?705

0.03515 0.02723 0.03124 0.02892 ,0.81115 0.03733 0.04118 0.03026 0.03672 0.029.16 0.03238 0.03537

0.11730 0.r2't28 0.121\4 0.13286 0.11250 -0.73542 o.rt229 0.10343 0.086?9 o.lo72r 0.10287 0.12681

0.t6295 0.17302 0.18567 0.16210 0.t7332 0.lz91| .0.69627 o.l7g44 tß\n 0.16690 0.13050 0.1s.113

0.00321 0.00740 0.00989 0.00555 0.00446 0.01680 0.01209 -0.868?6 0.00936 0.00612 0.01539 0.0 59

0.13515 0.t5'196 0.t2459 0.13780 0.lll78 0.t0129 0.12889 0.16739 -0.68490 0.14?68 0.Ag273 0.13535

0.01874 0.01684 0.01380 0.01873 0,01374 0.02728 0.01916 0.04550 0.02368 .0..19266 0.Ot63g 0.02086

0.09632 0.08840 0.10405 0.09568 0.r005r 0.0946t 0.09618 0.091?5 0.08588 0.09660 -0.75341 0.10099

0.08780 0.08820 0.09421 0.09043 0.08995 0.09345 0,09189 o.ro227 0.085i1 0.09485 0,08897 -0.8r883



Tâble 4.14 Unresüicted ALIDS: Co¡npensated (Hicksian) Price Elasticities: 1986

EqLratio¡ BEEF PoRK cI{IcK oMEAT trsH CEREAL vEcE sucAR DAIRY FATS NALco orHER| 2 3 4 S 6 ? I910 ]t t2

wi 00949 0.0339 0.0504 0.0?80 0.0362 0.1934 0.1612 0.OAg2 0.1492 0.OZ3r 0.1059 0.0971

e'li -0.?8295 0.10034 0.07856 0.01652 0.07940 0.082:26 0.08002 0.07965 0.07405 0.0'1743 0.01692 0.0.198.7

¿2i 0 00713 -0.?5710 0.01988 0.02730 0.01944 0.03075 0.02843 0.02545 0.OZ|3Z ô.02346 0.02901 0.02489

Ê3i 0.03851 0.03225 -0.17986 0.03637 0.O,r083 0,04536 0.04257 0.04043 0.03854 0.02953 0.01053 0.03120

€:4i 0.06662 0.06564 0.06t39 -0.80016 0.0488? 0.06979 0.06180 0.0618? 0.06t47 0.06369 0.0?120 0.r)6922

e5i 002131 0.02369 0.02531 0.02492 -0.80857 0.03109 0.03340 0.02665 0.03042 0.02222 0,02684 0.03224

e'6i 0.17316 0.15307 0.16934 0.15662 0.18553 -0.68084 0.15404 0.t7614 0.16648 0.16339 0.t3660 0.15005

e't; 0.15959 0.15699 0.16384 0.14158 o.tto46 0.t2540 -0.70900 o.t4z52 0.08?l? 0.15097 0.12131 0.13ó70

€'8i 0 00326 0.00282 0.00670 0.00395 0.00428 0.011?1 0.0104t -0.85640 0.00595 0.00735 0.0t4.16 0.0!083

egi 0.12797 0.t30n 0.10126 0.14020 0.ll8l3 0. 1272 0.13148 0.09019 -0.69731 0.14.130 0.09389 0.10215

€'10'i 0.01657 0.01564 0.013u 0.01921 0.00648 0.02438 0.01680 0.03918 0.0t563 -0.?9896 0.01562 0.022t4

E lt'i 0.08804 0.09681 0.09008 0.0872J 0.088?? 0.0901 0.08685 0,oE72g O.Ot260 0.09391 -0..15942 0.093E3

¿'t2,i 0.0'1770 0.09088 0.08590 0.08422 0.08030 0.08397 0,0?984 0.08504 0.06661 0.08991 0.0.7.1t2 _0.78603



Table 4.15 Unrestricted ALIDS: Compensâted (Hicksian) Price Elâsticities: 1gg0

Equalior BEEF PoRK cHIcK oMEAT FISH CEREAL vEcE sucÄR DAIRY FATS NAlco orHER| 23 4 5 6'1 I910ttt2
lvi 0.0731 0.0232 0.0453 0.0?56 0.0360 0.1608 0.16'12 0.0085 0.rg0z 0.0164 0.0962 0.1074

¿'li -0.?5689 0.05919 0.05108 0.06071 0.06386 0.06390 -0.08420 0.05085 0.05938 0.05214 0.05764 0.2a347

È2i 0,00961 -0.61993 0.00301 0,01661 o.0r33l 0.01686 0.01557 0.01764 0.01462 0.00952 0.01623 o.Ot.74

€'3i 0.02162 0.02431 -0.12202 0.O3o4l 0.0343? 0.01023 0.038?9 o.O22gr 0.03231 0.03036 0.03134 0.03521

¿'4i 0.06168 0.06674 0.06112 -0.78007 0.06088 0.06890 0.06166 0.058?1 0.06232 0.05616 0.06361 0.06617

e'5i -0.24A90 -0.24680 -0.20762 -0.13695 -0.73948 -0.0?348 .0.M503 -0.235t7 .O.A92|Z -O.r83gZ -0.11575 !.rslss

ê'6i 0.)4823 0.15250 0.14219 0.15791 0.15268 -O.',10366 o.t33o2 0.14544 0.11288 0.16002 0.t224t 0.14410

€ti 0.17076 0.18?58 0.17467 0,15635 o.l922l o.t3344 -0.69883 0,14873 0.1055t 0.16603 0)2260 0.14954

Ê3i 0.00356 -0.00051 -0.00165 0.00478 o.0ot2'1 0.01220 0.00669 -0.82745 0.0069S -0.00024 0.0 53 0.00862

€9i 0.t't63t 0.16900 0.18085 0.t6'n3 o.r'15'12 0.14768 0.l59ll 0.13870 -0.6,1464 0.18337 0.t3062 0.16053

€'10'i 000944 0.tú293 0.00725 -0.024I¡ 0.00593 0.01740 -0.03205 0.02758 .0.03597 -0.69¡'4 0,m651 0.1906I

€'llj 0.08284 0.08037 0.08618 0.08039 0.08542 0.08336 0.08015 0.07915 0.0'1392 0.08136 -0.76260 0.0EEE4

e'12,i 0.09t21 0.09736 0.09469 0.093?0 0.09196 0.09619 0.og27I 0.11968 0.08359 0.Oggg2 0.09114 .0.16157



Table 4.16 Hornogeneity and Symrnetry Restricted ALIDS: Cornpensated (Hicksian) Pdce Elasticities: 1984

Equatìon BEEF PoRK clI{IcK OMEAT FtsH CEREAL VEGE sucAR DAIRY FATS NALco orHERt 2 3 4 5 6't I910t| 12

wi 0.11421 0.03915 0.05585 0.07951 0.04136 0.13160 0.17090 0.011?1 0.15288 0.02501 0.lll39 0.09885

e'li -0.?6628 0.10091 0.09905 0.10205 0.to322 0.t0063 0.10093 0.10001 0.09501 0.09?60 0.09860 0.099rr

e2i 0.0v5'1 -0.76540 0.02588 0.03336 0.02518 0,03206 0.03210 0.02216 0.02862 0.02?83 0.03193 0.035?0

€'3i 0.04841 0.03692 -0.78123 0.04492 0.04209 0.M512 0.05t61 0.04330 0.04041 0.03114 0.05155 0.050t5

€'4i 0.07106 0.a6779 0.06399 -0.8000t 0.05825 0.0?513 0.0?8?4 0,05566 0.06412 0.06162 0.0.1t47 0.06259

€5i 0 03?36 0.02723 0.03117 0.03028 -0.8115? 0.03633 0.040216 0.02781 0.03.146 0.02197 0.03461 0.03624

¿'6i 0.11589 0.r077'r 0.10773 0.12426 0.11559 -0.?3164 0.10615 0.13116 0,ag17z 0.[4,1.1 0.11283 0.12509

€?i 0,15094 0.14015 0.15194 0.t5308 0.16?18 0.13?85 .0.69593 0.16921 O.t2o12 0.t4435 0)4289 0.t5g:¿4

ê'8i 0.01025 0.00663 0.00908 0.00819 0.00789 0.01167 o.0ll60 -0.8?055 0.00926 0.01373 0.0t079 0.0u96

e9i 0.12712 0.11176 0.11062 0.12320 0.12137 0.L]247 o.t}lgg 0.12086 -0.65025 0.11969 0.12026 0.!3321

e'10,i 0.02t36 0.01??8 0.016'17 0.0t937 0.01691 0.02181 0.02t12 0.ozg33 0.01958 -0.19434 0.O2o4g o.o22g3

€'ll,i 0.09611 0.09085 0.10281 0.10005 0.09321 0.09550 0.09313 o,to260 0.08t62 o.agtu .0.75245 0.10095

E'12,; 0.08576 0.09014 0.08882 0.093?9 0.08659 0.09501 0.09210 0.10083 0.08618 0.090?3 0.08959 -0.81906



Table 4.17 Homogeneity and Symmeüy Resfricted AIIDS: Cornpensated (Hicksian) price Elasticities: 19g6

EqùÀlion BEEF
ì

PORK CHICK OMEAT FISH CEREAL VEGE SUGAR DAIRY FÄTS NALCO OTÍIER2 3 4 5 6.t 8 9I0 ll t2

wi

ê'li

e2i

€'3i

€5i

Ê'6i

E1i

e'8i

€9i

€'10,i

€'l l,i

Ê'12,i

o.a9z12 0.03287 0.04896 0.07541 0.0350? 0.18909 0.15589 0.00890 0.t44.18 0.02233 0.10268 0.09182

.0.?9038 0.08041 0.07523 0.01lu 0.01678 0.08410 0.08314 0.07796 0.01923 û.10716 0.07785 0.07128

0,02869 -0.1559',1 0.02032 0.02175 0.01969 0.02760 0.02668 0.01950 o.Org47 0.0t921 0,02955 0.0281?

0.03998 0.03028 '0.78098 0.03789 0.03755 0.01422 0.0438? 0.0398? 0.03564 o.Ol'l4t O.O4l?r 0.0¿103

0.06328 0.06312 0,05841 -0.?9979 0.05106 0.06638 0.06497 o.O5'1'12 0.A6726 0.06333 0.06834 0.06991

0.02923 0.02102 0.02690 0.02313 -0.809t4 0.03260 0.03391 0.02470 0.02173 0.01904 0.02827 0.03131

0.17264 0,15882 0.r',10',19 0.16632 0.17578 -0.68110 0.15142 0)a1% o.l478r o.r'12s3 0.149s? 0.1597ì

0.14070 0.t2656 0.13970 0.13422 0.15070 0.12483 -0.7A679 o.r52g4 0.1r340 0.13740 0.132.15 0.13857

0.00753 0.00528 0.0072J 0.00681 -0.01741 0.00803 0.00?21 -0.85685 0.00574 0.0u12 0.00s02 0.02130

0.12453 0.08579 0.10540 0.tz9y 0.1i445 0.lr3r8 0.10532 0.09344 ,0.66484 0.09786 0.ll5ll 0.11325

0 01869 0.01305 0.01253 0.01874 0.0Ì213 0.02038 0.01968 0.07806 0.0ì509 -0.80205 0.01926 0.01666

0.08678 0.A92v 0.08749 0.09298 0,08215 0.08144 0.08744 0,09252 0.08164 0.08853 -0.754?6 0.09386

0.07833 0.078?1 0.07695 0.08506 0.08201 0,07755 0.08161 0.08316 0.0?r83 0.08852 0.08393 -0.?84{0



Table 4.18 Homogeneity and Syrnrnetry Restricted AIIDS: Compensated (Hicksian) hice Elasticities: 1990

Equariôn BEBF PORK CHICK oMEAT FISH CEREAL \¡EcE suGAR DAtRy FATS NArco orHERr 2 3 4 5 6'1 I910 It t2

Ìvi 0 07313 0.02325 0.04530 0.07556 0.03603 0.160?6 0.t6723 0.00848 0.19021 0.01639 o.0g6u o.ro742

8'li -0.76094 0 04388 0.U222 0.05857 0.04620 0.06365 0.06248 0.05014 0.06164 o.a444i 0.06081 0.0ó7

e2i 0 01503 -0.63434 0,00184 0.01822 0.00659 0.01659 0.0t990 0.o0l2l 0.01184 -0.00940 0.01?22 0.02039

€3i 0.026\6 0.00358 -0.12624 0.032?4 0.O2t1l 0.03750 0.u0u 0.01466 0.035n 0.016ó3 0.03730 0.03970

Ê'4; 0.0601t 0.05930 0.05393 -0.7?899 0.05363 0.07058 0.06378 0.05694 0.0634? 0.05238 0.06309 0.06715

€5i 0.022'18 0.OI02Z 0.0t?38 o.O254g -0.?4026 0.03068 0.03393 0.01363 0.02725 0.01406 0.02772 0.03026

ê'ói 013993 0.11473 0.13306 0.15017 0.13689 .0.70239 0.t2930 0.15699 0)2ZgO 0.t4062 0.13?59 0.t4735

€?i o l4l5z 0 14314 0.14'136 0.14116 o.ls'152 0.13451 -0.68830 0.15309 0.t2t43 0.14008 0.13398 0.14950

€'8i 0.00582 0.00044 0.ao2'15 0.00639 0.00321 0.00829 0.$771 .0.82651 0.00696 0.00409 0.00?80 0.01006

E9i 0 16033 0.09686 0.14827 0.159',11 0.14358 o,t454| 0.t44',76 0.15603 -0.64014 0.12919 0.t6008 0.t6166

3'I0'i 0.01050 -0.00641 0.00604 0.01136 0.0{640 0.01434 0.01370 0.00?93 0.00898 .0..70356 0.01223 u.0lE64

e'lr,i 0.07904 0.o7lz9 0.0'1925 0.08036 0.0?404 0.0823? 0.0??11 0.08846 0.08t00 0.07184 -0.?5909 0.09141

E'tz,i 0.089?8 0.09839 0.09462 0.095?8 0.Agß2 0.09809 0.09546 0.rz.|lt o.09ll2 0.t0ol0 0.09911 -0.79|7



for food at home commodity groups across Carada, the degree of substitutability is stronger than

the degree of complementarity. Notice too that these comperßated cross price elasticitíes are

quite small in absolute size. In general, these cross-price elasticity estimates suggest that all

commodities do not exhibit a signiñcant interdependent relationslÍp. The cross-price effects are

weak - bæed on the fact that both compensated and uncompensated cross-price elasticities are less

than unity.

Demographic elasticities liave alrearly been presented in Table 4.7 - 4.12. Tliese are

based on the expression e,p,lv,;J''. Again, the results arc prausible: except for cereal, vegetable,

ard dairy, household size has a negative effect on bu<lget shares. This result is rather interesting,

especially as it relates to dairy products which has fluid rnilk accounting for a substantial

proportion in tlis sub-group. The seemingly positive impact of larger households on dairy may

have to do with economies of size in purchasing and in household production a.nd consumption.

since we are using unit prices, tlÌere is a possibility that such prices rnay vary systematically as

households consume different amounts such that orì average, a larger household might end up

paying lower prices due to economies a¡d lower search costs. In the case of dairy products like

fluid milk, the price per unit volume is expected to decline witlÌ increased volume. This may not

be the case for beef, chicken, or fish whose price per kilograrn lnay not necessarily decrease with

increased volume.

The argutnent of economies of size ougltt not to be taken at face value since it raises the

important question regarding the extent to wlìich changes in buclget shares can be explained by

associated changes in household colnposition. observe in particular that as the number of

household members increases, the number of clildren also ofte¡r increases (and adults becorne

oldef, so that a priori, this life cycle factor is likely lnore importíurt than possible economies of

size in purclrasing. Let us examine tlre household size elasticities (delineated by E,H,) in more

detail. In general, tlìese household size elasticities suggest tlìat the addition of one melnber of the



household has a diminishing effect on all food commodities except cereals and dâiry for which

the elasticity is positive, Observe in particular what happens to tlìe absolute size of the elasticity

as household size charges. In almost all cases, the absolute value increases sharply whenever

household size is 2 and then tapers off as household size reaches 4 or 5, a trend that is not entirely

unusual a¡d reflects the fact that the second member of the household is often an adult.

Furthennore, tlús trend lnay demonstrate the existence of clìildren in the household sínce additions

to a household are usually clüldren. In fact, it is conceivable that as clrildren become older, they

acquire preferences close to those of adults in tlìe holne, so that we caJì expect to see suclì a

household's budget to shift toward tlìat of a bigger family. TlÌis point also highìights our earlier

observation regarding tlie significance of the life-cycle argumeut relative to possible economies

of size in purcliasing. A combirlation of negative and positive lìouselìold size effects that as

household size increases, households are induced to reallocate their budgets among foods

depending on the expenditure sensitivity of those comrnodities. Theoretically, changes in

household size will have a negative effect for expenditure elastic foods wlile tlüs effect is

generally positive for foods that are expenditure inelastic.

Next, we look at elasticities associated with age of householcl ltead aDd whicli represent

the effect of stage of family cycle in bu<lget share allocation. The most significant observation

here is that the sharpest clìanges in ttre absolute value of these demograplic elasticities occur when

the lrousehold enters the child bearing years. For the age of household head between 2s and, 45,

there is a strong positive effect on beef consumption for alt years under str¡dy. For the age

category over 65, this effect is negative. A strong positive effect is also observerl for fislr

consumption for all age categories. The effect on pork consumption is mixed. It is mostly

negative for the years 1984-1986 and strongly positíve for 1990. The effect on chicken, cereal,

sugar and non alcoholic beverages is predominantly positive except for 1984 in wlúch this effect

is negative for the age category 445 and 465. For dairy and 'other', the effect is negative. It is



wortlì noting tlìat in almost all cases, the age category A65 suggests a vastly distinct effect on

consumption as the household head ages.

Althouglt it is not possible to provide precise interpretations of each variable, the general

pattem exhibited by these demographic veriables suggests tlrat their impact on household food-at-

home budget shares and expenditure pattems is generally consistent with our expectations.

We have also calculated ìe Allen-Uzawa partial elasticities of substitution (AES) in order

to determine whether or not pairwise substitutability between pairs of com[roditíes prevails.

Tlrese are presented in Tables 4.19 - 4.24. The AES is a generalization of Hicks, two-variable

elasticity of substitution and is computed from the compensated price etasticities a-nd the sa¡nple

nean budget shares using standard duality theory. The AES between commodities i and j are

given by:

oi= yi/wiwj + I - 6¡/ut, 4.Zg

where ôu is K¡onecker product. ,4 priori, a,, is expected to be negative, implying that the

postulates of neoclassical consumer theory are satisfied. Notice that the ALIDS does not

irnpose any restrictions olt ø.j except útat o,, = oJi. Thus, althougli the AES contain the same

infon¡ation as Hicksia¡r price elasticitíes, the AES are symmetric as is clear from the Tables.

Nonnalization with respect to budget shares accounts for t.l s symmehy (see AES formula

above). However, since tlìe budget share is positive, boflr the AES and tl.re Hicksian

elasticities will have the same sign. Alttrough the AES is typically used to analyze the degree

of pairwise substitutability, this concept has been criticized by Blackorby a.nd Russell t19g9l, ancl

clrarnbers 119901, inter alia, They point out that while the AES is a generalization of the two-

variable elasticity of substitution by Allen a¡rd Hick tl934l, it fails to prcserve the salient

properties of the Hicksian notion. First, the AES is not a measure of'ease' of substitution or

curvature of the indifference curve. Second, it fails to p¡ovide information regarding budget

shares. Third, it is not a sufficient statistic for assessing the effects of price changes on



Table 4.19 Unrestricted ALIDS: Allen-Uzawa Elasticities of Substitution. 19g4

Equôriôn I 2 3 4 5 6.1 8 910 ll !2

tvi o lI427 0.03915 0.05585 0.07951 0.04136 0.13160 0.17090 0.0lt7r 0.15288 0.02501 0.1 39 0.096E5

oli -6.605 1.002 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.998 0,998

62i 0.999 -t9.595 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1000

o3i 0.999 0.999 -13.9M 0.999 0.999 O,ggg 1.000

d4i 0.999 0.999 0.999 -10.051 0.999 0.999 0.ggg

o5i 1.000 0.999 L000 0.999 -19.6)2 1.000 ì.000

o6i 0.998 0.999 0,999 1.000 O.99i -5.588 0.99?

oii 0.999 l-000 1.003 0.998 1.000 0.993 -4.0.t4

oSi 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 t.000 1.000

o9i 0.997 L00l 0.996 0.998 0.994 0.993 0.996

olo,i 1.000 1.000 1,000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

oll,i 0.998 0,997 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.998 0.998

ol2,i 0.999 0.999 1.000 0.999 0.999 O.ggg 0.999

0.999 0.997 0.998 0.998 0.998

1.000 1.000 1.000 r,000 1,000

0.999 0.999 0.999 1.000 1.000

0.999 0,999 0.999 t.000 1.000

1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

-0.873 -7.789 -1.3n -3.134 1.000

1.001 0.988 0.999 0.993 0.998

-74.t71 I.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

1.002 -4.480 0.999 0.991 0.997

t.001 1.000 -31.694 1.000 1.000

0.998 0.997 0.998 .6..164 0.999

1.000 0.999 1.000 0.999 -8.284



Ttble 4.20 Allen-Uzawa Elâsticities of Sùbstitution: Un¡est¡icted Model: 1986

4 5 6 7 8 910 ll t2

0.0949 0.0339 0.0504 0.0?80 0.0362 0.1934 0.t612 0.o0gz 0.1492 0.023t O.lO59 0.0971

oli -8.499 1.001 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999

62i 0.999 -23.036 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

o3i 0.999 0.999 -t5.929 0.999 r.000 1.000

o4i 0.999 0.999 0.999 -10.603 0.99E Ì.000

o5i 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 -23.053 1.000

o6i 0.991 0.993 0.996 0.994 O.9gg -3.601

o7i 1.001 1.000 1.001 0.998 1.002 0.995

o8i 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

o9i 0.998 0.998 0.995 0.999 0.996 0.995

olo,i 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 L000

oll,i 0.998 0.999 0.999 0.998 0.999 O9gg

ol2,i 0.999 1.000 0.999 0.999 0.999 O.ggg

0.999 0.999 0.998

I.000 1.000 1.000

1.000 1.000 0.999

0.999 0.999 0.999

1.000 1.000 1.000

0.993 0,998 0.995

-4.548 0.998 0.989

1.000 -96.2| 1.000

0.998 0.992 -4.8t?

1.000 1.000 1.000

0.998 0.998 0.997

0.999 0.999 0.998

0.999 0.999 0.999

1.000 I.000 1.000

0.999 1.000 0.999

0.999 1.000 0,999

1.000 t.000 1.000

0.995 0.990 0.996

0.999 0.995 0.997

1.000 1.000 1.000

1.000 0.993 0.994

-35;775 1.000 1.000

0.999 -7.396 0.999

1.000 0.999 -8.560

121



Table 4.21 Allen-Uzawa Elasticities of Substitution: Un¡estricted ALIDS: 1990

Eqùalion I 2 3 4 5 6 .7 8 9 l0 lt t2

tyi 0.0731

oli .0.344

o,2i 1.000

o3i l 000

o4i 1.000

osi 0.999

o6i 1.000

o?i 1.000

o8i 1.000

õ9i 1.000

ol0,i L000

oll,i 1.000

612.i 1.000

0.0232 0.0453 0.0?56 0.0360 0.t608 0.t672 0.0085 0.1902 0.0164 0.a962 0.10?4

0.990 0.984 0.991 0.993 0.993 0.885 0.984 0.990 0.985 0.989 o.gg7

- .667 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 t.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 t.000 1.000

0.999 -15.937 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000 o.ggg osgg o.ggg 0.999 1.000

0.999 0999 -J0.324 0.999 0.999 o.ggg o.g9g 0.ggg 0.998 o.ggg 0.ggg

0.990 0.991 0.994 -20.525 0.996 0.997 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000 ì.000

0.999 0.997 1.000 0.999 -4.311 0.996 0.998 0.gg2 t.000 0.994 0.99.1

t.003 1.001 0.998 1.004 0.994 -4.t79 0.99.7 0.990 1.000 0.993 o.gg.7

1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 -97.524 1.000 1.000 1,000 t.000

0.996 0.998 0.996 0.99.7 0,992 0.994 0.990 -3.547 0.ggg 0.989 0.994

1.000 1.000 0.999 1,000 1.000 0.ggg r.mo o.ggg -42.480 1.000 1.003

0.998 0.999 0.998 0.999 0.999 0.998 0.998 0.998 0.ggg _.l.gu o.g9g

0.999 0.999 0.999 0.998 0.999 0.998 1.001 o.gg.7 o.gg9 0.998 _?.098



Ttble 422 Alten-Uzawa Elasticities of Substitution: Homogeneity and Symmetry Resricted ALIDS: 19g4

8qùarion I 2 3 4 5 6 t 8 910 lI tz

lv; 0.11427 0.03915 0,05585 0.01951 0.04136 0.13160 0.1?090 0.0ll7l 0.t5288 0.02501 0.11139 0.09885

dli -6.7a6 0.998 0.998 0.999 o.ggg 0.998

o2i 1.000 -19.550 0.999 1.000 0.999 1.000

o3i 1.000 0.999 -13.988 0.999 0.ggg 0.999

o4i 0.999 0.999 0.999 -10.054 0.998 1.000

osi 1.000 0.999 1.000 1.000 -t9.622 1.000

o6i 0.998 0.997 0.997 0.999 0.998 -5.560

67i 0.991 0.995 0.998 0.997 0.ggg 0.994

osi 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

o9i 0.996 0.994 0.994 0.995 0.996 0.994

olo,i 1.000 1.000 1,000 1.000 1.000 1.000

oll,i 0.998 0.998 0.999 0.999 O.ggg 0.998

ol2,i 0.999 0.999 0399 0.999 0.999 t.000

0.998 0.998 0.998

t.000 0.999 1.000

1.000 0.999 0.999

1.000 0.998 0.999

1.000 0.999 L000

4.997 0.965 0.995

.4.072 t.000 0.991

1.000 -74.3u 1.000

0.993 0.995 -4.253

1.000 1.000 1.000

0.998 0.999 0.991

0.999 1.000 0.999

0.998 0.998 0.998

1.000 1.000 1.000

0.999 1.000 1.000

0.999 0.999 1.000

0.998 1.000 1.000

0.998 0.998 0.999

0.995 0s95 0.998

I.000 1,000 t.000

0.995 0.995 0.991

-31.761 1.000 1.000

0.998 .6.155 0.999

0.999 0.999 -8.286



Table 423 Allen-Uzâwa Elâsticities of Substitution: Homogeneity and Symmetry Resticted ALIDS: 19g6

Eqùarion I 2 3 4 5 6.1 E 9 r0 1l tz

wì 009212 0.0328? 0.04896 0.07547 0.03507 0.18909 0.t5589 0.00890 0.14478 0.02233 0,10268 0.09182

oli -8.580 0s99 0.998 0.999 0.999 0.999

d2i 1.000 -23.002 1,000 1.000 r,000 1.000

o3i 1.000 0.999 -t5.952 0.999 O.ggg 1.000

o4i 0.999 0.999 0.999 -10.599 0.999 0.999

05ì 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 -23.070 1.000

o6i 0.997 0.994 0.997 0.996 o.ggt .3.602

a'li 0.998 0.995 0.991 0.997 O.g9g 0.995

o8i Lmo 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

o9i ô.997 0.991 0.994 0.998 0.996 0.995

ol0,i L000 L000 1.000 1.000 1.000 t.000

oll,i 0.998 0_999 0.998 0.999 0.999 0.998

612,i 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999

0.999 0.999 0.999

1.000 1.000 1.000

r.000 l,mo 0.999

0.999 0.999 0.999

1.000 1.000 Lmo

0.993 0.755 0.994

.4.534 1.000 0.993

1.000 -96.261 1.000

0.994 0.993 -4.592

1.000 1.000 L000

0.998 0.999 0.998

0.999 0.999 0.998

1.001 0.999 0.998

1.000 t.000 1.000

0.999 r.000 1.000

0.999 0.999 1.000

0.999 r.000 t.000

0.991 0.993 0.996

0.997 0.996 0,997

1.000 1.000 1.000

0.993 0.996 0.995

,35.913 1.000 1.000

0.999 -1.350 0.999

r.000 0.999 -8.538



T^ble 4.24 Allen-uzarva Elasticities of substitution: Hornogeneity ¿nd symmetry Resfricted ALIDS, 1990

Equation I 2 3 4 5 6,1 8 910 lr t2

M 0 07313 0.02325 0.04530 0.07556 0.03603 0.16076 0.16723 0.00848 0.19021 0.01639 0.09624 o.to.tÍ2

oli -10.406 0.998 0.998 0.999 0.998 0.999

62i 1.000 -27.2a1 1.000 1.000 r.000 1.00u

o3i 0.999 0.998 -t6.030 0.999 0.999 1.000

o4i 0.999 0.999 0.998 -10.309 0.998 1,000

65i 1.000 0s99 0.999 1.000 -20.54,t 1.000

o6i 0.997 0.993 0.996 0.998 0.996 -4.369

oli 0.996 0.996 0.991 0.996 0.998 0.995

o8i 1.000 I.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

ogi 0.994 0.982 0.992 0.994 0.991 0.991

olo,i 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

oll,i 0.998 0.998 0.998 0.998 0.999 0.999

ol2,i 0.998 0.999 0,999 0.999 0.998 0.999

0.999 0.998 0.999

1.000 0.999 1.000

1.000 0.999 1.000

0.999 0.999 0.999

1.000 0.999 1.000

0.995 0.650 0,994

-4.116 0.998 0.993

1.000 -97.413 L000

0.99t 0.993 -3.365

1.000 1.000 1.000

0.998 0.999 0.999

0.999 t.002 0.998

0.998 0.999 t.000

0.999 1.000 1.000

0.999 1.000 1.000

0.998 0.999 0.999

0.999 1.000 L000

0.997 0.998 0.998

0.995 0.994 0.997

1.000 1.000 1.000

0.988 0.994 0.995

.42.926 1.000 1.000

0.998 -?.887 t.000

0.999 0.999 -7.365
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expenditure slìares. In a terse attack on the concept, Blackorby and Russell conclude that the

AES is completely uninformative. For this reason, we have also calculated the Moris¡ima

elasticity of substitution (MES) [Morishirna 1967; Blackorby and Russell 1989] wlÍch as proved

by the authors prcserves the salient features of the original Hicksian concept in tlìat the MES

concentrates on price and quantity ratios and hence reflects tlÌe curvature of indiffelence curves.

Tlius, the MES, pu can be derived as:

Ftþ,nt) = e¡(p,nt) - Ei; 4.29

The results of are presented in Tables 4.2s - 4.30. once again, Iike tlìe conditional

elasticities, all off-diagonat elements are positive, suggesting again that tlìe degree of

substitutability is stronger than the degree of complementarity among food cofrunodity groups in

Ca¡ada. In general, these results a¡e quite plausible and their ranking and magnitudes fall witlin

ranges found by other researchers such as Moschini and Moro ti993l, as will be shown later in

Section 4.7.4 when we compare results from other studies.

Next, we exarnine expenditure elasticities (reported in Tables 4.,1 - 4.15 above). First,

note that all expenditure elasticities are large, positive, and significant with most of them falling

in the range 0.8 to 1.3, which means all food commodities are nonnal (i.e. e¿o> 0). Relatively

speaking, the entire meat category (other than 'orlIER MEAT') tends to be morc expenditure

elastic. For instance, for the tllree years, the expenditure elasticity for fish is around 1.2 which

indicates that if group expenditure for fish increased by 1 percelìt, the quantity of fish dema¡rded

by households would increase by 1.2 percent. Some of the expenditure elæticities are close to

one (simple inspection). clearly, if one had estimated a system in which all tlre expenditure

elasticities for all commodity groups in the system were unity, vr'e would conclude that the utility

function was Iikely lìomothetic, implying tlìat doubling quantities would double utility - a situation

that corresponds to B; 0 v l. In other words, the comlnodities have an insignificant real

expenditure effect. Our initial test of B- 0 indicated that there is no e priori ¡eason to believe



Table 4-25 Morishima Elasticities of Substitùtion : Uffesrricted ATIDS- 1984

Equarion I 2 3 5678910jlt2

wi 0.11427 0.03915 0,05585 0.07951 0.04136 0.13160 0.17090 0.011?1 0.15288 0.02501 0.1u39 0.09885

Fli ' 0;17305 0.82421 0.87074 0.84630 0.85272 0.85923 o.8r1gÌ 0.82005 0.8ll4l o.ug.13 0.9\.16ó3

ttzi 0 88608 - 0.81885 0.86844 0.83839 0.862?0 0.86929 0.87616 0,84286 0.80950 o.84l8l 0.90703

p3i 0.85818 0;19528 - 0.86413 0.u244 0.86256 0.88195 0.87865 0.80949 0.80646 0.85?46 0.91305

f4i 0.85598 0.80254 0.82393 - 084007 0.86E28 0.85838 0.8,1432 0.82270 0.81139 0.84909 0.90926

p5i 0.86005 0.79475 0.82228 0.86339 - 0.84792 0.86959 0.87322 0.79668 0.80641 O.aîgl o.soalg

I'6i 0.85158 0.80403 0.az40s 0.8t251 0.84849 - 0.82538 0.88557 0.Ìgzlg 0.81994 0.84808 0.grz2g

Fli 0.853ã 0.80063 0.82888 0.86899 0.852v 0.8477t - 0.88086 0.813?9 0.8t242 0.84959 a.s!Ð!?

p8i 0.85940 0.1952t 0.82351 0.86228 0.84142 0.83885 0.815'1t - 0.85230 0.83816 0.84516 0.92110

È9i 0.8400? 0.80500 0.82284 0.86169 0.84.78.7 O.B2ZZ\ O;tq6S4 0.87488 - -t.006% O,a3g29 0.90395

plo,i 0.85345 0.19991 0.82102 0.86456 0.84092 0Í/;263 0,863t8 0.874Sg 0.83258 - 0.85001 0.9136E

rll,i 0.85136 0.80164 0.82869 0.87495 0.84354 0.83829 0.826?8 0.88416 0.7.1.163 0.80905 - 0.907Et

pl2,i 0.851?4 0.80521 0.a26',r4 0.8?683 0.84653 0.86229 0.85400 0.88035 0.82025 0.81353 0.85440



Table 4.26 Mo¡ishi¡na Elasticities of Substitution: UNesficted AIIDS: i9g6

Equ¡tion I ìl 12

tvi 0.0949 0.0339 0.1934 0.1612 0.1059

pli 0;76423 0.81836 0.866?8 0.8359.1 0.85400 0.86860 0.85966 o.ïZSv 0.81553 0.u.r46 0.863.73

v2ì 0.E8328 0.8l2ll 0.86580 0.83226 0.83391 0.86599 o.85g2Z 0.82t65 0.81460 0.85623 0.876gt

F3i 0.86150 0;77698 0.8ót56 0.83388 0.85019 0.a't284 0.86309 0.80464 0.8122t 0.84950 0,8?193

lr4i 0 85947 0.78440 0.81623 0.83349 0.83146 0.8i058 0.86034 o.B3is7 0.81817 0.84666 0.870ã

p5i 0.86235 0;17654 0.82069 0.84903 0.8663? 0.8?946 0.86068 O.Bt550 0.80545 0.84g19 0.E6633

f6i 0.86520 0.78785 0.82.522 0.86995 0.83966 0.83440 0.86811 0.81009 0.82334 0.84953 0.87000

ttli 0.86291 0.?8553 0.A2243 0.86196 0.8419? 0.83488 0.86681 0.82885 0.815?6 0.84627 0.E658?

FSi 0.86260 0.1A255 0.82029 0.8620,1 0.83522 0.85759 0.BSl53 0.78756 0.83815 0.84671 0.87107

l.9i 0 85700 0.78642 0.81840 0.86164 0.83899 0.84?32 o.tg6t7 0.86315 -0.82.126 o.a32o2 0.85264

plo,i 0.86038 0.78056 0.80938 0.86385 0.83079 0.E44U 0.85997 0,86375 0.8446.1 0.85333 0.87594

Fllj 0 85986 0.78614 0.82044 0.87136 0.83541 0.81?45 0.83031 0.8?116 0]9126 0.81459 0.E6315

p\2'i 0.86281 0.?8199 0.81?05 0.86938 0.84081 0.83090 0.84571 0.85723 0..tg952 0.82110 0.8532J



Table 4.27 Morishima Etasticities of Substitution: Umestricted AIIDS, 1990

Eqùation I lt
Ivi 0.0731 0.0232 0.0756 o.t672 0.I902

pli 0.64182 0.76556 0.85424 0.74'l8l 0.86316 0.86642 0.83545 0.86346 0.7|93 0.85?5¡ 0.66E34

P2i 0 96906 0.746v 0.84681 0.49261 0.85616 0.88641 0.82695 0.84364 0.69916 0.8429.1 0.85989

¡,3i 0.96095 0.62294 0.84179 0.53186 0.84645 0.E7350 0.82581 0.85549 0]0349 0.84878 0.85.722

p4i 0.97059 0.63660 0.15?4.3 0.60253 0.86t5? 0.85519 0.83223 o.84tt7 0.612t3 o.84}gg 0.85623

l'5i 0.97373 0 633U 0.15619 0.84094 0.85634 0.89105 0.82a72 0.85036 0.70216 0.84802 0.85449

È6i 0.97378 0.63680 0.'16225 0.84896 0.66600 0.23227 0.83966 O.sZ232 O:n364 0.84596 o.a5at2

p7i 0.82567 0.63551 0.76081 0.841?3 0.69444 0.83668 0.83414 0.83375 0.66419 0.Er';216 0.8552

psi 0.96073 0.63758 0.',14493 0.838?? 0.5043r o.84g0g 0.84?56 0.81334 0.?2381 0.841?6 0.aa22l

p9i 0.969?5 0.63455 0;754v 0.84239 0.64656 0.81654 0.80434 0.A2121 -2.52633 0.83652 rj.u4ó12

Èto,i 0.9620t 0.62945 0;15238 0.83622 0.55555 0.86368 0.86487 0.8272t 0.85801 0.84396 0.86 5

pll,i 0.961s2 0.63611 0.75336 0.84368 056373 0.82607 0.82t44 0.83898 0.80526 0.702.75 0.85367

I'12,i r.19335 0.63133 0;157U 0.84623 r.93747 0.84776 0,84837 0.83608 0.8351? 0.88685 0.85145



T¿.ble 4.28 Morishirna Elasticities of Substitution: Hornogeneity and Syrnrnelry Restdcted ALIDS, 19g4

Equafion I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 n t2

lyì 0.11427 0.03915 0.05585 0.olg51 0.04136 0.13160 0.1?090 0.0ll?1 0.15288 0.0250i 0.lll39 0.09885

Ì,li ' 0;79997 0.82964 0.8?10? 0.84893 0.84753 0.84687 0.88081 0.7',1137 0.815?0 0.8485ó 0.90482

p2i 0.86120 - 0.81815 0.86?80 0.83880 0.83941 0.83608 0.87718 0.'16201 o,8r2r| 0.84330 0.g0g20

!3i 0.86531 0;19128 - 0.86400 0.u274 0.83937 0,85387 0.87964 0.76088 o.8lll2 0.8s526 0.90788

p4i 0.86834 0.79875 0.82615 - 0.84t84 0.85590 0.84901 0.878?5 0.'17345 0.81371 0.85250 0.91284

I'si 0.86951 0.79118 0.82332 0.85825 - 0.u723 0,36311 0.87845 0.71'163 o.8lr25 0.84566 0.90565

I'6i 0.86692 0.19746 0.82695 0.87514 0.84790 - 0.833?8 0.88223 0..16272 0.81615 0.A4'1gS 0.91406

È7i 0.8672t 0.79150 0.83285 0.8?8?5 0.85202 0.83??8 - 0.88215 0.75825 0.8154? 0.84558 0.91u6

r'si 0.86630 0.78756 0.82453 0.8556? 0.83944 0.86280 0.86514 - O..171r2 0.82367 0.85505 0.91989

l¡gi 0.86130 0;79402 0.82t64 0.86413 0.8r'602 0.82935 0.S1666 0.88429 - -0.?8056 0.84007 o.sos'4

plo,ì 0.8ó388 0,',19323 0.8185? 0.86162 0.83953 0.84640 0.84029 0.88429 0.'16995 - 0.84369 0s0g7g

Fll,i 0.86489 0.79'133 0.832?8 0.8?148 0.8461? 0.9444j 0.83882 0.88t34 0.??051 0.81483 - 0.90864

pl2,i 0.86539 0.80110 0.83t39 0.86260 0,84781 0.856'tZ 0.855t8 0.8825t 0.78353 0.8t.127 0_85340 _



Table 4.29 Morishitna Elasticities of Substitution: Hornogenei¡r and Sylnmety Resficted ALIDS: 19g6

Equation I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 t0 ll t2

o.o92t2 0.03287 0.M896 0.0754',1 0.03507 0.t8909 0,15589 0.00890 0,t4478 o.OZZ33 0.10268 0.09182

Fli 0?8466 0.82096 0.86307 0.83837 0.85374 0.84?48 0.86438 0.78931 0.82014 0.84154 o.a6z33

,¿2; 0.87079 0.811 0.86351 0.83016 O.g399Z 0.83335 O.g62t3 0.?5063 0.gr5ll 0.84?10 0.862.

p3i 0 86561 0.17630 0.85820 0.83604 0.85189 0.84648 0.86410 0.71025 0.81458 0.f/'225 0.E6096

ìi4i 0.86762 0;783'13 0.81887 0.83281 0.94.14t 0.84100 0.86366 o..7g3}g 0.82030 O.84.t.tS 0.s690?

Fsi 0,86?16 0.1156'.1 0.81853 0.85085 0.85688 0.85?49 0.83943 0..11929 0.81418 0.81752 Ð.86602

p6i 0.8?448 0.78358 0.A2520 0.86617 O.B4t74 0.83t62 0.86488 O..I7BO2 0.g2243 O.a36m 0.86156

p?i o.8'r352 0.18266 0.82485 0.86476 0,84305 0,832;52 0.86406 0.??016 0.82174 0.84220 0.E6561

psi 0.86835 0;7 ÌS4r 0.82085 0.85751 0.83384 0.86834 0.85973 o.158}g 0.88012 0.E4.728 0.86716

p9i 0.86961 0.17545 0.81662 0.86?05 0.83687 0.82S91 0.82018 0.86791 _0.62008 0.83640 0.E5583

pl0,i 0.89755 0.7?518 0.80845 0.86312 0.S2glB 0.85362 0.84419 0.86,197 O.j6Z7o 0.84330 a.atz52

pll'i 0.86823 0.78553 0.82269 0.86813 0.8314 0.83106 0.83954 0.8648? 0.7,1gg5 o.82l3l 0.867e4

pl2,i 0.86166 0.78415 0.82201 0.86970 0.84045 0.s4080 0.84536 0.8?814 0.?7809 0.gr8?l 0.84862
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Table 4.30 Morishima Elâsticities of Substitution: Hornogeneity and Symmetry Restricted AIIDS: 1990

Equafion I 2 3 4 5 6 89 l0 lI 12

w; 0.07313 0.02325 0.04530 0.07556 0.03603 0.16076 0.t6723 0.00848 Ð.rg}zt o.0t63g o.ag6u 0.10.742

uli 0 64931 0.752/0 0.83910 0;Ì6303 0,84232 o.82gA2 0.83233 0.80046 0.71406 0.83813 0.880e6

F2i 0 80482 0;72982 0.83829 0.75041 0.81Ìt2 0.83t44 0.82695 oJ3lo} O.6g7t5 0.83039 0.E8956

¡¡3i 0.80317 0 63618 0.83292 0.75t63 0.83545 0.83566 0.82926 0.78840 0.70960 0.s3834 0.88579

p4i 0.8195t 0.65256 0.?5848 0.165't5 0.85256 0.82946 0.83290 0.7gggo o3t49z 0.83945 0.88695

F5i 0.80714 0 64094 A.74795 0.83263 0.83928 0.84581 O.82g12 01837t 0]0996 0.s3313 0.88250

p6i 0.82459 0.65093 0;163',t4 0.84958 0.17093 0.822 0.83480 0.78555 0.7t790 0.84146 u.aaszl

r?i 0.82342 0.65424 0.76648 0.842'.11 0.114t9 0.83169 0.83428 0.?8490 0:7t726 0.83620 rJ.Eüó64

pSi 0.81109 0.63555 0.?4090 0.83593 0.?5389 0.85938 0.84138 0]g6t6 0: r4g 0.84756 0.9Ì828

!9i 0.82258 0.64618 0.76135 0.84246 o:t67SO 0.82529 0.81573 0,83060 _1.44233 0.84AOg 0.E8230

Irlo,i 0.80539 0.62495 0;14287 0.83137 0.15432 0.84301 0.82838 0.83060 0.76933 0.83093 0.89128

llf i 0.82t16 0.65156 0.76354 0.84209 0.76191 0.83998 0.82228 0.8343t 0.80021 oJ157g 0.s9028

pl2,i, 0.82805 0.654'13 0;165ç4 0.84614 0.??051 0.84974 O.B3,t7g 0.8365? 0.80200 0.72220 0.85050



tllat tìle composition of a Canadian household's food-athome budget is independent of utility or

total expenditure, hence tlrere is no reason why this restriction must be imposed a priori.

I'Table 4.31, we have presented a comparison of own-price a-nd expenditure related

elasticities for the tluee years. The trends in the magnitudes ofelasticities for tlre meat categories

(beef' pork, chicken, and fish) and fat is interesting. Although all these own-price elasticities still

exÌúbit inelastic demands, it is worth noting that within tlÌe meat category, chicken, fish, and pork

have recorded relative declines in own price elasticity between 1984 and 1990, whiclÌ implies that

these meats lìave acquired a very salient position in the ca¡adian diet. The exception is fish

whose change in expenditure elasticity is ambiguous. overall, these results may not be entirely

surprising when one considers the issues of structural change in deman<l as tlìey relate to health

issues associated with red meats such as beef. Notice too that fat has acquired a very important

position. Is this i¡onic? we believe not. The fat category inclurles both polysaturates and

monosaturates. A sigdficant proportion of the increase in fats and oils has been attributed to

increased vegetable oil consumption. Again, caution is required in drawing conclusions about the

structure of preferences. However, this observation seems to corroborate anecdotal and ernpirical

evídence showing major changes in consulner preferences in favour of certain commodities.

These own-price effects on food-at-home budget shares are indeed very significa't from

a policy vantage point as tlìey suggest that price policy will co¡rtinue to be an impoÍa-nt

agricultural policy instrufirent, especially in relatiou to supply lnanagelnent prograrns. obviously,

one needs to add a caveat ltere in view of the limited substitution possibilities futdícated by the

very small cross-price elasticities. Notice too tlìat expenditure elasticities are generally high for

pork, clicken, fish, and fat, irnplying that we would anticipate further increases in meat

consumption in future provided of course household incornes rise. Table 4.31 also suggests that

tlìe relationship between our own price and expenditure elasticities is not fixed. For instance,

observe that for 1984, the lrighest Marshallian own-price elasticities ale ¡anked as beef, other



Table 4.31 Cornparing Own-price an<l Expenditure Elasricities for 19g4, 19g6, and 1990

Commodity

1984

Manh¿llian Expenditure
Own-Price Elasticity

1986

Ma¡shallian Expenditure
Own-Price Elasticity

t990

Marshâlli¿ìn Expenditure
Own-Price Elasticity

BEEF

PORK

CHICKEN

OMEAT

FISH

CEREAI

VEGES

SUGAR

DAIRY

FATS

NATCO

OTHER

-0.88529 1.14142

-0.812r'9 t.20281

-0.84670 1.11722

-0.88787 0.98898

-0.86118 1.19961

-0.8s077 0.90528

-0.8s885 0.95325

-0.88431 1.17451

-0.81711 1.09t44

-0.81903 0.98709

-0.84561 0.83634

-091122 0.93231

-0.89314 1.1t547

-0.19297 1.12575

-0.83803 1.16524

-0.87992 t.05r72

-0.85201 1.21222

-0.84101 0.84565

-0.86188 0.99489

-0.86770 1.20873

-0.80780 0.98741

-0.82633 1.08678

-0.85011 0.92857

-0.87s77 0.99940

-0.85583 1.L6079

-0.66839 1.46458

-0.78644 1.32889

-0.85225 0.96956

-0.78148 1.14433

-0.83276 0.81096

-0.85ss3 0.99983

-0.83835 1.39483

-0.82889 0.99238

-0 .72365 1 .2257 5

-0.84694 0.912:72

-0.89143 0.93330



meat, sugar, and other But the rank for the highest expenditure elasticity conesponds to pork,

fìsh, chicken, and sugar For 1990, tlre ranking is other, vegetables, beef, and non alcoholic

beverages and the expenditure elasticities are pork, suga¡ clicken, and fat. In demand systems

such as tlre Rofterda-rn and the Linear Expenditure system (LES) which assume strong separabilíty,

we would expect to find a fixed relationship between t.lìe own-price elasticities and expenditure

elasticities. Deaton [l974] refers to this restrictive approximate proporfionality between price and

expenditure elasticities as Pigou's law. For a fairly disaggregated cornrnodity system like ours,

it is easy to see how additive demand systems such as the LES which assumes strong sepa¡ability

cau severely distort measurelnent since one can generally expect variations in total expenditure

to outweiglì tlÌose in relative prices. Assuming homofltetic preferences hinders this analysis.

4.7.4 Comparing Elasticities from other Studies.

In'ral¡Je 4.32, we present a summary of price and expenditure related elasticities from

other studies that have investigated issues similar to ones addressed in this study. There are many

such studies and it is irnpossible to reference all of them. Hence, we only pick tlìose tlìat closely

match the level of aggregation employed in this study. Since Canadian studies in tlìis vein are

quite few, we also present u.s. studies. However, comparing studies from canada ancl tlie u.S.

may not be wholly wananted if tlre countries constitute two distinct economic mosaics although

it is not too far fetched to talk about NortlÌ American preferences. It is also instructive to caution

against lnaking unqualified direct comparisons of elasticities especially since we lanow that such

estimates can vary considerably depending on ernpirical model specification, level of cornmodity

aggregation, theoretical restrictions ilì force, as well as types of <lata employed and period coverecl,

our study ernploys Public use Micro Data Tapes for 19g4, 19g6, 1990 - tlre first time to our

knowledge that tlüs data has been ernployecl in this nar¡ner.

As can be seen frorn Table 4.32, a number of our owlr- price and expenditure elasticities

fall within the range reported in these other studies, especially for beef, cliicken, pork, and fish.
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'fa}.rle 4.32. A Comparison of Elasticities from otlrer Demand Studies

Study Dât¡ì

Elasticities

Commodity Own-Price Expenditure

Reynolds and Goddard

[1991]

Chen a¡d Veernan

tl991j

Atkins, Ken, and
McGivem 119891

Hassân and Johnson

î19791

Moschini and
Moro [1993]

Blâncifo i and Green

t19841

Moschini and Meilke
[ 1989]

Gradu¡I-
Switching
ALIDS

Dynarnic
ALIDS

Log-Linear

Box-Cox
Transfonn at io
n

S tatic and
Dynarnic
AI]DS

Beef
Po¡k
Chicken

Beef
Pork
Chicken
Turkey

Beef
Pork
Chicken

Beef
Pork
Chicken
Veal

Beef
Pork
Poultly
Fish
Mitk
Butter
Fats & Oils
Fresh Vege
Brald, Bakery
S ugan
Beverages
Other Food

Meats
Fruit, Vege
Ce¡eal,
Bakery

Beef
Po¡k
Chicken
Fish

ALIDS

Gradual-
Switching
AIIDS

Pooled CS TS
Sarnple Mean
L948-78

TS

1967 -87

TS

1975-84

TS

1967 -87

TS
1968-7 4

TS

1965-76

TS

i961-88

-0.76
-0.67
-0.19

-0.77
-0.82
-0.9s
-0.09

0.58
-0.78
-0.51

-0.45
-0.84

-0.73
-3.19

-0.50
-0.62
-0.72
-0.61
-0.36
-0.92

-0.12
-0.49
-0.45
-0.14
-0.28
-0.4

-0.57
-0.60
-0.55
-1.01

-1.05
-0.84

-0.10
-0.43

i.13
1.14

'-0.02

0.93
1.01

1.04

0.99

-0.07

-0.20
-1.25

0.36
0.44
0.62
0.86

0.93
1.00
1.51

1.92
0.47
0.49
-0.51

3.89
0.88
0.72
1.08
0.71

L39
0.85
0.21
0.31

0.78
0.67
0.36
1.62



Table 4.32 (continued)

Study Model

Elasticities

Cornlnodity Own-Price Expenditure

Lee, Brorvn, and Seale

u9ezl

Eales and Unnevet[
lt993l"

Huarg [1985]

Capps and Havl.icek

t19841

Heien and Pornpelli
t 19881

Christensen and Manser
119't7J

Blackorby, Boyce, and
Russell [1978]

Rotterd.lrn TS 1960-87

ALIDS TS 1962-1989
Inverse
AIIDS

Cornposite Constant

S,-Branch Satnpte Mear
Systern 1946-68

AIIDS Salnple Mean
1917

Indirect CS
Translog 1971

Generalized CS
S-Branch 1968
System

Oranges
Grâpefruit
Apples
Bananas
Orange Juice
Apple Juice

Beef
Pork
Chicken
Nonmeat
Other

Beef
Pork
Chicken
Other Meats
Fârs, Oils
SugaÌ

Ground Beef
Ro¿ìsts

Stq1ks

Pork
Other Meats
Poultry
Seafood

Steâk
Roast
Ground Beef

Beef
Poultry
Fish
Seafood

Beef
Pork
Poul[y
Fish

-0.n
-0.50
-0.28
-0.n
-0.04
-0.35

-0.85
-t.23
-0.23

-1.20
-1.10

-0.62
-0.13
-0.53
-1.37
-0.22
-0.0s

-1.58
-1.83
-1.69
-1.30
-1,.46

-1.25

-0.73
- 1.11

-0.8s

-1.09
-0.71

-0.17
-0.38

-0.27
-0.69
-0.63
-0.64

0.79
1.28

0.69
0.15
1.18

0.45
0.44
0.36
0.06
0.37
-0. i8

1.38

1,.66

1.51

1.i1
1.28

1.10

1.96

r.14
1.37

0.69

1,45

0.93
0.37
0.40

1.04

1.13

1.01

0.87

1.37
0.03
1.1 I
0.18
1.30
1.80

Eales and Unnevehr also rcPort flexibiljties based on their Inverse ALIDS. These a¡e not presented here due
to space limitations.
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on the other hand, differences are quite dramatic from one study to another irrespective of

econometric functional fonn employed. Also, the levels of aggregation vary a great deal, and

there is clearly no limit to the level of commodity aggregation. As pointed out earlier in clìapter

3, levels of commodity aggregation are really driven by particular objectives of a stutly. overall,

these differences in the magnitude of elasticities suggest that the estimates are not likely

independent of tlìe level of commodity aggregation, as Klevmarben t19791 has shown. Large

demand systems involving lighly disaggregaterl comnodities tend to generate elasticities witll

unanticipated signs.

4.8 Testing Theoretical Restrictions

In this section, we present results of our tests of theoretical restrictions, recalling that the

ALIDS (because it is derived from an explicit expenditure function) permits us to test the validity

of these neoclassical restrictions. Model validation, goodness of fit, and curvature are also

considered.

4.8.1 Testing Homogeneity and Symmetry

We first estirnated tlìe full unconstrained model in order to test the lìomogeneity restriction

)itu=0, w. tlren imposed hornogeneity and syrnmetry and tested symnetry in tliat context. In

order to test the validity of these linear restrictions on the disaggregated ALIDS system, we

etnployed the extended version of the single F-l¿st. The general liypothesis about the test of linear

restrictions on the elements of the coefficient vector B in (4.22) has the fonn:

RP-r=0 S.Z+

whe¡e R is a known full row rank matrix (i.e. no linea¡ dependencies between hypothesis) with

dimension qx K (q < lf) a¡rcl ' is a known vector of dirnension q x L Assurning that
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stoclìastic eûors are normally distributed, the F-test statistic for testing tlìe general hypothesis that

Rp - r = 0 is true is given by:

F (q, (N - 1)(H - Ð = 
(Rß' r)rIR 6 r Y 1 x)r R \'t (Rß - Ò/ q

w xp)Y-' (w xp)tlw t)I--rt

wlrere P./ = :,-1 a /

Table 4.33 presents F-tests results of homogeneity and symaetry. Looking first at the

homogeneity test, we observe that F-test values for homogeneity are less tian tìreir critical

values at the I percent and 5 percent levels of significance in all but one equation. This result

is encouraging in view of ttre frequency with which homogeneity has been rejected in most

demald studies. We ûnd the frequent rejection of homogeneity difficult to understand given tttat

homogeneity irnposes only one restriction on each budget share equation. Such rejection may

signal a violation of one or more of the classical oLS assumptions. ln particular, observe that

most studies have tended to assume exogeneity of expenditure and proceeded to apply suRE, to

their share equations. In fact, we initially estimated our model using SURE but quickly

abandoned fhis approach ând adopted 3SLS due to tlìe fact tliat homogeneity was strongly

rejected. under these circumstances, the explicit assumption of exogeneity of expenditure is not

the proper parametdc representation of demand and hence the rejection of homogeneity may

precisely be tlre consequence. Attfield t1gg5, lggll has suggested flìat because a test for

lìomogeneity (with total expenditure assumed exogenous) is equivalent to a test for exogeneity of

total expenditure æsuming homogeneity, rejection of homogeneity could be interyreted instead

as rejecting t.lìe hypotlìesis of exogeneity of the expenditure variable where homogeneity is

assulned as one of the rnaintained llypothesis. Our homogeneity results seem to validate our use

of 3sls. Ideally, a formal Hausman test may need to be conducted to justify the use of 3SLS.

The fact that the statistics obtained by the 3SLS procedure do not reject the hypothesis of

lromogeneity may not say anything about the endogeneity of expenditure since the 3sLS estímator



Table 4.33 Results of Homogeneity and Symrnetry Tests for i994, 19g6, and 1990

1984 1986 1990

prob>F" F-tesl prob>F F-test prob>FCornmodity F-test

a. Homogeneity:

BEEF

PORK

CHICKEN

OMEAT

FISH

CEREAL

VEGES

SUGAR

DAIRY

FATS

NALCO

OTHERb

1.5078 0.2195

0.0672 0.7955

1.5923 0.2070

2.8799 0.0897

t.0644 0.3022

0.0020 0.0944

0.5431 0.4502

2.9104 0.0712

3.5324 0.0601

7 39U 0.0046

2.7392 0.1079

1.t940

0.5364

0.0545

0.5349

0.0122

1.1594

1.0759

0.5690

1.0010

0.1076

0.8766

0.t592

0.9133

0.8154

0.4645

0.1260

0.2994

0.1301

0.8911

0.3150

0.7429

0.6su

0.6117

12202

2.t092

0.0139

0.282ß

0.0579

0.1260

0.0161

0.0678

0.0119

0.6154

0.4405

0.2693

0.1206

0.9003

0.0949

0.2001

0.9221

0.6099

0.4L07

0.0601

0.0001

b. Symmetry:

All Equations 12.7112 0.0001 14.2154 0.0001 19.7173 0.000r

a P¡ob>F is the exact significance level for the F ¡atio test of the hypothesis that all nonintercept paramete¡s are zero.

b. The restriclion ! yu = 0 ¡educes theALIDS ro lr,- = o. r I,¡ Ulrrt¡ ß,lnQttlp) + äiD-, hence lhe caregory,OTHER,
is rnissìng. ¡.1



is consistent even if total expenditure is in fact exogenous. AII we can say is that based on our

two-stage budgteing procedure, we know a priori ¡hal rnh is contemporaneously correlated with

tlÌe error tenn, so that at the very least, our use of 3SLS is more defensible than any procedure

that does not accolnmodate this endogeneity problern.

Next, we examine symmetry test results. The situation here is very disappointing since

all F-values are significantly greater than their critical values at the 1 percent atld 5 percent levels,

leading us to sfongly reject symmetry in all cases. witlìin the context of otlrer food demand

studies, this result is not entirely unusual. Indeed, as illustrated in Table 4.34 virhralty all existing

empirical investigations of dema¡rd systems reject symmetry restrictions. Needless to say, quite

a number of other studies did not bother to test the significance of theoretical restrictions.

canadian studies that have found statistical suppoft for the neoclassical theory of consumer

behaviour witlrin the context of tlìe present study include chen and veeman [1991], ancl

Mosclrini and Moro [1993] although these conclitions are only found acceptabte for dynarnic

specifications of the ALIDS.

As alluded to above, a nutnber of factors can cause rejection of a tlÌeoretical hypothesis.

Winter [1984] and Blundell et. al LI993l argue that a common rejection of theoretícal restrictions

is due to dynarnic rnisspecification. Meisner [1979] and Lin t19931 point out that tlìe asymptotic

X2 test based on the estimated covariance lnatrix of the uffestricted model tends to reject the null

hypothesis of symmetry too often,

Altllough the analysis of household expenditures in cross-sectional dema¡rd studies is

necessarily static, the above observatioÌrs suggest that ñ¡rther work in this area be directed at

incoryorating dynarnics in the fonn of sorne food stock adjustment rnechanisrn, based of course

on the assumption of the existence of stocks. This may involve treating, say, frozen foods, as a

'durable' good. In actual empirical work, data are usually not available on stocks, lìence tlìe

difficulty in estilnation. An altemative would be to incorporate price and expenditure adjusEnent



Tal]le 4.34. Homogeneity, Symmetry, and C\rvature Tests from other Demand Studies

Study Model Dâta

Theoreticâl Restriction"

Hotnogeneity H + S Curvature

Reynolds and Goddard
[199i]

Chen and Veelnan

[1991]

Atkins, Ken, ând
McGivem [989]

Hassan and Johnson

[1979)

Moschini and
Moro [i993]

Blanciforti and Green

t19841

Moschini a¡rd Meílke
t19891

Deaton and Muellbauer
[1980]

Chlistensen, Yo¡genson,
and Lau [1975]

Goddârd, D.[1983]

Ray [1982]

Rossi 119841

Eales ard Unnvehr [1988]

Gradual-Switching
ALIDS

D¡'nanic ALIDS

Log-Linear

Box-Cox
Transfornâtion

S tatic ând
Dynrunic ALIDS

AL]DS

Gnìdual-Switching
ALIDS

AIIDS

Translog

LES, ALIDS

AIIDS

ALIDS

AIIDS

TS
1975-84

TS
1967 -87

TS

1968-7 4

TS

1965-76

1ò

196i-88

Pooled CS
TS
Siunple Mean
1948-78

TS
1967 -87

U.K.
1954-7 4

U.S.
1929-72

Ca¡ada

Pooled

TS

TS

NA

NA

NA

NA

A

NA

NA

NA

NA

R

R

R

R

R

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

R

NA

NA

R

R

NA

NA

NA

NA

R

IMPOSED

R

R

R

R

" A= accepted; R= reiected; NA= not available



mechíìnisms since these are oÍten available. However, to do this, one needs sufficient time series

of cross-sections. The present microdata set does not make tlìis possible. Hence, short of tltese

considerations, it is easy to see why a failure to incorporate inter temporal elements in a context

which clearly warrants such inclusion will continue to cause significant problems for tests of

theoretical restrictions of utility theory.

Given the strong rejection of symmetry, one might be inclined to conclude that our

extended stage two household ALIDS is not the proper parametric representation of houseltold

demand in Canada. However, whetlrer or not the rejection of salient theoretical restrictions such

¿ìs symmetry must now suggest tlìat we take tlìe falsificationist debate more eamestly, as

suggested recently by Fox and Kivarda [1994] will continue to be a contestable issue tlrat lies

beyond tìre scope of this study. In general, however, it is impofant to test implications of

neoclassical theory. Howeve¡ as clark and coyle [1994] have argued, the difficulties in

fonnulating tests for theoretical restrictions are frequently underestimated. This is particularly true

with respect to econometric specification wlrere it is difficult to infer whether neoclassical

properties have been rejected even though classical statistical tests may be available. Accorrling

to clark and coyle, tlús may be explai-ned by a number of factors. First, tlìe normality

assumptions underlying tlìe statistical tesfs may not be reasonable approximatiom to the true

empirical distribution, leading to a distortion in the power of tests. Second, thefe may be serious

questíons about the exogeneity of regressors and about consistent aggregation. clearly, any of

these imply serious misspecification. Indeed, as Aìtle and capalbo t19ggl have also stated,

researchers must generally be aware that violatious of theoretical restrictions by an econometrically

estilnated model may sirnply be caused by sampling enor, data enors, moclel misspecification, or

simultaneous equation bias. In this vieW we believe it is fair to question the extent to wlÌich

rejection or nomejection of theoretical restrictions must be the sole criterion for rnodel selection.

4.8.2 Checking Curvature Conditions.
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A fourth restriction imposed by neoclassical tlreory is negativity and involves concavity

of the expenditure firnction ø(p,u). Concavity or negativity of the substitution matrix has ¡eceived

far less attention in empirical demand studies relative to surnmability, Iromogeneity, and symmetry

in spite of the fact that it is an importânt result in economic theory. In this section, we present

results of our tests of curvature. Testing curvature is significant in tlat semi negative definiteness

of the substitution matrix conesponds to tlìe second order conditions for competitive utility

maximization behaviour of economic agents. synmetry and negative semiclefiniteness of

òx(p,u)/òp irnplies that tlìe set of Hicksian differential clemand equations 4"@,u) = òe(p,u)/àp;

integrate up to a lnacro function eþ,ú) that is concave in p, so that one can interpret tlle

uncompensated demands r'(p,m) as being derived ffom competitive utility rnaxirnizing behaviour

Hence, concavity ifrplies that the Hessia¡r matrix of tlìe expenditure function eþ,u) is negative

semi definite. The Hessia¡r equals tlìe slutsky matrix $ of compensated price lesponses defined

as

4.30

which is simply the matrix of second order partial derivatives of the expenditure ftnction

e(p,u) with respect to prices p.

within our ALIDS model, this property of negativity carnot be easity maintained or tested

statistically especially since, unlike homogeneity and symmetry, it involves inequality restrictions

on latent roots.. Neither can it be imposed a priori. F.atheÍ, it can be verified separately for each

data point by deriving tlìe characteristic roots or eigenvalues of the estimated matrix of

compensated substitution terms.¡l have the typical elernent {fu} related to Hicksian elasticities as

follows:

&..=ppÃlm=e"üwt

&u = T,¡ + BB/logM - logP) + v,,v,,- wþ,,

.r=," 
' 
-l*"ø,u'rl _(d"ø,,1\

L 
'r \ @ )** \ ù'ap )*,*

r44
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where all the variables and parameters are as defined above. This expression is more amenable.

Rather than searching for conditions for the negative semidefiniteness of tlìe Hessian matrix, it

is much sirnpler to just derive the !u [ratrix ard then establish conditions for which this matrix

is negative semi definite. A necessary (but not sufficíent) condition for concavity requires all

diagonal elements of our slutsky substítution matrix to be negative. Equivalently, a necessary

condition for the negative semidenniteness of the matrix rf requires the computed diagonal

elements to be nonpositive, i.e.

&¡¡ = T¡¡ + B!(logM - logP) + w,w, - w,3 0. 4.32

This condition is only necessary but not suffient. In addition, we need to establislì that matrix

rl is negative semidefinite, irnplying concavity of the Hessian matrix). To do this, we compute

clìaracteristic roots of matrix ¡1. If all computed clìaracteristic roots are nonpositive, then

matrix { is negative semídefinite and our expenditure function e(p,4) is concave. Since the

matrix { is a function of prices and expenditure, we would expect each data point in the

sanple to have a different ,l matrix since we caflrot expect concavity to hold globally for the

ALIDS.

Frorn Tables 4.35 - 4.40, we can see that all diagonal elements of the substitution matrix

are negative, thus establishing the necessary condition for concavity. In Table 4.41, we have

provided characteristic roots corresponding to the compensated substitution matrices derived from

botlì the restricted and unrestricted models for the years 1994, 19g6, and 1990. All estimated

characteristic roots are nonpositive, except for 1990 where the uffestricted model generates one

noffregative loot. In general, however, tlìese results may suggest that evidence from flre data

appears to be sufficiently strong for us to conclude tlìat tlìe theoretical property of negatíve

semidefiniteness lrolds and hence there is no violation of the concavif of the households'

expenditure functions.
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Table 4.35 Compensâted Substitution Effects: Uffestricted ALIDS: 1984

Equarion 1 2 3 5 6 7I910 lt 12

kil -0.08625 0.00514 0.0057? 0.00805 0.00435 o.ol274 0.01683 0.00123 0.013G4 0.$247 0.01076 0.00958

ki2 0.0006? .0.03003 0.00157 0.ao28z 0.00114 0.00485 o.!J0512 0.00033 0.00579 0.00082 0.00384 0.00376

ki3 0 00520 0.00157 -0 04349 0.00359 0.00180 0.00596 0.00856 0.00052 0.006?4 0.00106 0.00556 0.0\J474

ki4 0.00811 0 00269 0.00359 -0.06364 0.00263 0.00957 0.01183 0.00073 0.00946 0.00162 0.0083? 0.00762

ki5 0 00402 0.00107 0.00174 0.00230 -0.03355 0,00491 0.00?04 0.00035 0.00561 0.000?4 0.0036t 0.00350

ki6 0 01340 0.0049E 0.00710 0.01057 0.00465 -0.096?8 0.0i9t9 0.00r2t o.ot321 0.00268 0.0t146 0.01254

ki? 0.01862 0.00677 0.01037 0.01290 0.00?l? 0.0r699 -0.11899 0.00210 0.01533 0.004r? 0.01454 0.01559

ki8 00003? 0.00029 0.00055 0.00044 0.0001E 0.00221 0.0020? -0.0101E 0.00143 0.00015 0.00t71 0.00115

ki9 0.01544 0 00618 0.00696 0.01096 0.00462 0.ot4l2 0.02203 0.00196 -0.104?1 0.00369 0,01033 0.01338

ki,lo 0.00214 0.00066 0.000?7 0.00149 0.0005? 0.00359 0.00338 0.00053 0.00362 -0.01982 0.00183 0.00206

ki'll 00ll0l 0 00346 0.00581 0.00?61 0.00416 0.01246 0.01644 0.0010? 0.01313 o.oo242 -0.08392 0.00998

ki 12 0 01003 0.00345 0.00526 0,00720 o.oo372 0.01230 0.01570 0.00120 0.01301 0.00237 0.00991 .0.0E094



Table 4.36 Cornpensated Substitution Effects: Umesficted ALIDS: 1986

Equation I 2 3 4 5 6 t I910 ll tz

rir -0.07212 0.00330 0.00385 0.00578 0.00279 0.01555 0.01241 0.000?1 0.010?2 0.001?3 0.00?90 0.00?33

kiz 0.00066 -002488 0.0009? 0.00206 0.00068 0.00581 0.00443 0.00023 0.00425 0.00052 0.00298 0.OO2Z}

ki3 0 00355 0.00106 -0.03818 0.00274 0.00143 0.00858 0.00664 0.00036 0.00558 0.00066 0.00417 0.au4z

ki4 0.00614 0 00216 0.0030r '0.06039 0.001?1 0.01320 0.00963 0.00055 0.00s90 o.oor42 0.00731 0.00636

ki5 0rn252 0.00078 0.00124 0.0ols8 -0.02836 0.00588 0.00521 0.00024 0.00410 0.00050 0.00276 0.00296

ki6 0.01595 0.00503 0.00829 0.01182 0,00651 .0.t2814 o.024o| 0.0015? 0.02410 0.00365 0.01403 0.01378

ki? 0.01470 0.00516 0.00802 0.01068 0.00598 o.o237r -0.11053 0.0012? 0.01262 0.0033? 0.01246 0.0r2s5

ki8 0.00030 0 00009 0.00033 0.00030 0.00015 0.00222 0.00162 -0.00?62 0.00086 0.00016 0.00152 0.00008

ki9 001179 0.00428 0.005ã 0.01058 0.00414 0.02t31 0.02050 0.00080 .0.1009? 0.00329 0.0096¿ 0.00938

ki,l0 0.00153 0.00051 0.00065 0.00145 0.00023 0.00461 0.00262 0.00035 0,ffJ226 _0.0t784 0.00160 0.00203

ki'll 0 00811 0.00318 0.00441 0.00658 0.00311 0.0t704 0.01354 0.00078 0.01051 0.002t0 -0.07798 0.00862

ki'12 0.00716 0 cÃ299 0.0a421 0.00636 0.00282 0.01588 0.01245 0.000?6 0.00964 0.00201 o.aïlg| -0.072t1
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Tùle 4.37 Cornpensated Substitution Effects: Unrestricted ALIDS: 1986

Equario¡ I 2 3 5 6 7I910 Il 12

kil '018409 0.01668 0.03213 0.0s432 0.02601 0.11607 0.09598 0.00602 0.13648 0.0164 0.06889 0.l0ll5

ki2 0.01600 .0.01441 0.00014 0.00126 0.00048 o.0o27t 0.00260 0.00015 o.ao278 0.000t6 0.00156 0.00lEl

ki3 0 03184 0.0005? .0.032?1 0.00230 0.00124 0.00647 0.00649 0.00019 0.00615 0.00050 0.00302 0.0037E

ki4 0.05424 0.00155 0.00280 -0.05894 0.002t9 0.01108 0.01031 0.00050 0.0tI85 0.00092 0,00612 0.00711

ki5 0 00609 -0.005?4 .0.00941 -0.01035 -0.02664 ,0.01181 -0.00?53 -0.00200 -0.0176? -0.00301 -0.01691 0.12869

kì6 0.11664 0.00355 0.0064? 0.01193 0.00550 -0.\312 0.02224 0.00123 0.02141 0.00262 0.01t78 0.0r54E

ki? 0.12255 0.00436 0.00?91 0.0ll8l 0.00692 0.02t45 -0.1t68? 0.0012¡ 0.02007 o.ooz72 0.0ll8o 0.01606

ki8 000584 '0.00001 -0.0000? 0,00036 0.00005 0.00196 0.001¡2 -0.00702 0.00133 0.00000 0.001ll u.0\J093

ki9 0.13808 0.00393 0.00819 0.01263 0.00633 0.02374 0.02661 0.00118 -0.12832 0.0030t 0.0125? o.orlu

ki'10 001148 0.00007 0.00033 -0.00182 0.00021 0.00280 -0.00536 0,00023 -0.00ó84 -0.01141 0.m063 0.02048

ki'll 0.06940 0.00187 0,00390 0.0060? 0.00308 0.01340 0.01340 0.0006? 0,01406 0.00133 -0.07340 0.00954

ki,t2 0.07731 0.002:26 0.00429 0,00708 0.00331 0.01546 0.01550 0.00t02 0.01590 0.00164 0.008?7 _0.08r9r



T¿ble 4.38 cornpensâted substitution Effecfs: Homogeneity and symrnetry Restricted ALIDS: l9g4

Eqùarion I 23456 8 9I0 1r 12

lil

k;2

ki3

ki4

ki5

ki6

ki7

ki8

ki9

ki,l0

ki,u

ki,l2

-0.08756 0.00395 0.00553 0.008t2 0.00427 0.01324 0.0)725 0.o0ll? 0.01453 o.a!J244 0.01098 0.00980

0.00395 .0.02997 0.00145 0.00265 0.0010? o.oo42z 0.00549 0.00026 0.00438 0.000?0 0.00356 0.00353

0.00553 0.00145 -0.04363 0.00357 0.00174 0.00602 0,00882 0.00051 0.00618 0.00093 0.00574 0.00496

0.00812 0.00265 0.0035? -0.06366 0.00241 0.00989 0.01346 0.00065 0.00980 0.00154 0.00796 0.00619

0.00427 0.0010? 0.001?4 0.00241 -0.03357 0.004?8 0.00691 0.00033 0.00527 0.00070 0.00386 0.00358

001324 0.00422 0.00602 0.00989 0.004?8 -0.09ó28 û.01814 0.00154 0.01494 0.0028? 0.01257 0.01236

0,0t'725 0.00549 0.00882 0.01218 0.00691 0.ol8l4 .0.n894 0.00198 0.01846 0.00361 0.01592 0.015?4

0.00117 0.00026 0.00051 0.00065 0.00033 0.00154 0.00198 -0.01020 0.00142 0.00034 0.00120 0.001t8

0.01453 0.00438 0.00618 0.00980 0.0052? 0.01480 0.01846 0.00142 -0.09941 0.00299 0.01340 0.0131?

0-oc244 0.00070 0.00094 0.00154 0.000?0 0,00287 0.00361 0.00034 o.o0zgg -0.0198? 0.00228 0.00227

0.01098 0.00356 0.005?4 0,a0796 0.00386 o.ol257 o.Ot592 0.00120 0.01340 0.N228 -0.08382 0.00998

0.00980 0.00353 0.00496 0.00746 0,00358 0.01250 o.ot574 0.00118 0.ol3r8 0.00227 0.00998 -0.08096



Table 4.39

':

Compensated Substitution Effects: Homogeneity ând Syrnmetry Resüicted ALIDS: l9g6

Eqùarion I 2 3 4 5 6 j I910 lt rz

kil -0.07281 0.00264 0.00368 0.00583 0.00269 0.01590 0.01296 0.00069 0.01147 0.oo23g 0.00?99 0.00654

ki2 0 00264 -0.02485 0.00100 0.00209 0.00069 o.w52z 0.004t6 0.0001? 0.00282 0.00043 0.00303 0.00259

ki3 0.00368 0.00100 -0.03824 0.00286 0.00132 0.00836 0.00684 0.00035 0.00516 0.00061 0.00428 0.003.77

ki4 0.00583 0.00209 0.00286 -0.06036 0.001?9 0.0t255 0.01013 0.00051 0.009?4 0.00141 0.00?02 0.a0642

ki5 Û.00269 0.00069 0.00132 0.001?9 -0.02838 0.00617 0.00529 o.oao22 0.00401 0.00043 0.00290 o.oo2al

ki6 0.0f590 o.0o52z 0.00836 0.01255 0.00617 -0.t287g o.o236t 0.0016? 0.02140 0.00385 0.01540 u.014óó

ki? 0.01296 0.00416 0.00684 0.01013 0.00529 0.0236t ,0.11018 0.00136 0.0!642 0.00307 0.01363 0.01272

li8 0.00069 0.0001? 0.00035 0.00051 -0.00061 0.00152 0.00112 -0.00763 0.00083 0.00025 0.00082 u.0!u96

ki9 00114? 0.00282 0.00516 0.00974 0.00401 0.02140 0.0t642 0.00083 -o.ag626 0.$2Ig 0.01182 0.01040

ki'10 0.00172 0.00043 0.00061 0.00141 0.00043 0.00385 0.0030? 0.00069 0.00219 -0.01791 0.00198 0.00153

ki,ll 000?99 0.00303 0.00428 0.00702 0.00290 0.01540 0.013ó3 0,00082 0.01182 0.00t98 ,0.07750 0.00862

ki'12 0.00722 0.00259 0.003'17 0.00642 0.00288 0.01467 0.otz12 0.000?4 0.01040 0.00198 0.00862 -0.07199
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Table 4.40 Compensâted Substitution Effects: Homogeneity and Sytnmetry Restricted ALIDS: 1990

Equilion I 2 3 4 5 6't 8 9 r0 11 t2

kii -0.05564 0.00102 0.00191 0.0a443 0.00166 0.01023 0.01045 0.00043 0.olr?2 0.000?3 0.00585 0.007:¿r

kìz 0.001l0 -0.01475 0.00008 0.00138 0.00024 0.00267 0.00333 0.00001 0.û225 -0.00015 0.00166 0.00219

ki3 0 00191 0.00008 -0.032.90 0.00244 0.00078 0.00603 0.00673 0.000t2 0.00668 0.uJo27 0.00359 0.00426

ki4 0.00440 0.00138 0.$244 -0.05886 0.00193 0.01135 0.01067 0.00048 0.0Ì20? 0.00086 0.00607 0.oo72t

kis 0.0016? 0.w024 0.000?9 0.00193 .0.02667 0.OO4g3 0.0056? 0.00012 0.00518 0.00023 o.cî261 0.00325

ki6 0.01023 0.00267 0.00ó03 0.01135 0.00493 -O.n2gt 0.ozt62 0.00133 0.02338 0.00230 0.ot3u 0.01583

ki'r 0.01035 0.00333 0.00668 0.01067 0.0056? 0.02162 -0.11510 0.00130 o.oz4u 0.00230 0.01289 0.01606

kis 000043 0.00001 0.00012 0.00048 0.00012 0,00133 0.00130 -0,00701 0.00i32 0.0000? 0.00075 0.00108

kig o.0II72 0.002?5 0.006',12 0.0t201 0.0051? 0.02338 0.0242t 0.00132 -0.t21.16 O.0O2t2 0.01541 olJrl3g

ki,lo 0.00077 -0.00015 0.0002? 0.00086 0.00023 0.00230 0.00229 0.0000? 0.0ol7l .0.0153 0.00118 0.00200

ki,ll 0.00578 0.00166 0.00359 0.0060? 0.0026'1 0.0t3u 0.0t289 0.000?5 0.01541 0.00118 -0.0?306 0.00982

ki,t2 0.0065? o.rþ229 0,00429 0.00124 o.oo329 0.0ì5?? 0.01596 0.00108 0.01733 0.00164 0.00954 -0.08499
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Table 4.41 Characteristic Roots for tlìe Rest¡icted and Uüestricted Models.

Un-restricted Model Restricted Model

1990

-0.00441

-0.0I152

-0.02t93

-0.032s4

-0.03891

-0.52990

-0,76510

-0.95584

.0.10590

.0.115?7

-o.a03u

-0.00513

-0,00932

-0.01958

-0.02691

-0.33354

-o.u674

-0.0?006

-0.83593

-0.10130

.0.t2310

.0.14844

0.t2514

-0.00716

-0.0n41

-0.01502

-0.02t66

-0.03714

-0.06830

-0.89582

-0.13686

.0.14610

.0.35880

-0.00423

-0.01I50

-0.02190

-o.03229

-0.03876

-0.05219

-0.07581

-0.96257

-0.10583

-0.11320

-0.t3474

-0.00550

-0.009%

-0.01965

-0.0268t

-0.033r9

-0.04619

-0.06993

-0.08363

-0.10029

.o,12097

.0.14?8ì

-0.00576

-0.00870

-0.01263

-0.01801

-0.02964

-0.04041

-0.06155

-0.07302

-0.10083

-0.13550

-o.t4414
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As with most empirical results, caution in drawing conclusions is wananted. First,

conclusions regarding the extent to which we are able to reject or accept a concavity lìypotlresis

should consider the fact that most flexible functional forms caÌmot guarantee concâvity for all

[p,m] combinations. Because tlìe ALIDS (like tlre Translog ard LES) calxlot maintain curyature

over the whole [p,m] space, they are at best only local approximations. An altemative woukl

be to impose global regularity as a const¡aint on estimation as done by chalfant [i9g7] using a

Fourier fonn. Second, we can only draw statistical inferences about our negativity conditions in

5 of 6 cases reported in Table 4.41: if all eigenvalues are less than zero, then we cerlainly woulcl

not reject tlìe null hypotlìesis of concavity. The only question is whet.her one shoukl accept or

reject the null hypothesis in the sixth case. Nevertheless, our result is important frorn a policy

vantage poitìt because it allows us to lnake welfare applications of the rnodel, alt.hough the

presence of one positive root in the 1990 unrestricted model is of some concem. There have been

other approaches to investigating issues of curvature. chalfant, Gray, and white [1991] have

used a Bayesian approach, via Monte carlo integration and ilnportance sampling, to assess

curvature, mollotonicity, and substitution relationships. wìether or not adopting this approach

would lead to different estimates in the context of tlìe present study is an empirical matter that

exceeds the scope of this study and holds potential for future econometric work.

4.9 Goodness of Fit

Hitherto, we have presented a discussion of pararneter estimates and associated elasticities.

It is, lÌowever, appropriate to consider a further issue of model validation by assessing the

statistical properties of our estimated model. In Tables 4.1 - 4.6, we presented the system

weighted R2 and the F-statistics for each budget share equation. The ¡'-statistics correspond to

the second stage of the 3sLS and lnust be interyreted as such. The weighted R2 is a statistical

measure of goodtìess of fit, i.e. it measures the proportion of variation in the househotd budget

shares explained by our set of explanatory variables. Notice tlìat we are interested iD the system



weighted R2 he¡e as opposed to a single-equation R2 whose significance and interpretatio¡ is

limited in this context. A system weighted R2 provides a goodness of fit meæure based on joint

performance of all equations in tlre system rather than a measure obtained from a single objective

function especially since all our equations were esti¡nated using 3sLS by stacking all our

equations and performing a single regression witlì ttre stacked observations weighted by t¡e

inverse of the model en:or covariance matrix. The system weighted R2 is a gooclness of fit

measure of tìe entire system and is given by:

o2 r- ê1(z lØIV

w r(>1ØDòW

where DT=IT-Í/T is an idempotent matrix, ¿ is a vector of GLS residuals, and (I-lgI) is tlìe

weight. (see McBlroy i977 for details).

It should be emphæized that the R'? values only provide hformation tlìat complements

our theoretical and statistical evaluation of our estimated parameters. In pafticular, R2 values are

particularly sensitive to the range taken by the endogenous variables. For ínstance, the values tend

to be higher for quantity or expenditure dependent models and much lower for share equations.

Furtliennore, explained variation increases as lnore regressors are added to the model even when

such increase in explained variation may not be significant by some other criteria such as

likelihood râtio or F tests. In general, one needs to evaluate other measures like estimated

paralneters and elasticities in terms of their plausibility with tlre theory.

The results show that system weighted R2 values range from 0.35 to 0.53 for both ttle

restricted a¡rd un¡estricted models. Although these values suggest tlìat only about 50 percent of

tlìe total variation in respective household budget shares is explained by our prcsent ALIDS, this

result nevertheless represents a reasonable fit considering tlìat cross-section data are employed in

fllis study. Tlpically, we would expect R2 values from budget share estimates based on cross-

section data to be much smaller than ones derived from time series data where variables are highly
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correlated overtime. Reasons for such low values may be varied and may include, ínter alia,

measurement errors f¡om data reporting or coding, extreme values in cross-sectional data series,

model rnisspecification, and randomness in the behaviour of households. AII 2SLS F-statistics

producel values less th4n.0001, indicating that the model vadables taken togetlìer are statistically

significa-nt in explaining observed variations in budget share allocation for the respective food

categories around their respective means.

4.10 Validating the Household ALIDS

So far, our validation lras been confined to investigating the precision and plausibility of

para.rneter estimates, elasticities, theoretical restrictions, and goodness of fit. In this section, we

evaluate the predictive performance of our ALIDS since validating a model via forecasting is

equivalent to testing a model's stability and hence enables us to evaluate tlìe model's goodness

of fit to data. we employ Theil's u97ll forecast enor statistics, u utd ul, in which we basically

wish to detennine the proximity of predicted budget shares to tlre observe<l budget shares of all

food cornlnodities over all cross-sections. To achieve this, we took the colnbined puMDT data

ard divided it i¡to two parts: Eastem canada (Atlantic, euebec, and ontario provinces) and

westem canada @rairies and Pacific region) using appropriate data handling statements in sAS.

we then proceeded to estimate the model for Eastem canada. This estimated sub-rnodel (Model

1) was subsequently employed to forecast budget shares for westem canada (Moclel II). Finally,

a comparison of dre goodness of fit statistics generated ftom Model I and Moclel 2 providerJ us

with a basis for validation: if tliere is no discemible difference in the goorJness of fit statistics

between tlìe two models, then we can conclude that tlre model is validated, so that additional

cross-sectional units enable us to fofecast just as well as those ernployed for estimation.

Tlre results are presented in Table 4.42. Looking at Theil's u and u/ statistics, we see

tlìat these statistics ate close to the ideal value of zero, irnplying t.hat tlre simulation is quite good.



'lab\e 4.42 Theil's Ul and U Staristics: i984, 1986, and 1990

i984 i986 1990

Share U1U1 U1

wl
w2

w3

lv4

Vr'5

w6

w7

w8

w9

w10

w1l

0.0095 0.0047

0.0046 0.0023

0.0053 0.0026

0.0063 0.0031

0.0052 0.0021

0.0073 0.0036

0.0086 0.0043

0.0026 0.0013

0.0099 0.0049

0.0030 0.001s

0.0080 0.0040

0.0017 0.0012

0.0045 0 .0027

0.0029 0.0021

0.0035 0.0027

0.0049 0.0039

0.0041 0.0022

0.0068 0.0032

0.0050 0.0M2

0.0029 0.0021

0.0037 0.0030

0.0028 0.0021

0.0059 0.0032

0.0045 0.0023

0.0043 0.0034

0.0084 0.0065

0.009i 0.0057

0.0028 0.0013

0.0045 0.0036

0.0071 0.00s4

0.0062 0.0M2

0.0063 0.0u9

0.0042 0.0037



This is also apparent from the mean percentage error which shows that on average, tl.re arnount

by wlúch our model overestimates the actual budget shares is quite small. As an altemative to

Tlreil's approach, one ca-n also adopt a dummy variable approach suggested by Judge er. al. tlgggl

to test tlìe validity of our fitted ALIDS model. using the two datasets pertaining to Model I a_nd

Model 2 described in the preceding paragraph, it is possible to define ân intercept-shifting binary

variable representing westem canada and estimate the model (Model 2) subject to the intercept-

shifter for tlris region. A standard chow F- test can be emptoyed to evaluate the hypothesis.

4.10.1 Model Validation and Assumptions of the Classical Linear Regression Model.

Before concluding this section, it is instructive to consider several problerns that can arise

in the context of the classical linear regression moclel, narnely, serial correlation,

heteroscedasticity, multicollinearity. and silnultaneous equation bias. First, t.lis study assumes that

all errors are serially independent in view of t.he fact that we are ernploying cross-sectiona.l data.

second, the use of such data suggests that tlìe error tenn may not be homoscedastic given that

PUMDTS involve heterogeneous household units. cornpared to time sedes data,

lìeteroscedasticity may be tlìe rule rather than tlìe excôption in cross-sectional data. If indeed flle

errors were not homoscedastic, our oLS estimates of the parameter variances would be biased.

In order to establish whether or not heteroscedasticity was a problem, we used a quick intuitive

approach of examining tlìe constance of the error vari ance, êrê. Sirnple visual iirspection suggests

that tlìe squared residuals exlibit no systematic pattenì. This is obviously a simple test. one

could employ the rnore sophisticated white-/¿sl or the B reusch-p agÙúest anrl evaluate the ¡2

values for the presence or absence of heteroscedasticity. However, we did not venture into this

because it lvill complicate our analysis. Nevertheless, as pointed out in section 4.3, one advantage

of estimating sharc equations is precisely the fact tlìey involve less lteteroscedasticity than

quantity-dependent specifications since total variability of shares is less than that associated with

quantity. This rnay allow us to proceed with estimation wifh slight coufidence in the precisiorl
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of our estimates. In arìy case, as Judge ¿t. 4/. t19881 point out, significance tests suggesti¡g the

presence of heteroscedasticity can also indicate other types of misspecification errors (e.g. ornitted

variables or simply inappropriate functional form). Further more, if one were to proceed with

correcting for heteroscedasticity, one needs strong a priori knowledge of which variables to use

as a weight to transform the va¡iance. Needless to say, when dichotomous relationships are

present, such remedial measures can become quite complicated.

4.11 Summary

This Chapterhas demonstrated tl.te importance of incorporating economic and demograplic

variables in the analysis of household food-atlìome expenditures, as evirlenced by our F-test

values for the null hypothesis that riemograplúc variables do not play a signincant ¡ole in

explaining household FAH expenditure pattems. with regard to dernographic variables, it was

interesting to observe how household size, and age of head of household affected the sensitivity

of food-athome expenditures by a typical household tllrough out its life-cycle. The estimated

parameters are highly significant in most cases and both their signs and orders of magnitude are

plausible and in keeping with ø priori expectations. In addition, alt theoretical restrictious of

neoclassical theory were tested. Based on F-tests, homogeneity was not rejected. However,

syrunetry was rejected while concavity of the expenrJiture function was established as indicated

by tlÌe nonpositive eigenvalues, tlìus enabling some welfare applications to be made.

We also validated our model by not only examining goodness-of-fit statistics (all of which

were reasonably high given cross-sectional data), but also computing TlÌeil,s u and u1 statistics.

These statistics were quite favourable.



Chapter 5

Accounting for Zero Food at Home Consumption in Microdata:
A Tobit Model using the Heckman Procedure

5.1 Introduction

In the preceding aralysis, our assumption in deriving the ALIDS is that the dependent

variable, w¡, takes orrly nonzero positive values. we eschewed this problem by excluding those

observations from the above analysis, Hence, a.rì aspect of our sAS dataset management

(described in Chapter 3) involved the deletion from the PUMDTs all those observations for whiclr

repofed lìousehold expenditures on food-athome was zero over the observation period. This was

done because zero values of the dependent variable (i.e. zero budget shares) irnply a censored

dependent variable a¡rd lience a violation of the multivariate normality assumption leading to

biased parzuneter estilnates. Given tlte small proportion ofhouseholds repofting zero expenditures,

we believed that excluding such households did not lead to serious sanple selection bias. lÌ tlìe

absence of any statistical test of hypothesis, this is a bold assumption. our rejectíon of tlìe

theoretical restriction of symmetry persuades us to investigate further wlìether we lìave introduced

some bias in our sarnple by such deletion.

The objective of this section is to simply demonstrate whether or not tlle elimination of

zero consumption households does in fact yield parameter estirnates that are dramatically different

f¡om ones that would be obtained if alr altemative method incorporating zero observations were

employed. In this regard, we can treat this exercise as an aspect of model validation, albeit

unortlrodox. Tlris is especially important in that it may just be the case that differences between

households are systematic, in which case excluding even a few observations from the sample may
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result in loss of information. Thus, although reports of zero expendifurcs are due to misreporting

by households, it is also true that because budget surveys record diaries over short durations (two

weeks in our PUMDTs), these records may present an inaccurate picture of the underlying

consumption preference structure of a given household. In fact, zero expendifures may be

observed for infrequently purcltased foods even t.hough a given household diri in fact consume

the item. on the ot.her ha¡rd, non consumption of a commodity by a household may be purely due

to the fact that suclì a household does not derive any utility from a pa-rticular commodity for a

variety of economic and cultural reasons. Hence, the basic question is, How can we account for

these zero purchases in order to calculate elasticities conditional on both those households already

in the market and those not ín the market for a given commoclity? Tliis is tlÌe issue that we now

consider in the next section. It is emphasized tlìat because this exercise is purely investigatory,

the subsequent analysis does not go beyond evaluating the statistical significance of the censored

model parameters.

5.2 A Tobit Analysis of Zero Expenditures

In order to address the above problem, we shall use a censored regression technique bæecl

o¡r work by Gronau [1974], Cragg [1971], Arnerniya t1978,1984), Netson and Olson [197g], Lee

[978 ], and Heckman Í978, 1979,19901. All these works are generalizations of robin's [195g]

original work a-nd lìave lead to a group of models called robit models. Applications to food

dernand analysis include wo¡k Heien and wessells tl990l, and Burton, Tomlinson, young [1994].

We will not present any discussion of altemative methods of dealing with the censored variable.

These a¡e addressed by Deaton and lrish tl984l, Kay, Keen, and Morris [i984], Gould [1992],

and Heien and Durharn [1991].

Formally, a variable is considered censored if it cafftot take on certai¡ values. [n the case

of our ALIDS, we are saying the budget shares, Ìr,i, cannot assume negative values. Tobin [195g]



was the first to identify this problem in Iis pioneering work a¡d showed tltat tlre application of

oLS yielded biased a¡rd inconsistent estimates. Tobin termed his moclel 'limited dependent

variable model' where the assumption is that a number of its values are clustered at some limíting

values, typicatly zero. Tobin's work is related to literature on Probit analysis, a¡d for this reason,

Golberger [1964], refened to Tobin's model as ù Tobit since tlìe actual estimation procedure

employs the Probit analysis model where the Probit basically clefines a continuous va¡iable such

d)at we can make standa¡d assumptions about the dependent valiable and tlìe error ten¡. The

theory belind the Probit has been well heated by Maddala t19831. The essence is that there exists

an underlying response or unobservable variable y- defined by the regression

y*=Brx+e 5.1

Since y- is unobservable in practice, a binary variable y is clefined in the usual way as:

Y=1if)->0
y=0íf y-<0 5.2

and the Probit is employed to detennine ttre probability that a household will purchase a given

commodity. Hence, the censored variable is analyzed in the general probit frarnework of the

form:

where ¡ is a vector of explanatory variables (in our ALIDS case, it comesponds to the set of

prices, food-at-home expenditure, Irousehold size, age of head, and region as definerl by

equation @.13); ß is a k-dimensional vector of unknown parameters that delineate the effect of

a proportional clìange in,r on tlÌe probability; ¿ is a vector of stochastic enors assumed to be

n.i.cl.Q, &)i ¡'is the cumutative dist¡ibution function of ¿ and its functional fonn is given by

<2

l.Pfl = r4 , .xot-ttdt
\o ) J.4 ,m " 2' 5.4



Note that in this fonnulation, BÌ is Eþ'I.r) and not E(y l.:u) as in the linear probability model.

The probability in (4.35) imply that tlre observed values ) are simply realizations of a binomial

process with probabilities varying from one draw to a-nother <lepending on x.

The likelihood function conesponding to tlis model is:

'r@,4;Ð = 
,II wbl) = ,I", 

o# 
,nr rt - o*

In tenns of tlìe Tobit, we are saying that our observations on expenditure shares, wi, can

on]y be zero or positive: tlìe household can buy sometlÍng or nothing and no negative

expenditures are allowed. TlÌe data is t.herefore partly discrete and partly continuous. In our case,

the continuous response is censored at zero. [n general, Tobit models belong to a class of models

sometimes called censored or truncated regressions. According to Amemiya tl9g4l, a model is

censored if one can at least observe the exogenous variables, in which case the only information

missing pertains to values of the dependent variables in the observable range. In contrast, a model

is truncated if one observes neither the value of the dependent variable nor the exogenous variable

outside a specified range, for instance, if no observations are available on households who do not

make a purchase.

To formalize the essence of the Tobit, let

Y =Xîß + e' 5.6

rcpresent as regression model for tlÌe utility rnaxirnizing amount of expenditure on a given

food coûxnodity, where as before, X is a vector of explanatory variables and e,-N(O, o) and it

is independent of other enors. If the household purchased the ith foocl commodity during the

suwey period, then Y is tlte actual expenditure and it is positive. On the other hand, if the

liousehold is listed as not having purchased the commodity, then y is not observed and is

tlìerefore recorded as zero. Hence, what we actua.lly observe is a variable y defined as

] = max(O, xlp + e) 5.7

5.5



or more explicitly

Y= xr7+e

]=0
Hence, equation 5.6 becomes

Y= xr?+ e

iÎ Y=Xrß+e>0

otherwise 5.8

5.9

wherc {B + ¿ is a latent va¡iable observed when zero or positive but censored at zero (w¡en it

would otherwise be negative); e is censored at -X?. Notice that censoring y at zero and ¿ at -

Xþ amounts to truncating the lower tail of the y distribution. Hence, the probabilities are

accumulated at the cut-off point such that the means of y an<l ¿ will differ from the

corresponding Y and e. respectively. Therefore, resfticting tlie rarge of values that tlìe

dependent variable can take results in nonzero means of the error and hence in biase<l and

inconsistent oLS estimators. A rnaximum likelihood procedure is thus applied to obtain

consistent esfirnates ofB and ø2.

The likelihood function colnprises two parts: a component for tlìose observations orì y that

are positive and a¡other for those observations that a¡e zero. Tlrus, as in tlle probit, the sample

of H observations is divided into the first H0 observations for which y=0 and the remainder F4

into observations for which I > 0. Explicitly, we have the following:

D. If Í = 0, tha¡r all that is known is that

y= {p+e<o or e < -XrB, so

prob(Y=O) = proble < -XrB)

= I-_'u xq* = t FërÐ=t F 5.10

and follows from the fact that ¿ has a symmeüic distribution, wlÌere,F' is the cumulative

distributive density function defined in (5.4), hence the relationslìip with the probit.

ii). If Y > 0, we have

y= xr?+e>0



Therefore, the probability o a purchase is given by

prob(r>O) f(ylY >0) = F f0 - 4:P' æ)

= |= *vç1 s)o - x'P)'(Y - x'P)
t/2tø'

where fl.) and ¡'(.) are nonnal and cumulative density functions evaluated at X?, Since we

observe y and X, we can find B and ø2.

The likelihood function corresponding to the Tobit is then rlerived by taking tlre product

over the zero observations and the product over the positive observations. Doing this for all ¡l

observations, the function can be expressed as

L(ß,o',Ð=prob(Ð

= fI r rl+l n f.-""r1-]r)o -x,p),\y x,u)
{v y.0) \ r, J F Y>q \f21ro? ¿

5. 1l

and the corresponding log likelihood function is:

/r¡L= 5- rn¡-F) (\\u,r,-(L\^r¿- î o-x'p)r(v-x'B)
1v"v.o¡ \2) \2) ,o!1ol 2ê

5.13

Although the log likelihood function can be maximized using the Newton-Raphson method

which uses a matrix of second order derivatives, Amerniya [1973] lìas slìown that tlìe

expressions for the second order pafials are quite cumbersome. Fair [19771 proposed a

simpler method of scoring which uses the information matdx in place of the negative of the

Hessian. An even simpler and ingenious method was suggested by Heckman t19791. His

method clìaracterizes sample selection as a specification enor due to arì omitted variable. The

ornitted variable is first estimated and subsequently incorporated as a probability clependent

5.12

instru¡nent in a seco¡rd step using OLS.

To illustrate tlìe Hecknan procedure, we begin by defining all equation

Y={P+e 5.14



for the ¡4 observations for \ùhich y > 0 and both y an<l ¿ are truncated normal variables. The

conditional expectation of) given y > 0 is

EOIY>o)=XrP+E(elY>O)

= {þ + E(ete.>-{þ) s.rs

Sínce ej - N(0,ê), the mean associated with the conesponding truncated va¡iable ¿ can be

shown to be given by

ECllY>O) = E(ele->-Xrþ) =

where

L = þCXrPt,l,aæ)
' aCXrpt.l-ê)

lê
5.16

5.11

and Q a¡d o are density and cumulative p¡obability functions of a standard normal random

va¡iable evaluated at tlre argument. \ is the inverse of Mill's ratio and in reliability theory it

is caìled the hazard rate or mortality rate.r? Note two ínteresting properties of \: first, its

denorninaior represents the probability that the i'¡ observation has data for y; second, it value is

inversely related to the probability, i.e. the lower the probability that an observation has data

on y, the larger the value of \ associated with that observation. In other words,

¿rd

L.d->0
ãÅ.

lir¡ l.= oo

Hence, according to Hecknan, samples in which the selectivity problem is trivial (such that

the szunple selection rule guarantees that all potential population observations are sampled), \
becomes insignificantly small, thus allowing least squares estimates to lìave optirnal properlies.

Based on tlìis result, the conditional expectation ofy given f > 0 can be written as

lir¡t Â- = 0 5.18

sólly>0) =Xlß+ 4),,

r? 
See fo¡ instance Johnson and Kotz [19701: ¡nd Ba¡low and proschan [1975].

r65
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and allowing for the nonzero mean of e, we can write the regression for the 11, observations for

wlìichY>0as

Y=XrP+

where Efe) = 0 since e = Y - EOIY>o). The problern with OLS is that it olnits the second

term on the right hand side of 5.20. If \ were known, we would estimate B and o consistentty

using OLS. Since \ is unobservable, Heckman proposes a two-step consistent estimation

procedure wlich reflects tlìe importa-nce of having a censored rather tha-n a truncated sample.

A likelihood function is formed for some binary variable as follows:

)LL +c 5.20

Zi=l if Y>0

Z¡=0 ifYSO

The log likelihood function corresponding to this variable is given by

ar . Ë l',r(rr t,rl+]. z,f-tut,rz-st t r, x'BLt, - x'Ðl)

5.21

5.22

which is the likelihood function for the Probit defined above, the difference of course being

that for flre Probit, the error va¡iance is unity while for the Tobit, it is o2 It is the

maximization of this function that is the basis for Heckman's two-step procedure for

cornputing consistent estimates of tlte relevant pararneters. Speciflcally, tlìe two steps can be

sulrunarized as follows:

Step l: Use the Probit MLE to estimate the inverse Mill's ratio X, (call it t). This is a

Probit in úat the dependent variable is t or 0 depending on whether or not y is

observable.

Step 2: Using ø/ observations for wlrich I > 0, replace î" by .l in the likelihood function

(5.22) utd regress y on X and Â via OLS to obtain estimated values ofp and o2.



This additional regressor is a function of the probability of a houselÌold

purchasing the commodity.

The estimates of B are consistent and asymptotically nomally disftibuted. However,

because ¿* is truncated, we have heteroscedasticity. Hence, our calculated standard errors are

biased and inconsistent. This result lìas been demonstrated by Arnemiya t19g4l ancl it caneasity

be shown that the variance of ¿ reduces to

E(eer) = s2 - o' IXTB/o¡Ì' - o2)r2

implying that x does indeed contain nontrivial regressors. The Heckman proce<lure yields an

imrnediate test for the efficiency of oLS, i.e. if the coefficient on flre Inverse Mills Ratio

variable is statistically insignificant. Tlis issue is carefully addressed in our actual estinatiou.

See discussion below.

In terms of our ALIDS model, the decision to purchase or not to purchase is indicated by

the i2 budget shares (corresponding to the 12 food commodities) which are indicated as binary

(dependent) variables censored by a subset of unobservable latent variables. Each budget share,

w,, is either zero or some positive amount for each houseltold. Thus, in stage one, tlìe

consumption decision is specified as a dichotomous choice problem

5.24

where all variables are as defined in equation (4.13).

ln the second step, the inverse Mills ratio is computed for each household. This ratio

serves as an insüIlnent f.lìat incorporates f-Ile censoring variables in the second stage of the

estimation of the ALIDS demand system. TIre inverse Mills ratio for the ¡,/'commodity in the l¡ú

lìousehold is given by

J.¿3

or, - rpþh, Dh, nh¡rri 
q, (r r, Dr¡A 5.25



where ph is a vector of prices for the l¡'¡ lìousehold, Dr is a vector of demograplic variables for

the l¡'¡ lrousehold, and g and (Þ represent the density ancl cumulative probability functions,

respectively. Tlìe inverse Mills ratio for households not consuming the i¡¡ commo<lity is

computed as:

ph _ tp?th, Dh, n h)

"t - l-4r@t"D\'Ô1

With these modifications, our ALIDS in 4.13 car.r now be respecifier.l as:

*i' = ,t .l^0,' , p,tn(î) .la,oi . ,¡,,

5.26

5.21

All the theoretical restrictions of economic theory remain the sarne except that now the

summability restriction further requires that !, r.n,å = o. However, as noted by Heien and

wessells, this restriction is not generally possible since if alt ,¡ equations are specified as

above, summability would not be preserved since R, coukl assume any value. Hence,

summability is preserved by respecifuing tlìe equation conespor.rcling to the 'orIrER' category

(the ornitted equation in 4.13) æ:

.," = ot;' 
ltnø,h 

- p)n(!l!), D 6ùDjt' 5.28

TIìus, in the second step, the entire systeln is rc-estimated using iterative 3sLS conditional on

homogeneity and symmetry. Recall again that the endogeneity problem associated with

expenditure canies over to this equation. Hence, 3SLS is appropriate to correct for tlris

eudogeneity, and means that we lnust rnodify step two of the Heckit model to run 3sLS

instead of oLS. Note that for households not consurning a given cormnoclity, we have the

problem of rnissilrg prices. As a proxy, we adopted the ad hoc procedure of using sarnple

means prices for all household units reporting zero expenrliture. Various approaches to dealing

with missing prices are co¡uidered by Gourieroux and Montfort [19g1], Heien and pompelli

- Ð',nl'
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ll988l, and cox a¡rd wohlgenant tl986l. A ñnal point related to estimation concems the

Iìeterscedasticity problem arising frorn tlle fact that ¿* is trxncated, and Ieads to biased a¡ul

inconsistent calculated standard enors. In actual estimation, we have taken this problem into

accounted and calculated cor¡ect standard errors for the second stage of the Heckit models.

For tlús section onlf all data processi¡g was handled by sAS which has supe¡b data

programrníng capabilities. Using relevant SAS statements, we transfened tlìe reconstituted data

to SHAZAM and estimated the Heckit model accordingly. SHAZAM has a matrix routine that

enables one to not only compute tlìe inverse Mill's ratio, but also to calculate a heteroscedastic-

consistent variance cova¡iance matrix in step two. AII sAS and SHAZAM routines were

performed using Sunsparc UNIX workstations.

5.3 Estimated Results

Tables 5.1 - 5.6 present estimated parameters along with goodness of fit statistics md

Marshallian elasticities. All the results are conditional on lÌomogeneity and symmetry restrictions.

once again, since tlre objective of this exercise is verification, we do not present a full ¡ange of

elasticities and other regularity tests since these can be reasonably inferred from tlìe estimates.

These results are quite encouraging for seve¡al reasons. First, âll pararneter estimates are

statistically significant and botlì tlìeir signs and orders of magnitude are uot quantitatively different

frorn the uncensored ALIDS. Second, and probably the key variable, is the parameter estimate

for the instrument Rì delineated by ri. The sigdficance levels for r; in all ll equations are below

2 in absolute value. TIús leads us to assert that the addition of the inverse Mills ratio to the

ALIDS model as a va¡iable incorporating censoring latent variables does not significantly alter tlìe

qualitative or quantitative implications of our results. In this case, we can conclurle that deleting

zero observations as we did, yields reliable estimates. A posteriori, this result shoul<l not come

as a surprise since sample selection bias is proportional to the probability of zero observations,



Table 5.1 Homogeneity and Symmetry Restricted Heckit Model: Parameter Estimates and Mean
Budget Shares: 1984

EqùAtiON BEEF PORK CHICK O]IIEIIT FISH CEREAL VECE SUC,AR DAIRY FATS NAICO OT}IER
t23456'tIgl0rItz

lvi 0.11427 0.03915 0.05585 0.0'1957 0.04136 0.13160 0.17090 0.011?1 0.15288 0.02501 0.lll39 0.09685

.li 0.13229 0.05467 0.01'192 0.05620 0.01909 0.13140 0.12036 0.01773 0.t3868 0.03658 o.t2t52 0.093568J.I, 7.14 9.13 JJ3 2.27 t0.ó4 859 4.28 8.48 7.43 9.30

'fi I 0.01360

45.49

i2 -0.00052 0.00?65
-3.96 64.45

13 -0.00086 -0.00074 0.00909
.6.29 -8.52 70.34

,ti4 -0.00094 -0.00046 -0.00088 0.00955
-5.66 -4.26 -7.74 48J8

Ti5 -0.00042 -0.00055 -0.0005? -0.00088 0.00609
-3.2t -6.65 .6.53 .8.20 52.08

Í6 .0.00182 -0.00092 -0.00135 -0.00057 -0.00068 0.01815
-8.30 -5.92 .8.48 .2,89 .4.61 42.26

'li1 -0.00227 .0.0012t -0,00069 -0.00148 -0.0001? -0.00434 0.02263.9.22 -7.13 .4.03 .ó.80 -t.05 .t3.1ó 45.84

Í8 -0.00017 -0.00019 -0.00014 -0.00028 -0.00016 0.00000 -0.00001 0.00139-2.22 -3..?8 .2.52 _3.9ó .3.01 .0.U _0.t2 22.t7

i9 -0,00293 -0.00t64 -0.00240 .0.00231 -0.00t09 -0.00545 -0.00761 -0.00039 0.03024-t0.67 -8.82 -1253 .9.70 .6.09 .14.78 -t9.24 -3.02 St.g5

1,10 -0.00042 -0.00028 -0.00045 -0.00045 -0.00033 -0.00044 -0.00064 0.00005 _0,00847 0.00453-4.73 .4.42 .7.03 -5.56 .5.44 .3.43 -4.77 t.08 .5.75 5952

1'lr -0.001?9 -0.00080 -0.00046 -0.00093 -0.00074 .0.00211 -0.0003t -0.00010 .0.00359 -0.00505 0.015r7-8.49 -J.83 .3.21 .5.25 .5.47 -8.4ó - .3ó .1.1t . .90 -4.g2 48.15

T't2 -0 00148 -0.00035 -0.00057 .0.00039 -0.00052 -0.00050 -0.00109 0.00002 -0.00198 -0.00205 -0.00103 0.{J0992.8.54 .2.95 -4.74 .2.55 .4.43 -2.2ó .450 0.16 -7.ó2 .2.25 -5.41

pj -0.01134 0.01069 0.0085? 0.00951 0.02000 -0.01804 0.00999 0.00058 -0.01310 0.00414 -0.00830 -0.012?2-t.72 3.3t 2.38 2.22 5.64 .3.47 t.68 .0.03 .t.90 2.00 .t.50



Table 5.1 (continued)

Equarion BEEF PoRK cHlcK OMEAT FISH CEREAT vEoE sucAR DAIRY FÄTs NÁlco oIHBRI2345678910 rt2

ôiA35

öiA55

ôìR3

-0.01483 0.00620 0.00403 0.01132 0.02319 -0.04132 0.03628 0.002',14 .0.02469 0.01723 0.00601 .0.026t6
-1.24 LO6 0.62 L4ó 3.63 .4.42 3.41 0.87 .2.00 4.63 0.ó0

-0.03533 0.0102 0.00652 0.00629 .0.02042 0.00952 0.0395r -0.00055 0.00?5 0.00665 0.00095 -0.03061-2.26 1.i4 0.7ó 0.ó2 .2.43 o.n 2.82 .0.t3 0.44 L36 0.72

-0.00885 -0.00011 -0,00292 0.0145'1 -0.00296 0.01472 0.057't'r o.oo2g9 -0.{x267 0.00302 -0.01933 -0.01624.0.46 -0.02 -0.29 L22 .0.30 t.02 352 0.62 .2.23 052 .t.26

-0.03'142 0.03029 0.01978 0.00136 0.0t822 0.00190 0.05673 -0,00620 -0.10018 0.01010 0.057.19 -0.05237-1.23 2.U 1.19 0.07 t.12 0.08 2.æ .0.77 .3.17 t.Oó 2.27

0.00996 0.03553 -0.00981 0.03923 0.U9r2 -0.o4385 0.03922 -0.00152 -0.09419 0.00053 o.o2g35 ,0.05356
0.17 t.2ó .0.31 l.M ./J8 -0.96 0.72 .0.t0 -1.57 0.02 0.61

0.05674 0.05574 0.01670 0.t2466 -0.01213 0.01453 -0.u220 -0.M246 -0.09517 0.03130 -0.09626 -0.041450.ó6 1.33 0.35 2.23 .0.2ó 0.66 -0.55 -i.88 .t.Aó t.tó .t.34

o.0228t -0,0009t -0.00292 -0.01300 0,00633 0.00202 0.00898 0.00123 -0.03581 -0.00533 0.03057 -0.0i397
L62 -0.t3 .0.i8 -t.42 0.a3 0.18 0.72 0.33 .2.45 L2l 2.60

0.00745 0.00356 0.00518 -0.0t455 0.00133 0.00465 0.00674 0.00841 -0.05'1Ì6 0.ot3l4 0.04944 -0.02818o.4t 0.40 052 .1.23 0.13 0.32 0.4t t.7s -3.05 2.41 3.24

0.00800 0.00106 -0.00521 -0.00836 -0.00610 -0.03842 0.02205 0.00148 -0.00687 -0.00320 0.03 7 0.æ4420.05 0.t2 .0.54 .0.73 .0,64 .2.78 t.40 0.32 .0.35 .0.58 2J5

-0.01125 0.01166 0.00633 0.0rt58 -0.00813 .0.01954 0.00??6 0.00489 0.00557 0.00045 0.00997 -0.01930-0.83 1.76 0.85 1.3) .t.t7 .1.33 0.ó4 t.34 0.69 0.10 0.88

0.01532 -0.00188 -0.00797 0.0144? -0.0094? -0,00179 0.0350? -0.0t40? -0.03828 0.00563 0.00594 -0.002970.96 .0.24 .0.n 1.41 -1. .0.14 2.46 -J.3S -2.33 t.t3 0.44

-0-02449 -0.004i9 -0.01346 0.03108 0.00059 0.0r443 0.02076 -0.00684 0.0ìr57 -0.00882 -0.03853 o.0l?80-t.65 -0.s6 .t.ó7 3.24 0,07 1.24 t57 -t.77 0.75 -1.91 .3.12

-0.03313 -0.00 2 -0.0t2?2 0.0t803 0.0t746 0.00?28 0,031?9 _0.01 4 -0.03609 _0.00064 0.01194 0.01044-2.52 -0,40 .1.74 2.ß 2.43 0.69 2.66 -3.t7 .2.60 .0.t5 L07

-0.00415 0.01065 -0.01175 0.00612 0.az%o -0.00r9t 0.00826 .0.00863 -0.03327 0.00166 0.00028 0.00346.0.24 1.28 -1.27 055 3.21 .0.t4 055 -1.94 -t.8s 0.3t 0.02

0.00986 0.00I59 -0.00177 -0.00710 0.0r435 0.01841 -0.008?8 -0.002¡9 -0,00882 0.00245 -0.01109 -0.00?030.74 0.24 0.03 .0.88 2.02 1,78 -0.74 _t.60 .0.64 059 .t.00

-0.00039 0,00191 0.00024 0.00159 0.02083 -0,01912 -0.01'.105 -0.00566 .0.00582 0.00416 0.01?56 0.002j4-0.03 0.31 .0.56 0.19 3.05 -t.98 -t.50 .t.69 .0.44 LOs 1.66

-0.00813 .0.00405 -0.00397 0.01366 0.01459 0.0ì979 -0.02878 -0.00111 -0.01?82 0.00839 0.01098 -0.0035?.0.ó2 -0.6J .t.24 I.¡52 2.09 t.94 -2.48 _0.32 .t,32 0.15 ).02

0.00100 0.00591 0.00816 0.00547 0.tü222 0.00142 0.001t2 o.0o2t2 0.00155 0.00387 0.00t26 -0.0341r.06 t.ó4 t.43 t.00 0.99 0.39 t.23 1.31 t.?S 1.02 0.g8

a. Figures il italìcs are râtios of paranteter eJfinìates to standâ¡d errors.



Table 5.2 Holnogeneity and Synmetry Restricted Heckit Model: Parameters Estimates and
mean Budget Shares. 1986.

Bquarion BEEF PoRK CHICK oMÉAT FISH CEREAL vDcE suGÀR DAtRy FATS NALco (JTHER
t 2 3 4 5 6 ? 8 910 Il l2

lvi 0.09212 0.01287 0.04896 0.01541 0.03507 0.18909 0.15589 0.00890 0.t4478 0.02233 0.10268 0.09182

(li 0.0904{ 0.05482 0.06540 0.06880 0.03668 0.10415 0.t4t62 0.00683 0.06600 o.o3zli o.tgzto o.I404z9,44' .17 10.80 9.ó7 ó53 1t.4t t4.25 252 J.8ó 10.33 2053

,ti I 0.01084

63.02

i2 -0.00040 0.00693
-J..¡8 9t.95

Í3 -0.00083 -0.00062 0.00832
-9.37 .t054 89.70

'ti4 -0.00110 -0.00038 -0.00081 0.00940
-10.35 .5.24 .tq.t4 67.90

î5 -0.00056 -0.00046 -0.0004I -0.00085 0.00547-ó,84 -8.52 .6.75 - 53 69,32

'yi6 -0.00147 -0.00118 ,0.00105 -0.0014t -0.00071 0.02286
-t0.45 -t2.06 -9.78 .t0.62 .7.t5 9t,t6

'ti1 -0.00142 -0.00093 -0.000?5 -0.001?2 ,0.00011 -0.005ó4 0.02142.8.90 .A.08 .6.A6 .t1.2t .0.99 -26.69 ór.ói

?i8 -0.00013 -0.000¡2 -0.00008 -0.00016 -0.00009 -0.00009 -0.00001 0.00119-2,80 .3.18 .2.t2 -3.26 .2,70 -Li8 .0.1t 27.86

Ti9 -0.00195 -0.00179 -0.00194 -0.00136 -0.00093 -0.00606 -0.00608 -0.00040 0.02820-t1.09 -14.38 -t4.27 .8..1J .7.44 -26.23 .21.84 -4.62 69.48

Í,10 -0.00033 -0.00030 -0.0004? .0.0002? -0.00036 _0.00028 .0.00043 0.00005 _0.00114 0.00032-6.t5 -7.37 .t0.94 _5. .9.t6 -3.70 .4.76 1.67 . .77 80.64

T"lI -0.00144 -0.00035 '0.00070 -0.00078 -0.00067 -0.00303 -0.00259 -0.00010 -0.00335 -0.00008 0.01433.10.6I -3.87 .ó.39 .6.34 .7.t4 -18.22 -t3.48 -t.63 -t5.93 .4.9t ó5.a8

T,lz -0.00121 -0.00044 -0.00067 -0.00056 -0.00033 -0,00196 -0.001?4 -0.00066 -0.00320 0.00378 ,0.00100 0.00E00-9.85 .5.23 -7.2t .t.88 -3.78 -t2.69 .9.64 .t.t7 .1ó.37 -t.2ó .6.94

pi 0 00337 0.00803 0.00969 0.00569 0.01168 -0.00930 0.00201 o.ao244 0.ot32g 0.00378 -0.03787 -0.012800.87 4.A9 4.00 2.(n J.18 .2.56 050 2.27 2.96 2.gg .t0.0g



Table 5.2 (continued)

Equarion BEEF PoRK CHICK oMEAT FISH CEREAL vE6E sucÁR DAIRY FATS NALco oIHER
123456.78910jltz

ôiH2 0.001?.1 0.00?86 0.00045 .0.00455 -0.00306 0.02995 0.00421 -0.00038 0.0096? 0.00?5? -0.01191 -0.01ll4
0.t9 2.28 0. .0.9t _0.77 4.65 0.60 .0.19 L23 3.42 .6.i7

ôiH3 -0.00779 0.00420 -0.00029 -0.01155 -0.00586 0,03947 0.009?8 0.00135 0.01884 0.00728 -0.o415r -a.aþ7s2-t.07 LI4 .0.07 .2,15 .t.i8 S.ó8 1.30 0.66 2.22 3.05 .6.72

åiH4 -0.00948 0.00125 -0.00433 -0.0151I ,0.00802 0.05382 0.01033 -0.001t3 0.02618 0.00389 -0.04810 -0.00930-t.32 0.34 .0.9ó .2.84 -1.90 7.80 t.38 -0.55 3. L64 -6.E6

ôiH5 -0.01302 0.0028 -0.00094 -0.013?0 -0.012]1 0.07242 0.00701 -0.00148 0.02086 0.00253 -0.05187 -0.01254-.t.J8 0.67 .0.87 -2.24 -2.50 9.12 0.81 .0.ó3 2.15 0.93 .6.44

ôiH6 -0.02301 0.00337 0.00?6t -0.00940 -0.00631 0.089n o.0or8? .0.0oMl 0.02320 0.00113 -0.06069 ,0.02646
-1.79 051 0.93 .0.97 .0.82 7.t8 0.14 .0. 153 0.26 .47a

ôiH? -0.00966 0.00335 0.00998 -0.020?0 ,0.00533 0.08614 0.00?98 -0.001?1 0.01071 0.00120 -0.06262 -O.Ots32.0.ó9 0.42 t.ot .1.80 .0.85 J.80 0.49 .0.3s 059 0.2i .4.12

ôi435 0.00551 0.0002J 0.00401 0.00294 0.0010? -0.00066 -0.0001¡ 0.00015 0.00597 -0.00075 -0.01254 -0.00553-t.13 o.to l.il 0.82 0.37 .0.t4 .0.a8 0. t.as .0.47 .2.ó4

ðiÀ45 -0.00167 -0.00139 0.00205 0.00342 -0.00035 0.0t386 0.00284 0.00239 -0.00043 0.00053 -0.00952 -0.01173-0.29 .0.47 t,32 0.8t .0.n 236 0.48 t52 .0.a6 0.2s -r.71

ôi455 0.00590 '0 00745 0 00214 0.00262 O.0f.217 0.01563 '0.00238 0.00296 -0.0042I -0.0025s -0.01050 -u.004910.E7 -2,t7 0.64 053 055 2.45 0.34 157 .0.53 -1.17 .t.ó0

ôi,A65 0.00149 -0.00296 -0.00360 -0.00304 o.o0l09 0.00912 o.oog1z 0.00t75 -0.00916 0.00552 0.00018 -0.0t0090.19 -0.77 .0.75 .0.54 0.24 t.27 1.25 0.E3 J.O4 2.24 0.02

ôiR2 0.00356 0,00046 0.0017? 0.0108? -0,01121 0.00029 0.0009? 0.00449 o.a!J221 0.00238 0.00247 -0.(ì1E260.9ó 0.08 0.27 t.42 -./.6J 0.03 0.09 .rJJ 0.18 0,?O 0.24

ôiR3 -0.00895 0.00946 0.00380 -0.00764 0.0 35 0.064t7 -0.010?5 -0.00106 0.06492 -0.00594 -0.05540 -0.06397-1.65 2.19 I.ß .t.22 2,30 7.7t -1.22 -0.43 ó5t .2.10 .ó.73

ôiR4 -0.03939 -0.01746 -0.01366 0.02370 '0.004?0 0,01?96 0.01502 -0.00463 0.05513 -0.00266 -0.0t123 -Ð.ot2o7-3.84 -3.34 .2.t2 3,12 .2.34 t.84 t.42 .1,ó2 4.ó2 .0.7g -1.72

öiR5 -0.00594 0.00879 0.00444 0.02906 -0.00?47 0.00448 -0.02585 -0.00126 0.005?? 0.00222 -0.01039 -0.00384.0.53 /JJ t.24 352 -3.2t A.42 -2.25 .0.4t 0.45 0.61 _0.9ó

ôiQ2 0.00410 0.00467 -0.00662 0.00131 0.00058 -0.00385 -0.00059 0.00091 -0.00209 -0.00122 0.0030? -0.0002E0.8ó r.8t -2.a8 0.35 2.02 .0.a0 -0. 0.65 .0.35 .0.73 0.62

ðiQ3 0.00529 -0.00020 -0.00ã3 0.00076 0.0006t -0.01156 0.00850 0.00043 -0.00172 -0.00206 0.00016 0.00233LU -0.07 .0.79 0.20 3.05 .2.39 1.ó2 0.29 .0.29 .t.23 0.03

ôiQ4 0.00287 0.00410 -0.00539 0.00524 -0.00009 -0.00804 -0.01099 o.0ot73 0.00073 -0.00050 0.00074 0.009600s6 ts8 .0.t6 1.39 .0.03 -1.66 -2.09 t.21 0.12 .0.30 0.14

IMR 0.00306 0.00126 0.00140 0.00236 0.001?8 0.00140 0.00273 0.00185 0.00120 0.00064 0.001391.15 0.82 l.ls t.02 t.28 0.82 1.37 t.7S t52 1.02 0.74

a, Figures in itaücs âre ratios of parameter estimates to standard er¡ors.



Table 5.3 Homogeneity and Symmetry Restricted Heckit Model: parameter Estimates and
Mean Budget Shares: 1990

Equation BEEF PoRK cHIcK oti'fEAT FISH CEREAL vE6E sucAR DAIRY FÄTs NALCo orHERt 2 3 4 5 6 7 I I l0 ll 12

Ìyi 0 07313 0.0232s 0.04530 0.07556 0.03603 0.16076 0.16723 0.00848 o.tg,zt 0.01639 0.09624 0.t0142

.t; 0.07342 0.03673 0.M790 0.06807 0.u!3z 0.13096 0.16468 0.00?28 0.1?069 0.ol?59 0.rr22o {J.l23ró7,44' 7.0t 6.24 7.39 6.43 9.63 1t.64 2.97 )0.31 4.76 g.AO

?il 0.01220

87.40

i2 -0.00065 .0.00789

-9.ó3 98.ti

1i3 -0.00133 -0.00092 0.01026
-15.39 .t4.44 92.64

Ì4 -0.00133 .0.00037 -0.00095 0.01085
- .24 -5.4ó -)0.95 7E5l

î5 -0.00110 -0.00059 -0.00080 -0.000?? 0.00?29
-tI.3S -9.E1 .t0.72 .9,34 79.05

î6 -0.00094 -0.00108 -0.00130 _0.00080 _0.00084 0.02171-9.8r -10.t6 .9.79 -J..lJ .6.60 ó8.A8

i1 -0,00146 -0.00051 -0.000?5 -0.00181 -0.00031 _0.00480 0.02263- .24 -4.69 -5.48 .1t.77 .2.37 -20.23 66.97

,ti8 -0.00173 -0,00016 -0.00024 -0.00015 -0.00018 -0.00016 _0.00014 0.00141-3.74 ..1.J8 .4.94 .3.00 _3.95 .0.20 -1,74 27.72

f9 -0.00018 -0.00211 -0.00186 -0.00227 -0.00165 -0.00704 _0.00683 _0.00029 0.03201-1t.30 .t8.t0 .12.34 -13.46 .rr57 -27.25 -2558 .3,4t 78.83

f,l0 -0.00193 -0.00050 -0.00044 -0.00037 -0.00034 -0.00036 _0.00042 .0.00008 _0.00099 0.00454.9. -10.76 .9.08 .7.2r -7.39 .4.46 -J.18 .2.0¡5 .tt.ós 80.ó7

?,ll -0.00045 -0.00059 -0.00077 .0.00117 -0.00081 -0.00219 -0.00295 -0.00005 _0.00294 -0.00039 0.01471-9.29 -7.00 .7.00 .9.43 .7.72 . S9 -ts.lS _0.7ó .t3.65 .6.29 63.39

^þ,12 '0.00117 -0.00042 -0.00089 -0.00107 -0.00070 -0.00183 -0.00238 0.0007? -0.00412 -0.00020 -0.00tl5 0.013]5-1059 .5.29 .8.63 -9.03 .7.02 -10.24 -t2.81 t.3t -20.tó .3.45 .7.59

Êi -000126 0.01491 0,01896 0.00583 0.00934 -0.01918 0.01153 0.00149 -0.02328 0.00949 -0.00654 -0.021282.00 6.67 5.77 t.47 2.96 .3.3t -1.89 0.94 .3,29 ó.03 -1.22



Table 5.3 (continued)

Equation BEEF PoRK cHIcK oMEAT FISH CEREAL VEGE sucAR DAtRy FÄTs NALCo orHER123456?89l0rIt2

õiA55

ôiR3

0.00845 0.01157 0.01312 -0.0073? 0.010?6 0.01344 -0.0104r -0.00392 -0.03528 0.00707 -0.00339 -0.004040.46 3.3ó 259 .t.21 2.2t lS0 -tJt .t.ót .3.07 2.91 .0.41

0.00305 -0.00063 0.01250 -0.00430 -0.00555 0.03099 -0.02868 -0.00132 0.00096 0.0064? -0.00088 -0.0126r0.33 .0.t3 L87 .0.53 .0,86 2.ó3 -2.32 .0.4t 0,t7 2.03 -l.os

0.00287 0.00958 0.00694 -0.00440 0.00129 0.04565 -0.01772 .0.00684 -0,01038 0.01093 0.00?0? -0.04498-t.20 1.89 0.93 .2.98 0.18 i.47 -t.28 -t.gt .0.64 3,0ó 058

'0.01158 0.0¡491 0.02141 -0.01938 0.00188 -0.02548 -0.00429 -0.00274 0.01044 0.00893 0.0|t44 -0.01153-t.70 1.73 1.ó9 .2.24 0.15 -1.14 -0.t8 .0.45 0.38 t.47 0.84

-0.02'ì72 0.01850 0.04578 -0.05201 0.03610 0.03601 -0.01702 -0.00192 -0.04880 0.00694 0.02390 -0.01375-1.86 t.2t 2.U -3.2t t,óa 0.91 -0.4t -0.73 .t.ol 0.64 0.ó5

-0.05351 -0.00900 -0.00263 0.02100 0.03340 0.05458 -0.0t939 -0.00206 -0.09139 0.02331 -0.10290 0.15458.J.J8 -0,36 .0.t7 3.46 0.ç7 0.86 .0.29 -O. .t.26 L35 -t.75

0.013u -0.00116 -0.01001 0.005?8 0.00470 -0.00212 -0.0r864 -0.00341 -0.00518 -0.00r00 0.01138 -0.05358-t.79 .0.31 .1.79 2.E2 0.88 -0.21 -t.& .t.27 .0.43 .0.37 1.25

0.01264 0.00256 -0.00085 0.01054 -0.00229 .0.01679 0.00856 -0.00584 0.01206 -0.00358 -0.0001t -0,0t691.t.43 0s4 .0.t2 2.8t .0.34 .3.t7 -0.67 -0.18 0.84 -t,07 .A.01

-0.01282 -0.00017 -0.01412 0.02851 0.00157 0.00?63 0.00444 -0.00510 -0.00506 0.00567 -0.0084ó -0.001550.3t -0.03 .t.90 453 0.2t 0s6 0.31 -).37 .0.30 153 .0.67

000315 0.0039t -0,00074 0.00338 0.0t2'17 0.03740 -0.01385 -0.00236 -o.02uo 0.00230 -0.02541 000ì8?.0,2t 0.96 -0.t2 0.98 2.23 3.30 .1.25 _0.82 .1.74 0A0 .2.61

0.00165 -0.00895 0.00609 0.02290 -0.01221 0.u311 -0.01650 -0.00294 ,0.03056 0.00230 -0.00418 -0.00135-0.33 -t.8t 0.83 2.62 .t.75 3.42 -t.2i -0.84 .t.95 2.33 .0.35

-0.00311 -0.00ã1 0.00886 0.00882 -0.00780 -0,00803 0.02549 -0.00051 -0.00922 0.00811 -0.02746 0.00135-0.18 -0.54 1.i1 t.08 -r.20 -0.ó7 2.u -o.ts .0.ó3 .t.07 -2.49

0.00158 -0.01083 -0.01076 0.02005 -0.00478 0.01441 -0.00804 -0.00635 -0.026'Ì5 .O.æv'l 0.02462 0.01032.0.12 -2.48 .1.68 3.12 .O.n 1.2E -0.67 -2.A6 .t.93 0.1ó 2.35

-0.01003 0.00123 -0.00097 0.00699 -0.00706 0.03880 -0.03103 -0.00?86 -0.02841 0.00048 0.01998 0.01789L7t 0.2s .0.t3 3s2 .t.ot 3.03 _2.31 .2.25 -1.5t .0.3t 1.69

0.01601 -0.00067 -0.00202 0.00585 0.00845 -0.00819 -0.00617 0.00502 -0.03903 -0.00t0? 0.01825 0.003580.7t -0.02 .0,3s 0.35 .¡JJ .0,81 -0.58 .r.8J .3.t6 2.88 1.96

0$522 0.00?53 -0.00143 -0.00199 0.00366 0.016s9 -0.01359 0.00083 .0.00532 0.00?88 -0.0187r -0.0009?0.37 2.02 .t.96 -3.02 0.96 1.74 -t.33 .0.3t .0,44 2.44 -2.03

0.00265 0.0t22Á -0.00962 0.01335 0.00616 0.00094 -0.02497 0.00867 -0.00909 0,00642 -0,00197 -0.004?9-0.79 3.38 .2.98 4.39 t.20 0.10 -2.99 3.37 .0.79 0.8g -0.2i

0.00534 0.00t26 0.00076 0.00211 0,00t09 0.00140 0.001?3 0.001ã 0.00143 0.00112 0.lll09o.gt 0.62 0.78 1.A9 t.10 0.a2 1.23 t.27 t.ts 0.g9 0.31

öiQ3

a. Figures in italics are ratios of parânteter estimates to standard eÍors,

1'75



Table 5.4 uncompensated El¿rsticities: Homogeneity and symmeffy Restricted Heckit Model: l9g4

SUGAR DAIRY FATS
8910

NAICO OTHER
lI t2

Equaljon BEEF PORK CHICK OMEAT FISH CER¡AL vEcE
t234567

0.056 0.080 0.04t 0.t32 0.1?l 0.012 0.153 0.025 0.lll 0.099

€li -0.870 -0.164

¿2i -0.001 -0.815

e3i -0.002 -0.034

Ê4; 0.m0 -0.033

€5i 0.000 -0.025

€6i -0.003 -0.059

€?i -0.003 -0.0'71

€8i 0.000 -0.008

e9i -0.010 -0.084

ê10,i -0.001 -0,014

€l t,i -0.005 -0.051

¿12,i, -0.003 -0.036

€i,M 0.901 1.213

EiH2 -0.039 0.048

êiH3 -0.053 0.045

eìH4 -0.014 .0.001

€iHs -0.026 0.060

€ìH6 0.002 0.017

€iH7 0.006 0.016

€i435 0.034 -0.004

eiÁ45 0.008 0.011

Êi455 0.008 0.003

eiA65 -0.015 0.046

eiR2 0.022 -0.008

€iR3 -0.050 .0.024

ÊiR4 -0.092 -0.021

€iRs -0.005 0.034

€iQ2 0.022 0,0t0

€iQ3 -0.001 0.012

€iQ4 -0.018 -0.026

-0.033 -0.025

-0.019 -0.0ì0

-0.846 -0.018

-0.028 -0.889

-0.017 -0.016

-'.ou -0.023

-0.039 -0.039

-0.004 -0.005

-0.066 -0.0¡7

-0.012 -0.009

-0.025 .0.025

-0.025 -0.01?

L153 t.lzj

0.022 0.043

0.020 0.014

-0.009 0.033

0.028 0,001

-0,003 0.009

0.003 0.018

-0.009 .0.027

0.01l -0.022

-0.010 -0.012

0.017 0.022

-0.023 0.030

-0.056 0.090

-0.071 0.070

-0.021 0.010

-0.008 -0.022

0.001 0.005

-0.0t8 0.043

-0.065 0.002

-0.032 -0.002

-0.o{t -0.002

-0.060 0.007

-0.873 0.001

-0.080 -0.844

-0.087 -0.010

-0.009 0.002

-0.100 -0.020

-0.020 0.000

-0.072 -0.001

-0.060 0.010

1.484 0.863

0.168 -0.094

-0.085 0.012

.0.013 0.020

0.034 0.001

0.023 -0.006

-0.003 0.004

0.026 0.003

0.004 0.004

-0.016 -0.032

.0.030 -0.023

-0.03? .0.002

0.003 0.025

0.13t 0.017

0.089 -0.002

0.087 0.035

0.124 -0.03?

0.088 0.03?

-0.020 0.009

-0.009 -0.018

-0.007 -0.0t5

-0.013 -0.028

-0.003 .0.016

-0.033 -0.00?

-0.878 -0.01I

-0.00I -0.882

-0.053 -0.041

-0.005 0.003

-0.008 -0.014

-0.0t2 -0.003

1.058 1.050

0.064 0.070

0.040 -0.008

0.061 0.046

0.026 -0.041

0.004 -0.002

-0.003 -0.041

0.009 0.018

0,005 0.085

0.014 0.014

0.007 0.064

0.034 -o.t91

0.028 -0.135

0.058 -0.296

0.006 -0.093

-0.013 -0.045

.0.025 -0. 9

.0.042 -0.024

-0.009 -0.036

-0.00? -0.018

.0.011 -0.021

-0.008 -0.031

.0.004 -0.020

-0.024 ,0.039

-0.035 .0.054

-0.002 0.000

-0.789 -0.059

.0.053 -0,823

-0.014 -0.220

-0.004 -0.098

0,914 1.166

-0.049 0.201

0.008 0.046

-0.051 0.ozz

-0.051 0.032

-0.012 0.000

-0.00? 0.014

-0.039 ,0.036

,0.045 0.065

-0.005 -0.014

0.006 0.003

-0.0âl 0.037

0.018 -0.082

-0.073 -0.008

-0.02'1 0.008

-0.015 0.025

-0.009 0.041

-0.029 0.083

-0.007 0.044

-0.004 0.002

0.000 0.001

-0.002 0.006

-0.004 0_000

-0.009 0.012

-0.015 0.01t

0.000 0.002

-0.021 0.000

-0.003 0.078

-0.856 0.02ì

-0.002 -0.887

0.926 0.871

0.016 -0.079

0.001 -0.053

-0.03r -0.030

0.041 -0.04t

0.005 -0.010

-0.010 -0.005

0.046 -0.0u

0.053 ,0.034

0.031 0.005

0.014 -0.030

0.009 -0.005

-0.080 0.042

0.033 0.033

0.000 0,004

.0.025 -0.018

0.039 0.006

0.024 -0.009



Table 5.5 uncompensated Elasticities: Homogeneity and symmetry Resûicted Heckit Model;
1986

Equation BEEF PoRK cHIcK OMEAT FISH CEREAL VEGE sucAR DArRy FÄTs NAtco oIHriR
12 3 4 5 6't 8 9l0 It t2

0.49212 0.03287 0.04896 0.0',1547 0.0350? 0.18909 0.15589 0.00890 0.t4418 0.02233 0.10268 0.09182

¿li -0.886 -0.035

e2i -0.006 .0.19'l

€3i -0.011 -0.031

Ê4i -0.015 -0.030

ê5i -0.00? -0.023

¿6i -0.023 -0.082

€7i -0.021 -0.066

ê8i -0.002 -0.006

€9i -0.026 -0.090

€10,i -0.004 -0.015

€ll,i -0.019 -0.036

Ê12,i -0.017 -0,036

€i,M 1.03? 1.244

.ilt2 0.005 0.074

€iH3 -0.016 0.023

€iH4 -0.019 0.00?

eiHs -0.012 0.007

eiH6 -0.005 0.002

€iH7 ,0.001 0.001

Êi435 0.010 0.001

€i445 -0.002 -0.005

3i455 0.00? -0.025

eiA65 0.003 -0.0t4

€iR2 0.00? 0.003

ÉiR3 -0.023 0.069

€iR4 -0.101 -0.126

€iRs -0.008 0.035

€iQz 0.011 0.035

€iQ3 0.0t4 -0.00t

€iQ4 0.008 0.031

-0.035 -0.022 .0.M7 -0.003 -0.0t0

-0.019 -0.00? -0.0u .0.005 -0.006

-0.840 -0.014 -0.028 -0.003 -0.005

-0.032 -0.881 -0.049 -0.004 -0.012

-0.015 -0.0t4 -0.856 -0.002 .0.001

-0.059 -0.033 -0.083 -0.870 -0.039

-0.046 -0.035 -0.055 -0.022 ,0.865

.0.003 -0.003 -0.006 0.000 0.000

-0.068 -0.029 -0.0?5 -0.025 _0.041

-0.014 .0.005 -0.018 0.000 .0.003

-0.035 -0.018 -0.053 .0.011 -0.018

-0.032 -0.014 -0.040 -0.006 _0.0t2

1.t98 1.075 1.333 0.951 t.013

0.003 -0.019 -0.027 0.049 0.008

-0.001 -0.028 .0.03t 0.038 0.0t2

-0.01? ,0.038 -0.043 0.054 0.013

.0.002 -0.015 .0.029 0.032 0.004

0.003 -0.002 -0.003 0.009 0.000

0_002 -0.002 -0.001 0.004 0.000

0.014 0.007 0.005 .0.001 0.000

0.005 0.005 -0.001 0.009 o.oo2

0.006 0.004 0.007 0.009 _0.002

-0.012 -0.006 0,005 0.008 0.010

0.007 0.028 -0.061 0.000 0.001

0.019 -0.024 0.078 0.082 _0.01?

-0.066 0.075 .0.032 0.023 0.023

0.012 0.050 -0.028 0.003 -0.02I

-0.034 0.004 0.004 -0.005 -0.001

-0.013 0.002 0.004 -0.015 0.013

-0.027 0.017 -0.001 -0.0ll _0.018

.0.030 0.020 0.000

-0.027 0.009 0.002

.0.020 0.011 -0.003

-0.029 0.020 0.005

-0.018 0.006 0.000

-0.05t 0.040 0.007

-0.024 0.032 -0.003

-0.053 -0.006 0.023

0.t52 0.021 -0.0?0

-r.018 0.005 0.049

-0.021 .0.823 0.001

0.i54 0.024 -0.900

r.169 0.631 0.861

0.105 -0.126 -0.038

0.060 -0.085 -0.016

0.033 -0.088 -0.019

0.009 .0.u2 -0.011

0.001 -0.011 -0.006

0.000 -0.005 -0.002

-0.006 -0.021 -0.011

0.003 -0.0 -0.015

-0,013 -0.011 -0.006

0.039 0.m0 -0.018

0.020 0.005 -0.038

-0,064 -0.130 -0.168

-0.028 -0.040 -0.031

0.013 -0.013 -0.005

-0.014 0.00? -0.001

.0.023 0.000 0.006

.0.006 0.002 0.026

-0.040 -0.022

-0.022 -0.015

-0.022 -0.018

-0.038 .0.016

-0.020 -0.010

-0.062 -0.059

-0,044 -0.056

-0.869 -0.004

-0.085 -0.Et8

0.000 -0.010

-0.039 -0.033

,0.099 -0.031

).274 t.092

-0.013 0.021

0.028 0.ou

-0.024 0.034

-0.014 0.012

-0,001 0.003

-0.002 0.001

0.003 0.00?

0.032 0.000

0.037 -0.003

0.031 -0.010

0.096 0.003

-0.029 0.t08

-0.124 0.090

-0.018 0.005

0.025 -0.004

0.012 -0.003

0.048 0.001



Table 5.6 Uncompensated Elasticities: Homogeneity and SymmeÍy Restricted Heckit Model:
r990

Eq'ition BEEF PoRK cHIcK OMEAT FISH CEREAL vEcE suGAR DAtRy FATS NALco orr{ER12 3 4 5 6.1 8 9 tOltt2
Iyi 0.07313 0.02325 0.04530 0.0?556 0.03603 0.t6016 0.t6723 0.00848 0.19021 0.01639 0.A9624 0.t0742

eii -0.832 -0.075 -0.060 -0.020 -0.045 0.000 _0.015 -0.035 -0,001 -0.070 -0.007 0.0{13

¿2i -0.008 -t,354 -0.030 -0.00? -O.ozZ -0.004 -0.005 -0.023 _0.008 -0.U4 -0.005 0.t48

€3i -0.01? -0.069 .0.192 -0.016 -0.034 -0.003 -0.00E _0.036 _0.004 .0.053 _0.005 0.00r

€4i -0.01? -0.064 -0.053 -0.862 -0.041 0.004 -0.016 ,0.031 .0.003 _0.066 ,0.007 0.007

e5i -0.014 -0.049 ,0.033 -0.013 -0.80? -0.001 -0.004 .o.o|7 _0.004 -0.U2 -0.006 0.008

€6i -0.010 .0.149 -0.096 -0.023 -0.065 .0.846 -0.040 _0.030 -O.Ot7 -0.115 -0.012 0.010

tli -0.017 .0.t29 -0.08? .0.03? -0.052 -0.010 -0.876 -0.046 _0.015 -0.122 _0.019 0.0!19

e8i -0.024 -0.012 -0.009 -0.003 -0.00? 0.000 _0.001 -0.835 0.000 _0.052 0.000 o.o2í

Egi 0.001 -0.2t3 -0.121 .0.045 -0.095 -0.021 -0.054 -0.068 _0.908 -O.nO _0.018 _0.01?

el0,i -0.026 -0.032 -0.017 -0.006 -0.0t4 0.000 _0.004 _0.012 -0.003 .O.,t3Z ,0.003 0.015

€ll,j -0.005 -0.08? -0.05? .0.023 -0.04? -0.002 .O.OZ4 -0.023 _0.004 _0.080 _0.841 .u.!v3

€12,i -0.014 -0.087 -0.065 -0.022 -0.047 0.001 -0.022 O.o7Z _0.008 -0.075 -0.005 _0,856

€i,M 0.983 1.64t 1.418 t.\ll L259 0.881 1.069 t.r'76 0.8?B LST} 0.932 0.802

EtlI2 0,038 0.162 0.094 .0.032 0.09? 0.027 -0.020 -0.151 _0.060 0.141 -0.011 _0.0t2

eiH3 0.008 -0.005 0.053 -0.011 -0.030 0.03? -0.033 _0.030 0.001 0.076 -0.002 -,J.oz3

ÊiH4 0.007 0.075 0.028 -0.011 0.006 0.051 -0.019 -0.t46 _0.010 O.t2t 0.013 _0.0?6

€iHs -0,010 0.042 0.031 -0.01? 0.003 ,0.010 -0.002 -o.\Zf 0.004 0.036 0.012 _0.002

€iH6 -0.007 0.015 0.020 -0.013 0.019 0.004 -0.002 -0.018 -0.005 0.008 0.005 -0.002

€iH7 ,0.006 .0.003 -0.00r 0.002 0.008 0.003 _0.00r _0.002 -0.004 0.012 _0.009 0.01?

eiA35 0.195 -0.010 -0.043 0.015 0.025 -0.003 -O.O2Z _0.0?S .0.005 _0.012 0.023 -0.097

€i445 0.021 0.013 -0,002 0.017 -0.008 -0.013 0.006 -0.083 0.008 -0.026 0.000 _0.01e

êi455 -0.017 -0.001 -0.032 0.038 0.004 0.005 0.003 _0.060 -0.003 0.035 -0.009 ,rì.001

€i465 0.007 0.026 -0.003 0.00? 0.055 0.036 .0.013 -0.043 _0.018 0.022 _0.041 0.003

€iR2 0.004 -0.060 0.02t 0.047 -0.053 0.042 _0.015 _0.054 -0.025 O.OZ2 _0.00? -o.,Joz

eiR3 -0.010 -0.024 0.044 0.026 -0.049 -0.011 0.034 _0.013 .0.0 0.lll _0.064 0.015

eiR4 0.006 .0.136 -0.069 0.078 .0.039 0,026 _0.0t4 .O.2tg _0.{Xl -0.062 0.0?5 0.02E

ÊiRs -0.021 0.008 -0.003 0.0t4 -0.030 0.03? -0.028 _0.140 -O.OZ3 0.004 0.031 0.025

3iQ2 0.052 -0.007 -0.011 0.018 0.056 -0.012 -0.009 0.140 _0,049 _0.016 0.O4S 0.008

€iQ3 0.018 0.082 ,0.008 -0.00? 0.026 0.027 -0.021 0.02j -0.007 0.121 -0.049 _0.002

€iQ4 0.009 0.132 -0.053 0.044 0.û43 0.001 -0.037 0.255 _0.012 0.09S _0.005 -0.011



aDd we have already observed that zero observations in our reconstructed PUMDTS were a small

propofion of the total sample.Tlìe extent to which these estimates âre totally free of sampling bias

is an empirical matter wlìose investigation holds potential for future econometric work. Overall,

it is fair to say tlìat micro data sets such as the puMDTs, inlerit large sample properties that

allow us the flexibility of managing our data witlrout severely imparting sa-rnpling error. By their

vary nature, PUMDTs are restrictively large, and managing data via deletions may be warralìted

to serye resources and time. Tl s does not imply a diminished role for censored regressions.

Quite to tlìe contrary. Our expenditure data are average weekly expenditures, which necessarily

lnears that fewer zero expenditure will be observed relative to daily diary records since the zerc

expenditure problem does tend to be less of a problern as the degree of commodity âggregation

increases, as in our case (See Tables 3.3, Chapter 3).

5.4 Summary

This Chapter dealt with the critical problem of sample selectivity bias. This issue is often

ignored in cross-sectional demand studies. Although our results índicated the absence of such

bias, we believe tlìat at lower levels of aggregations, the results woul<l be different, hence censored

regression analysis would play a greater role in explaining the sensitivity of food-atllome

expenditure to various economic and delnographic factors. Nevertheless, our futding that the IMR

is irxignificant in all cæes tlìat we have estimated for our level of agregation shoutd serve to

infom future research in fÏis area.



Chapter 6

Analyzing Food At Home Expenditure
Using a Nested ALIDS and Thanslog Demand System,

6.1 Introduction

In Chapter 5, we estimated an Almost Ideal Demand System (ALIDS) modified to

account for demographic factors. Our choice of functional form was subjective to the extent that

it was not based on â statistical comparison of various models. NeveÍheless, we estimated the

ALIDS because in most previous empirical studies, the ALIDS has retained some amenable

properties that make it aìr 'almost ideal' choice for most demard studies.

A study such as this one would probably be incomplete if it did not also evaluate

altemative demand systems so as to ascertain whether or not the data used in this study are

insensitive to different flexible functional form specifications. However, statisticat interpretations

based on comparison of altemative empirical specifications using goodness of fit criteria may be

inadequate since, in general, most of these models a¡e not nested within each other in the sense

dlat one delnand system is not a special case of others even if such models possessed identical

properties. TWo such popular demand systems are the ALIDS and the exactly aggregable

Translog of Christensen, Yorgensorì, and Lau 119751. AsLewbel t19891 points out, itis noteasy

to clÌoose between these two systems based on their consistency with economic theory in that botlì

systems are second order flexible in prices and total expenditure; tlìeir budget share Engel curves

are linear in tlìe logaritlxns of total expenditures (implying similar aggregation properties); an<l

they have indirect utility functions that are buitt up of polynomials in logarithms of prices.



In view of these considerations, tlre objective of this Chapter is to use the PUMDT to

evaluate tl.re relative performance of tlìese two popular PIGLOG models within a nested

framework proposed by Lewbel [1989]. The Lewbel framework is adopted for this evaluatíon

because it avoids a number of problems associated with non-nested test procedures and presents

a parsimonious joint system which reduces either to the exactly aggregable Translog or the ALIDS

model with appropriate linear parametric restrictions involving only a subset of the joint model

pafameters.

The rest of this Chapter is organized as follows. In section 6.2, we present a specification

of the composite Lewbel system (henceforth Transalicls). The Transalids is appropriately extended

to account for demographic variables already defined in Chapters 3 and 4. In section 6.3, we

present estimation methods while results, including a comparison of relevant goodness of fit tests

a-nd tests of linear hypothesis are presented in section 6.4. section 6.5 concludes the chapter.

It is emphasized t.lìat since tlìe objective of tlús Chapter is the evaluation of relative performance

of the nested models, we will not present a detailed discussion of pa-rameter estimates and

elasticities. Rather, tlis exercise is best interpreted as yet anoflrer model validation endeavour.

6.2 Specification of Nested ALIDS/TFanslog (Transalids) Demand System

Lewbel' s composite model is based on the following well-behaved indirect utility

function

loglv(P,Z)l = b rP + logld * q rP + !{cp - (ar * f cl)Z)

which we have represented conveniently using lnatrix notation for eæe of exposition. y is tlìe

indirect utility function, Pis a price vecto¡ of dimension ¡r' with component p, and p, = Iog@),

Zlog (nt) where n¿ is total food-at-home expenditure; 1 is the ¡r-vector of ones; a a-ud å are

6.1



vectors; d is a scalar; and c is a syrnmetric matrix with the parametric restrictions of surnmability,

homogeneity, and symmetry stated as f=1, br t=0, a¡rd 1rc1=0 V jj.

Applying the logarithmic form of Roy's identity to (6.2) yields the Transalids budget share

equations for the åù household written as:rB

¿ * ç.rp * 6 7¿ * s rr r |{ce¡ - ¡e,t' b ¡(r t Fct)lz

I +F4c1

For Slutsky symmetry, we require c to be symmetric. This system nests the ALIDS and the

Translog as two special cases via the following linear restrictions: c;r1=0 V i yields the ALIDS

model while ói=0 V i yields the exactly aggregable Translog of Clrdstensen et. al. Both

restrictions can be empirically tested to evaluate the adequacy and relative explanatory power

of the ALIDS and tlìe Translog for a given dâta set.

In order to account for demographic variables, we extend the Transalirts by translating tlìe

intercept term ø, and writing it as a linear fr¡nction of â vector D which contains binary variables

representing ltousehold size, age, region, and season íìs defined in Chapter 3. The modified

Transalids can now be written as:

a, * a,îD ' bF * c,rP - lc,l * b,(1 * E;rc7))Z

lí + I{cll

where again summability is given by ¿¡r=0. The vector D contains elements tlìat are unity or

zero by construction, and hence impty that different constants given by a,o + a,rD will appear

in the numerator of the above equation based on the (0,1) condition, There a¡e a total of 17

categories for durffny variables. We do not l(low the extent to which greater parsimony

6.2

6.3

¡s The logarithmic form of Roy's idenrity is d"frn"d u" - 
ôlog u ',7ðlogp, = w¡/,. The subsc¡ipt /r in (6.2) is dropped

for convenience onry. 
' alolvh/alogtìt
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would be aclieved by conditioning l¡b lrousehold's indirect utility f,¡nction /n vå(p,nr) on say

household size, ard modelling only a subset of demographic variables by intercept shifting binary

variables.

6.3 Data and Estimation

The Transalids is estimated using tlìe PUMDT described in chapter 3. The variables ard

model parameters are exactly identical to the ones employed in the preceding analysis (chapter

4). For estimation, we again append a stochastic compo¡rent ¿i to each full rnoclel equation to

capture random enors in the household's utility maximising plans and any heterogeneity across

households, We also adopt the common practice of deleting one equation (tlìe ,OTHER' category)

since as noted earlier, the covariance matrix has rark N-1, implying singularity of the maÍix. The

implied parameters of the deleted equation are derived using the surnmability restriction.

Similarly, we also assign zero values to the first row in the D matrix of binary vâriables to avoid

perfect multicollinearity. The entire sytem is estimated using nonlinear 3sLS avaitable in SAS

SYSNLIN and MoDEL. As pointed out in chapter 4, this is done to account for expenditure

endogeneity. In implementing the Transalids, we experienced serious SAS convergence problems

owing to the nonlinearity introduced by the price index d + ar p + O.sprcp. This was

compounded by the fact that in order for us to test the two nested versions of the Transalids, we

had to run separate regressions for each model which clearly involves many more nonlinear

relationslrips tha¡r eitlrer the ALIDS or the Translog.re To overcome this, we used a sirnplifying

approximation a¡rd used the mechanical stone price index. TIis may induce some specification

error since strictly speaking, the geometúc index of Stone is by definition not nested within the

composite rnodel of Lewbel. However, a number of studies, including Lewbel, have slrown that

'e Nohvithstanding the high cost of parsimony in pa¡arneters, it nìust hoivever be qua[ned thal the Trânsâlids has
only a ferv nlore free pa¡ameters than does the ALIDS (rvhich it embodies). This is an attractive featu¡e, especially
in the honrogeneous and syrnrnetrio Transalids rvhich has [%(Àf + 5À) - 2] paramete¡s compared to tvr(lf + 3M - ll
for the AIIDS and l\h(l'fl + 3M) - 2l for the Translog.



this replacelnent does not seriously undennine the confidence to be placed on goodness of nt

measures that ensue from this approximation. At a-ny rate, we also need to weigh this against tlìe

very high computational costs of estimating t.he full specified model.

Thus, when we impose the restriction cr1= 0 V i and replace the price index p with

stone's index P*, we have the following ALIDS (which in the terminology of Blanciforti and

Green is Linear Approximate):

vl'=a. +ao¡ra.,., orP,,r",'P r b,(Z P')*n. 6.4

Similarly, the following is our exactly aggregable Translog from the restriction bi= 0 V i :

o*",'P-",'rz*o,
t,,.= + e' l*Pîc1

with all variables, parameters , and restrictions defined as above.2o since tlìe budget sliare

equations are lìomogeneous of degree zero in prices, one can impose the nonnalization rz,, =-1

suggested by ClÙistensen and Manser Í19771 in order to identifu the parameters.

6.4 Estimation Results

We stafted witlt the full Transalids model and estimated it in its uffestricte<l form using

SAS SYSNLIN routine which supports nonlinear estimation. we tlìen saved the covariance

matrix t. In the second regression, the homogeneity and symmetry restrictions were imposed on

the composite model and tlte reduced model was estimated subject to the covariance matrix froln

20 Notice how (6 5) is equivalent to the application of Roy's identity to the indirect utiLity funotion of the fonr

lnv(p.rrr) E o,loZ t )25; p,,n!'UL.
i , ¿jj ' tlt tlt

6.5



the first regression. TIis process was repeated for the ALIDS and the Translog. Based on the

parameters ard dre covaria¡ce matrix of each uffestricted and restricted model, we used the

objective function values to compute likelihood ratio test (LR). Formally, the LR test has a 1,

distribution with 4 degrees of fieedom as follows:

LR = - 2LL(ß," ¿) L @ 
", 

4)t - x:,

where L@,,o]) is tlre value of the restricted maxirnum likelihood function a_nd L(8,,,o]) is úe

value of the uffestricted maximum likelihood function, and rJ is the number of restrictions or

degrees of freedom and is equal to the difference between the number of unrestricted

parameters and tlle number of restricted parameters which is simply the difference in the

number of restrictions between the uffestricted and flre restricted model. [For details see the

Knenta 1986, and Judge et. al. 19851.2l

In addition to the LR test statistic, we also present tlre Akaike information criteria (AIC)

[Akaike 1981] which is based on a.n extension of the maximum likelihood principle and seeks to

incorporate in model selection a lneæure of the precision of the estimate a-nd a measurc of the rule

of parsimony in the parameterization of a statistical morlel. The AIC is derived by rninimizing

-2 log(ML) + 2(Ç where K is the number of parameters. ln our present context, the AIC is

necessitated by a need to avoid any bias that may arise from substituting stones' price index for

the'true'price inclex ¿/ + ¿r P + 0.5Prcp Ïìe fonner is only approxirnate to tlÌe Tra.nsalids.

Table 6.1 presents tlte LR test for each of tlie specification for the th¡ee years estimated

sepalately. Looking first at the unrestricted model (reading across tle first row corresponding to

this specification) we note immediately that there is no significant difference in the values of the

6.6

2' A numerically equivalent rvay of irnplerìÌenting the LR resr srarisric is given lV rn = - f f og.[]Lll *n"* 1¿ ¡

is the determinant of the residuâl cova¡iance mat¡ix of the maxirnu¡n lilelihood restricted nroàel uíO ¡:1 i, tf,"
detelminant of the cova¡iance nrat¡ix based on the unreshicted model and applies to norllally distributed disiuibances.
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Table 6.1 Tests of Reshictions using the Likelihood Ratio Test and the Akaike Information
Criterion:1990

Model Rest¡iction Tra¡salids AIIDS Translog

1. Un¡es t¡icted Model

Objective function value

Number of p¿lr¿un eters (¡<)

AIC = (-zIn(M L)+Z(K)

2. Homogeneity Resticted Model

Objective function value

Number of Parameters (K)

Number of Restrictions (4)

f value"

2. Syrnrnetry Restdcted Model

Objectíve function value

Nurnber of palameters (1O

Number of restictions (()

1'? valueb

AIC

90,782

341

-180.883

90,781

330

11

1.26

90,688

u2

99

188.90

-180,852.26

90,771

329

-180,885

90,769.

318

11

3.52

90,664.

241

88

213.46

- 180,847.82

90,773

330

-180,887

90,772

319

11

3.54

90,661.

u3

87

223.84

-t80,837.74

" Critical va.lue5; 12{005) = 6.64, X2tooD - 3.84
b Critical values: f roos) = 12A.34,x'?(00') = 135.81



objective functions of each of the tfuee models. In fact, by the AIC criterion, we see that neitlrer

model is really preferred.

Next, we imposed homogeneity on each system and re-estilnated the systems subject to

the residuals cova¡iance matrix from tlìe unrestricted model. our results once again show no

significant difference between the homogeneous systems and the full motlel, as suggested by the

nearly identical log likelihood functions and the fact that al| t values are less tlìan their critical

values at the upper tail probalities of 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01. Furthennore, tlre AIC are all similar.

WÌen we evaluate eaclì unrestricted model with respect to its symmetry restricted fonn, we notice

a very substantial drop in the value of the log likelilrood function. Based on the LR test and tlìe

AIC, we may conclude that cross-equation resfictions of symrnetry camot be accepted. Given

our earlier results reported in Chapter 4, we are inclined to assert that this new evidence supports

our F-tests in which we failed to reject homogeneity but strongly rejected syrnmeÍy. Notice tlìat

we are comparing test statistics from equation-by-equation estimates (base<l on the F test) witlì

system-wide tests requiring an asymptotic statistics such as the LR. tn this vein, tlìe above results

are only asymptotically valid, which irnplies tlìat given our large sample size and a l2-equation

system, we would expect our asymptotic system-wide statistical tests to bias these results toward

rejection our a given hypothesis. This point has been illustrated by Laitinen [1978] and Meisner

lL979l.

A comparison ofelasticity estimates from the clifferent systems would provide yet anotlìer

way of evaluating tlìe relative performance of these models. This exercise would obviously be

academic since our pararneter estimates show no significant differentiation. Nevertheless,

elasticities for the composite model ca¡ be derived using the following formulae which are a result

of straight forward partial differentiation of B,i witlì rcspect to ¿:

a). Price Elasticity:



,,=i(¡;n)Ur+prcl)(c,+ß(r, -cr)l -ella,+a,D,+...*",,p*pf- (c +p,(1+pîc1))4-6ù

h. /

where ô,j is Kronecker delta.

b). Expenditure Elasticity:

'^='i:(;h-u') 6.8

Notice how for the Translog, the elasticities are easily derived by simply imposing the restriction

åi=0. Furthermore, it can be shown that the elasticities of substitution from tlte Translog are

identical to those derived from the ALIDS. See for instance Chalfant t19871.

6.5 Summary and Conclusions

The objective of this Chapter was to employ the pUMDT to evaluate the relative

performance of two popular PIGLOG models (ALIDS and rranslog) within a nested framework

proposed by Lewbel. In this sense, one can say tlìat tlüs is a¡rother dimension of morlel validation.

Tlis exercise is particularly pertinent in the light of the fact that the relative merits and demerits

of the ALIDS and the Translog have been a perermial source of major contÌoversy among

economists of various persuasions. our results are in keeping with Lewbel's olvlr conclusions

when he observed tlìat the ALIDS and the Trar'ìslog are more or less identical in terms of both

explanatory power and estimated parameters. In fact, Lewbel lias shown ttìat although lis joint



model was slightly superior statistically, its elasticity estimates were close to t¡ose of othet

nodels. The statistical superíority of the joint model has also been reported by yen and chem

[1992]. It is interesting to observe that in a subsequent piece of work, Lewbel [1991] shows that

most household dema-nds are reæonably modelled as pIGLOG, in particular ALIDS. Hence, we

can conclude ¿¡'po.r, that our original choice of the ALIDS model, with all its a-rnenable features

(e.g, ease of estimation) was 'almost ideal'.



Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusions

In this Chapter, we summarize tlre major findings of tlús study. Limitations of the stucly are

identified and suggestions for future research are provided.

7.1 Major Findings

TIÌis study employs the concept of weak separability and two-stage budgeting to generate a

matrix of demand elasticity estimates for Ca¡radian food-atlìome consumption as vvell as to assess

the theoretical restrictions of utility tlieory. The first stage i¡volved Canadian households allocating

expenditures to food-at-hone, food-away-frorn-lrome, and nonfood. In tlre second stage, houselÌolds

allocate the FAH expenditures to 12 disaggregated food commodities, namely: beef, pork, poultry,

odrer meat, fislì, cereals, vegetables, sugars, dairy, fats and oils, non alcoholic beverages, and 'other'

processed foods. The second stage was estimated using the Almost Ideal Demand System (ALIDS)

wlúch was modified to incol?orate household size, age of household head, region of residence, an¿

season. These demograplúc va¡iables were represented by rlichotomous categorical variâbles and

incorporated by allowing the intercept to be a function of these binary variables. Tlie model was

estimated using fublic Use Microdata Tapes for the years 1984. 1986, a¡d 1990. pUMDTS provide

a rich source of i¡formation on demographic variables that enables the incorporation of a wide range

of these variables in a complete demand system of disaggregated food commodities. Data for each

year was employed separately to estimate model paraneters. The ALIDS was selected a priori for

its amenable features.

The complete matrix of elasticities shows that our results are quite plausible and household

size, age, region, and season lìave relatively significant effects on canarlian househol<t food

consumption pattems. Both the Marshallian and Hicksia-n elasticities lìave negative signs. For tl.re



Ma¡shallian elasticities, tlis sign is expected a priori wlrjle for tlre Hicksian, the negative own price

elasticities indicate complia-nce with the concavity or negativity condition of tlìe Slutsky substitution

matrix. TlÌese elasticities are quite plausible and their magnitudes falt within ranges reported by otlìer

studies. In general, after exzunining Hicksian compensation, it was establislted tlìat the degree of

substitutability outweighs the degree of complementarity among these foocl commodities in Ca:rada,

as suggested by tlre preponderance of positive Hicksian cross-price elasticities. Expenditure

elasticities are generally very Ngh for rneats and indicate tlìat furtlter increases in meat consumption

should be expected provided there is an accompanying increase in household income.

Tlìis study also considered the critical issue of functional form. Two popular flexible

functional forms, (the ALIDS and the Translog), were comparerl employing a nested frarnework

suggested by Lewbel [1989]. The parameter estimates of all the models did not show any major

differentiation, asjudged by the likelihoocl ratio test (LR) and tlre Akaike lrfonnation Criteria (AIC).

In addition, the issue of sarnple selection bias which is often ignored in cross section studies was

addressed by cornparing results from a Tobit (Heckit) model incorporating the tnverse Mills Ratio.

Selection biæ was found not to be a significant problem for the level of aggregation ernployed.

Model specification issues related to endogeneity ofexpenditure were also addressed. Unlike

lnost complete demand system studies that assume expenditure exogeneity, this study used a complete

ilfonnatíon estimation procedure (3SLS) to correct for possible specification enor introduced by

endogenous regressors.

Finally, the study tested lÌomogeneity and symmetry, as well as computed eigenvalues for

evaluating tlre concavity of tlre expenditure function. Homogeneity was not rejected but slmmetry

was strongly rejected. Nonpositive characteristic roots suggested that concavity appears to hold.

7.2 Significance of Study



This study hæ produced a matrix of elasticities for a rnoderately disaggregated food

commodity model within a micro-economic framework consistent witll a¡r individual househoid's

optimization behaviour. Tlìese elasticities can be employed by policy makers and industry analysts

in forecasting and sensitivity analysis. In particular, this information can be used to appraise the

structure of food expenditure pattems among canadian households. our disaggregated model is

especially useful for industry managers who operate in ratlrer more narrowly defined markets in

which decisions pertaining to pricing, new product development, and merchandising are made. This

information may prove useful for these managers although much lower levels of disaggregation rnay

prove even more useful for these ma¡agers who rnight be specifically interested in merchandizing

related, say to t-bone steak, sirloin, lean ground beef, etc. The incorporation of demographic variables

was paÍicularly relevant because it provided a set of demographic elasticities wl ch can be used to

analyze changes i¡ the demand for foods that ere consistent with changes in socioeconomic factors.

Moreove¡ tlìese estimates can be extended to the evaluation of govemment welfare programs. For

instance, using the expenditure function, one can construct economic indices wlúch would measure

tlre relative costs of reaclìing a given standard of living under two different price scenarios using the

well known compensating and equivalent variation concepts. Analyzing regional policies is also

fairly straight forward: once population characteristics and price infonnation for a specific region are

known, our demographically translated model can be employed to provide household demand

parameters for these spatially delineated rnarkets. Suffice it to say that our use of such complex

PUMDTs and llle successful incorporatiolì of demograplúc vadables in a theoretically plausible

demand system marks a significant point ofdeparture from other Ca¡adian studies tlìat have prhnarily

been bæed olì aggregate time series analysis.

Finally, policy makers can also use this information by considering the fact that t¡e p¡esence

of higlrly significant price effects on food budgets in all 12 shares equations suggest tlìat price policy

will continue to be an importart agricultural policy instrument in Canada, especially withiu tlre

context of canada's supply managed products such as poultry and dairy. To see this, observe that
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all Marslìallían own-price elasticities are negative and less than unity, implying that increasing prices

of a supply managed product such as chicken (vía say production quotas or import measures) would

result in increased revenue to Canadian poultry producers and processors.

Ea¡lier, we stated that much lower levels of aggregation may prove even more useful for

rnanagers in the food industry. Nevertl'teless, our elasticities still have irnpofant implications for

produce¡s and processors in Canada, especially with respect to the red meat industry. In particula¡,

tlre observed salient position taken by clúcken, pork, anrl fish in the ca¡radian diet poses a specific

challenge for the red meat industry and calls for greater emphasis on breeding for leaner beef

products coupled \¡/ith better product bra-nding, marketing, and promotion. such apparent sûuctural

change implies that food processors will need to make sigtÌificant cost adjustments to its production

technology. This may ultimately be reflected either thouglì higher costs of marketing services or

improvements in efficiency. In this view nanagers need a lucid understanding of the linkages

between retail and farm prices in order to asceftain the full effects of changes in ltouselìold demand,

fann output supplies, and the costofmarketing services on retail and fannlevel prices. The elasticity

information provided by this study is a step toward addressing these issues. Future researclì in this

vein might combine our elasticity estimates to study demand intenelationships for meat products at

the fann level and their links with consulner demand a-nd marketing group behaviour.

7.3 Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research

This study has made several contributions. First, a complex ancl compretiensive PUMDT was

successfully managed to retrieve data pertaining to a variety of variables and weights ernployed in

this study. Second, neoclassical micro-economet¡ic models incorporating socioeconomic variables

were successfully specified and operationalized to generate demographically translated parameter

estimates and elasticities for disaggregated foods in canada. TIìis contrasts very sharply with

previous Canadian demand studies which do not incorporate demograplúc variables in spite of the

recognized importance of these factors in explaining changes in the pattem of household food

preferences. We contend that serious misspecification may result since fur most industrialized



countries, it is generally recognized tlìat individual food commodities account for a small proportion

of a household's total budget. In this case, flle weight placed on traditional variables (price an<l

income) as detenninants of food expendíture pattems slìould not be exaggerated. Needtess to say,

most of tlis also hinges on wlìether or not our weak separability assumptions are reasonable. Thir<I,

functional frorn specification and model validation, including sample selection bias were modellecl

within a.n econometrically sound framework. Fourth, this study provided comprehensive tests of

neoclassical restrictions of hornogeneity, symmetry, and negativity. TlÌese tests are often never

perfonned in most studies, as was clear from Table 4.34 in Chapter 4.

However, there are tnany demand-related issues that cannot possibly be covered due to

resource and time constraints. Below, we propose a few a¡eas in which research efforts may be

directed.

First, our study did not consider pooling the Microdata across the three yeats due to the

extremely lÌiglÌ computational costs from using the TSCSREG procedure in sAS. pooling would

lìave enabled more systematic treatment of structurat change issues as well as aggregation over

agents. It can be argued the inability to pool ttÌe tlÌree sets of cross-sections removes a time

ditnension fiom the data which could eliminate a-n important source of matket price variation. In

particular, we have showed that considerable interhousehold unit price variation exists in the data.

Hence, to what extent does this price variation across households at a single point in time reflect

cltanges in market prices? Although we believe that we have to an appreciable degree addressed tlÌis

issue by incorporating seæonal dummies conesponding to the quafter in which the household was

surveyed, it would be useful to ascertain the degree to wlìich the use of artificial price variables

affect the estimation results and tlìe iúerpretation of price parameters and elasticities. It is

interesting to note that statistics canada surveys households over a twelve month period. In a way,

this is a virtue and one could claim tlìat the PUMDTS have intertemporal elements built into them.

Second, in this study, we have adopted the conventional approach of using Stone,s price index

as a proxy va¡iable to avoid the convergence problems associated with nonlinear estimation.



However, this approach is often well justified for studies based on time series or pooled cross

sectional data in which market prices are lighly collinear. Since we have not pooled tlie data, it may

be argued that it is difficutt to anticipate a systematic pattem of movement in unit prices derived from

cross-sectional data which are to a large extent driven by qualitative and preference differences. If

unit prices were not closely collinea¡ would Stone's index still provide a good approximation to the

original nonlinear ALIDS model? This is clearly an empirical issue and future resea¡ch miglrt explore

the effect of tlìe use of the price proxy on the estimated results o the ALIDS model. However, we

are still encouraged by the fact that our Divisia prices provide a goocl nt to our model based both on

the F statistics and Theil's results from model validation.

Tlrird, ar issue that has gained importance in cross-sectional studies is the question of quality

effects. Recall that our prices are unit values obtained by dividing the expencliture values by the

quantity values of eacli commodify. However, as indicated in chapter 3, quality choice may reflect

tlìe effect of prices as households respond to price changes by adjusting both the quantity and quality.

For instance, Deaton [1988, 1990] has suggested tlìat in order to employ tlìese unit prices in place

of real market prices, one must assurne that commodities are homogeneous. Tlìis is an arca needing

more work.

Fourth, the limited dependent variable problem is often more real than is assumed. Our levels

of aggregation rnay ímplicitly distort the data structure and artificially elirninate the occurrence of

zero expendifures. It would be interesting to reconstruct the Microdata sets with even much lower

levels of disaggregation than attempted in this study. For instance, we could define a third stage in

which meat expenditure is allocated among meat products. This is particularly relevant because

sarnple selection bias is proportiorìal to tlre probability of limit observations, antl hence influe¡rced

by the level of aggregation.

Fifth, issues regarding simultaneity in prices and quantity are generally overlookecl in most

empirical work. Eales and Unneveh¡ [1993] have developed a useful analytical framework (tlìe



Inverse Alnost Ideal Demand System) which ca.n be employed to investigate tlìese important issues.

An appropriate time series of cross sectional observations could facilitate this aspect.

Sixtli, the nonparametric approach lAfriat, Varianl provides an altemative procedure for

determining whether a finite price-quantity vector is consistent with the Generalized Axiom of

Revealed Preference (GARP). This approach, which has been applied to canadian data by Kohzadi

and Mupondwa [1993] has its own strengtlìs and weaknesses. Future research might explore the

extent to which incotporating this approach would facilitate a better assessment of tlìe consistency

of data with utility maximization and a consumer's preference structure.

Seventh, given tlìe strong rejection of our symmetry tests, it would be useful to hy dynamic

specifications to include factors other than current price and expenditure. These may include habit

a¡d wealth effects. In addition, since PUMDTS provide a rich source of information on a variety

of socioeconornic variables, one rnay consider variables such as number of children, ernployment

status, education, marital status, eî cetetd, wlile a break-down of the Microdata by income class

would enable dre estimation of Engel curves for different socio-economic groups.

Finallf there is a renewed interest in the use of input-output models for analyzing econolnic

impacts at national and provincial levels. It has generally been observed that the houseliotd sector

is one of the primary factors that affects the precision of input-output models. The integration of a

plausible micro demand system such as ours into an appropriately specified input-output model woultl

greatly improve precision in characterizing tJre economy. This is another area of potential future

research.

TIìe researcher is advised that management of PUMDTs to achieve these research goals is

a thankless task requiring patience, tirne, high speed computing and data retrieval facilifies, and some

bæic klowledge about programming.
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